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Abstract
The aim of the paper is to evaluate the performance and
reliability of two whole-Building Energy Software (BES)
tools in the simulation of narrow-cavity, mechanically
ventilated double skin façade (DSF) envelopes. Two
popular BES tools (EnergyPlus and IDA ICE) include a
dedicated model for the simulation of window systems
with a (forced) airflow in the cavity, and can, therefore,
be used to simulate mechanically ventilated DSF systems.
However, both these simulation approaches are based on
the simplified estimation of the thermophysics of the
ventilated cavity, and this may lead to inaccuracies in the
prediction of the system’s behaviour.
Different configurations of mechanically ventilated,
narrow-cavity, single-storey high DSFs are modelled with
the two BES tools. Their ability to replicate i) the
thermophysical behaviour of the systems and ii) the
difference in the performance when one parameter in the
DSF design is changed (i.e. glazing type and shading
on/off) is assessed by means of comparison with
experimental data available from test cell experiments.
The sensitivity of the tools to (slightly) different
configurations is a crucial feature for practitioners, who
can use these tools to design DSFs and to take an informed
decision on the detailed design of these systems (such as
the glazing type and the activation/deactivation of the
shading).

Introduction
DSFs can be constructed in many configurations, and
BES tools are widely used for assessing building
performance with DSFs (e.g. Gelesz and Reith, 2011).
The reliability of BES tools is crucial to assure that
buildings designed using these tools will perform as
planned. The performance of DSFs is usually hard to be
assessed through a BES tool, as this simulation
environment focuses on the whole building performance
simulation, rather than on the sub-components'
performance. However, more detailed models for DSFs’
simulations (such as those based on CFD techniques) can
only focus on the performance of the sub-component,
while miss the integration with the entire building (an
important feature of DSFs). A trade-off between
complexity and usability is therefore necessary, and this
has led to the development of dedicated airflow models
for windows/façades in BES tools. However, the
validation of these models is somehow weak: i) it is often

limited to surface temperature values, and not cavity-air
temperature, heat-flux values, or transmitted solar
irradiance; ii) furthermore, the validation is often carried
out on a single configuration, and the sensitivity of these
models to different configurations is missing; iii)
moreover, inter-software comparison is often not carried
out, and this procedure can be useful for understanding
the difference between simulation and experiments
(Anđelković et al, 2016; Kim and Park, 2011; Mateus et
al, 2014). The last major intersoftware validation report
(using 5 software tools, including some results for IDA,
but excluding EnergyPlus), covering buffer mode and
naturally ventilated outdoor air curtain DSFs is almost 10
years old (Kalyanova and Heiselberg, 2009). The results
of their empirical and comparative validation showed that
for DSFs none of the models appeared to be consistent
enough when comparing results of simulations with the
experimental data, especially in the periods of higher solar
intensity. No evidence can be found in the literature of
intersoftware validation of mechanically ventilated DSFs.
This paper thus addresses the validation and cross
comparison of two widely used BES tools that include
dedicated models for simulating ventilated DSFs
(EnergyPlus, IDA ICE). This comparison is carried out on
an exhaust-air, narrow-cavity DSF, comparing the results
with measured data obtained from experiments in an
outdoor exposed test cell.

Façade technology
Two DSF modules based on the same technologies,
differing in the inner side glazing system only, are
simulated. The DSFs have a mechanically ventilated
cavity of 0.25 m depth, where the indoor air flows into the
cavity from a bottom opening and it is then exhausted
through a duct, placed at the top of the ventilated gap. In
Figure 1 the two modules are schematically represented,
Module A

Module B

Figure 1: Schematic section of the DSFs.
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the main features of the glazed layers are summarized in
Table 2. Modules A and B have the same shading system
in the cavity, the same outer-side glazing, airflow rate, and
control strategy. Each DSF module is 1.60 m wide, 3.40
m high. Both DSFs are ventilated with a flow rate of
20 m3/h. The shading system is a controllable, highly
reflective roller blind placed at 7 cm from the exterior
glazing unit (DGU1).
Four weeks have been chosen for the experimental
comparison, including two weeks with shading up (OFF)
and two weeks with shading down (ON) (Table 1). These
weeks have peak (low/high) temperature and peak solar
irradiation representative for the correspondent season.
Moreover, each period includes both sunny and warm
days, and sunny and cold days, as well as overcast sky
conditions.

Methodology – Numerical modelling and
simulations
The measured internal air and surface (walls, floor and
ceiling) temperatures of the test cell are used as boundary
conditions in the models of the test cell, in order to reduce
the inaccuracies related to other test cell parameters that
were not characterised (e.g. infiltration rate, emissivity of
surfaces), and to assure that the simulated (indoor side)
boundary conditions are as close as possible to those
experimentally measured.
The weather data file used has been customized for the
simulation periods by using the weather data registered in
situ. The measurements include recordings of global solar
radiation data on the horizontal plane and on the vertical
plane of the façade. The required input weather data:
global horizontal, direct beam, diffuse horizontal solar
radiation, and cloud cover fraction of the sky have been
numerically derived for each time step (hourly) from the
experimental data available. Wind data was not recorded,
thus the effect of the wind speed in the calculation of the
outdoor convective heat exchange coefficient is not
accounted for. Because of the location of the
measurement site and its surroundings, it is possible to
assess that the impact of such a simplification is minimal.
The solar optical properties of the glazing and shading
have been calculated with LBNL Window 7.6 and
Optics6 using the IGDB v29 based on data from technical
documentation, while realistic assumptions based on the
authors’ experience have been made where exact data is

Table 1: Experimental periods.
WINTER

Outdoor temperature
[°C]

Week

1

2

3

4

max

7

7

34

26

min

-1

-1

17

12

average

3

2

25

18

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

866

880

641

797

2.34
1.67

1.75
1.3

6.92
5.5

5.33
3.79

max

4.98

4.47

6.7

5.44

average

2.72

2.6

3.75

3.58

Shading device
Max vertical outdoor irradiance
[W/m2]
max
Daily horizontal
irradiation [kWh/m2] average
Daily vertical
irradiation [kWh/m2]

SUMMER

not available (Table 2). Frame properties are set to 10%
frame ratio on both internal and external skin, Uframe,
2
combined=1 Wm K. Module A and Module B are modelled
as two separated elements, not interacting with each other.
The simulation with both tools is run for two consecutive
weeks, for each of the four periods, where the first one
functions as warm-up period, and the second one is the
one used in the assessment (Table 1).
Façades and test cell modelling in EnergyPlus
The modelling of the DSFs has been carried out with the
in-built component “Airflow Window” (as implemented in
EnergyPlus 8.8). This component is only meant to
simulate forced airflow between glass panes and can run
in five different modes, among them the “Air exhaust”
mode (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017a). The inlet air
is taken from the indoor air node of the thermal zone
where the DSF is, and exhausted air is linked to the
outdoor air node.
In general, the software allows the modeller to specify the
characteristics of a window construction pane by pane,
with a limitation of maximum 8 layers in the construction
(including glass panes, cavities, shading). Module B
presents a number of construction layers that exceeds the
maximum allowed by the software. To overcome this
limitation, equivalent fictitious glazing systems (interior
pane and exterior pane), each made of a single glass pane
(instead of double glazing), are created, where the

Table 2: Glazing and shading configurations, solar optical and thermophysical properties.
ID
SG
DGU1

Layers from exterior to interior
10mm Laminated clear glass 5.5.4
20mm
Laminated, low-iron glass with selective coating,
pos.2, 10.10.4
16mm Air
10mm Low-iron clear glass
DGU2 10mm Low-e clear glass pos.2
16mm Air
10mm Laminated clear glass 5.5.4
high reflectance roller blind
*At reference conditions defined by ISO 15099:2003.

Tsol, out
0.7

Rsol, out
0.066

Rsol, in
0.066

U-value*
5.59

g-value*
0.788

0.323

0.307

0.45

1.357

0.379

0.515

0.225

0.146

1.507

0.64

0.1

0.8

0.8

-

-
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fictitious glazing shows the same optical and thermal
properties of the original one. The shading device is
modelled as “Between glass shade”. The position of the
shading device is set by default in the middle of the cavity,
resulting in two equal cavities with same flow rate. This
limitation is connected to the use of the Airflow Window
component, which does not allow to specify the exact
position of the shading in the cavity.
The other parts of the envelope of the cell are modelled as
non-exposed surfaces (nor sun, nor wind exposure). The
boundary conditions of the experiment are imposed
giving to each surface a temperature as schedule (derived
from the available measurements).
The air temperature of the test cell is controlled through
the ideal load system, scheduled to reach the set-point
equal to the measured indoor air temperature.
The correlations for the external heat transfer coefficient
have been set to the “MoWiTT” algorithm (Yazdanian
and Klems, 1994), while the other settings have been left
on default mode. The MoWiTT algorithm was chosen
based on the geometry of the test cell; this correlation is
known to be suitable for very smooth vertical surfaces
(e.g., windows) in low-rise buildings (Yazdanian and
Klems, 1994).
Façades and test cell modelling in IDA ICE
The Expert edition of IDA ICE 4.8 SP1 is used for this
study (EQUA Simulation AB, 2013). The ventilated
window model consists of the following elements: two
detailed window models representing the two transparent
skins; air inlet and outlet components towards the internal,
external or the HVAC systems; and a component for the
ventilated cavity. The detailed window model makes a
layer by layer computation of multiple reflections, and
each layer temperature is computed, in accordance with
ISO
15099
(International
Organisation
for
Standardisation, 2003). Averaged cavity-air temperatures
are calculated based on inlet temperature, mass flow and
solar energy and heat transferred through the surfaces.
In case of a DSF, the shading layer needs to be modelled
as part of one of the detailed windows, thus only one
ventilated cavity is modelled. In the experimental set-up,
the cavity-air temperature measurements were done at the
inside cavity, hence shading in the model is integrated in
the external window model. Cavity depth is given to be
equal to the test cell cavity depth, and shading distance is
defined as measured from the external skin.
As surface temperatures cannot be directly given as
schedules, it was decided to model a guarded ring, i.e. a
series of thermal zones around the test cell, where the
indoor air temperature schedules are set equal to the
corresponding surface temperature measurements. To
ensure that the test cell surface temperatures are equal to
the guarded ring air temperature, the surfaces dividing the
test cell and the guarded ring are modelled as fictitious
structures having a very high thermal conductivity (1000
W/mK), a very small thickness (0.001 m) and specific
heat capacity (0.001 J/kgK). The convective heat transfer
coefficients of these surfaces are set very high (1000

W/m2K) on the guarded ring side, while they are kept on
default towards the test cell. Except for the walls
incorporating the DSFs, all external surfaces are modelled
as adiabatic and disconnected from the building faces.
Ideal heaters and coolers are used in all the thermal zones
to meet the thermal demand.

Methodology – Experiments and data
processing
As more extensively described in Goia et al. (2014), the
two façade modules are mounted on a full-scale office
room located in a temperate sub-continental climate
location in northern Italy (45 ° N latitude). The orientation
of the façade with the modules is 15 ° south-west. The
indoor air temperature of the room is set at 20 °C in winter
and 26 °C in summer by means of a combined air system
and ceiling radiant panel. The system can operate
simultaneously in cooling and heating mode.
The modules are equipped with a wide range of sensors:
thermocouples and heat flux meter sensors are mounted at
three different heights on the façade (+1,00, +2,00, +3,00
m) in order to account for the temperature stratification.
On each module the following parameters are registered:
surface temperature of the interior glazing and the exterior
glazing (both towards the indoor and the cavity); surface
temperature of the roller screen (towards the indoor
glazing); cavity-air temperature behind the shading (when
present); inlet and outlet cavity-air temperature; frame
temperature; heat flux exchanged at the indoor surface of
the glazing. The outdoor solar irradiance is measured both
on the horizontal and vertical plane by means of two
pyranometers. The vertical transmitted solar radiation is
measured by other two pyranometers installed on each of
the window modules. The measurement accuracies of the
sensors are: ±0.3°C, ±5% and ±5%, for thermocouples,
heat flux meters and pyranometers, respectively. The
indoor environment is also equipped with sensors: on
each internal surface a thermocouple measures the surface
temperature while the indoor air temperature is measured
on three different levels. During the modelling phase,
every temperature data and heat flux data collected on
three different levels has been area-weighted averaged to
obtain one representative temperature value for the entire
façade, which is then compared to the single value derived
from the simulations.
The comparison between the models and the experimental
results is carried out both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The time profiles of the measured and simulated values
for the following quantities are compared:
i) surface temperature of the interior surface of the
interior glazing,
ii) average air temperature of the cavity,
iii) transmitted solar radiation through the glazing and
iv) heat flux (radiative long-wave and convective)
exchanged at the internal surface of the glazing.
In IDA ICE all values can be directly logged as outputs of
the software. Conversely, in EnergyPlus, only the
quantities i) and iii) are directly obtained as output, while
ii) and iv) are obtained through the combination of
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Figure 2: Comparison of the experimental data and simulations for transmitted solar radiation of Module A,
a) summer, shading down b) summer, shading up.

different outputs. The average air temperature of the
cavity is calculated as the average between the outlet and
inlet temperature. This approximation is due to the
impossibility of getting as direct output the cavity
temperature, which is automatically calculated by the tool
based on other variables, which are also not accessible as
outputs from the simulation. When the shading is down,
the engine determines the surface temperature of the
screen, but this value cannot be extracted from the
available list of output variables. As for the estimation of
the heat flux, the quantities “Surface Window Inside Face
Glazing Zone Convective Heat Gain Rate [W]” and
“Surface Window Inside Face Glazing Net Infrared Heat
Transfer Rate [W]” are summed up and divided by the
glazing area (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017b).
Quantitatively, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is
used as an indicator of fitness of the models with the
experiments, as described in Eq. 1,
𝑛𝑛
1
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = � � (𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )2
𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

(1)

where n is the number of measurements, 𝑋𝑋 is the hourly
value, the subscript 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is for the simulated value, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is
for the experimental value. The indicator is calculated for
both modules (A and B), for all the four measurements
mentioned above (i, ii, iii and iv), and all four periods
shown in Table 1.
When assessing the sensitivity of the models to different
configurations, the following formula is used for
calculating the relative difference of the values of Module
A and B:

∆𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 =

𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑖𝑖
𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑖𝑖

(2)

where X can be any of the physical quantities measured or
simulated.

Results
The time profiles of the measured and simulated values
for the selected periods for each physical quantity are
compared, and selected graphs are shown on Figure 2-7.
As seen on Figure 2a, the time profiles and the values for
the predicted transmitted solar radiation are in good
agreement with the experiments for periods with shading
down. The peaks are sometime lower for the simulations
in periods when the shading is up (Figure 2b).

In Figure 3. the results for the summer period with
shading down show that for the indoor surface
temperatures IDA ICE has errors in the range from –1 °C
to +6 °C for Module A, but errors are lower in case of
Module B (<2 °C). The minimum and maximum values
are closer to the experiments (<2 °C) in EnergyPlus,
however, there are some discrepancies in how EnergyPlus
models the thermophysical phenomena. The measured
internal surface temperatures and heat fluxes present 1-3
hours’ delay compared to the simulation results of
EnergyPlus, revealing the impossibility of EnergyPlus to
replicate inertial phenomena in glazing.
In winter, with shading up (Figure 4), the surface
temperatures calculated by both software tools show
higher values than the experiments at daytime (errors of
IDA ICE<5°C, EnergyPlus <13°C) and night time (<3°C
for both tools) as well.
For the cavity-air temperatures it is seen that IDA ICE
results are closer to the experiments during winter shading
up, but typically much lower in the peaks during summer
with shading down. EnergyPlus results are lower than the
experimental values in summer with shading down, and
higher in winter, with shading up. During the night time
results from both simulation tools are higher than the
experimental values in the range of maximum 5 °C.
The results for heat flux are the least consistent. Predicted
values are closer to the measurements in cases when the
shading is down (Figure 5). During this period IDA ICE
predicts the heat flux precisely for most of the time with
some errors at peaks in the range of maximum ±30%,
while EnergyPlus results are higher than the experimental
values. In the period of shading up both software tools
have errors that are in the order of magnitude of the
maximum heat flux value (Figure 6).

Discussion
To assess the difference in the reliability of the two tools
and different configurations, RMSE for each period
(Table 3) and the relative cumulative frequency of the
errors throughout the total of 4 weeks’ simulation (Figure
7) is compared for each quantity and module.
The comparison of the RMSE values shows that IDA ICE
predicts the glazing surface temperature, cavity
temperature, and heat flux more accurately than
EnergyPlus, while for the transmitted solar radiation both
software tools give a good estimation, EnergyPlus being
slightly more precise than IDA ICE. The errors are
typically higher than the sensor accuracies shown above.
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Time [hh:mm]
b)
Figure 5: Comparison of the experimental data and simulations: Summer, shading down.
Heat flux (long-wave and convective heat transfer): a) Module A, b) Module B.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the experimental data and simulations – Summer, shading down. Interior glazing surface
temperature: a) Module A, b) Module B; average cavity-air temperature: c) Module A, d) Module B.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the experimental data and simulations - Winter, shading up. Interior glazing surface
temperature: a) Module A, b) Module B; average cavity-air temperature: c) Module A, d) Module B.
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RMSE values tor the internal surface temperatures range
from 0.7 to 2 °C for IDA ICE, while from 1.7 to 5.3 °C
for EnergyPlus. The error for interior glazing surface
temperature is within 1.5 °C for more than 80% of the
time for IDA ICE, but for EnergyPlus this is only true for
3.5 °C error. This difference in the accuracies is also due
to the time shift of EnergyPlus results seen on the time
profiles, which is due to the fact that the tool does not take
the thermal mass of the glazing into account (U.S.
Department of Energy, 2017a). IDA ICE however, does
account for this effect, resulting in a much better match
between simulated and experimental time profiles.
As far as the cavity-air temperature prediction is
concerned, the RMSE values show that IDA ICE is more
reliable for periods with shading up, although the two
software tools have similar magnitude of errors when the
shading in down. The errors are the highest in the summer
period with shading down, when both tools underestimate
the peak cavity temperatures. Errors in IDA ICE can reach
up to 10 °C, while the peaks are more precisely predicted
by EnergyPlus, both for the surface temperatures and
cavity temperatures. In the winter period with shading up,
the cavity temperatures at daytime are captured accurately
by IDA ICE, although in the night, values are
overestimated. EnergyPlus shows a systematic
overestimation for the whole period, but with lower errors
than for the surface temperatures.
The deviation of the cavity temperatures can on the one
hand be explained by the simplified modelling of the heat
transfer from the panes and shading to the cavity-air. On
the other hand, this effect might also be due to neglecting
the effects of the frames on the cavity-air, as the frames
are only modelled as having one dimensional heat flows.
In periods of high solar radiation, the frame enclosing the
cavity can heat up significantly, while in periods with low
external temperatures it cools down. Such an effect is
particularly visible on the inlet air temperature because
the air flows through the bottom frame before entering the
cavity. This causes an initial deviation in the temperature
of the inlet air supplied to the cavity, as also seen in a
previous study (Saelens et al, 2003).
The transmitted solar radiation is the most accurately
predicted quantity among all the assessed variables. The
time profiles show good agreement; the RMSE values are

Time [hh:mm]

Figure 6: Comparison of the experimental data and
simulations: heat flux of Module A, summer, shading up.
very low for periods with shading down (< 3.35 W/m2),
and moderate when shading is up (<27.5W/m2). This
indicates that the software tools are capable of taking into
account the optical properties of transparent structures
precisely.
When it comes to the long-wave and convective heat flux
exchanged at the indoor surface of the glazing, the errors
are typically moderate, with high deviations in the peaks,
except for the results of IDA ICE for the periods with
shading down, when results are close to the experiments.
Apart from the inaccuracy of the models in predicting
thermophysical phenomena, another possible cause of the
high deviation of heat flux values can be the errors of the
measurements when solar radiation is present. In this
case, the measurement devices for temperature and heat
flux can heat up, which can affect the measured values.
Although shielding solutions (Kalyanova et al., 2007) are
good practices and have been implemented in the
experimental campaign (Goia et al., 2014), these only
work with a sufficient accuracy for temperature sensors,
as any shielding to avoid overheating due to impinging
solar radiation impacts the local thermophysical
phenomena around the device. For this reason, the results
for heat flux have the largest uncertainty.
Another goal of this research was to evaluate if, and to
what extent, the software tools are capable of replicating
the difference in performance arising from slightly
different configurations.
The effect of the roller blind is properly taken into account
when calculating the transmitted solar irradiance, as one
can expect, but the effect of the shading on the

Table 3: RMSE for all periods and Modules A and B.
Period

IDA ICE

EnergyPlus

Interior glazing surface
temperature
Cavity temperature
Transmitted solar radiation
Heat flux (LW+conv)
Interior glazing surface
temperature
Cavity temperature
Transmitted solar radiation
Heat flux (LW+conv)

Module
°C
°C
W/m2
W/m2
°C
°C
W/m2
W/m2

Winter
Shading down
Shading up
A
B
A
B
1.70
0.67
1.98
1.10

Summer
Shading down
Shading up
A
B
A
B
1.52
0.61
1.05
0.92

3.51
3.35
7.93
2.75

4.04
2.49
2.15
2.23

1.49
27.51
23.07
5.29

2.32
14.63
17.41
4.08

3.24
1.50
3.58
2.15

3.27
1.09
1.56
1.66

1.51
22.76
18.89
2.91

1.70
13.91
13.89
2.55

3.52
2.75
22.20

5.52
2.18
15.61

4.27
19.60
38.84

6.69
13.65
35.50

3.37
0.90
16.14

4.78
0.65
11.39

2.61
15.66
27.59

4.73
13.02
26.34
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Figure 7: Relative cumulative frequency of the error for the predicted hourly values: a) interior glazing surface
temperature, b) cavity temperature, c) transmitted heat flux through the internal glass pane.
2

temperature rise inside the cavity is underestimated in
both software tools. Also, for interior glazing surface
temperature and heat flux RMSE values are in most cases
lower when shading is down, except for the cavity-air
temperature, which is generally predicted with higher
errors, although some exceptions exist. This indicates that
the calculation of the heat balance of the cavity with
shading is not following the real physical phenomena.
The comparison of the results for the single glazed
(Module A) and the double glazed (Module B) inside skin
shows that the temperature of the interior glazing surface
and the heat flux predictions of Module B are more
precise, while the cavity-air temperature is more precisely
predicted for Module A. The errors of cavity temperature
are below 3 °C for IDA ICE in 80% of the time for both
configurations, while for EnergyPlus there is a big
difference in the results of the two configurations.
Although there are errors in the prediction of the values
of the cavity-air temperature, the relative difference of the
two configurations is in the same magnitude for the
experiments and both tools (Figure 8a), with only small
deviations for EnergyPlus. However, for internal surface
temperatures (Figure 8b), the effect of changing the
internal glazing is generally correctly taken into account,
but highly underestimated.
When looking at the causes of these discrepancies, it is
possible to hypothesize that some physical phenomena are
not taken into account in the models; however, some
discrepancies could also be due to the intrinsic
uncertainties of the experimental setup. For example, the
solar transmittance is generally modelled correct and in a
detailed way, with 85% of the values being within an error
of 10 W/m2 for both software tools. The differences seen
in peak values might be due to the relative placing of the
physical sensors measuring indoor and outdoor
irradiance, or to assumptions done to calculate the correct

weather data variable from measured data. Modelling
uncertainties causing errors can be ground reflection or
the small deviations due to the lack of the exact glazing or
shading optical properties. These uncertainties could be
addressed during calibration; however, these are not
significant for the overall picture.
Some differences due to aspects that could not be captured
in the model are also seen: for example, some peaks in the
transmitted solar radiation appear in the simulations that
are not present in the experimental data. The models do
not take into account any constructions that are
perpendicular to the façade plane, while in the test cell the
DSFs are constructed between opaque enclosures. At
azimuth angles nearly parallel to the façade solar
irradiance is still transmitted in the models, although
already partially shaded in the reality. (Figure 2b, 4th day)
The results of the cavity-air temperature and the internal
glazing surface temperature reveal that the heat transfer
through the entire system is not simulated with full
accuracy. The modelling of the heat transfer coefficients
in the cavity are calculated in a simplified way based on
temperature or airflow rate only.
The placement of the shading in the cavity also has limited
modelling settings in both tools, which cannot take into
account the airflow distribution as it is in reality, though
it is hard to estimate what could be the impact of such a
simplification on the simulation results, as dedicated
experiments should be conducted to investigate this
aspect.

Conclusions
The DSF model of two BES tools (EnergyPlus, IDA ICE)
was used to compare results of DSF performance to test
cell experimental results. While the software tools
calculate transmitted solar radiation with high confidence,
both tools have notable errors in internal surface
temperatures, cavity temperatures, and heat flux.
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IDA ICE is more reliable in internal surface temperature
prediction; however, the two tools have similar magnitude
of errors for the cavity temperatures, underestimating
peaks and overestimating temperatures at winter without
solar radiation. The model in IDA ICE captures the time
profile generally correctly, while EnergyPlus shows a
shift in the profiles due to the lack of heat capacity node
for the glazing. Such a missing feature is also affecting
the values of the heat flux exchanged at the indoor surface
of the system by long-wave radiation and convection.
When it comes to the sensitivity of the models to different
configurations, the models are generally able to replicate
both the direction and the magnitude of change of the
cavity-air temperatures for one glazing type and the other.
Conversely, the effects of the change on internal surface
temperatures are only predicted in a conceptual way, the
values of this physical quantity being typically far lower
than those recorded by the experiments.
The simulation of the effects of the shading device is
correct in terms of transmitted solar radiation, while the
impact on the heat balance of the cavity (which is
reflected on the cavity-air temperatures and heat fluxes)
is not correctly taken into account.
This research shows that it is possible to use a modelling
approach based on BES in designing DSFs, but these tools
should be carefully used, especially when it comes to the
prediction of peak values for sizing of HVAC. In these
cases, it might be necessary to add more detailed models
to fully replicate the behaviour of these systems, (e.g.
effect of inlet and outlet areas, frame properties), as well
as adopting other simulation strategies capable of better
replicating the complex thermal and fluid-mechanic
phenomena in the DSF’s cavity.
When comparing to other, custom developed numerical
models for DSF performance prediction, e.g. the more
detailed model of Zanghirella et al, (2011), it can be seen
that the models readily available in the selected BES tools
have somehow higher errors. However, their availability
is a big advantage for energy modelling professionals
trying to evaluate DSF performance during design. These
tools can still represent a suitable simulation approach for
preliminary screening of alternative solutions, at least as
far as the main, overall performance of the system is
concerned, and if the thermophysical properties of the air
extract from the cavity are not important variables (e.g. if
the DSF is to be used as a supply air system, the
inaccuracy on the convective gain/loss provided by the
ventilation airflow can be too high).
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Abstract
This paper aims to present a comparison study on the
performances of different SA methods in building energy
simulation. Firstly, a literature review on the principles
and applications of several popular SA methods was
conducted. Secondly, an EnergyPlus based Monte Carlo
simulation was performed as the case study. Then, various
SA methods were used to compute the sensitivity indexes.
Finally, a comprehensive comparison of the SA methods
in terms of the time and computational costs, accuracy,
convergence rate, and the complexity was provided. This
study is expected to provide a specific and detailed
guidance on the selection of the SA method to the
practitioners in the building simulation field.

Introduction
With the depletion of fossil fuels and the increased focus
on the occupant health, building energy efficiency and
high-performance buildings are arousing more and more
attention these years. To serve this purpose, detailed
building performance simulation (BPS) are extensively
used in both design and operation stages of high-performance building (Hensen and Lamberts, 2012). However,
the increasing model complicacy also brings the curse of
dimensionality, which makes it hard to understand the
model characteristics (Pang et al., 2018). As an effective
tool to help understand how sensitive the model outputs
are to the various input parameters, sensitivity analysis
(SA) is gaining its popularity in both the academia and the
industry. Sensitivity analysis is the study of how uncertainty in the model output can be apportioned to the different sources of uncertainty in the model inputs (Saltelli
et al., 2008). It is effective to enhance the various modelbased studies such as traditional “if-then” analyses,
model-based controls, etc. (Hopfe et al., 2006). Building
models are highly non-linear and commonly involve a diverse collection of input parameters (Gu et al., 2018;
Hensen and Lamberts, 2012; Pang et al., 2017). Thus,
building simulation is one of the fields that can significantly benefit from the SA. In practice, it has been widely
used to rank the input parameters to facilitate the model
simplification, calibration, and optimization.
Last decades have emerged a large amount of SA-based
researches and applications in the area of building performance simulation, e.g., Lam and Hui used SA to identify
the key parameters for the building energy consumption
of an office building in Hong Kong (Lam and Hui, 1996).

Their results suggested that the SA techniques were useful
in assessing the variabilities of the building system.
O’Neill and Eisenhower leveraged SA to select the most
influential parameters on the building energy consumption. These parameters were then refined to calibrate the
building energy models automatically with little expert intuition (O’Neill and Eisenhower, 2013). Sun et al. explored using uncertainty analysis (UA) and SA to replace
the traditional safety factor with quantified margins based
on the quantification of various uncertainties (Sun et al.,
2014). Such method was found effective to solve the oversizing problem and also provide risk management capabilities. Gaetani et al. conducted an SA based simulation
to investigate the most influential aspects of occupant behaviour and the appropriate model complexity level for
the simulation (Gaetani et al., 2017). The study concluded
that increasing the modelling complexity does not necessarily enhance the robustness and accuracy of the simulations. O’Neill and Niu conducted an SA to quantify the
impacts of occupant behaviours on the residential building energy usage in three different locations (O'Neill and
Niu, 2017). Their simulation result indicated that the influences of the various occupant behaviours tend to be
varied with the climate but the thermostat setpoints have
the biggest influences in all three cities.
However, even though the last two decades have witnessed a large amount of model-based SA studies of
building system and sub-systems, how to select the most
appropriate SA method based on given objectives is still
a challenging problem for building scientists and engineers. This is mainly due to the relative absence of the
expertise in statistics. There have been several review or
critical review papers focusing on guiding the selection of
the SA methods for the BPS practice. These studies provide some useful information to the practitioners when
they implement an SA research. However, they all suffer
from some limitations and restrictions.
Tian conducted comprehensive reviews on the SA application for the building energy assessment (Tian, 2013;
Tian et al., 2018). The detailed procedures to implement
an SA was introduced, including the pros and cons of various sampling strategies, SA methods, software and tools,
etc. But how the various SA methods perform in terms of
accuracy and efficiency was not investigated. Menberg et
al. scrutinized three SA methods, i.e., the Morris method,
the linear regression method, and the Sobol method in
building energy modelling (Menberg et al., 2016). The results suggested that computationally intensive methods
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reveal insights into complex model behaviours. However,
many other popular SA methods, such as standard regression coefficient (SRC) were not included in Menberg’s
case study. Nguyen and Reiter conducted a comprehensive critical review which covered a wide range of SA
methods (Nguyen and Reiter, 2015). But the two building
models used in the study were relatively simple for the
real-world applications, with one being a selected part of
a building and the other being a detached residential
house. Besides, the numbers of the studied input parameters were small, which may hide some features of the SA
methods in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency.
This paper aims at investigating the performances of the
widely-used SA methods in whole-building energy simulation. The large hotel prototype building model developed by U.S. DOE (Department of Energy) was used as
the case study. 33 parameters were selected as the inputs,
based on which 3,000 Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
were performed to generate a metamodel of the gas consumption of the Domestic Hot Water (DHW) system.
Then, a systematic comparison of ten SA methods including the screening method, correlation analysis, regression
analysis, and the variance analysis were conducted. A
wide range of metrics including the time and computational costs, the convergence rate, the accuracy of the result, and the complicacy of the methods were investigated
to facilitate the selection of the SA method in building application. The evaluation results suggested that Morris
and SRC demonstrated outstanding performances in
terms of convergence rate and accuracy in this case study.

Literature Review
Generally, there are three typical steps to implement an
SA for building performance simulation (Tian, 2013):
• Firstly, a baseline energy model should be created as
the base case.
• Secondly, the inputs of interest should be sampled
with appropriate distrbutions, uncertainty ranges, and
sampling methods to generate enough cases for Monte
Carlo simulation.
• Thirdly, these models are executed in batch. The
inputs and output are extracted for sensitivity analysis.
The categorization of SA methods varies a lot in different
researches based on their scope, applicability, and characteristic. As usual, they are classified as local and global
approaches. However, there are some studies insisting
that the screening method is neither local nor global, thus
should be grouped independently (Heiselberg et al.,
2009). In this study, the ten SA methods to be investigated
were classified into four groups, i.e., the screening
method, the correlation analysis, the regression analysis,
and the variance analysis (Pang et al., 2019).
Screening method
The screening method, which is also known as the Morris
method or the factorial design, was first proposed by Morris in 1991 (Morris, 1991). Morris method is an efficient
method to calculate the sensitivity of the input parameters

by varying all the parameters simultaneously. Specifically, it divides the ranges of the input parameters into k
levels, thus the input space of a n-parameter model is
transformed into a grid formed by n*(k+1) points, with
each point representing a model evaluation. Then, the values of all the input parameter are changed one by one in
one iteration, until all the points in the input spaces have
been evaluated. Therefore, it is widely considered as a
global method. Morris method evaluates the sensitivity of
an input with a factor called elementary effect (EE), or µ*.
The definition of EE is presented in Eq. (1). Besides EE,
Morris method also outputs the standard deviation, or σ,
which evaluates the interaction among input parameters,
as defined in Eq. (2) (Morris, 1991). There are some extended usage of the Morris method in recent years
(Campolongo et al., 2007; Menberg et al., 2016). However, in this study, only the EE was computed for the sensitivity since we only care about the input ranking.
µ∗ =

1

𝑘𝑘

∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 �

𝑌𝑌(𝑋𝑋+ 𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖 )−𝑌𝑌(𝑋𝑋)

1

𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖

𝜎𝜎 = � ∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1(µ𝑘𝑘 − µ∗ )2
𝑘𝑘

�

(1)
(2)

Morris method has the advantages of better computational
efficiencies and easy implementations. Besides, it is effective to discriminate the non-influential input parameters and can take the interactions among inputs into account (Tian, 2013). It was widely used in BPS to remove
the insignificant parameters prior to the further SA, e.g.,
(Brembilla et al., 2018; De Wit and Augenbroe, 2002;
Sanchez et al., 2014). But some studies found that the
Morris method is not robust enough (Menberg et al.,
2016; Yang et al., 2016). It also cannot quantify the specific interaction between two input parameters.
Correlation analysis
The correlation analysis measures the strength of the linear relationship between two input parameters. The most
common correlation index is the Pearson correlation coefficient (PEAR), which is also known as the product
moment correlation coefficient. Such method is computational efficient, and easy to understand. But it is only
suitable to the linear and monotonic models. In the monotonic but non-linear cases, its rank transformation,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SPEA) should
be used instead. It works by replacing the raw values of
the inputs and outputs with their ranks. The definition of
such methods is defined in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) respectively. The value of the correlation indexes varies between -1 and 1, with the sign and the absolute numerical
value indicating the direction and the strength of the linear relationship. The application of the correlation analysis methods in building application can be found in
(Hester et al., 2017; O'Neill and Niu, 2017; Østergård et
al., 2017)
𝜌𝜌 =

𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 =

∑(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥̅ )(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�)

(3)

∑(𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 𝑟𝑟̅𝑥𝑥 )(𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑟𝑟̅𝑦𝑦 )

(4)

�∑(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥̅ )2 .∑(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�)2

�∑(𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 𝑟𝑟̅𝑥𝑥 )2 .∑(𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑟𝑟̅𝑦𝑦 )2
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Regression analysis
Like the correlation analysis, the regression techniques
are only suitable to the linear models as well. The most
common regression method is the standardized regression
coefficient (SRC). The SRC works by using a regression
model, as presented in Eq. (5), to fit the input and output
data. The terms b and 𝜀𝜀 in Eq. (5) represent the coefficient
of the input and the residual due to the linear approximation respectively. The accuracy and reliability of the SRC
are highly dependent on the linearity of the model, i.e., the
R-squared value of the regression model. When the
interactions of the input parameters are unneglectable, the
partial correlation coefficient (PCC), which is able to
clean off such coupling effect, is recommended to be
used. Similar to the PEAR method, they both have rank
transformations, i.e., the standardized rank regression
coefficient (SRRC), and the partial rank correlation coefficient (PRCC). Those rank transformations are suitable
to the nonlinear models. They are effective to reduce the
impacts of the extreme values, but some researchers found
that such rank transformations resulted in a hard convergence and unstable outcomes (Nguyen and Reiter, 2015).
(5)
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝑎𝑎 + ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀

Tian concluded that SRC was the most popular SA
method in the building energy assessment (Tian, 2013).
Its wide application in the building science can be found
in (de Wilde and Tian, 2009; Menberg et al., 2016; Qiu et
al., 2018; Rodríguez et al., 2013).
The regression-based methods are easy to implement and
comprehend. Also, they are computationally efficient
compared with the variance-based methods. However,
such approaches are model-dependent, which means that
their usage is restricted to the linear models.
Variance-based methods
The variance-based sensitivity techniques are often used
when it comes to the nonmonotonic and nonlinear models.
They decompose the variance of the outputs into a sum of
contributions by the inputs and the combinations thereof,
as defined in Eq. (6), where X is the input parameter and f
is the function of the input parameters. For this reason,
they are also known as the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
methods.
Y = 𝑓𝑓0 + ∑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ) + ∑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖<𝑗𝑗 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 , 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 ) + ⋯ +
𝑓𝑓1,2,..,𝑑𝑑 (𝑋𝑋1 , 𝑋𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑 )
(6)
The commonly used variance-based methods are Sobol
method and the Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test
(FAST) method. Both methods are model-free, which
promises an extensive feasibility. Besides, both methods
can output two indexes, i.e., the first order effect which
evaluates the impact of the individual parameter with the
parameter interaction being eliminated, and the total order
effect which shows the contribution of the inputs with the
interactions considered. Theoretically, both methods can
quantify the high-order interactions among the input parameters, but some researchers found that the FAST is not
suitable for high dimensions (Saltelli et al., 1999; Xu and
Gertner, 2011). Besides, the FAST was found less efficient when the number of the input variables is large

(larger than ten) (Iooss and Lemaître, 2015). For this reason, the extended-FAST and the FAST with a Random
Balance Design (RBD-FAST) methods were proposed to
overcome the drawbacks.
Variance-based methods are considered as the most informative method and have established a good reputation
as the reference method among. However, they ask for an
amount of model evaluations to ensure the convergence
and the robustness of the result. Hence, their time and
computational costs are much more expensive than other
methods aforementioned.
Meta-model-based sensitivity analysis
The Metamodel, which is also known as the surrogate
model, or the response surface, refers to a set of techniques which can be used to predict the outcome using the
inputs. The Metamodel works by fitting the data generated by the simulation software at the selected points in
the sample space. In BPS, it can be used to replace the
physical model based on a certain number of samples instead of executing the original model over and over again,
which is time consuming and computationally intensive
(Iooss and Lemaître, 2015).
There have been a variety of metamodeling techniques
available in this era, e.g., polynomials, neural networks
(NN), support vector regression (SVR), regression trees,
etc. (Iooss and Lemaître, 2015; Iooss et al., 2006; Kleijnen
and Sargent, 2000; Song et al., 2015). The top priority in
the selection of a metamodel is that such approach can accurately capture the behaviour of the original models using the influential parameters. In this study, the multi-variate linear regression is used to create the metamodel.

Methodology
Model description
The large hotel prototype building model developed by
the U.S. DOE was used for the case study. The building
is located in Houston, TX, USA. The outlook of the
model is as shown in Figure 1. It is a 6-story detached
structure with a basement. The total area is 11,345
square meters. The thermos-physics characteristics of the
model as well as its architectural plan and the HVAC
system design are as presented in Table 1.

Figure 1: Outlook of the large hotel prototype building
model.
The domestic hot water (DHW) associated gas energy
consumption was specified as the output of interest in this
case study. The topology of the DHW system is illustrated
in Figure 2. As can be seen from the illustration, the DHW
system of this building consists of three sub-systems, i.e.,
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the main DHW system (blue in Figure 2), the kitchen system (orange in Figure 2), and the laundry system (green
in Figure 2), which supply the hot water to the guestrooms, kitchen, and laundry service respectively. Each
system has a dedicated water heater. It should be noted
that the booster heater (i.e., the water heater of the kitchen
system) is not working independently. Its inlet pipe is
connected to the distribution network of the main heater.
The main heater and the laundry heater are fuelled by the
natural gas, while the booster heater is fuelled by the electricity.

Table 2: The uncertainty of the parameters of the
large hotel prototype building model.
System

Main
System

Booster
System

Figure 2: The topology of the DHW system.
Table 1: The architectural and HVAC system design of
the building model.
Type
Number of Floors
Total Floor Area
Wall U-Factor
Roof U-Factor
Window U-Factor
Glass SHGC
Heating source
Cooling source
Water Heating
Equipment

Large Hotel
6 above-ground floors with a basement
11,346 m2
2.882 W/(m2K)
0.219 W/(m2K)
3.511 W/(m2K)
0.227
Gas-fired boiler × 1
Air-cooled chiller × 1
Main and central gas water heater with
storage tank
Electric dishwasher booster water heater
Gas water heater for laundry with storage

Monte Carlo simulation
33 input parameters associated with the gas consumption
of the DHW system were selected for the Monte Carlo
analysis, as listed in Table 2. The detail about the sampling is not included here due to the page limit. Readers
are recommended to check (Pang and O'Neill, 2018) for
more information about the sampling process. It should be
noted that the room peak use flowrate was counted nine
times since it actually corresponds to the flowrates of nine
different rooms.
3,000 EnergyPlus based Monte Carlo simulations were
performed for the demonstrations of the various SA methods. 3,000 is considered enough for a model with 33 input
parameters (Iooss and Lemaître, 2015). Python Scripts
were used to create the building models in batch and extract the inputs and outputs.

Laundry
System

Water
Use
Equipment

Parameter
Inlet temp.
Setpoint temp.
Tank volume
Max. temp. limit
Max. capacity
Thermal eff.
Use side
effectiveness
Source side effectiveness
Inlet temp.
Setpoint temp.
Tank volume
Max. temp. limit
Max. capacity
Thermal eff.
Peak flow rate
Setpoint temp.
Tank volume
Max. temp. limit
Max. capacity
Thermal eff.
Peak flow rate
Target temp.
Hot water temp.
Room peak flowrate
Kitchen peak use
flowrate

Nominal
Values
22
60
2.27125
82.22
175.8
0.8028
1

Unit

1

/

60
82.22
0.02271
82.22
8
1
8.4E-5
82.22
1.1356
82.22
87.9
0.804
1.93E-3
55
60
1.31E-6
1.4E-4

°C
°C
m3
°C
kW
/
m3/s
°C
m3
°C
kW
/
m3/s
°C
°C
m3/s
m3/s

°C
°C
m3
°C
kW
/
/

N
O.

1
8

9
15

16
21

22
33

Sensitivity analysis
Ten SA methods which were widely used in the BPS
community were selected for comparison in this case
study. They are Morris method, PEAR, SPEA, SRC,
PCC, SRRC, PRCC, Sobol, FAST, and RBD-FAST respectively. The R sensitivity package (Gilles Pujol et al.,
2017), and Python SALib package (Herman and Usher,
2017) were used for sampling and the computation of the
SA indexes.
A multivariate linear regression metamodel was trained
using the input and output data from the MC simulation
to save the time and computational cost by avoiding running the original models for too many times. The Python
scikit-learn package was used to train the metamodel.
The R-squared value of the metamodel was 0.85, which
means that the accuracy of the training was satisfactory.
There is no universal standard for an acceptable Rsquared value, but in general, R2 of 0.75 is considered as
a reasonable value for an acceptable model accuracy in
the building simulation (Efficiency Valuation
Organisation, 2007).
The sampling strategies for the various SA methods vary
by their requirements: the factorial sampling was used
for the Morris method; the Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) was used for the correlation and regression methods; the quasi-random sampling methods (e.g., the Sobol
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sequence and FAST sampling) was used for the variance-based methods. The R randtoolbox package
(Christophe and Petr, 2018) and Python SALib package
(Herman and Usher, 2017) were used for the sampling.
To investigate the convergence rate and the accuracy of
the various SA methods, a sampling plan was created to
generate multi-groups of inputs with an increasing number of model evaluations. It should be noted that the
sampling strategies for the Morris method, Sobol method
and FAST are fixed (e.g., the Sobol sequence for the
Sobol method, and the Factorial design for the Morris
method), thus the number of the model evaluations cannot be freely defined for them. In this study, the number
of samplings for these three methods should follow
k*(n+1), k*(2n+2), and k*n respectively, where n is the
number of the model inputs and k is a factor defined by
the users. The sampling plan is listed in Table 3.
It should be noted that the maximum number for Morris
is 1000 because compared with other methods, the Morris method is more efficient, and this number is big
enough for it to reach the convergence (Iooss and
Lemaître, 2015).
Table 3: The sampling plan.
SA method
Morris
Correlation
& regression
Sobol
FAST
FASTRBD

Sampling numbers
340, 680, 1700, 3400, 6800 (k = 10, 20,
50, 100, 200)
50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000,
10000
6800, 13600, 34000, 68000, 136000,
340000, 680000 (k = 100, 200, 500,
1000, 2000, 5000, 10000)
3300, 6600, 16500, 33000, 66000,
165000, 330000 (k = 100, 200, 500,
1000, 2000, 5000, 10000)
3300, 6600, 16500, 33000, 66000,
165000, 330000 (k = 100, 200, 500,
1000, 2000, 5000, 10000)

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑛𝑛∗(𝑛𝑛−1)/2

Computational cost
As listed in Table 3, a number of model evaluations were
performed for each SA method to reach the convergence.
The computational time of each method with the maximum number of the model evaluation was presented in
Table 4.
It is obvious that the PEAR and SRC are the most computational efficient methods in this case study, with each
taking less than 0.05 seconds. The result also confirmed
that the Sobol method is the most computationally intensive SA method. The time use for the Sobol method is
nearly one minute and a half. It’s worth noting that even
if FAST has been considered as a computationally intensive method in the past, its computational time is actually
much less than its counterpart, the Sobol method. In this
case, the time cost of the Sobol method is approximately
45 times longer than the FAST method.
It should be noted that the SA index calculation in this
study was based on the metamodel instead of the wholebuilding energy models. Considering that the minimum
number of the model evaluations for the convergence vary
significantly for different methods, this difference in time
and computational costs will be amplified in practice. For
example, in this case study, a single EnergyPlus simulation took approximately one minutes with a Dell Precision
T7610 workstation (Xeon E5-2630 12-logical-core, and
32 GB random-access memory).
Table 4: Computational time for the various SA methods.
SA
Time
SA
Time

Comparison metrics
Multiple metrics were used to compare the performances
of various SA methods, including the time for the computation, the convergence rate, the accuracy, and the complicacy.
The Kendall Correlation Coefficient (KCC) was computed to quantify the differences between the two rankings with different SA methods or different sampling
numbers. The definition of KCC was presented in Eq. (7),
where n, 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , and 𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , represent the numbers of the input parameters, concordant pairs, and discordant pairs respectively. The KCC considers the two rankings as a set
of ordered pairs (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖1 , 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖2 ), where 𝑆𝑆 𝑥𝑥 represents the different methods and i represents the number of the input parameter. For two different input parameters, if 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖1 < 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗1 ,
and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖2 < 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗2 , this pair is considered as concordant, if not,
then it was considered as discordant. Therefore, a larger
KCC index represents that the rankings of two sequences
are more concordant.
𝜏𝜏 =

Results

(7)

Morris
0.13 s
PCC
2.52 s

PEAR
0.02 s
PRCC
2.48 s

SPEA
0.11 s
Sobol
82 s

SRC
0.03 s
FAST
1.8 s

SRRC
0.12 s
RBD
1.9 s

Accuracy
The accuracy of the input ranking is one of the most important metrics for the evaluation of an SA method. In this
study, a large number of model evaluations were executed
to make sure that all the results were convergent for the
comparison. For instance, as usual, the k value for the
Sobol and FAST methods is usually 1000 in most researches. However, in this case study, the k value was
10,000 to avoid the mis-convergence.
The ranking result of the top ten parameters were presented in Figure 3. The correspondence of the parameters
and their numbers is listed in Table 2. For instance, the
variable 10 in Figure 3 is the setpoint temperature of the
booster water heater in Table 2.
It’s obvious from Figure 3 that the investigated SA methods had a good agreement when it comes to the identification of the most significant parameters (i.e., the top 10
parameters), except for the PRCC. All of the methods
identified the thermal efficiency and maximum capacity
of the laundry water heater (variable 20 and variable 19)
as the most important parameters. Besides, the temperature setpoint and the thermal efficiency of the main water
heater (variable 2 and variable 6), as well as the peak use
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flowrate of the guest room (variable 24) were also identifies as influential parameters. These conclusions made
sense because the laundry heater and main water heater
are the major end users of the DHW. However, compared
with other methods, PRCC misidentified five input parameters, which made it not preferred in this case.

Figure 3: The comparison of the top ten parameters by
all the ten SA methods.

Figure 4: The comparison of the rankings by all the ten
SA methods.

Figure 5: The carpet plot for all the input parameters.

Figure 6: The Kendall correlation coefficients of all the
SA methods with reference to the Sobol method.
The rankings of all the input parameters were presented in
Figure 4. Compared with the rankings only for the most
significant inputs, the rakings for the whole set of inputs
varied a lot, especially for the parameters which is not significant, e.g., PEAR and SPEA identified variable 24, the
peak flowrate of a guestroom on the first floor, as uninfluential, while other methods considered it with moderate
influence. Besides, Sobol ranked variable 4, the maximum temperature limit of the main water heater as the
least significant, while PEAR and SPEA rated it as the top
15 input parameters.

This mis-ranking of the non-significant input parameters
is probably due to the fact that the sensitivity indexes of
the input parameters with smaller influences are too small,
so that the absolute differences are negligible. The carpet
plot of the sensitivity indexes obtained by various SA
methods were presented in Figure 5. The colour code on
the right suggests the influence of the input variable on
the output with larger indices being denoted in blue and
the smaller indices being denoted in pink. This validates
that for most of the input parameters, their impacts are
very similar since their influences are neglectable.
To evaluate the accuracy of each method quantitatively,
the KCC indexes were calculated to compare all the methods with reference to the Sobol method, since Sobol is one
of the most accurate approach (Nguyen and Reiter, 2015).
The result was plotted in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that
Morris and FAST had the closest accuracy to the Sobol
method, followed by RBD-FAST and the four regressionbased methods. The two correlation analysis methods had
the worst performances.
Convergence rate
How fast can an SA method reach the convergence is also
one of the most concerned topics for its evaluation. In this
case study, a sampling strategy with a set of gradient sample numbers was created to investigate the SA method’s
capability of achieving a fast convergence.
The rankings of the input parameters obtained by the same
SA method but with different sampling times were presented in Figure 7. The results of the top three sampling
times were bolded and coloured in red, blue, and green
respectively to facilitate the view. Besides, a black bold
auxiliary line was plotted in each subplot to mark the
ranking of the top ten parameters.
It was apparent that the Morris method, SRC, and FAST
archive the best performance in terms of the convergence
rate. Their rankings are nearly stable from the very beginning of the computation, which suggests that they may
need less model evaluations for the sensitivity analysis in
practice. Except for these three methods, the Sobol
method performed relatively well too, with its ranking
fluctuating in an acceptable range. However, it should be
noted that the actual times of model evaluations for Sobol
and FAST are not the k values used for the caption. The
true values are of the model evaluations were listed in Table 3.
The KCC index were computed to evaluate the convergence rate of each method quantitatively. For each
method, the case with the maximum sampling time was
set as the reference. The result was as presented in Figure
8. The result of Morris was not included since it was exactly convergent from the very beginning, which means
that it has the best performance in terms of the convergence rate. This figure further verifies our previous conclusion that the SRC and FAST are the fastest to output
the stable results (other than Morris), followed by the
Sobol method. The other three regression-based methods
and RBD-FAST perform a bit worse but are still acceptable. The correlation-based methods have the worst convergence rates.
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Figure 7. The rankings for all the input parameters with different methods and sampling strategy.
except for the correlation analysis-based methods (i.e.,
Conclusions and future work
PEAR
and SPEA). Both approaches have an
Conclusions
outstanding convergence rate, which means that less
This paper used an EnergyPlus based MC simulation to
model evaluations are required to produce stable
compare ten SA methods based on three metrics: compuresults. Besides, compared with SRC, the accuracy of
tational/time cost, accuracy, and convergence rate. The
Morris is slightly higher, but the sampling strategy of
large hotel prototype building model developed by US
Morris (i.e., factorial design) will need more efforts.
DOE was used as the case study. 33 input parameters as•
The rank transformation based methods (i.e., SPEA,
sociated with the DHW system were selected and sampled
SRRC, and PRCC) do not have obvious benefits over
using the Latin Hypercube sampling method. A total of
their prototypes in this cases study.
3,000 simulation models with different uncertainties were
•
FAST has a similar performance of the Morris method
created and analysed.
and SRC in terms of computation and accuracy.
The DHW gas energy consumption was specified as the
Besides, since it is a variance analysis based method,
output of interest. A multivariate linear regression
its result can be directly used for uncertainty analysis,
metamodel of the building DHW system was trained to
unlike the screening and regression based methods.
facilitate the further analysis. The R-squared value of the
However, this method requires more model
regression was 0.85. The evaluations of these methods
evaluations in practice, which would greatly increase
based on the case study were summarized in Table 5.
the time for simulation if the study is not based on a
• The PEAR and SPEA are not recommended due to
metamodel.
their bad accuraces and slow convergence rates.
• Sobol method has long been considered as the most
Though they both can rank the significant input
accurate SA method, and is recommended by many
parameters correctly, they perform poorly in ranking
researchers from various fields to be used as a
the non-significant parameters.
benchmark. Moreover, its ability to decompose
• Generally, the SRC and Morris method were the most
uncertainty in the output makes it an outstanding tool
recommended methods for the linear model, for their
for uncertainty analysis as well. But compared with
outstanding performances of less computational
SRC, Morris, and FAST, a much larger amount of
intensiveness, accuracy, and fast convergence.
model evaluations is required by the Sobol to reach
According to the result of the comparison, Morris and
convergence. This would greatly increase the time
SRC have the lowest demand for the computation
consumed by the simulation.
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Figure 8. The KCC indexes for the same SA method with
different number of samples (model evaluations).
Table 5: Comparison of the SA methods.
SA
Morris
PEAR
SPEA
SRC
SRRC
PCC
PRCC
Sobol
FAST
RBD

Time
Very Short

Accuracy
Good

Convergence
Fast

Very Short
Very Short
Very Short
Very Short
Short
Short
Long
Short
Long

Bad
Bad
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Good
Good
Moderate

Slow
Slow
Fast
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Fast
Moderate

Future work
• The DHW model used in this case study is a highly
linear system. Thus, the conclusions in this paper may
not be directly extended to a nonlinear system. It is
necessary to include more case studies in the future to
investigate the performances of the various SA
methods for nonlinear models。
• More SA methods should be investigated in the future
to include more options for the practitioners, e.g., the
regionalized SA method, the local one-at-a-time
(OAT) SA method, some optimized regression
methods like Lasso regression, etc.

Abbreviations
Abbreviations
AHU

Air handling unit

ANOVA

analysis of variance

BPS

Building performance simulation

DHW

Domestic hot water

DOAS

Dedicated outdoor air system

FAST

Fourier amplitude sensitivity test

FCU

Fan-coil unit

KCC

Kendall Correlation Coefficient

MC

Monte Carlo

NN

Neural network

OAT

One-at-a-time

PCC

Partial correlation coefficient

PEAR

Pearson correlation coefficient

PRCC

Partial rank correlation coefficient

RBD

Random Balance Design

SA

Sensitivity analysis

SPEA

Spearman correlation coefficient

SRC

Standard regression coefficient

SRRC

Standard rank regression coefficient

SVR

Support vector machine

UA

Uncertainty analysis

VAV

Variant air volume
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Abstract
As building energy modelling becomes more sophisticated, the amount of user input and the number
of parameters used to define the models continue to
grow. There are numerous sources of uncertainty in
these parameters especially when a modelling process
is being performed before construction and commissioning. Therefore, uncertainty quantification is important in assessing and predicting the performance
of complex energy systems, especially in absence of
adequate experimental or real-world data.
The main aim of this research is to formulate an uncertainty framework to identify and quantify different
types of uncertainties associated with reduced-order
grey box energy models used in heat demand prediction of the building stock. The uncertainties are characterized and then propagated using the Monte-Carlo
sampling technique. Results signify the importance
of uncertainty identification and propagation within
a system and thus, an integrated approach to uncertainty quantification is necessary to maintain the
relevance of developed models.

Introduction
New building energy modeling tools and methodologies have been devised over the past few decades to
support building professionals in their effort to optimize designs and to enhance energy performance.
These tools for energy simulation have evolved into
a suite of detailed physical relations, both differential and algebraic, that describe the way various disturbances (from weather, humans, control systems,
etc.) influence the thermodynamic behaviour of the
building itself (Eisenhower et al., 2012). The physical
relationships are defined using numerous parameters,
the details of which are often not available to modelers. Therefore, these parameters are either derived
from the previous literature or set to default values
and best educated guesses due to which the simulation results might differ significantly from the actual
ones (de Wilde and Tian, 2009). Furthermore, building simulation often requires the introduction of simplifications and assumptions that adds to the differ-

ence between actual and predicted energy consumption and limits the confidence of simulation results.
Hence, it is crucial to identify and quantify such uncertainties to effectively use the energy simulation results (Hopfe and Hensen, 2011).
Uncertainty analysis (UA) in building simulation is
not a new concept. A common approach to conduct
UA is to use a deterministic model but assign probability distributions to the uncertain input parameters.
Several studies exist in literature that implement UA
to quantify the uncertainties in parameters and further analyze the effect of these uncertainties on energy simulation results ((Eisenhower et al., 2012; Fu
et al., 2017; Hopfe and Hensen, 2011). These studies use standard techniques of risk management in
load forecasting models, for instance, the Monte Carlo
(MC) technique (Fumo, 2014; Foucquier et al., 2013).
Uncertainty quantification is performed by using the
concepts from probability theory, for instance, assigning probability distribution functions (PDFs) to uncertain inputs. Numerical simulations are then done
to identify the statistics associated with the desired
outputs (Tian et al., 2018).
Uncertainty classification is often overlooked while
performing UA although it is quite crucial to model
each uncertainty category in a different manner. In
terms of the inherent variability, the uncertainties
are classified as aleatory and epistemic uncertainties
(Helton et al., 2010). Aleatory uncertainty (type A
uncertainty) arises due to the inherent or natural variation of the system under consideration whereas epistemic uncertainty (type B uncertainty) arises mainly
due to lack of knowledge (Hayes, 2011). Differentiating between the type of uncertainty is important
because they are mitigated in completely different
ways. Epistemic risk is the relatively easier type to
deal with as the existing gaps in knowledge can be addressed which will reduce the uncertainty. However,
it is not possible to remove inherent randomness from
a process. Aleatory uncertainties can be handled using past historical data with probabilistic models (Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009). For instance, solar radiation data is considered as an aleatory uncertainty
which can be better handled using additional obser-
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vations, although it is fundamentally impossible to
predict variations of future radiation patterns. An example of epistemic uncertainty would be lighting and
appliance power densities. Although probabilistic
frameworks are used to quantify aleatory uncertainties, epistemic uncertainties can be represented using
probabilistic or non-probabilistic frameworks (Hayes,
2011). These epistemic uncertainties are modeled by
defining the probability that the risk will occur, the
time frame in which that probability is active, and
the probability of an impact or consequence from the
risk when it does occur (Dutta, 2013).
Based on the different characteristics of uncertainty,
studies in the building simulation literature have
proposed several classifications of uncertainty (Van
Gelder et al., 2014). However, these classifications
exist in a disintegrated manner without any concrete
framework. A study by Silva and Ghisi (2014) classified uncertainty as model form and parametric uncertainty. Model form uncertainty incorporates all
the numerical approximations, approximations due
to underlying physics and other limitations of simulation software whereas parametric uncertainty includes the uncertainty associated with the values of
model parameters. Another study by Huang et al.
(2015) explored the different categories of parametric uncertainty. The study categorized the uncertain
parameters in parametric uncertainty as design, inherent and scenario parameters. As evident from the
literature, the frameworks are often disintegrated and
focus on only limited aspects of uncertainty.
UA studies in the literature mostly follow a similar
process of analyzing uncertainties (assigning PDFs
and then performing numerical simulations using
samples from the distribution) though these studies
deploy different sampling algorithms to create samples from the distributions. For instance, several
studies implement the random sampling method, also
known as the Monte Carlo method, to select random
samples from user defined PDFs (Prada et al., 2014;
Kavgic et al., 2015). A study by Asadi et al. (2014)
implemented the MC sampling method to generate
70,000 energy models with different input samples in
order to analyse the effects of building shape on energy performance. Another sampling method, known
as Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS), is a stratified
sampling method that divides the range of every input variable into N segments (the specific sample size)
with equal probability (Kim et al., 2014).
Most of the studies mentioned above focus on limited aspects of analyzing uncertainties. None of these
uncertainty studies deal with an integrated analysis
of different aspects in the quantification process of
uncertainty. For instance, a majority of these studies focus on quantifying the uncertainties due to input
parameters, like solar irradiation and do not take into
account the uncertainty propagation amongst differ-

ent sub-models. Moreover, these studies lack an intensive classification of various uncertainties that are
present in the energy models. For instance, none of
the studies deal with handling aleatory and epistemic
uncertainties separately.
As building energy modelling becomes more sophisticated, the amount of user input and number of
parameters used to define the models continue to
grow. There are numerous sources of uncertainty
in these parameters. Therefore, this paper aims
to systematically identify the various sources of uncertainty and develop the framework for including
them in the overall uncertainty quantification. The
paper addresses the uncertainty in building performance simulation using four aspects: basics of uncertainty classification, dealing with different uncertainty categories, quantifying uncertainty using appropriate metrics and analyzing the effects of uncertainty on overall simulation results.
The main aim of this research is to identify and
quantify different types of uncertainties associated
with reduced-order grey box energy models used in
heat demand prediction of the building stock. Uncertainty analysis is performed through five major
steps of probabilistic analysis that involve input uncertainty identification, uncertainty characterization,
uncertainty quantification, uncertainty propagation
analysis and probabilistic performance assessment.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the devised methodology of uncertainty quantification in energy systems. A case study to implement the methodology is discussed in Section III. Section IV mentions the analysis of results and the subsequent discussions. Conclusions and future work are
presented in Section V.

Background
Sources of Uncertainty
On the whole, the various sources and categories of
uncertainty identified in the risk management literature can be classified into one of these four categories:
epistemic uncertainty, aleatory uncertainty, linguistic
uncertainty and decision uncertainty. As mentioned
in the Introduction, epistemic uncertainty is the uncertainty associated with knowledge while aleatory
uncertainty is the uncertainty associated with diversity or heterogeneity and cannot be eliminated with
additional research or observation. Epistemic and
aleatory uncertainties are quite prominent in the uncertainty analysis of building performance simulation
(Titikpina et al., 2015). The other two categories
mainly prevail at the pre and post simulation level
and are disconnected from epistemic and aleatory uncertainties. Fig. 1 illustrates the four broad categories of uncertainty.
As aleatory and epistemic uncertainties are crucial
in building simulation, we will only discuss in detail
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vational and arises due to variability in experimental measurements. For instance, the measured data
used to calibrate grey-box networks will always possess some sort of experimental uncertainty. Interpolation uncertainty kicks in whenever there is a lack of
data associated with simulation models. To predict
the missing data, it is often necessary to interpolate
or extrapolate using some assumptions or approximations that introduce the uncertainty in simulation
results.
Treating Different Classes of Uncertainties

Figure 1: Different categories of uncertainties. Out
of the four, epistemic and aleatory uncertainties are
relevant in building energy simulation.
the uncertainty categorization for these two uncertainties. The two categories can be further classified
as follows:
Aleatory Uncertainty
Aleatory uncertainty is a direct result of randomness
in any process or system variables. We identified
and classified demographic variations and inherent
randomness as the two main sources that may result in aleatory uncertainty. In building simulation,
demographic variations largely relate with the user
behavior as people respond to heat transfer mechanism differently. Occupancy profiles and weather
data are linked to inherent randomness as there is
never enough information to reliably make any future
predictions (Regan et al., 2002).
The above mentioned categorizations can only be
characterized and propagated using risk assessment
techniques. These uncertainties can never be minimized. Furthermore, it is fairly important to correctly identify the data used to represent the randomness in the dynamics of the process.
Epistemic Uncertainty
As aptly stated by Hayes (2011), Epistemic uncertainty stems from the lack of data, understanding and
knowledge about the world. We identified and classified the parametric, structural, algorithmic, experimental and interpolation uncertainties as the main
sources that may result in epistemic uncertainty.
Parametric uncertainty arises due to uncertain model
parameters, for instance, material properties. Structural uncertainty results due to an inaccurate description of the underlying physics in the model. For instance, building heat transfer is usually considered
as a 1D phenomenon when the buildings are modeled using grey-box networks. Algorithmic uncertainty results out of the trade-offs between accuracy
and computational efficiency in building energy models. For instance, lumped parameter models introduce the algorithmic uncertainty in the simulation
results. Experimental uncertainty is purely obser-

Numerous methods exist to characterize, treat and
propagate epistemic and aleatory uncertainties. We
have classified the methods based on the availability
or non-availability of data.
Aleatory uncertainties can easily be represented in
a probabilistic framework, for instance, using probability theory. The probability theory is defined as
follows:
Let X be a random discrete variable. A probability
mass function can be defined as:
f (xi ) ≥ 0; Σf (xi ) = 1; f (xi ) = p(x = xi )

(1)

The cumulative distribution function of a discrete
random variable X, denoted as F((x), is
F (x) = P (X ≤ x) = Σx≤xi f (xi )

(2)

Let X be a continuous random variable. A probability distribution function is a non-negative function f,
which satisfies
Z
P (X ∈ B) =
f (x)dx
(3)
B

for every subset B of the real line.
As X must assume some value, f must satisfy
Z ∞
P (X ∈ (−∞, ∞)) =
f (x)dx = 1

(4)

−∞

This means the entire area under the graph of the
PDF must be equal to a unit. In particular, the probability that the value of X falls within an interval [a,b]
is
Z
b

P (a ≤ X ≤ b) =

f (x)dx

(5)

a

Epistemic uncertainty can be represented in many
ways, including, probability theory, fuzzy sets,
second-order probability, and imprecise probability.
The problem of selecting an appropriate mathematical structure to represent epistemic uncertainties is
usually challenging (Swiler et al., 2009).

Methodology
The performance assessment of a complex energy system involves the use of numerous analysis models,
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Figure 2: Steps in the uncertainty analysis framework.
each with its own assumptions and approximations.
Thus it is necessary to systematically identify the various sources of uncertainty and develop the framework for including these uncertainties in the overall
uncertainty quantification. The research conducted
in this paper deals with different aspects of uncertainty existing in a system and thus focuses on a novel
integrated approach to uncertainty. The novelty lies
in the classification and quantification of different
classes of uncertainty sources. We conducted the uncertainty analysis using the five basic steps of constructing an uncertainty framework as detailed below
(Fig. 2).
Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty Source Identification: This step involves
the identification of the most prominent sources of
uncertainty prevailing in a system under study. For
instance, in a typical building simulation, uncertainties can arise due to weather data, building envelope,
HVAC systems or occupant behavior.
Uncertainty Characterization: This step is the most
crucial step in the entire uncertainty framework. All
uncertainties in the simulation need to be characterized before any analysis is performed to quantify the
uncertainties. This step includes the identification
and subsequent classification of uncertainties in the
system. Therefore, we separated the parameters that
result in aleatory uncertainties from the ones causing
epistemic uncertainties. For instance, weather data
is put into the category of aleatory uncertainty while
grey-box parameter values are put into the category
of epistemic uncertainty. We also sorted out the uncertainties based on availability or non-availability of
data.
Uncertainty Quantification: This step involves the
quantification of the characterized uncertainties. We
quantified the aleatory uncertainties using the probability distribution framework. Appropriate distributions for aleatory uncertainties are identified using
an automated procedure (in Minitab R 18) that compares the available data with all possible distributions
and gives the best fit PDF based on some criterion.
Possible criteria include the negative log-likelihood
(Eq. 6), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Eq.
7), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Eq. 8) and
AIC with a correction for finite sample size (AICc)

(Eq. 9).
−logL(θ|x) = −log

∞
Y

f (Xi |θ)

(6)

i=1

BIC = −2logL(θ|x) + k ∗ log(n)

(7)

AIC = −2logL(θ|x) + 2k

(8)

2k(k + 1)
n−k−1

(9)

AICc = AIC +

θ denotes the parameters of the probability distribution and is determined using maximum likelihood
estimation. X1 , ....., Xn denotes the observed data
and are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed. n is the number of observations and k
is the number of parameters to be estimated. For
instance, if the probability distribution under consideration is the normal distribution, then k = 2 and
θ = (µ, σ) since the normal distribution is defined
by two parameters, mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ). Given X1 , ....., Xn maximum likelihood estimation maximizes L(θ|x over all possible θ.
For continuous parameters, we characterized the
ranges of variation by PDFs bounded by upper 95th
and lower 5th probability threshold values (Hayes,
2011). We characterized the discrete variables by
minimum, maximum and base-case values. For this
study, each set of observed data is fitted to 14
continuous PDFs or 2 discrete PDFs accordingly.
The different PDFs for continuous variables used include normal, uniform, Cauchy, t, F, Chi-square,
exponential, Weibull, log-normal, gamma, doubleexponential, power normal, power log-normal and
beta distributions. Binomial and Poisson distributions are used for discrete variables. The probability distribution that gives the minimum negative loglikelihood is selected and used to generate inputs to
the building energy model.
We implemented the second-order probability approach to quantify and propagate the epistemic uncertainties. The advantage of this approach over the
others is that it enables the separation of aleatory vs
epistemic uncertainty. This approach implements an
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outer and an inner loop. We specified the epistemic
variables in the outer loop as intervals on parameter values (means or standard deviations of uncertain
variables). A particular value is then selected from
within the specified intervals and sent to the inner
loop. In the inner loop, the values of the distribution parameters are set by particular realizations of
the epistemic variables, and the inner loop performs
sampling on the aleatory variables in the usual way.
In this fashion, we generate families or ensembles of
response distributions, where each distribution represents the uncertainty generated by sampling over the
aleatory variables. Plotting an entire ensemble of cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) in a horsetail
plot allows to visualize the upper and lower bounds
on the family of distributions.
For instance, weather data is quantified using PDFs
while the model parameters are quantified using
second-order probability method.
Uncertainty Propagation: Simulations are performed
in this step using a sampling based technique. This
method of uncertainty propagation is termed as external uncertainty propagation and has the ability to
maintain a well validated model. We implemented
the MC-based simulation in this study as the method
is very intuitive and offers easy implementation over
the other methods.
Probabilistic Performance Assessment: This step
concludes the uncertainty analysis framework and involves the presentation of probabilistic model predictions using numerical indicators, such as mean, median, standard deviation etc. or using typical graphical methods, for instance, histograms, box plots, density plots etc. We assessed the dynamic building behavior using time-series energy plots. We also used
box plots to show the variations of time series energy
data.
The workflow of the framework is depicted in Fig. 3
and can be summarised by the following steps:
1. Determine the source of uncertainty in the building simulation model.
2. For every source of uncertainty; Characterize and segregate based on inherent randomness (aleatory) or lack of knowledge (epistemic).
Check whether observed data is available, if yes,
assign best-fit PDFs to the sources of aleatory
uncertainty and intervals to the sources of epistemic uncertainty. If observed data is unavailable,
use previous literature and expert judgement to
assign PDFs to aleatory uncertainties and intervals to epistemic uncertainties. Previous literature and expert judgement might include case
studies, current standards, etc.
3. Generate random samples and perform simulations with these samples as inputs to the building
energy model.
4. Analyze the results.

Figure 3: Workflow of the uncertainty analysis framework.

Case Study
To demonstrate the application of the devised framework, an administrative building connected to the district heating network at University College Dublin’s
(UCD) campus is analyzed for uncertainty in heat demand predictions. The building occupies an area of
3390 m2 . The outer walls of the building consist of
brick blocks insulated according to Building Regulations 2000 (Office, 2000). The building rests on an insulated floor slab consisting of 30 mm insulation and
150 mm of cast concrete. Windows constitute of approximately 42% of the external wall area. The building interiors consist of a large office area with small
cubicles on the ground floor while the first and second
floors consist of individual offices and meeting rooms.
The roof is flat and insulated according to Building
Regulations 2000. The occupancy pattern follows a
typical 9AM - 5PM office schedule. Measured energy
consumption on 15 minute basis is available for this
building. The building is modeled using a second order reduced grey-box RC network as shown in Fig.
4. We calibrated the RC network using CTSM-R to
obtain the model parameters.
We initiated the uncertainty analysis according to the
steps identified in the framework as follows:
Sources of Uncertainty: We first identified the different sources of uncertainty in our simulation model.
Considering our simulation model, the sources of uncertainties include the solar radiation data, ambient
temperature, grey-box model parameters (thermal resistances, R and heat capacities, C), infiltration rates,
and lighting and equipment heat gains. There can be
other sources of uncertainties such as building age-
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Figure 4: Second order grey-box RC network used for
energy simulations. Ci and Ce represent the internal
and external heat capacities. φh and φs represent the
radiator and solar radiation fluxes. Rea and Rie represent the thermal resistances. Ti and Te represent
the internal and external temperature states. Aw represents the effective window area.
ing etc. but these are considered to stay constant
as these will require historical building data which is
not available for the building. Moreover, while calibrating the grey-box network, these uncertainties are
indirectly accounted for in the analysis.
Uncertainty Characterization: The next step involved
the characterization of uncertainties identified in the
previous step. Due to the inherent randomness in
their nature, solar irradiation data and ambient temperatures are put into the aleatory uncertainty category. Uncertainties, such as, grey-box model parameters (thermal resistances, R and heat capacities, C),
infiltration rates, lighting and equipment heat gains
are characterized as epistemic uncertainties as these
can be improved by collecting more information or
taking detailed measurements.
Uncertainty Quantification: The uncertainties are
then quantified using PDFs for aleatory uncertainties and second-order probability for epistemic uncertainties. We used the Minitab software to identify
PDFs that closely relate to the uncertain parameter. The different PDFs for continuous variables used
include normal, uniform, Cauchy, t, F, Chi-square,
exponential, Weibull, log-normal, gamma, doubleexponential, power normal, power log-normal and
beta distributions. Binomial and Poisson distributions are used for discrete variables (de Wilde and
Tian, 2009). We also assigned intervals to epistemic
sources of uncertainties. The intervals are derived
from relevant literature in the uncertainty analysis
domain.
Uncertainty propagation: We implemented the MC
sampling-based simulation to deal with different
types of probability functions of input variables. The
energy simulations are performed in Dymola to obtain
the heat load demand for the administrative building
at UCD using a second order RC network as shown
in Fig. 4. The network is calibrated using building’s
heat demand, internal temperature profile, ambient
temperature, and solar irradiance to obtain the values of Ci , Ce , Rea and Rie . The formulated network
is then used to predict the heat demand. The heat

demand is analyzed for a particular working day in
the month of February at an hourly level. We performed the MC simulations using the Design library
in Dymola.
Probabilistic Performance Assessment: We obtained
the time series and box plots for the heat load demand. The plots represent the variations in heat demand due to different uncertainty sources and are
discussed in the Results and Discussion section.

Results and Discussion

Figure 5: Formulated PDF of ambient temperature
for the month of February.
This section describes the results of uncertainty quantification and uncertainty propagation. The uncertainty quantification results (PDF and intervals identification) are listed in Table 1. The PDF of ambient
temperature for the month of February is depicted in
Fig. 5 and closely follows a Weibull 3-parameter distribution. It is crucial to note that wide monthly and
yearly variations occur in the ambient temperature
and as such, many years of observed data are required
to make a reasonable conclusion about the associated
PDF. To obtain the PDF in this study, we used 10
past years of weather data to obtain the PDFs. Similarly, we obtained PDFs for global solar radiation.
For rest of the variables, intervals are assigned based
on past literature and expert judgement.
The baseline simulated and measured hourly heat demand patterns are depicted in Fig. 6. The variations
in the pattern (within ±10%) arises due to several un-

Figure 6: Measured and simulated heat demand under
uncertainty for the administrative building.
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Table 1: Uncertainty quantification results for different sources of uncertainties. PDFs are listed with their
associated distribution parameters. Intervals are listed with the confidence limits.
Uncertainty Source
PDFs with parameters Intervals with limits
Method
Weibull (Shape: 23.77 K,
PDF identification
Ambient temperature
Scale: 68.73 K, Threshold:
using data
211.73 K)
Logistic (location: 37.83
PDF identification
Global Solar Radiation W h/m2 , Scale:
48.06
using data
2
W h/m )
o
Rea : 11.153±0.010 C/kW ,
Thermal Resistance
Model Calibration
Rie : 49.81±0.007 o C/kW
Ce : 1.048 ±0.012 kWh/o C, Ci :
Thermal Capacitance
Model Calibration
17.57 ±0.052 kWh/o C
Literature
Equipment and Light14 - 24 W/m2
(de Wilde and
ing Heat Gain
Tian, 2009)
Literature
(Tian
Infiltration
0.1 - 0.25 ACH
et al., 2018)
Epistemic uncertainties produce a larger proportion
of variations in the predicted energy consumption
when compared to aleatory uncertainties and hence,
play a significant role in grey box model uncertainty
quantification.

Conclusions and Future Work

Figure 7: Hourly heat demand PDFs of the simulated
and measured consumption values.
certain parameters. We then performed several simulations using the MC based sampling technique to
identify the distribution of hourly heat demand (Fig.
7). As clearly depicted in Fig. 7, the difference in the
PDFs arises due to the combined effects of multiple
operation parameters (aleatory and epistemic).
We used box plots to identify the effects of aleatory
and epistemic uncertainties on the daily heat energy
consumption values (Fig. 8).

As new design ideas push the envelope of building
performance, their performance evaluation needs to
be justified by building energy simulation. Studies in literature have established that deterministic
model predictions only provide limited confidence in
any building’s energy performance reaching a certain
level. It has become crucial to investigate the accuracy, validity and relevance of the developed models
for building simulation. As these models involve several thousands of input parameters, the uncertainty
introduced by each one of them can invalidate the entire simulation result. Therefore, the need for uncertainty analysis in building simulation is quite evident.
The research conducted in this study proposes an
uncertainty analysis framework to effectively recognize, identify, characterize and quantify the different sources of uncertainty in building energy simulation. The proposed framework includes five major
steps to perform uncertainty analysis, namely, uncertainty source identification, uncertainty characterization, uncertainty quantification, uncertainty propagation and probabilistic performance assessment. The
framework stresses on the importance of uncertainty
characterization as every uncertainty needs to be
treated in a different manner. The devised framework
will provide a firm foundation for performing different
types of uncertainty analysis, and eventually enhance
the quality of building energy simulations.
This study could be extended to include several other
aspects of uncertainty in building energy simulation.
Future work to this study could include the compar-

Figure 8: Variations in the daily energy consumption
data
due to different uncertainty sources.
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ison of different sampling techniques to generate the
uncertainty results. Also, the different approaches to
quantify epistemic uncertainties could be compared
to investigate their effectiveness in representing the
underlying uncertainties in parameters.
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Abstract
Recently, efforts have been made to provide reliable
empirical data for ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140,
Standard Method of Test for the Evaluation of Building
Energy Analysis Computer Programs, to enable improved
accuracy of building energy model (BEM) engines and
improved characterization of their accuracy. The
motivation for this effort is that the use of reliable
empirical validation data sets in the evaluation of building
energy modeling tools will lead to more consistent and
validated simulation engines across all software vendors.
This would expedite the use of building energy modeling
in designing new buildings and retrofitting existing
buildings, which delivers more energy-efficient
buildings.
As part of a three-year multi-lab empirical validation
project sponsored by U.S. DOE, this research project
generated cooling season test plans by reviewing
ASHRAE Standard 140, and the tests were performed
based on the test plan. Finally, the experimental data sets
were compared with the EnergyPlus model to
demonstrate the validation procedure.

Introduction
Building Energy Modeling (BEM) has been used
extensively in a new building and retrofit design, code
compliance, green certification, qualification for tax
credits and utility incentives, and real-time building
control. However, insufficient characterization of BEM
engine accuracy and resultant lack of confidence in BEM
has been a barrier to expedite the use of BEM in industries
and academia. Thus, there has been an immediate need for
comprehensive validation of BEM tool accuracy.
Different approaches for validating the building energy
model accuracy exist; comparative (inter-model
comparison), analytic and empirical validation methods
as defined in ASHRAE standard 140 (ANSI/ASHRAE,
2014; Judkoff & Neymark, 2006). The comparative study
is limited to simulation comparison without the ground
truth. The analytic method also can hardly be free from
the limitations inherent in the simulation as it is the
comparison of the models even though the simplified
model might be originally developed from the
experiment. On the other hand, the empirical validation
method compares the simulation results to the measured
data from a real building or test cell, therefore, this
validation methodology has the highest potential to

validate building energy simulation tools for accurately
predicting the actual energy performance. Due to the
nature of this methodology, however, it would need
significant engineering/instrument cost and exploits to
monitor the data to reduce the uncertainties in building
input parameters. This method would be prevailed due to
the technology development for sensing and data
acquisition systems and its deployment to actual
buildings.
In this regard, international efforts for developing the
empirical validation method have been made by IEA
(International Energy Agency) for several decades with
Annex 58, Reliable Building Energy Performance
Characterisation Based on Full-Scale Dynamic
Measurements (IEA 2017). Test-sets with confined
environments and actual buildings were investigated by
international participants and used for the validation of
simulation models. However, those efforts are limited
only to the investigation on the building envelope (fabric)
by evaluating the overall heat loss. Combining the in situ
experimental data from Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) system in empirical validation is
challenging due to the heterogeneous thermal behavior of
the building physics and HVAC systems. Nevertheless,
this thorough approach would advance the empirical
validation for reliable energy performance assessment.

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of the project
Also, nation-wide efforts are being made to expand the
capability of the ASHRAE standard 140. Its objective is
to provide the complete empirical validation data set for
tool evaluation as seen in Figure 1, and development
beyond the existing class I and II that utilize the
simulation platform. This three-year multi-lab empirical
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validation project sponsored by U.S. DOE Building
Technologies Office (BTO) has been performed from
2016 through 2018. Major outputs of this project include
1) empirical validation of a multizone HVAC (heating,
ventilating, and air-conditioning) system using ORNL’s
Flexible Research Platform (FRP) (ORNL), 2) generation
of a performance map for high-performance rooftop units
(RTUs) (National Renewable Energy Laboratory
[NREL]), 3) empirical validation of building envelope
models using Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s
FLEXLAB measurement (LBNL), and 4) uncertainty
characterization for experimental measurement (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL)). The project has generated
multiyear validation test plans, model input
specifications, and more than 20 documented tests and
operational configurations.

(EER) with two scroll compressors and one central fan
with variable frequency drive (VFD). Each room is
conditioned with variable-air-volume (VAV) box with
electric resistance reheat. The original intake for the fresh
air in the RTU was blocked to reduce the uncertainty of
the test results.

Objectives
The main objective of the project is to document data sets
that can be used to validate key functionality in different
energy simulation tools and to identify errors and
inadequate assumptions in simulation engines so that
developers can correct them. This paper focuses on
empirical validation efforts utilizing ORNL's FRP, which
is an occupancy emulated small office building. While the
previous studies are generally limited to simple cases
(Judkoff et al 2008, Strachan et al 2015), the empirical
validation utilizing FRP would provide unique data sets
for more realistic multizone buildings found in the real
world. Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the
project.

Test-bed
Building characteristics
The two-story FRP, consisting of slabs and a steel
superstructure with a footprint of 13.4 m by 13.4 m
representative of light commercial buildings common in
the nation’s existing building stock (Figure 2 and Table
1). The FRP has 10 conditioned zones with 2
unconditioned zones (i.e., staircase) with 0.4 m thick
exterior wall. The FRP is an unoccupied research
apparatus in which occupancy is emulated by process
control of lighting, humidifiers for human-based latent
loading, and a heater for miscellaneous electrical loads
(MELs). The occupancy emulation would drastically
reduce the occupancy behavior related to uncertainty in
modeling.
The test building is exposed to natural weather conditions
for research and development leading to the system- and
building-level advanced energy efficiency solutions for
new and retrofit applications. To reduce the uncertainty
from ground heat transfer through the slab, 0.3m
Geofoam EPS46 (Rus - 55 (RSI - 9.7)) insulation was
installed in the floor. Windows are evenly distributed
except east and north side of the 1st floor with 28% of
windows to wall ratio.
HVAC systems
The multi-zone HVAC system used for this validation
tests incorporate a 44 kW (12.5 ton) RTU and a natural
gas furnace. The RTU has a 9.6 energy efficiency rating

Figure 2. Plan drawing (top), front view(bottom right),
and structural view (bottom left).
Table 1: Descriptions of FRP.
Location
Building
size
Exterior
walls
Floor
Roof
Windows
Baseloads
HVAC
system

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA
Two-story, 12.2 m  12.2 m (40  40 ft), 4.3m
(14 ft) floor-to-floor height
Concrete masonry units with face brick, RSI1.9 (RUS-11) fiberglass insulation
Slab-on-grade
Metal deck with RSI –3.17 (RUS –18)
polyisocyanurate insulation
Double-pane clear glazing, 28% window-towall ratio
lighting density : 9.18W/m2 (0.85 W/ft2),
equipment density: 14.04W/m2 (1.3 W/ft2)
44 kW (12.5 ton), 9.7 EER rooftop unit; 81%
AFUE natural gas furnace; VAV with electric
reheat

Instrumentation and monitoring
The Johnson Controls Metasys system, a dedicated
energy management control system, is deployed in the
FRP; and the room setpoint temperature, schedule, and
other controls were predefined through the Metasys
system. In addition, the data acquisition hardware—
including 1 master cabinet, 4 peripheral cabinets, 256
thermistor channels, 256 single-ended voltage channels,
100 thermocouple channels, and 64 frequency input (or 5
V) control channels—is currently deployed in the FRP.
The sensors used for monitoring are calibrated.
The measurements include the zone setpoint temperature
and humidity, supply and return air temperature and flow
rates, and energy consumption of individual components
including a compressor, condenser, supply fan, VAV
reheating. The data are available in 1 min, 15 min, and 60
min intervals. A dedicated weather station on the roof of
the FRP monitored the weather data including outdoor air
temperature, humidity, solar radiation (i.e., direct normal,
diffuse, and global), and wind speed and direction.
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Methodology
In this study, no exploits of the calibration are made for
the simulation model. But significant factors affecting the
model behavior are dealt with in situ experimental data;
e.g., performance curves are generated from the
measurement of actual test-bed and input to the
simulation model (i.e., EnergyPlus, 2019) accordingly as
it is. This section discusses those key parts of the
simulation inputs and explains the experiment settings.
Followings are the main factors that are input based on the
experimental data accordingly.
• Infiltration
• RTU performance curve
• Fan performance curve
• Duct leakage
Key inputs for the simulation model
Building envelope and HVAC systems are built and
generated from OpenStudio (OpenStudio SketchUp Plugin, 2019) and then simulated in EnergyPlus 8.0
(EnergyPlus, 2019) environment. All simulation settings
are based on the building design, drawings, and HVAC
systems. The inside surface convection algorithm is set to
“CeilingDiffuser” to be consistent with the building
system layout, while outside remains default.
In order to take account of the leakage, the whole building
infiltration rate was measured using a blower door test.
Based on the infiltration modeling guideline for
commercial building energy analysis (Gowri, Winiarski,
& Jarnagin, 2009), 3.15E-04 m3/s·m2 (flow per exterior
surface area) is input
to “ZoneInfiltration:
DesignFlowRate”.
Coefficients
for
temperature
difference and wind velocity remains default.
Idesign = (αbldg + 1)·I75pa (0.5CsρUH2 / 75)n
(1)
Where:
UH: the wind speed at building height (4.47m/s)
ρ : the density of air (1.18 kg/m3)
Cs: the average surface pressure coefficients (0.1617)
αbldg: an urban terrain environment coefficients (0.22)
I75pa: the building leakage rate at 75 Pa
n: coefficient (0.65)
Another significant factor affecting the building energy
performance is the HVAC system, which is a packaged
DX cooling system in this study. In EnergyPlus, the DX
cooling electricity consumption (Pelec) is calculated based
on three performance curve fits (Equation 2). Those are
polynomial curves (f in Equation 1) that are used to
characterize the performance of HVAC equipment, which
are equipment capacity, EIR (Energy Input Ratio), and
run-time fraction (RTF) taking account the cycling
impact. The feature data of those polynomials are
temperatures (entering cooling coil and condenser),
airflow rate, and part load ratio (PLR).
Pelec = Cap · EIR · RTF
(2)
where:
Cap = Qrated · fCap,Temp · fCap,flow
EIR = (1 / COPrated) · fEIR,Temp · fEIR,flow

RTF = PLR / fPLR (PLR)
In order to create the performance curve, quasi-steadystate data are filtered from 1 year of HVAC operation data
in 1 min resolution neglecting the transition period; 6 and
4 min data was excluded for the starting/ending times and
transition times between the stages. Coefficients of the
polynomials are regressed with measured power
consumption and feature data using the HVAC
Performance Curve Fit Tool (EnergyPlus, 2019). Figure 3
shows the RTU power consumption of measurement and
simulation. As this system is a two-stage unit, the plot
shows the low and high stage energy use distinctly.

Figure 3: RTU model validation
Figure 4 shows the RTU performance comparison with a
generic curve from EnergyPlus open dataset (Lennox
KCA120S4) and the fitted model. The obvious
discrepancy of the performances between the two curves
is observed.

Figure 4: RTU performance comparison
Fan model is also included as shown in Figure 5. The
second order polynomial of airflow fraction (actual
flow/design flow) is generated with experimental data and
input to the simulation.
Lastly, the effect of the duct leakage was input to the
model. Ideally, it depends on the construction and length
of each duct which can be hardly estimated. In order to
estimate the rough amount of the leakage, the airflow rate
in RTU was compared with total airflow rates in VAV
sides. 23% of the airflow is assumed to be leaked from the
duct between the RTU and each VAV boxes. It is set in
Nominal
Upstream
Leakage
Fraction
at
ZoneHVAC:AirDistributionUnit.
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Figure 5: Fan model validation
Experimental design
The following measuring points are used in this validation
study. Data will be provided in 15 min, and 60 min
resolution.
• Delivered cooling energy consumption (kWh)
• Cooling DX electricity consumption (kWh)
• Supply fan electricity consumption (kWh)
• Zone temperature (℃)
ASHRAE 140 provides mechanical cooling/heating base
cases CE100 and CH100. However, the building/system
specifications for these cases are not consistent with the
current FRP setup. The FRP is a two-story building with
ten thermal zones exposed to real weather conditions.
These cases are not intended to be used with a real
building, but only with building energy models. The test
conditions for cases CE100 and CH100, including the
building envelope requirements, are not suitable for any
real building. For example, the wall/roof/floor insulation
R-values defined in these cases are less than 100 m2·K/W
(567 h·ft2·F/Btu), and the infiltration rate is zero, which
cannot be realized in real buildings. Therefore, the test
plan for the multi-zone HVAC validation refers only to a
selected set of ASHRAE 140’s HVAC test conditions that
can be realized in the current FRP setup. Given the
objective of this study to provide a set of empirical data
from a high-fidelity test facility, this would fulfill the
objectives.
ASHRAE 140 case CE100, CE 110, CE 120, CE130, CE
150, CE160, and CE165 were reviewed, and they were
applied as described or modified as applicable to the FRP.
An RTU with a VAV will be used as a cooling season test.
The cooling season tests were performed during summer
2018.
Test 1: Baseline Case
As a baseline case test, a building as-is was tested. There
were no other treatments, such as blocking windows,
adding additional envelope insulation, and so on. The
testing includes the following other test conditions.
• Window blinds are not used.
• No sensible or latent internal loads are emulated.
• A fixed discharge temperature of 12.7℃ (55F) for
RTU and no OA or exhaust air provision (same as
CE100) are set.
• Fixed static pressure (i.e., 249 Pa (1” w.c.)) is
maintained.

Room thermostat cooling setpoint temperature is
maintained at 22.2 ℃ (72F) with a possible
minimum dead band. There is no setback/set-up
schedule, no humidity control. Heating is turned off
including main gas furnace and VAV reheating.
Test 2: Increased thermostat set point
The original test plan was that the thermostat set-point is
increased to 26.7 ℃ (80F), and other conditions are kept
the same as in the cooling baseline case (i.e., Test 1).
However, based on the observation from Test 1, the
condition for the cooling season Test 2 was redefined. All
the original test plan has remained the same, but the RTU
discharge air temperature increased to 15.6 ℃. The main
purpose of Test 2 is to reduce the cooling loads by
reducing the thermostat setpoint. But, as noticed in Test
1, the rooms are overcooled in general mainly due to the
independent controls of the RTU AHU and VAV boxes,
and reducing thermostat setpoint cannot reduce the
cooling load. As the RTU discharge temperature was
increased to 15.6 ℃ , however, the cooling load was
reduced as intended for the Test 2.

Results
Evaluation metrics and validation output
In this study, Normalized Mean Bias Error (NMBE) and
Coefficient of Variation of the Root Mean Square Error
(CV(RMSE)) were used for quantifying the deviation
between the measurement and simulation. M, S, and n
represent the measurement, simulation, and the number of
data, respectively. Upper bar refers to the average. Both
show the discrepancy in percentage so the lower value
indicates the more accurate simulation results. And over
or underfitting can be detected from the NMBE with a
sign.
n
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Test 1: Baseline Case - 7/20/2017 through 7/26/2017
During the Test 1, the VAV reheating was turned off. As
the VAV reheating was turned off, it was observed that
the room temperature never reaches 72F except for the
room temperature for west-facing rooms during the late
afternoon. The main reason for the low room temperature
is the minimum damper positions for 10 VAV boxes.
Although the cooling load of a room has been met (i.e.,
no needs for cooling), minimum airflow to the room is
maintained, which over cools the rooms. In typical VAV
reheating operation, the discharge air should be reheated
not to over cool the rooms. However, during this test, all
the reheating was turned off, which might cause
overcooling the rooms.
In general, the building energy model uses a constant
RTU supply air temperature setpoint as the input
parameter, which would show some discrepancies with
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the measured supply air temperature. In the simulation,
instead of using constant supply air temperature setpoint,
the measured hourly supply air temperature was input to
the model to reduce the discrepancy.
Weather Condition
Figure 6 shows the hourly outdoor air temperature,
relative humidity, and solar radiation during the test
period. The data shows that the hourly pattern of the
outdoor temperature and RH have been relatively
consistent throughout the test period except 7/23. The
same consistency was found for the hourly global solar
radiation. During the test period, the maximum and
minimum outdoor air temperature is about 34.3℃ (93.8F)
and 20℃ (68.0F), respectively.

Figure 6: Hourly Outdoor air temperature and solar
radiation for Test 1
HVAC Operations
Figure 7 shows the measured and simulated hourly
profiles of RTU energy consumption. The upper one
shows cooling energy (i.e., enthalpy difference) and the
lower one shows the electricity consumption from the
cooling coil system (compressor and condenser fan). Both
simulation profiles are matched well with experimental
data. The calculated hourly NMBE and CV(RMSE) are
2.6% and 5.9% in delivered cooling and 2.4%, and 5.8%
in cooling DX electricity, respectively.

Figure 7: Hourly cooling energy comparison for test 1
(upper: delivered cooling energy, lower: DX electricity
consumption)
Figure 8 shows the fan energy consumption profiles of
simulation and experiment; a good agreement is observed.
The hourly NMBE and CV(RMSE) are 0.3% and 0.7%,
respectively.

Figure 8: RTU fan energy comparison for test 1
The simulated and measured total building HVAC
consumption is compared in Figure 9. It shows that the
measured total HVAC energy consumption is about 2.0%
higher than the simulated consumption.

Figure 9: Total HVAC energy comparison for test 1
Zone Temperature
In comparisons of room air temperatures, most simulated
data show good matches with measurement. Figure 10
shows the best (Room 104) and worst (Room 206) cases
for typical perimeter zones; RMSE of each case are 0.62
℃ and 2.04 ℃ , and weight-average (with room
dimension) RMSE is 0.86 ℃. Room 104 is Northwest
perimeter zone and shows the best result as it is relatively
less exposed to the solar radiation. On the other hands,
South face zones show less accuracy. Further
investigation is being undergone to identify the possible
cause for the discrepancy. One potential cause of the
discrepancy is a varied level of zonal infiltration. The
single infiltration rate estimated from a whole building
blower door test was applied to individual zone
consistently. As each zone may have varied level of
infiltration rate due to exterior doors for some zones and
other zone-specific configurations, further investigation
for varied zonal infiltration rate is planned using
multizone tracer gas test.

Figure 10: Room air temperature comparison for test 1
(upper: best case, lower: worse case)
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Test 2: Increased thermostat set point - 7/29/2017
through 8/3/2017
As previously discussed, setting a higher set-point
temperature was not able to realize the reduced cooling
load due to the minimum damper position of the VAV.
Instead, the supply air temperature was increased to 15.6
℃ from 12.7℃.
Weather Condition
Figure 11 shows the hourly outdoor air temperature,
relative humidity, and solar radiation during the test
period. Based on the solar radiation plot, it appears there
are two clear days (7/30 and 7/31), while other days were
partly sunny and/or cloudy.

Figure 11: Hourly outdoor air temperature and solar
radiation for Test 2
HVAC Operations
Figure 12 shows the measured and simulated hourly
profiles of RTU energy consumption. The upper one
shows cooling energy (i.e., enthalpy difference) and the
lower one shows the electricity consumption from the
cooling coil system (compressor and condenser fan). Both
simulation profiles are matched well with experimental
data in a similar fashion with Test 1. The calculated
hourly NMBE and CV(RMSE) are 7.9% and 10.9% in
delivered cooling and 2.5%, and 5.3% in cooling DX
electricity, respectively.

Figure 13: RTU fan energy comparison for test 2
The measured and simulated total HVAC energy use
during the test period was compared in Figure 14. Total
measured HVAC energy use (i.e., cooling, and fan) is
about 2.1% higher than the simulated HVAC energy use.

Figure 14: Total HVAC energy comparison for test 2
Zone Temperature and RH
In a similar fashion with Test 1, most simulated
temperature profiles show good matches with
measurement. Figure 15 shows the best (Room 203) and
worst (Room 206) cases; RMSE of each case are 0.39℃
and 1.67℃, and weight-average (with room dimension)
RMSE is 0.79℃. A similar trend is shown in Test 2; South
face zones show less accuracy compared to others.

Figure 15: Room air temperature comparison for test 2
(upper: best case, lower: worse case)
Figure 12: Hourly cooling energy comparison for test 2
(upper: DX electricity consumption, lower: delivered
cooling energy)
Figure 13 shows the fan energy consumption profiles of
simulation and experiment; a good agreement is observed.
The hourly NMBE and CV(RMSE) are 0.8% and 1.45%,
respectively.

Conclusions
Two sets of cooling season tests were performed, and the
results were compared with the simulations. EnergyPlus
model is built from the as-built drawings and in situ
experimental data without the calibration efforts.
Followings are the major findings:
• Simulation and experimental energy consumption of
the RTU are matched well. Hourly NMBE and
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CV(RMSE) are less than 2.5% and 5.8% for both
Tests.
Matching the room air temperature profiles is limited
without further detailed modeling and calibration.

Discussions and limitations
During the test, several challenges in measurement and
simulation were identified as followings.
• Infiltration: target building is a multizone building,
which has 10 different rooms facing different
orientations. Although each room has a similar
configuration and building material/constructions,
there should be a different level of zone infiltrations
as some zones have exterior doors, more holes due to
extra pipe works, etc. Therefore, individual zone
infiltration level would be identified for a better
understanding of this issue. Tracer gas test is planned
for the ongoing project.
• Duct leakage: while the total RTU airflow has been
monitored, there are no individual VAV airflow
stations. In order to verify the possible duct leakage,
VAV box airflow should be measured. In addition,
once duct leakage is suspected from the measured
data, the exact location of the duct leakage, and duct
leakage to the outside or plenum area should also be
estimated separately for precise modeling.
• Zone mixing: current EnergyPlus model does not
adequately address the inter-zone mixing unless one
uses detailed Airflow Network model. The inter-zone
air mixing, which occurs in a real building and will
impact the temperatures in the adjacent rooms.
• Part load ratio: current RTU model is regressed with
only EIR and Capacity and default curve is used for
the part load ratio which is linear. Further
investigation is needed for better modeling quality.
•

Uncertainty quantification: As part of the multi-lab
efforts, ANL is performing an uncertainty
quantification of the measured data and simulation
input uncertainties. Given the nature of empirical
validation, this will provide better metrics to compare
the measured data with the simulation results. This
effort was not described in the paper but will be
published in the near future.
This work is a part of the three-year multi-lab project with
LBNL, NREL, and ANL. Only basic building data along
with HVAC data is distributed and input to the model and
comparative study is carried out in parallel in order to
validate the methodology of the project. Interested readers
can find related works.
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Abstract
In order to receive reliable results from a coupled
building performance and HVAC simulation, the usage of calibrated models is advantageous. In this case
study, monitoring data from a hardware-in-the-loop
experiment is the basis for the calibration of an energy conversion system consisting of an air source
heat pump, a condensing gas boiler (CGB), a thermal energy storage as well as the system controller.
Since technical systems normally need expert knowledge to be calibrated adequately, this paper presents
clear overviews about input and target values as well
as tunable parameters for each subsystem. With satisfying results in terms of RMSE, three scenarios including a one family house are simulated. These scenarios differ in usage of heat pump, CGB and photovoltaic cells. In the end, results reveal that a fictive
system existing of only the CGB lead to the lowest
operational costs. This is mostly due to actual COPs
that are worse than by the system controller predicted
ones.

Introduction
In the building energy sector, electrically driven heat
pumps (HP) must be considered as an upcoming key
technology in order to make use of the electricity generated from renewables. However, there exist two
main disadvantages. First, the investment costs are
high compared to conventional heat generation systems like gas boilers. Hereby, it should be noted that
air source HP show higher sales figures in comparison
to ground source HP (Nowak and Westring (2018)).
Thus, the focus within this work lies on air source HP.
Second disadvantage is the bad performance during
winter – due to low source temperatures – when heat
generators must cover the highest space heat demand
in buildings. Furthermore, in combination with radiator systems in the existing building stock, these
comparatively high sink temperatures amplify the effect of bad performance during times with low outside
temperatures.
As a consequence, a composition of an air source heat
pump and a condensing gas boiler (CGB), represent-

ing one type of hybrid heat generation system, might
be an advantageous trade-off between investment cost
and seasonal performance. The CGB covers heat demands for domestic hot water (DHW) preparation
and critical space heating (SH) requirements. The
coverage rate of thermal energy produced by the HP
crHP,th compared to the CGB can additionally be
increased by self consuming electricity that photo
voltaic (PV) cells produce locally.
This paper first presents the calibration of a hybrid
system consisting of an air source HP, CGB, combi
tank as thermal energy storage (TES) and the system
controller. After having gained adequate simulation
model, in a second step we perform three scenarios
of building performance simulations of one year simulation time each. Hereby, partially a PV system
is taken into account. In one scenario the signal of
the PV electricity production is utilized by an enhanced energy manager that will take into account
the virtually lowered electricity price. In the remaining two scenarios the PV electricity is sold. One of
these scenarios does not include a HP but generates
heat purely by a CGB. (Steinbach (2018))

Methods
Measurement Data
For calibration processes it is necessary to have a comprehensive and dense set of monitoring data. In this
case study the data set was gained in a hardwarein-the-loop experiment (Nürenberg et al. (2017)).
Hereby, the above mentioned energy conversion system was partially located in a climate chamber and
additionally coupled to a hydraulic test bench in order to emulate outdoor air conditions and heat sink,
respectively. The latter one means that during the experiment, simulation models of the hydronic network,
radiator heat transfer system and building envelope of
a single family house were operating and exchanging
values with the test benches. Therefore, these highly
dynamic tests are called hardware-in-the-loop experiments. Tests with a 1 s sampling resolution and 4
days with partially heat pump operation phases represent the measurement data base. Figure 1 shows
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for data acquisition during HiL test (Steinbach (2018)).

the experimental setup and the position of the monitoring equipment. A series of 11 reproducibility tests
(Miehlich (2017)) showed uncertainties of measurement regarding provided thermal energy less than
1.85 % and regarding consumed electric energy less
than 0.87 %.
Unfortunately, since both the CGB and tank are composed to a compact system, there was no possibility
to install additional volume flow meters between CGB
and tank as well as between the tank’s out- and inlets
for SH and the unit of pump and three way mixing
valve.
The HP is an on/off controlled mono block unit as
mono block located in the outdoor surrounding, or in
this case located in the climate chamber. The TES
is charged via additional piping, where brine is circulating and transporting heat from the HP’s condenser
to the TES.
Modelling
Modelica is an open-source and object-oriented modeling language with focus on physical systems (Modelica Association (2018)). Therefore, we model and
run building performance and HVAC simulations
with Modelica. In the scope of this work we use
the freely available model library AixLib (AixLib
(2018); Müller et al. (2016)). AixLib is part of the
IBPSA Project 1 (IBPSA (2018)) (former IEA EBC
Annex 60 (International Energy Agency (2018)).
Thus, some models are also part of the core library
IBPSA (IBPSA (2018)).
As part of the calibration process, we use the follow-

ing HVAC components:
• Heat pump:
• CGB:
• Combi tank:

AixLib.Fluid.
HeatPumps.HeatPumpDetailed
AixLib.Fluid.BoilerCHP.
Boiler
AixLib.Fluid.Storage.
BufferStorage

The HP model bases on tabulated data according
to EN 14511 (DIN EN 14511-3 (2018)). Besides
this black box approach for the refrigerant circuit,
the remaining model parts follow a grey box concept. In particular this means that the model comes
along with thermal capacities, heat losses and pressure drops at both heat exchangers condenser (con)
and evaporator (eva). The model can be fed by a
variable compressor speed signal. However, since the
system controller regulates the particular HP under
investigation only by an on/off signal, we apply this
control strategy to the simulation model as well. The
HP model uses a PT1 element to be able to represent start-up and shut-off phases of the compressor.
Furthermore, the heat losses through the condenser
to the ambient are characterized by the thermal resistance RHP,loss,con . Additionally, the temperature sensor used in Modelica has a time constant τsen,con,out
that represents heat losses to surrounding space. Otherwise, when there is no volume flow, no temperature
drop would be simulated for the sensor. Due to compressor limitations, the HP has two safety functions:
A minimal operation and lock time after a start-up
or shut-off.
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Brine, which is the working fluid in the charging circuit between condenser and TES, has the following
fluid properties: specific heat capacity cp = 3.40 kJkgK
and density ρ = 1.06 kg
l .
Furthermore, besides the above mentioned models for
the calibration procedure, the following main components for the system simulations were applied:
• Building envelope:
• Radiator:

• Valve:

• PV:
• Controller:

AixLib.ThermalZones.
HighOrder....
AixLib.Fluid.HeatExchangers.Radiators.
RadiatorEN442 2
AixLib.Fluid.Actuators.
Valves.TwoWayEqualPercentage
AixLib.Electrical.
PVSystem.PVSystem
Various standard
Modelica models

The radiators and corresponding hydronic network are designed for the temperature triple
(55 | 45 | 20) ◦C. The building is a conventional single
family house (Constantin et al. (2014)) with a heated
net floor area of 146 m2 and a nominal heat load of
7 kW h at −10 ◦C outdoor air temperature.
Control: Basic
Since we expect the basics of HP and CGB to be
known, we give only a short explanation about basic
control algorithm of the hybrid system. Typical control approaches are either of economical or ecological
nature (Klein et al. (2014)). Whilst for the first one
the price ratio of electric energy and gas is the crucial factor, in the latter strategy the ratio of primary
energy factors for electricity mix and gas is decisive.
All 4 values can be defined in the hybrid system’s
controller.
The system under investigation has its HP’s characteristics saved in the controller logic such that the
system is able to predict the operational point for the
current combination of outdoor air temperature Toda
and condenser outlet temperature Tcon,out . Thus, according to (1) and (2) with the predicted power consumptions and efficiencies as well as the given prices
for electricity and gas, the system decides for the
more cost-effective heat generator. This means, the
price ratio is a crucial factor for making the decision which heat generator to switch on at measured
outdoor air and demanded sink temperature. For instance, the analyzed system always generates DHW
with the CGB.
In other words, the bivalence point becomes dynamic.
Besides this economical approach, instead of prices,
primary energy factors can be used, which leads to an
ecological decision maker. However, this is not part

of the case study this paper presents.
Control: Advanced
In comparison to the conventional basic control algorithm, an advanced one is implemented as a smarter
strategy. Such an advanced controller is able to take
a potential current PV production into account and
decide for self consumption instead of selling the generated electricity. It is conceivable to use such a smart
controller within a home energy management system.
As Wirth (2019) evaluated in Germany from year
2011 onwards self consumption is advantageous over
selling the generated PV electricity.
In order to only enable the HP when it is preferable
compared to the CGB, heat prices for both energy
conversion units are calculated dynamically. Such a
heat price quantifies the cost in e for 1 kWhth . Regarding CGB the according heat price pheat,CGB can
easily be calculated according to (1) by dividing the
set gas price pgas = 0.06 e/kWh by the boiler efficiency ηCGB . In contrast, the HP’s heat price pheat,HP
(see (2)) is dependent on the current electric power
provided by the PV system PPV,curr . Furthermore,
the algorithm uses the set price signal for the electricity HP tariff pel,grid,HP = 0.21 e/kWh and the
revenue received for selling PV electricity pel,PV,sold =
−0.12 e/kWh. All 3 prices were gathered according
to price declarations of the local energy supplier. The
max {} function in (2) limits the predicted heat price
pheat,HP to 0 in case of PPV,curr > Pel,HP,pred .
pgas
(1)
ηCGB


Pel,HP,pred − PPV,curr
= max pel,grid,HP
,0
Pel,HP,pred · COPpred
(2)

pheat,CGB =
pheat,HP

To reduce (2) to the baseline scenario and its control
algorithm, PPV,curr can be set to 0.
Calibration
In order to calibrate the whole energy system adequately, it is not treated as one model but as 4 individual grey box models. Figure 2 displays the decomposition of the whole system for calibration purposes.
Figure 2 shows the applied calibration process.
Within the context of this work, we relied on a
mostly manual calibration procedure by applying expert knowledge rather than using an automated process.
The calibration was performed using the Design library (Elmqvist et al. (2005)), which comes along
with the simulation environment Dymola (Dassault
Systèmes (2018)).
For the subsystem controller we identified the temperatures and sensor positions in the combi tank that
represent the hystereses’ boundaries for enabling and
disabling DHW or SH mode. In contrast, for the sub-
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systems heat pump, condensing gas boiler and thermal energy storage, we carefully chose parameters
that are tuned in order to minimize the objective
function. The objective functions are the root-meanquare errors (RMSE) of measured and simulated target values. Besides this, also certain measured values
at the boundary of the decomposed control volume
must be defined as input variables for the simulation
model. All these information are listed in tables in
section ”Results Calibration”.
In order to achieve a good calibrated system model,
adequate operational classes for each subsystem must
be defined. Therefore, we determined the following
classes sorted to their subsystem:
1. Controller
(a) DHW on/off hysteresis
(b) SH on/off hysteresis
2. Heat pump
(a) Operation mode
(b) Disabled mode
3. Condensing gas boiler
(a) Operation mode
4. Thermal energy storage
(a) Stand-by (no charging or discharging)
(b) Charging via heat pump circuit
(c) DHW tapping
Within the use case two issues are worth to mention:
First, the controller is not easy to calibrate, since every manufacturer wants to protect their intellectual
property. Thus, the mostly rule based decision statements must be gathered from data sheets and eventually some re-engineering. Therefore, in section ”Results Calibration” we explain how we identified the
hystereses’ trigger values. This issue is a general
problem that is hard to handle within the context
of calibrations of complex energy conversion systems.

Second, due to too little space between CGB and
TES, we were not able to install any volume flow
meter. As a conclusion, no energy balancing for the
boiler’s control volume is possible. Therefore, no class
for charging TES with CGB exists. Analogously, we
could not create a class for discharging the TES in
SH mode.

Results Calibration
Controller
As written above, we implemented the controller algorithm mostly according to given expert manuals. Additionally, we identified the hystereses’ trigger temperatures suiting to our installed sensors. Since we
model the TES with 8 discretized layers, analogously
to our attached 8 temperature sensors (see Figure 1),
we use these temperature information for the controller model.
Figure 3 shows the monitoring data for each point
assigned to the belonging sensor number.
From a qualitative investigation, we identify layer 2
and layer 7 as temperature layers that can be used
as controller input for DHW and SH mode, respectively. The standard deviations for these layers show
the highest value, which is not a proof but at least it
indicates each an upper and lower hysteresis boundary. We identified in layer 2 a temperature of 54 ◦C
as upper and 49 ◦C as lower boundary of the DHW
hysteresis. Analogously, in layer 7 the temperatures
are 45 ◦C and 40 ◦C that represent upper and lower
boundary, respectively, of the SH hysteresis. Actually, this can be interpreted and transferred as a 5 K
spread around the target supply temperature set by
the heating curve.

Heat Pump
The following tables give a clear overview of each calibration class. The Nomenclature section at the end of
the paper denotes all variable names. We performed
the calibration process with tuner parameter values
that are restricted between a low and a high boundary. The calibration process begins with the start
values given in the tables. Additionally, the final selection for each tuner parameter is displayed.
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For each simulated time span we chose reasonable initialization values where necessary, e.g. start temperature for the TES’ layers in the model. This is an
essential issue that must be taken into account when
calibrating complex energy systems with large thermal masses.

𝑇con,out [°C]

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Tcon,in
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Figure 4: Validation results of HP calibration.
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Table 1: Calibration overview for component and
class HPon .
HPon
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Figure 5: Validation results of CGB calibration.

Toda
tuner parameters
variable
h

RHP,loss,con

Condensing Gas Boiler

low | start | high | final
2

m K
W

i

0.01 | 1.00 | 5.00 | 0.35
0.10 | 1.00 | 5.00 | 0.85

τPT1 [s]
result:

RMSE = 1.54 K

The second heat generator, the CGB, is calibrated
only for its operation times. However, we validated
this class with three extracted time spans (ts) from
the experiment. The calibration summary displays
Table 3.
Table 3: Calibration overview for component and
class CGB.

Table 2: Calibration overview for component and
class HPoff .
HPoff
target values

input values

Tcon,out

Tcon,in

CGB
target values

input values

TCGB,out

on/off signal
TCGB,in
tuner parameters

ṁbrine
Toda
tuner parameters
variable

low | start | high | final

τsen,con,out [s]

10 | 1200 | 10000 | 5707

result:

RMSE = 0.55 K

Figure 4 visualizes for an appropriate time phase the
validation results for both HPon and HPoff class. The
curves show good congruence, which also expresses
the total RMSE = 1.02 K as combination of both HP
classes.
We implemented a delay for switching off the brine’s
circulation pump after the HP’s compressor stops.
Thus, analogously to the experiment observations,
the system transports some heat out of the condenser
still after switching the HP unit off.

variable
h i
ṁCGB kg
s
result:

low | start | high | final
0.100 | 0.200 | 0.300 | 0.216
RMSEts1 = 1.43 K
RMSEts2 = 1.89 K
RMSEts3 = 1.77 K

As one can see from the validation visualization of one
time span in Figure 5, especially during the start-up
phase, the measured and simulated CGB outlet temperature TCGB,out deviate significantly. Furthermore,
the following quasi-stationary operation shows a minor offset. The unconventional measured heat up behavior is probably due to little water masses that are
in the system’s piping between tank and CGB. These
volumes have lower and higher temperatures since the
CGB can receive water from the DHW or SH sector
of the tank (compare Figure 1).
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Thermal Energy Storage
As mentioned above, we divided the calibration of the
TES into three classes. Overviews can be found in Table 4 - 6. In all classes the layer temperatures TTES
represent the target values. Since the heating coil for
tank charging via HP is located in the lower section of
the TES, only layers 5 - 8 are from greater interest for
class TESHP,charging . From data sheets we were not
able to extract exact material properties. Thus, especially conductive (λ) and convective (h) heat transfer
coefficients predestined to be the tuner parameters for
the calibration process. Furthermore, the surrounding outside (outs) temperature in the test hall, where
the tank was located during the experiment, was not
exactly known. Thus, Touts is also a free parameter.

Table 5: Calibration overview for component and
class TESHP,charging .
TESHP,charging
target values

input values

Tcon,in

Tcon,out

TTES,5-8

ṁbrine
tuner parameters
low | start | high | final

variable
lcoil,HP [m]
h
i

hcoil,HP

W
m2 K

result:

9.43 | 18.85 | 28.28 | 28.28
50.00 | 100.00 | 150.00 | 65.63
RMSE (Tcon,in ) = 3.26 K
RMSE (TTES,5-8 ) = 0.57 K

Table 4: Calibration overview for component and
class TESstand-by .
TESstand-by
target values

tuner parameters

houts
hinsi

W
2
K

hm

input values

TTES,1-8

TDHW,cold
ṁDHW
tuner parameters

5 | 10 | 15 | 10

W
m2 K

80 | 100 | 120 | 100

λwall



W
mK



25 | 50 | 75 | 50

λinsu



W
mK



0.025 | 0.043 | 0.075 | 0.075

result:

target values

low | start | high | final

i

Touts [◦C]

TESDHW,tapping

input values

TTES,1-8

variable
h
i

Table 6: Calibration overview for component and
class TESDHW,tapping .

15 | 20 | 25 | 15

variable
lcoil,DHW [m]
h
i

hcoil,DHW

W
m2 K

result:

low | start | high | final
5.85 | 11.70 | 17.55 | 17.55
50.00 | 100.00 | 150.00 | 50.18
RMSE = 0.60 K

RMSE = 0.29 K

Results System Simulations
Inside the tank, the two heat exchanger helixes do
not form a perfectly equidistant spiral from their inlets to their according outlets. Furthermore, the heat
exchangers exist of corrugated pipes. This results in a
not known heat transmitting length and surface. As
a conclusion, we chose the lengths lcoil for DHW and
intermediate brine circuit between HP and tank to
be tuneable. Similar to the thermal properties at the
tank’s wall, the convective heat transfer coefficients
hcoil between outer pipe surface and tank’s water volume are variable between reasonable boundaries.
For class TESHP,charging besides selected layer temperatures, the brine temperature Tcon,in coming out
of the TES heat exchanger and flowing into the HP’s
condenser represents a target value. Unfortunately,
the RMSE (Tcon,in ) = 3.26 K does not show a satisfying result. In contrast, in all three TES classes we
achieved a good RMSE (TTES ).

Within the scope of the system simulations, we simulated and analyzed three different scenarios:
• Scen. 1: CGB, no HP, no PV self consumption
• Scen. 2: CGB, HP, no PV self consumption
• Scen. 3: CGB, HP, PV self consumption
In cases of no PV self consumption all electricity produced by the PV cells is sold (fed to the grid). In
contrast, Scen. 3 uses the advanced controller (see
section ”Control: Advanced”) which uses current PV
signal to enable the HP and raise the HP’s thermal coverage rate crHP,th of the whole hybrid system (compare (2)). The remaining electricity, when
PPV,curr − Pel,HP,actual > 0 W, is also sold to the grid
like in the other scenarios.
Table 7 expresses the results from an economical
point of view.
The advanced controlled Scen. 3 results in more oper-
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Scen. 2

Scen. 3

crHP,th [%]

0

13

16

coper [e/a]

684

758

768

COP [−]

Scen. 1

COPcurr
COPpred,SH
COPpred,DHW

4
2

0
10

€
]
𝑇𝑇con,out [°C] 𝑝𝑝heat,HP [
kWh

Table 7: Main results of system simulations.

𝑝𝑝heat,CGB
𝑝𝑝heat,HP,pred,SH
𝑝𝑝heat,HP,pred,DHW
𝑝𝑝heat,HP,curr

3

5

2

0

ational time of the HP. Thus, a positive effect is that
the HP coverage rate can be increased from 13 % to
16 %. As a consequence, this advanced control strategy also raises the consumption of renewable energy.
From an economical point of view the pure CGB scenario shows the lowest operational expenses. Additionally, this system would have much lower investment costs. An evaluation of the resulting indoor
temperatures does not show worse user comfort in
Scen. 1 compared to the other ones. This means the
CGB as single heat generator is able to cover the heat
demand in a satisfying way from occupants’ point of
view. Furthermore, the smart controlled Scen. 3 results in even slightly higher operational cost in comparison to Scen. 2, where no PV electricity is self
consumed but all of it is sold.
In the following paragraph we explain the issue, why
the HP scenarios are less good compared to the CGB
system. Within the context of the system simulations we recognized that the condenser outlet temperatures rises relatively fast. This observation was
also experienced in the Hardware-in-the-loop experiments. Mostly, after some time of HP operation,
the condenser outlet temperature was above the supply temperature, which is set by the heating curve
settings. As a consequence, the actual momentary
COP becomes worse than the predicted COP. And
thus, the operation of HP instead of CGB turns into
a non-economical operation. The marked areas in
Figure 6 visualize the condenser outlet temperature
at the beginning below the set temperature and after a crossing point above the set value coming from
the heating curve or DHW target temperature. As
long as the brine mass flow through the condenser
is not regulated – and in this experimental setup we
only measured constant mass flow – and the HP is
on/off controlled, actually it is not possible to achieve
exactly the target temperature. Thus, the expected
COP is normally not met, which of course leads the
economical decision maker on the wrong track. Additionally, a HP always has start-up and shut-off losses
and does not directly operate in a steady-state mode,
in which the efficiency values from the data sheet are
gained.
The bottom line is that with an adaption of the controller strategy, which takes not only the momentary
heat price into account but also the dynamic development of the COP according to rising condenser outlet
temperatures, could solve the issue.

1

50

40

30
30 March

31 March
Date

𝑇𝑇set,SH
𝑇𝑇set,DHW
𝑇𝑇con,out
𝑇𝑇con,in

Figure 6: Issues that COP and heat price pheat is
dynamic and becoming worth than predicted. Data
with index ”curr” only plotted, when HP is
operating. 1: Tcon,out rises, which leads to a bad
actual COPcurr . 2: Due to low temperature Tcon,out
HP heat price is is lower than CGB’s one. 3:
Intersection – CGB operation would be preferable
but due to minimal HP operation time, HP cannot
be turned off.

Conclusion
Calibration Procedure
Within the context of calibrating HVAC systems the
paper follows the approach of decomposing the complex energy conversion system into wisely chosen subsystems – in this case study these are system controller, heat pump, condensing gas boiler and thermal
energy storage. With expert knowledge we selected
calibration classes and tuner parameters that led to a
satisfying calibration result in terms of RMSE. However, a more automated calibration procedure is desirable, for each subsystem different advices should be
followed and predefined, which this paper is a good
basis for.
System Simulations
The simulated scenarios present that an energy supply system, purely consisting of a condensing gas
boiler, lead to lowest yearly operational costs in comparison to a hybrid heat pump system. This is due
to neglecting dynamic effects such as losses during
start-up and shut-off phases or heat losses in the components, especially the thermal energy storage, and
relying on ideal COP from the characteristic field.
Additionally, an on/off controlled heat pump with a
constant mass flow rate on condenser’s secondary side
is not able to always meet the target supply temperature, even in steady state mode. Thus, the pure
quasi-stationary COP of the heat pump’s characteristic field are not a sufficient measure to decide for a
heat generator. However, the advanced control strategy to maximize self consumption considering photovoltaic electricity generation is able to slightly raise
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the heat pump coverage rate.

Nomenclature
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coper = operational costs
cp = specific heat capacity
crHP,th = thermal heat pump coverage rate
CGB = condensing gas boiler
con = condenser
COP = coefficient of performance
curr = current
DHW = domestic hot water
el = electric / electrical
η = efficiency
eva = evaporator
h = convective heat transfer coefficient
HP = heat pump
HVAC = heating, ventilation and air conditioning
IBPSA = international building performance
simulation association
in = inlet
insi = inside
insu = insulation
λ = conductive heat transfer coefficient
oda = outdoor air
out = outlet
outs = outside
p = price
P = electric power
pred = predicted
PV = photovoltaic
ρ = fluid density
R = thermal resistance
RMSE = root-mean-square error
sen = sensor
SH = space heating
τ = time constant
T = temperature
TES = thermal energy storage
ts = time span
V̇ = volume flow
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Abstract
The dynamic thermal simulation has become a
recognized instrument to predict building thermal
behaviour. Many tools were developed in the last
decades, which were independently validated, by
considering different operating conditions, and rarely
were directly compared in the same conditions. The
objective of this work is to evaluate the prediction
accuracy of the most popular building performance
simulation tools, namely TRNSYS, EnergyPlus and IDA
ICE, by means of a comparison of the simulated results
and the experimental measurements detected under real
operating conditions. For this issue, two different smallscale solar test boxes (STBs) with one glazed wall
exposed to the outdoor environment of Rome was
employed for the experimental investigation. The
envelope of the reference STB is insulated and made by
conventional materials. In the other case, the STB floor
is equipped also with a commercial phase change
material (PCM) panel. The results of this comparison
have highlighted the most accurate mathematical models
for the prediction of the dynamic thermal behaviour of
the STB in the absence and presence of a PCM.

Introduction
The energy intensity per square meter of the global
buildings sector needs to improve on average by 30% by
2030, compared to 2015, to be on track to meet global
climate ambitions set out in the Paris Agreement
(International Energy Agency, 2017). Rapid deployment
of energy-efficient and low-carbon solutions and
construction for buildings can help put the world on a
sustainable trajectory. Some of the technologies needed
to transform the buildings sector are already
commercially available and cost-effective, with payback
periods of less than five years. The potential of these
technologies is normally estimated by using Building
Performance Simulation (BPS) tools, which has become
a key instrument in the evaluation of the building energy
demand and thermal comfort. As regards new buildings,
they allow a user to design properly the envelope, while
in the case of buildings undergoing major renovation
permit to identify the most properly interventions to

reduce energy needs and improve the indoor thermal
comfort. Over the past 50 years, according to the
literature review, many dynamic simulation tools were
developed (Harish et al., 2016; Saffari et al., 2017). Each
BPS tool is based on different mathematical models to
describe the three heat transfer mechanisms between the
building envelope and the outdoor and indoor
environments. Among these, TRaNsient SYstem
Simulation 17 (TRNSYS) (University of Wisconsin,
2012), EnergyPlus 8.6 (U.S. Department of Energy’s
(DOE) Building Technologies Office (BTO), 2016) and
IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (ICE) 4.8 (Equa
Simulation AB, 2018) are the most widespread. The
selected tools have been extensively used for this
purpose and were individually validated. However, these
validations were obtained for different climatic
conditions and buildings. For this reason, it is not
possible to make a direct comparison of their prediction
with the current findings. In addition, in the last years,
new materials were proposed to improve the thermal
response of building envelope in the winter and summer
period, such as phase change materials (PCMs), green
roofs and walls, cool materials, vacuum super insulation
materials and so on. For this issue, the abovementioned
tools have integrated into own library new simulation
subroutines able to predict the thermal response of these
innovative materials. In particular, passive cooling and
heating by means of PCM application in walls oﬀer high
potential to improve the building dynamic and energy
performance (Mazzeo et al., 2017) and have attracted the
attention of many researchers, for the development of
mathematical models (Mazzeo et al., 2018) and
companies for the production of PCM-based solutions.
For researchers and designers, the BPS tools are
fundamental to appropriately characterize and integrate
PCM into the building envelope. The simulation
subroutines developed by the abovementioned tools
employ different mathematical models for PCM thermal
behaviour prediction and, consequently, it is necessary to
evaluate which approach is the most appropriate. In
several studies, these subroutines were validated and
extensively used to evaluate the behaviour of PCM in
buildings. In particular, IDA ICE PCM tool was
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validated in previous work by employing the same STB
used in this research (Cornaro et al., 2015; Cornaro et
al., 2017). Instead, Type 1270 of TRNSYS and
EnergyPlus PCM tool were validated, respectively, by
Jayalath et al. (2016) and Panayiotou et al. (2016), and
by Tabares-Velasco et al. (2012). All tools have shown a
good agreement with the experimental data despite the
different assumptions. However, the previous researches
were conducted considering real operating conditions in
an outdoor environment or thermally controlled test
boxes. Consequently, nonetheless the large employment
of BPS tools, there is a gap in the knowledge of the
result accuracy provided by the different models in the
same conditions. The developed research aims to
evaluate the effect produced by the different building
simulation models implemented in the different BPS
tools and to identify the most accurate PCM models
from a qualitative and quantitative point of view by
providing explanations to the different trends obtained.
To provide this ranking, some of the most common
metrics used to measure accuracy are used, namely, the
root mean square error (RMSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2), both in the absence and in presence
of PCM.

Methodology
In this section, the experimental equipment designed to
make a comparison between the predictions of the three
dynamic simulation tools considered, namely TRNSYS,
EnergyPlus and IDA ICE, is presented.
Experimental equipment
The experimental measurements were made on a
reference STB and another STB, identical to the
previous one, with a PCM panel placed on a portion of
the floor. Figure 1 shows the STB employed raised
compared to the basement.

(Cornaro et al., 2015) and to validate a PCM tool in IDA
ICE environment (Cornaro et al., 2017). The STBs are
located at the University of Rome Tor Vergata and, by
means of a weather station, the external air humidity and
temperature (Rotronic Hygroclip2 sensor, ±0.1°C, ±0.8
%), normal direct solar radiation (Kipp and Zonen CH1
pyrheliometer mounted on a 2AP sun tracker, ±2%),
horizontal diffuse solar radiation (Kipp and Zonen
CM21 shielded pyranometer mounted on a 2AP sun
tracker, ±3% a 1000 W/m2) and wind speed intensity
and direction (model 7911 anemometer, ±1 m/s, ±7°) are
continuously
detected.
Starting
from
these
measurements, other climatic data were generated by
applying proper dynamic calculation models, such as for
the sky temperature (Daguenet model), solar radiation on
the inclined plane (Perez model for the diffuse
component) and the basement surface temperature set
equal to the external air temperature. The external and
internal dimensions are respectively 1.00x0.550x0.600
m and 0.872x0.374x0.424 m, while the clear double
glazed pane occupies 0.06 m2 with dimensions
0.30x0.20 m, has a solar heat gain coefficient of 0.76
and a normal solar transmission coefficient of 0.70. The
PCM panel installed on the floor is the CSM (compact
storage modules) produced by Rubitherm Technologies
GmbH. This module consists of an aluminium case of
0.450x0.300x0.015 m, coated with an anticorrosive
material and filled with 2 kg of macroencapsulated
inorganic PCM SP21E. It is characterized by an overall
latent heat storage capacity of 129 kJ/kg with a moderate
hysteresis: a fusion temperature range of between 19°C
and 23 °C with a peak of 54 kJ/kgK at 22°C, and a
solidification temperature range of between 17°C and 20
°C with a peak of 60 kJ/kgK at 20°C. Table 1 reports the
wall stratigraphies, and their thicknesses and thermal
trasmittances U calculated considering 0.04 m2K/W and
0.13 m2K/W of external and internal surface thermal
resistances, respectively.
Table 1: STB Stratigraphies (PW:Plywood,
Ins:Insulation, Gl:glass), thicknesses and thermal
trasmittances.
STB
Envelope
External
walls
Southern
wall
Window

Figure 1: Solar test box.
All the external walls of both STBs are insulated, except
the southern wall where a windowed surface is placed.
Since the opaque walls are almost adiabatic, then the
solar heat gains transmitted through the windowed
surface represents the highest heat flux in the cavity.
This experimental equipment was previously employed
for a comparative analysis of the thermal and lighting
performance of innovative transparent materials

Floor
ref-STB
Floor
PCM-STB

Stratigraphies
(from the outside to the inside)
Thicknesses (mm)
PW
Ins
8
80
PW
Gl
Air
Gl
8
4
12
4
Gl
Air
Gl
4
12
4
PW
Ins
8
80
PW
Ins
PCM
8
80
10.2

U
W/m2K
0.280
1.345
2.712
0.280
0.279

The thermophysical (density ρ, thermal conductivity λ
and specific heat capacity cp) properties and longwave
and shortwave optical properties (emissivity ε and
absorptivity α) of the materials are listed in Table 2.
The external surface convective heat transfer coefficient
is set to 20 W/m2 K, while on the internal surface
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dynamic calculation models are used. A value of 0.5 h-1
is employed for the infiltration flow rate.
Table 2: Thermophysical and optical properties
Materials
Plywood
Insulation
Glass
Air
PCM

ρ
kg/m3
545
36
2400
1.2
1450

λ
W/mK
0.120
0.024
1.000
0.0241
0.600

cp
J/kgK
1215
1453
800
1005
2000

ε
0.900
0.900
0.837
0.600

α
0.200
0.500
0.177
0.400

Each STB is instrumented by TT500 thermistors
(±0.2°C) to measure the internal air temperature,
external and internal surface temperature of the glass,
and internal surface temperature of the floor. Further
details on the measurement station and sensors location
can be found within previous works (Cornaro et al.,
2015; Cornaro et al., 2017).
Heat transfer models of the BPS tools
The BPS tools can be classified as general-purpose or
special-purpose simulation tools. By means of the first
typology of tools, the users can define proper
mathematical models making them more flexible with
the disadvantage of difficulty of use and low execution
speed. Instead, in the second typology of tools, different
predefined standard simulation problems are available
and permit to obtain a high execution speed, with the
disadvantage of lower flexibility in the simulation of
non-standard problems. Consequently, the two
typologies differ mainly for source code access and
modification mode, and control simulation capability.
TRNSYS and IDA ICE fall into the first typology, while
EnergyPlus in the second one. TRNSYS, developed at
the Solar Energy Laboratory of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, is a flexible transient system
simulation program for complex systems with a modular
structure, characterised by the division of a problem into
a series of smaller components. In addition, new models
can be compiled into new components and introduced in
the TRNSYS library. TRNBuild 2.0 (TRANSSOLAR
energietechnic GmbH, 2012) is a link interface with
Type 56 of TRNSYS for the geometric, thermal and
optical definition of a specific building. IDA ICE is a
flexible whole-building performance simulation tool,
developed at Department of Building Sciences
(Stockholm), which works with symbolic equations
instead of variable assignments, and therefore it is
relatively easy to extend the existing modelling
functionality. EnergyPlus, developed by the U.S.
Department of Energy, is a whole building energy
simulation program based on a modular structure that
has shown a continuous enhancement in the possibility
of adding and validating new models. DesignBuilder 5.5
(DesignBuilder Software Ltd, 2019) provides an easy-touse interface to develop building designs from concept
through to completion. However, the mathematical
models employed to predict the conductive, convective
and longwave and shortwave radiative heat transfer
between the external envelope and the indoor and
outdoor environments represent the main differences

between the BPS tools (Solar Energy Laboratory,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2012; U.S.
Department of Energy, 2012; Bring et al., 1999). A list
and a summary of the models employed by the
considered BPS tools are reported in Table 3. On the
external surface, the thermal balance equation is similar
in the three tools:
 the total absorbed solar radiation on the inclined
surface is computed identically by the three BPS
tools as a function of the azimuth, inclination and
incidence angles, and wall absorptivity;
 the longwave radiative heat transfer with the outdoor
environment is modelled with the grey body model
that requires fictive sky and basement temperatures,
and the emissivities and view factors of walls.
EnergyPlus considers also a fictive longwave thermal
exchange with the air to correct the hypothesis of the
sky as a black body;
 the convective heat transfer coefficient can be
maintained constant or variable in EnergyPlus and
TRNSYS. EnergyPlus contains a wide availability of
algorithms that consider natural, mixed and forced
convective models as a function of the wind speed,
wall inclination and temperature difference between
air and wall surface. IDA ICE uses a dynamic model
as a function of the wind speed.
As regards the conductive heat transfer in opaque walls,
TRNSYS uses transfer function or response factors by
considering the wall as a black box with considers the
thermal history of the wall by means of a time series
parameter. The coefficients of the time series are
evaluated using the z-transfer function. To simulate the
heat conduction into EnergyPlus, two different
approaches are available: the first one based on the
conduction transfer functions calculated with the
Laplace transformations and the second one based on the
conduction implicit finite difference solution algorithm.
The choice of the algorithm depends on the presence of a
PCM layer in the envelope that requires the use of the
second approach. IDA ICE employs an explicit finite
difference method based on an RC model. The
parameters of the RC network are calculated by an
optimization subroutine, which compares the model
behaviour to analytical solutions obtained for simple
harmonic boundary conditions and calculates the sum of
the squares of the deviations.
A similar detailed optical and thermal window model is
used by TRNSYS and EnergyPlus, by using output data
imported from the WINDOW 7.6 program developed by
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, USA (2017). In the
program WINDOW, the detailed calculation of
reflection between the individual panes and the
absorption and transmission of each pane is performed
hemispherically for diffuse radiation and in steps of 10°
incidence angle for direct solar radiation. The detailed
window model calculates transmission, reflection and
absorption of solar radiation in detail for windows with
up to six panes. For each glass pane, the resulting
temperature is calculated considering transmission,
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absorption and reflection of incoming direct and diffuse
solar radiation, diffuse shortwave radiation being
reflected from the walls of the air node or an internal
shading device, convective, conductive and long-wave
radiative heat transfer between the individual panes and
with the indoor and outdoor environment. Each glazing
absorbs and reflects a part of the incoming solar
radiation depending on the glazing material and the
incidence angle. The IDA ICE window model divides
the solar radiation entering through a window into two
parts, directly transmitted radiation, and distributed as
shortwave radiation to the zone, and radiation first
absorbed and then released to the zone as longwave
radiation and convection. The direct and diffuse

radiation are reduced, respectively, by means a factor
that changes as a function of the angle of incidence, and
a constant hemispherical factor. Consequently, TRNSYS
and EnergyPlus allow users to consider the directionality
effects of the transmitted radiation, while in IDA ICE a
constant hemispheric or normal value of the optical
properties is required. Similarly to the external surface,
the three tools calculate the terms of the thermal balance
equation on the internal surface with the most
sophisticated models. However, only TRNSYS foresees
a detailed treatment of shortwave beam radiation
distribution entering a zone through external windows,
by calculating for each time step the sunlit factor
matrices generated by TRNBuild.

Table 3: Methods employed by BPS tools to model the heat transfer processes through a building envelope.
Heat transfer approach

TRNSYS

EnergyPlus

IDA ICE

Heat transfer between the building envelope and outdoor environment

Convective with air

Based on a constant or variable
convective heat transfer
coefficient

Different algorithms based on
a constant or variable
convective heat transfer
coefficient considering natural,
mixed or forced convection

Based on a variable convective
heat transfer coefficient

Shortwave radiative absorbed
by opaque walls

Model based on constant
optical properties

Model based on constant
optical properties

Model based on constant
optical properties

Longwave radiative with the
sky, basement and air

Model based on the thermal
exchange between a grey
surface and a black body at a
fictive temperature. Fictive air
temperature excluded

Model based on the thermal
exchange between a grey
surface and a black body at a
fictive temperature. Fictive air
temperature included

Model based on the thermal
exchange between the grey
surface and a black body at a
fictive temperature. Fictive air
temperature excluded

Conductive in the opaque and
transparent wall

Transfer Function Method

Conduction transfer functions
or conduction implicit finite
difference solution algorithm

THETA-method integrator, RC
network model based on an
explicit finite difference
method

Optical and thermal
transmission in transparent
walls

Complex thermal and optical
model, and optical properties
dependent on the incidence
angle

Complex thermal and optical
model, and optical properties
dependent on the incidence
angle.

Simplified model based on the
computation of the directly
transmitted radiation and
radiation first absorbed and
then released as longwave
radiation and convection

Heat transfer between the building envelope and indoor environment
Based on a constant or variable
heat transfer coefficient
evaluated considering natural
convection

Different algorithms based on
a constant or variable
convective heat transfer
coefficient

Based on a variable heat
transfer coefficient evaluated
considering natural convection

Heat flux caused by direct
solar radiation originating
from external windows

Method of the sunlit factor
matrices

Shadowing routines to
calculate the internal surface
area irradiated by the beam
solar radiation projected on the
external window

It is considered diffuse.
Net absorption method based
on the shortwave net
absorption matrix

Heat flux caused by diffuse
solar radiation originating
from external windows

Solar Gebhart matrix method

Method based on transmissionabsorption weighted area
factors

Net absorption method based
on the shortwave net
absorption matrix

Longwave radiative between
internal walls

Longwave Gebhart matrix
method

Grey interchange model of
Hottel based on the matrix of
exchange coefficients

Net radiation method based on
the longwave net absorption
matrix

Convective with air

Heat transfer through a phase change material
Latent heat storage in the
phase change material

Lumped method

Enthalpy method

Enthalpy method with
hysteresis
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The current sunlit fraction of surfaces is determined by
bilinear interpolation of the four nearest centre points
with respect to the actual position of the sun. In addition,
it defines a so-called solar to air factor to consider the
fraction of solar radiation entering an air node through
external windows which is immediately transferred as a
convective gain to the internal air. Similarly, EnergyPlus
uses shadowing routines to calculate an overlap area,
namely the irradiated area by the beam solar radiation of
the internal surfaces projected on the exterior window.
The overlap areas for a particular exterior window
depend on the sun position, the geometry of the window,
the geometry of the interior surfaces, and the location of
the window with respect to the interior surfaces. For the
purposes of the surface heat balance calculation, any
beam solar radiation absorbed by a surface is assumed to
be uniformly distributed over the surface. Finally, IDA
ICE presents the least accurate model by considering the
direct solar radiation as diffuse. As regards the diffuse
solar radiation entering through the window, EnergyPlus
is the least accurate since employs a weighted
distribution on the internal walls of the zone dependent
on the area and absorptivity of the surfaces. Instead, the
other tools treat the diffuse solar radiation, in an
analogous manner to the longwave radiation, by
calculating the relative solar matrices. The longwave
radiative heat transfer models are very similar and based
on the calculation of proper matrices, containing optical
and geometric properties of the walls of the zone. For the
internal convective heat transfer coefficient, a sole
natural convective model is used IDA ICE, while
EnergyPlus and TRNSYS are very flexible, by allowing
users the use of different options (constant or variable)
and models, which are a function of the wall inclination
and temperature difference between air and wall surface.
Owing to the increasing development of innovative
building components, the BPS tools receive constantly
regular updates and extension of modelling capabilities
without to change the concepts and basic software
architecture. In fact, the materials initially considered in
the tool development are characterized by constant
thermophysical and optical properties by varying the
space and the time. In the last decades, the diffusion of
researches on PCMs has led to the introduction in BPS
tools of predictive models of the latent heat storage in a
PCM wall. The mathematical models used to describe
the latent heat storage in a PCM are reported in Table 3
at the bottom.
Accordingly, TRNSYS has incorporated a very simple
PCM model (Type 1270), designed to interact with
Type56 (building model) and can model a PCM located
in any position within a wall that separates two thermal
zones (TESSLibs 17, 2010). Type1270 implements a
lumped method coupled with the quasi-heat source
method to model a pure PCM, which undergoes a phase
change at a constant temperature by storing or releasing
the latent heat. The thermophysical properties are
considered constant in the two phases and independent
of temperature. When the PCM material is fully

solidified, the temperature at the end of a time step is
given by Eq. (1):
q1 +q2

Tf = Ti + (

mPCM cp,s

)

(1)

when the PCM material is fully melted, the temperature
at the end of a time step is given by Eq.(2):
Tf = Ti + (

q1 +q2

mPCM cp,l

)

(2)

where, q1 and q2 are the powers entering the PCM from
the adjacent wall layers, mPCM is the PCM mass and cp,s
and cp,l are the specific heat capacities at the solid and
liquid state of the PCM respectively. When the PCM
material is in the transition state, the final and initial
temperatures are equal as the phase change occurs at a
constant temperature, and Type1270 simply records the
energy stored or released. If the energy absorbed by the
PCM during a particular time step exceeds the PCM
latent storage capacity, Type1270 applies the remaining
energy to a temperature change in the liquid phase using
Eq. (2). Likewise, if the PCM is giving more energy than
that stored to the surrounding wall layers in a particular
time step, Type1270 applies the remaining energy to a
temperature change in the solid phase using Eq. (1). To
use Type 1270 in an external wall, the standard
connections of Type 1270 with Type 56 was modified
and the calculation of the power entering the PCM layer
from the outdoor environment q1 was analytically
implemented. In summary, Type 1270 requires only the
total latent heat and PCM phase change temperature,
which was set to 21 °C, the mean value between the
melting and solidification peak temperatures.
A more sophisticated model was incorporated in
EnergyPlus, which considers a conduction finite
difference solution algorithm with an enthalpytemperature function to account for phase change
accurately (Tabares-Velasco et al., 2012). The tool in its
version 8.6 requires a sole enthalpy-temperature curve to
be used both in the fusion and solidification process to
detect an equivalent specific heat capacity at each time
step. The users can choose to set the fusion,
solidification or a mean enthalpy-temperature curve. In
this work, the mean curve was selected. The resulting
model is a modified version of the enthalpy method.
This new algorithm also includes a variable thermal
conductivity with the temperature. Eq. (3) and enthalpytemperature function are generated for each node of the
PCM material. The node temperatures and enthalpies are
updated after each iteration and are used to obtain the
variation of the specific heat cp. The cp is formulated by
Eq. (4).
ρ Cp ∆x(Tn+1
−Tn
i
i)
∆t

=

n+1
k(Ti−1
−Tn+1
)
i

cP =

∆x
(Hn+1
−Hn
i
i)
Tn+1
−Tn
i
i

+

n+1
k(Tn+1
)
i+1 −Ti

∆x

(3)
(4)

Where, cp is the specific heat capacity, ∆t time step, ∆x
B/M, M number of parts that the region 0 ≤ x ≤ B is
divided, i spatial discretization, and n time discretization.
Until recently, IDA-ICE had not supported a direct
modelling of PCM layers, so EQUA Simulation AB has
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developed an add-in for IDA ICE, called “PCMWALL”. In IDA ICE, the modelling of PCM is based on
the enthalpy method, which requires the enthalpytemperature relationship both in the heating and in the
cooling process to take into account the hysteresis
phenomenon. The enthalpy is not only dependent on the
current state but also on the previous state, as it captures
the hysteresis physics present between the fusion and
solidification processes.

Results
Comparison between the results of BPS tools was made
during two experimental campaigns: in September with
clear sky conditions and in December with one day in
cloudy sky condition and the other days with a clear sky.
The warm period, as shown in Figure 2 on the top is
characterized by high external air temperatures Tae and
by a peak of solar radiation incident on the southern
window Gs and horizontal plane Gh that reached about
800 W/m2. In the cold period, as shown in Figure 3 on
the top, the external air temperature and fictive sky
temperature Tsky are low, while the peak of the solar
radiation on the southern window increases above 900
W/m2. Overall, in December, the solar energy incident is
lower than that in September.
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Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and simulated
internal air temperature in September. At the top:
outdoor weather conditions; at the centre: reference
STB; at the bottom: PCM STB.
Figures 2 and 3 show, for the two experimental
campaigns, the comparison between experimental and

simulated internal air temperature trends inside the
reference STB and PCM STB, respectively at the centre
and at the bottom.
Generally, both in the absence and presence of PCM, the
BPS tools show an excellent agreement with
experimental trends.
For reference STB, the results are particularly
overlapped with each other and with experimental
trends. The slight deviations highlighted during the peak
hours are to be attributed to the different approach used
to distribute the solar radiation into the STB, while the
differences during the night are owing to the different
model used to calculate the variable internal convective
heat transfer coefficient and to the different conductive
heat transfer model in the walls.
The PCM placed on the floor allows the STB to dampen
the temperature fluctuation both in summer and winter
period. In particular, the thermal excursion, the
difference between the maximum and minimum
temperature, is reduced from 44°C to 35 °C and from 49
°C to 36°C respectively in September and December.
The simulated surface floor temperature establishes that
in September the PCM panel is prevalently in the liquid
phase and a solidification process occurs during the late
evening of each day when the external air temperature
decreases and solar radiation is nil. This process does not
complete because the cooling effect produced by the
external longwave radiation and convective is not
enough, and the PCM panel recovers the liquid phase in
the morning. Instead, in December in the cloudy day, the
PCM panel is always solid, while in the other days, the
PCM panel stores the solar radiation passing through the
window incident on the floor allowing a complete phase
change from the solid phase to the liquid phase. This
process starts in the late morning and ends in the late
afternoon when the PCM return in solid phase releasing
all the latent heat stored.
Overall, in the cold period, the weather conditions and
the phase change temperature allows exploiting the
phase change better than the warm season.
Consequently, the major deviations between the three
BPS tools can be mostly appreciated in December owing
to the different hypothesis formulated in the model
definition. In particular, the effect of the constant
melting temperature of the TRNSYS model can be
highlighted by observing the higher internal air
temperature during the solidification process and the
lower internal air temperature during the fusion process.
The floor surface temperature is constrained to remain
constant, by influencing the internal air temperature,
even when during the fusion process the floor
temperature should be increased and during the
solidification process should be decreased. Since the
latent heat stored and released only depends on the
thermal power quantity incident the floor, at the end of
the phase change process all the three tools are again
overlapped.
Instead, the EnergyPlus model tends to provide lower air
internal temperature than the experimental ones during
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the solidification process because a unique enthalpytemperature function for the heating and cooling process
was introduced. In this way, if the sole fusion curve or a
mean curve is set, the material completes the
solidification process before owing to the higher value of
phase change temperatures. The deviation to the
experimental trend depends on the difference between
the solidification and fusion latent heat, namely on the
hysteresis phenomenon.
Finally, the enthalpy hysteresis model of IDA ICE
allows obtaining the best prediction of the thermal
behaviour of the PCM STB from a qualitative point of
view. Only during the night before the cloudy day, the
simulated trend presents higher differences compared to
the experimental trend. This is owing to the non-correct
evaluation of the heat dispersed in the outdoor
environment through the floor. By comparing the
external surface heat flux of the floor computed by the
three tools, it emerges that EnergyPlus estimates a
greater heat dispersed in the outdoor environment. This
leads to a quicker solidification process compared to that
foreseen by IDA ICE and TRNSYS. This difference can
be imputed at the difference algorithm used for the
calculation of basement temperature for the longwave
radiative exchange.

Table 4 reports the root mean square error RMSE and
the coefficient of determination R2 in all cases
considered. For the reference STB, the minimum RMSE
and maximum R2 in September are obtained by using
TRNSYS, while in December by using IDA ICE.
Overall, EnergyPlus leads to the least accurate results in
the absence of PCM. Instead, for the PCM STB, IDA
ICE presents the lowest deviation compared to the
experimental results both in warm and cold period owing
to the hysteresis phenomenon modelling. Despite this,
EnergyPlus accuracy is almost comparable with that of
IDA ICE. Finally, Type 1270 of TRNSYS leads to the
worst accuracy. However, although it does not allow
temperature trends during the phase change to be
predicted exactly, it allows the overall latent heat stored
and released to be computed enough accurately by
requiring only a few thermophysical data and the lowest
computational cost.
Table 4: RMSE and R2 between measured and simulated
internal air temperature for September and December
period.

RMSE (°C)
R2
RMSE (°C)
R2
RMSE (°C)
R2
RMSE (°C)
R2

TRNSYS
ENERGYPLUS
September REF_STB
2.027
2.985
0.997
0.992
December REF_STB
3.928
4.635
0.983
0.979
September PCM_STB
3.590
2.433
0.923
0.953
December PCM_STB
4.152
2.425
0.934
0.960

IDA ICE
2.043
0.986
2.374
0.984
2.652
0.960
2.196
0.968

Conclusions

Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and simulated
internal air temperature in December. At the top:
outdoor weather conditions; at the centre: reference
STB; at the bottom: PCM STB.

The paper aimed to provide a comparison between the
most popular BPS tools by developing an experimental
verification that employs a conventional test box and a
PCM-based test box in two characteristic summer and
winter periods. For this issue, a comprehensive
examination of the mathematical models used by the
BPS tools considered was carried out. TRNSYS can be
considered the most sophisticated in the modelling of
solar radiation passing through the window since it
considers variable optical properties with incidence
angle and in terms of treatment of direct and diffuse
solar radiation distribution into a zone. Contrarily, IDA
ICE does not take into account the directionality effects
of direct solar radiation, while EnergyPlus is the least
accurate from a point of view of diffuse solar radiation
modelling into a thermal zone. However, IDA ICE and
EnergyPlus contain PCM models much more accurate
than that of TRNSYS.
Overall, these considerations find confirmation in the
experimental investigation made:
 for the reference STB, TRNSYS leads to the best
prediction in September, when the directionality
effects of the solar radiation through the windowed
wall are very incisive in the calculation of the
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thermal response of the zone owing to the high
incident angle caused by the high sun elevation angle
that produces a strong variation of the glass optical
properties;
 for the PCM STB, IDA ICE turned out the most
accurate tool since, owing to the small dimensions of
the STB, the latent storage phenomenon is
predominant, compared the other heat transfer
mechanisms, in the determination of the internal air
temperature.
Finally, the research has provided, by means a
quantitative analysis, a ranking between the BPS tools,
by evaluating RMSE and R2 for the STB devoid of PCM
and that including the PCM panel.
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Abstract
Empirical validation of building simulation results is a
complex and time-consuming process. A well-structured
and thorough experimental design is therefore a crucial
step of the experimental procedure. A full-scale empirical
validation study is planned to take place within IEA EBC
Annex 71: “Building energy performance assessment
based on in situ measurements”. The experimental data
are currently being gathered in two experiments being
conducted at the Fraunhofer IBP test site at Holzkirchen
in Germany. This paper describes the methodology
followed during the experimental design of the project.
Particular focus is on how Building Performance
Simulation (BPS) was used to assist the preparation of the
actual experiment, to determine suitable test sequences,
magnitudes of heat inputs and temperature variations. A
combination of both deterministic and probabilistic
simulation (using the method of Morris) is employed to
replicate the actual experiment and to assess the
sensitivity of the model to uncertain input parameters. A
number of experimental errors are identified in the
experiment, primarily concerning the magnitude of heat
inputs. Moreover, the paper includes a discussion on
lessons learned from the simulations and on the reliability,
reproducibility and limitations of the suggested
experimental design procedure.

Introduction
There are numerous international policies and
frameworks currently in force, aiming to help reduce
energy consumption in the building environment to tackle
the challenges imposed by climate change. As a result,
dynamic modelling becomes more widely used for
building performance assessment (Clarke & Hensen,
2015) and to demonstrate compliance with building
regulations (Raslan & Davies, 2010). Consequently, there
is a need to confirm that building performance simulation
(BPS) programs are able to provide accurate simulation
predictions.
Considerations regarding the input uncertainties and
modelling assumptions are two areas that require attention
in BPS to enhance the physical correctness of the model
and quality of simulation results (Coakley et al., 2014;
Mantesi et al., 2018). A BPS model contains hundreds of
input variables and parameters. Current state-of-the-art
BPS tools have several limitations related to air flow,
lighting, HVAC systems, and occupants, among others

(Clarke & Hensen, 2015). Therefore, a detailed validation
methodology is necessary to be able to create a reliable
comparison between software and reality. Judkoff and
Neymark (1995), described the validation methodology
adopted by NREL preceding the BESTEST project [also
adopted in ASHRAE Standard 140 (ANSI/ASHRAE,
2014)], which incorporated three kinds of tests:
• Analytical verification: the output from a program
algorithm is compared to the results provided by
analytical solutions under simple boundary
conditions.
• Comparative testing: it is used to compare a
simulation program to other programs. This approach
includes sensitivity testing and inter-model
comparison.
• Empirical validation: this allows calculated results
from a program to be compared with monitored,
experimental data from a real building, test cell or
laboratory experiment.
Empirical validation of building simulation results is a
complex process. It can include a high level of uncertainty
in the experiment, it is considered expensive and time
consuming (Ryan & Sanquist, 2012), yet it can test the
combined effect of all the internal errors in a program
(Lomas et al., 1997). There are a number of previous
studies focused on empirical validation of simulation
results (Lomas et al, 1997; Loutzenhiser et al., 2007;
Strachan et al., 2015; Cattarin et al., 2018).
A large-scale empirical validation exercise was conducted
as part of the IEA EBC Annex 21 project on
“Environmental Performance” to assess the predictive
ability of dynamic thermal simulation programs. The
project compared the results of 25 BPS tools commonly
used in EU, USA and Australia at the time (Lomas et al.,
1997). Subsequently, several other successful
international projects for empirical validation purposes
followed including IEA EBC Annex 42 project on “The
Simulation of Building-Integrated Fuel Cell and Other
Cogeneration Systems” and IEA EBC Annex 43 on
“Testing and Validation of Building Energy Simulation
Tools” (IEA EBC projects, n.d.). As part of IEA EBC
Annex 43, Loutzenhiser et al. (2007) empirically
validated the ability of seven solar radiation models
implemented in four BPS codes in calculating irradiated
solar energy on buildings. A series of experiments was
performed in an outdoor test cell. Similarly, as part of a
different project within IEA EBC Annex 43, Kalyanova
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et al. (2009) used a full-scale outdoor test facility to
empirically validate the accuracy of five BPS tools in
modelling double-skin facades.
A key observation, as highlighted in (Strachan et al.,
2015) is that most monitoring projects have not been
designed to provide the comprehensive coverage required
for validation of an entire building in simulation
programmes. A full-scale building empirical validation
experiment was conducted within the IEA EBC Annex 58
project: “Reliable building energy performance
characterization
based
on
full-scale
dynamic
measurements” (IEA Annex 58, 2015). The BPS
validation scenario in Annex 58 was designed to test the
basic functionalities of BPS tools, mainly focussing on the
thermal performance of the building envelope (i.e.
transmission losses, thermal bridges, solar gains). In
(Strachan et al., 2015) the authors described the empirical
validation methodology followed during the Annex 58
project. Among others, the experimental design was
characterised as an essential step of the methodology.
A full-scale empirical validation is highly demanding of
time and cost. It is therefore essential that the experiments
fully excite the building dynamics through a range of
boundary conditions and that all important heat and mass
flow
paths
are
comprehensively
monitored.
Consequently, a well-structured, thorough experimental
design is a crucial step of the process. The means for
undertaking the experimental design in a full-scale
empirical validation is to model the selected building,
using BPS, in a representative local climate dataset. There
are two objectives in undergoing such a step. First, to
design the overall experiment by specifying test
sequences and suitable experimental configurations that
allow to cover the range scientific questions by the
following validation. And second, to design the
monitoring scheme and determine instrumentation
requirements. The latter is achieved with the use of
sensitivity studies to identify important simulation
parameters that need to be measured, or measured with
increased accuracy.
Research Aim
The aim of the paper is to describe the procedure followed
to specify the requirements of the experiment for a fullscale empirical validation exercise, currently being
conducted within IEA Annex 71 project: “Building
energy performance assessment based on in situ
measurements” (IEA Annex 71, n.d.). The particular
focus is on how BPS was used to define and test the
different stages of the experiment, in terms of test
sequences, magnitudes of heat input and temperature
variations, along with instrumentation requirements.
The research objectives were:
• To create a preliminary synthetic dataset of the
experiment to evaluate the usability of the real
measurement dataset, before the actual experiment is
conducted.
• To conduct a Sensitivity Analysis (SA) to identify
important parameters that need to be measured more
accurately during the experiment.

Methodology
A whole building monitoring project is currently being
conducted on the Fraunhofer IBP’s Twin Houses at
Holzkirchen, Germany (Fig.1) (IBP Fraunhofer, 2012).
The two houses are of residential layout, detached,
identical, located side-by-side to allow direct comparison.
They are equipped with extensive measurement and
control equipment. The weather data are recorded in-situ.
The houses are air-tight, insulated with U-values ranging
between 0.29 W/m2K and 0.22 W/m2K for the external
walls. The structure comprises externally-insulated brick
walls for the external envelope and honeycomb brick
walls for the internal partitions, insulated concrete for the
ground floor and first floor slabs and lightweight timberframed roof. All windows are double-glazed with a
glazing U-value of 1.2 W/m2K and with electric external
roller blinds. The empirical validation exercise is focused
on the ground floor and the attic. The cellar space is
treated as a boundary condition. A constant flow rate
balanced mechanical ventilation system is in operation.

Figure 1: South view of one of the Twin Houses in
Holzkirchen, Germany.
The outcome of this BPS validation exercise aims to build
on the findings of the empirical validation experiment
conducted within IEA Annex 58 (IEA Annex 58, 2015).
The former BPS validation scenario in Annex 58, was
designed to test the basic functionalities of BPS tools,
mainly restricted to the thermal performance of the
building envelope. The current project aims to investigate
further important aspects, such as building services
equipment and the impact of occupancy. Consequently,
the two houses are now equipped with different heating
systems (i.e. electric radiators compared to underfloor
heating) and the synthetic users based on stochastic
variations of occupancy profiles (Flett & Kelly, 2017).
These synthetic user profiles include internal heat loads,
humidity gains and automatically operated windows and
doors.
The procedure for undertaking the experimental design
for the Twin Houses full-scale empirical validation
project comprised the following steps:
1. Modelling the selected houses using BPS. The Twin
houses were modelled in EnergyPlus V8.8
(EnergyPlus, n.d.) using up-to-date, post-construction
drawings of the building geometry and surrounding
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environment, construction details of the existing
fabric, material properties from the manufacturers,
surface properties and thermal bridges measured
during the previous Annex 58 validation study,
infiltration rates measured by a blower door test,
information on HVAC systems based on
manufacturers’ specification, constant user-specified
ventilation flow rates (representing the air flow rates
that will be used in the actual experiment) and the Test
Reference Year (TRY) weather file of Munich, as the
average climate data for this location.
2. Creating stochastic occupancy profiles. The
validation scenario of Annex 71 includes the impact
of occupancy. Occupying the Twin Houses with real
humans would bring some disadvantages for the
experiment and introduce large uncertainties. To
avoid this, it was decided to represent realistic
deviations in internal heat gains and building
operation using “synthetic users”. A number of
different occupancy profiles were developed for the
simulation models; one for the experiment and 99
more for the sensitivity analysis. These represented
typical room-wise usage profiles and corresponding
internal heat gains based on the use of each space,
assuming a typical four-members family of two adults
and two children.
3. Specifying
the
experimental
sequence/
experimental schedule. The different phases of the
experiment were specified based on the purpose of the
validation exercise and the different parameters for
investigation. Three main user profiles were created,
each having a different hypothesis. User 1 aimed to
investigate if simulation programs are able to handle
user interactions like small room-wise occupancy
differences and some basic building service
equipment, operating in identical setpoint temperature
in all rooms and night setback. User 2 was a more
complex realistic situation, including operating
internal doors and external windows and having
different set temperature profiles in the individual
rooms. User 3 intended to check if simulation
programs are handling the thermal and energetic
influences of moisture effects. The experiment
included also an initialisation and reinitialization
phase, where all the rooms were set to the same
constant temperature, aiming to bring both buildings
to identical initial conditions. A free-floating phase
was included at the end of the experimental schedule
to test if simulation programs are able to handle small
heat inputs dominated by solar gains under summer
conditions correctly. Finally, it was decided to include
a Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) phase and a
free Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence (PRBS). These
two phases are not primarily intended for the
validation experiment but serve the activities of other
subtasks within Annex 71 by providing realistic high
accuracy measurement data.

4. Specifying uncertain input parameters. All input
parameters fed to the simulation models were subject
to a certain level of uncertainty. Firstly, a list of all
uncertain input parameters was made, along with their
base values. The uncertain parameters were identified
considering what will/can be measured as part of the
experiment and what is the information that will be
released to the modelling teams of the empirical
validation exercise. The base values of these
parameters were specified to the best of existing
knowledge (e.g. material properties were based on
manufacturers’ data, surface properties were
measured in the previous Annex 58 empirical
validation project). Then a uniform distribution with a
fixed relative range of 20% was assigned to each
parameter to account for major unexpected
differences, resulting from measurement uncertainty,
system faults and others.
5. Running the deterministic simulations. The
selected buildings were simulated using the specified
experimental schedule and the TRY weather data
aiming to replicate the actual experiment. The purpose
of this step was to identify and correct possible errors
in the experimental specification.
6. Running the probabilistic simulations. A
Sensitivity Analysis (SA) was carried out to identify
important simulation parameters, i.e. parameters that
have the most significant influence over simulation
predictions and that need to be measured carefully
during the actual experiment. The details of this
sensitivity analysis are described in the related section
later in this paper.
Fig.2 illustrates a schematic representation of the
experimental design methodology adopted as part of the
Annex 71 full-scale empirical validation project.
The SA was performed using Python SALib (SALib,
n.d.). 570 simulations were conducted using JEPlus1 v1.7
(JEPlus, n.d.). The method of Morris (Morris, 1991;
Campolongo et al., 2007) was adopted, as a screening
method, to determine the sensitivity of the models to all
uncertain input parameters. The Morris sampling method,
allows the quantification of the importance of factors as
well as those factors that have a direct or indirect effect
on the examined output. Its experimental approach is
based on ‘one-factor-at-a-time’ (OAT) experiments, in
which the impact of changing the value of each of the
chosen factors is evaluated in turn (Giglioli and Saltelli,
2008). This characteristic of Morris technique and its
convergence of the sampling procedure (i.e. stability of
the rank order) (Morris, 1991; McLeod et al., 2013; Hopfe
& Hensen, 2011) qualifies it for this study’s SA.
Table 1 includes the uncertain input parameters
investigated as part of the SA, along with their base,
maximum and minimum values.

1

JEPlus is an EnergyPlus simulation manager, used to
execute and control multiple simulation.
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Deterministic Results
The actual full-scale empirical validation project was
replicated using BPS. Deterministic simulation was used
to create a preliminary synthetic dataset of the actual
experiment. The predicted internal air temperatures and
heating demand were analysed per zone for each of the
different experimental phases and for both Twin Houses.
The aim of this step was to assess if the heat input would
be enough to excite the dynamics of the fabric, to check if
the specified internal heat gains would result in severe
overheating that might pose safety issues in the actual
experiment and to test whether there were any
unpredicted issues in the experimental specification that
might compromise the validity of the experiment output.
The internal air temperature of both houses, along with
the dry-bulb temperature, are plotted in Fig. 3 for one of
the main living areas, the ground-floor living room, for
three consecutive days in the experimental phase User 2.
The heating demand in the living room is plotted for both
houses in Fig.4, for the same three-day period in User 2
phase.
The simulation predictions showed insignificant
differences in the amplitude of the internal air
temperatures of the two houses, although the heat up
times after night setback were found to be different
between the two heating systems, as expected (Fig.3).
However, a noticeable difference was obvious in the
predicted heating demand of the two different heating
systems (i.e. electric heaters in House N2 and underfloor
heating in House O5), as shown in Fig.4.

Figure 3: Zone air temperature in the ground floor
living room. Simulation results for both Twin Houses
(with O5 using underfloor heating and N2 using electric
heaters), plotted against outdoor dry bulb temperature
for three consecutive days in User2.

Figure 4: Zone heating demand in the ground floor
living. Simulation results for both Twin Houses (see Fig
3), for three consecutive days in User 2.
During the preparation of the experimental specification,
BPS highlighted two important issues with regards to
internal air temperatures. The first was that the initial high
magnitude of internal heat gains in the kitchen
(representing cooking processes), resulted in severe
overheating, with temperature reaching above 50oC. This
was partly due to the lack of mechanical ventilation in the
room and partly to the fact that in a real cooking process
a large proportion of the energy used does not go to the
room air but to the food. There were two options to
resolve this issue; either to introduce a supply air point in
the kitchen, or to decrease the amount of internal heat
gains in the zone. The second option was decided as more
suitable for the purposes of the experiment because the
natural air exchange through the operable kitchen door
was one of the validation goals.
Another finding of the deterministic simulation was with
regards to the PRBS experimental phase. The initial
2000W PRBS signal proved to be excessive for the
rooms, resulting in very high indoor air temperatures. To
solve this problem, the PRBS signal was reduced to 700W
to avoid exceeding 35oC but to maintain a signal high
enough to significantly excite the building’s thermal mass
to allow for parameters identification for low order
models (investigated in other subtasks of Annex 71).
Finally, a third finding of the deterministic simulations
was that the initial experimental specification, which had
the heating setpoint directly connected to the occupancy
during User 2, produced very fragmented heating inputs.
Although this might have served well the purposes of the
validation exercise, it is not a realistic scenario. The roomwise setpoints were adjusted to continue heating during
periods of absence shorter than 2 hours.
Many other assumptions in the experimental design were
confirmed by the simulation results, giving assurance to
the involved teams regarding the usability of the data. As
an example the heating capacities, ventilation flow rates
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and the duration of the individual experimental phases can
be mentioned.

Sensitivity Analysis
The results of the SA are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 for
House O5 (underfloor heating). Similar findings are
derived for the other house (N2 – electrical heaters). For
reasons of brevity, only the results of experimental phase
User 2 for House O5 heating demand are included in this
paper.
The absolute value of μ* shows the ranking order of the
input parameters, in other words the overall influence of
each input factor on the simulation output (Fig.5). The
higher the μ*, the more influential the parameter
(Campolongo et al., 2007; McLeod et al., 2013). A
graphical representation of σ vs μ* (given in the scatter
graphs of Fig.6) is given to evaluate the monotonicity of
the input parameters. If the input factors are positioned
below the σ/μ* = 0.1 line then their behaviour is
considered linear. If the input factors are positioned
between the lines σ/μ* = 0.1 and σ/μ* = 0.5 then they are
monotonic. If the input factors are between the lines σ/μ*
= 0.5 and σ/μ* = 1 they are almost-monotonic. Finally, if
they are above the σ/μ* = 1 line they are considered highly
non-linear and non-monotonic (McLeod et al., 2013).
The SA indicated that the most significant input factor
was found to be the effect of thermal bridges, having a
linear effect on the heating demand. Moreover, the
mechanical ventilation supply flow rate of the living room
and the attic space were found among the most influential
input parameters, also showing a linear effect on the
heating demand. Finally, the temperature of the cellar
boundary condition and the hot water flow rate of the
underfloor heating system were found to be two more
influential parameters.

Figure 6: Morris plot of absolute mean (μ*) and
standard deviation (σ) on zone heating demand of House
O5 (underfloor heating), showing the 6 out of 27 most
sensitive parameters.
To distinguish between significant and insignificant input
parameters, a significance factor of 5% on the actual
heating demand was considered as the threshold. All
factors that had an influence on the output above 5% were
considered significant, all other factors were taken as noninfluential.
Looking at the results of the SA at the zone level2, the airtightness of the exterior and interior (operable) door,
along with the opening area of the operable window were
found to have a relatively noticeable impact on the
simulation predictions of the room-wise heating demand.
Moreover, the heating demand in several zones was also
sensitive to the specification of the exterior wall and roof
surface emissivity and absorptivity.
As a result of these findings parts of the instrumentation,
(e.g. the underfloor heating flowmeter), have undergone a
second calibration process. The entire measurement chain
from the sensor to the data acquisition system was
calibrated. Regarding the thermal bridges a higher
number of junctions were analysed in detail than was
intended before. Regarding the operable door and window
the design of the tracer gas measurement was changed in
a way to provide better data on the air flows through both
openings.

Discussion

Figure 5: Morris analysis on zone heating demand of
House O5 (underfloor heating): sensitivity ranking. The
black, dotted rectangle encloses the parameters with a
significance factor > 5%.

BPS is often associated with the concept of a virtual
laboratory used to conduct virtual experiments to assess
the performance of hypothetical, alternative design and
operation scenarios and to find quantifiable answers to
“what-if” design questions (Loonen et al., 2014; Clarke
& Hensen, 2015). This paper has presented a
methodology describing how BPS was used to assist the
experimental design of a full-scale empirical validation
project. The different phases of the experiment were

2

The graphs were not included in this paper due to the
limited length of the manuscript.
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replicated using EnergyPlus. Based on these virtual
experiments a synthetic dataset was created to investigate
whether the anticipated outcome of the monitoring project
would be adequate to meet the objectives of the empirical
validation study and to identify possible faults in the
experimental specification, that might pose a risk to the
project and affect the usability of the results. Moreover,
these tests were also used to determine the requisite
degree of scaling up of internal heat gains and/or the
prolongation of different experimental phases, before the
empirical experimental design is finalised.
During this process a number of experimental errors were
identified and corrected, primarily concerning the
magnitude of heat inputs and potential risks posed by the
resultant internal temperatures. The reliability of the
experimental design relies on the awareness that a model
is never an actual representation of reality. Hence the
findings of the virtual experiment were used to assist
decision-making for the actual experiment, knowing that
there may be a discrepancy between the simulation results
and the actual measurements. For example, the flexibility
offered within the BPS environment sometimes
contradicts what is feasible from an experimental point of
view. Providing 10 kW internal gains for cooking into the
kitchen is easy in BPS. In a real experiment on the other
hand that requires a very substantial electrical installation.
And even if the required electrical power can be provided
to the room, a fire hazard would be introduced in the
experiment, as a result of high air and surface
temperatures.
In the deterministic simulation results potential
experimental errors were not taken into account (except
the intended “errors” for the FDD-phase), neither was the
inevitable uncertainty in the values of a number of input
parameters. To overcome this issue, a SA involving
probabilistic simulation was employed to rank the impact
of all uncertain input factors on the sensitivity of the
output. This process revealed those factors that needed to
be measured more carefully during the actual monitoring
project. As an initial estimate a standardised assumption
of a ±20% uniform distribution was used to explore the
input ranges of the uncertain parameters (with respect to
their normative or assumed base value). The rationale for
this standardised approach, in the absence of more certain
information, was to avoid introducing bias to the SA
results, due to assigning variable ranges of uncertainty.
However, it should be acknowledged that representing the
actual range of uncertainty more realistically could be
preferable to also account for the likely measurement
uncertainty of different input factors. Doing so might
reveal further influential parameters, that in a fixed
uncertainty range would be disregarded as unimportant.
For example, the supply flow rate of the ventilation
system could be measured with an accuracy far better than
±20%. However, the opening factor of an operable
window might be associated with a higher degree of
uncertainty in a house occupied with real users.
In the present SA all thermal bridges were treated
globally, by assuming a simultaneous increase in all linear
thermal bridges of the fabric. This decision was based on

the assumption that linear thermal transmittance (ψ-value)
calculations would be performed for all the junctions
between the different construction elements anyway.
However, analysing the impact of each linear thermal
bridge separately, would help prioritise which junctions
need to be calculated more accurately and which could be
ignored by relying on benchmark ψ-values.

Conclusion
This paper has presented a novel methodological
procedure for incorporating virtual BPS experiments as a
diagnostic precursor in support of a full-scale empirical
validation exercise. The validation experiment is
currently being conducted as part of the IEA Annex 71
project: “Building energy performance assessment based
on in situ measurements”. The new methodology for the
experimental design was introduced, by sequentially
describing the different steps followed in the process and
explaining how BPS assisted in creating and correcting
the initial experimental schedule. The methodology
comprised a combination of both deterministic and
probabilistic simulations, each serving a different
purpose.
Using deterministic simulation, the actual experiment was
replicated in EnergyPlus in order to create a synthetic
dataset. This process ensured that the expected outcome
of the final experiment would be suitable to meet the
objectives of the project, before the actual experiment
took place. Using probabilistic simulation, the various
uncertain parameters were ranked according to their
impact on the output variable (zonal heating demand). As
a result, the most influential factors, which need to be
measured precisely during the actual experiment, were
identified. The reliability, reproducibility and limitations
of this methodology were discussed, along with
suggestions for how it may be adapted to accommodate
more complex situations, such as where parameter
uncertainty can be better estimated or is non-uniform.
This methodology demonstrates a universally applicable
method for including uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
into BPS experiments which could be used as an adjunct
to the empirical validation process in a multitude of
building performance research contexts. In addition, the
techniques used here provide the basis for further virtual
BPS experiments which could have wider applications in
architectural and building services design development.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the experimental design procedure conducted as part of the Annex 71 full-scale
empirical validation project.
Table 1: Parameter uncertainties investigated in the SA: base, minimum and maximum values.
Category
Global parameters

Parameter
Ground reflectivity
Snow modifier
Surface properties
Cellar temperature
Roof emissivity (external)
Roof emissivity (internal)
Roof absorptivity (external)
Roof_absorptivity (internal)
Wall_emissivity (external)
Wall_emissivity (internal)
Wall_absorptivity (external)
Wall_absorptivity (internal)
Shading material properties Blind conductivity
Blind reflectivity
Blind emissivity
Blind to glass distance
Air mass flow coefficient
Airflow parameters
for window
Air mass flow exponent
for window
Air mass flow coefficient
for interior doors
Air mass flow exponent
for interior doors
Air mass flow coefficient
for exterior door
Window opening area (in attic)
Envelope
Thermal bridges
HVAC
Supply flow rate in living-room
Supply flow rate in attic
Electric heaters capacity
Electric heaters radiant fraction
Hot water flow in UFH
* qo is the hot water flow rate in each zone

Base value
0.23
4
18
0.9
0.9
0.63
0.25
0.9
0.9
0.23
0.17
0.023
0.68
0.9
0.06

Min value
0.184
3.75
14.4
0.72
0.72
0.504
0.2
0.72
0.72
0.184
0.136
0.0184
0.544
0.72
0.048

Max value
0.276
4.75
21.6
0.99
0.99
0.756
0.3
0.99
0.99
0.276
0.204
0.0276
0.816
0.99
0.072

Units
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
°C
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
W/m·K
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
m

0.00001

0.000008

0.000012

kg/s·m

0.7

0.56

0.84

Dimensionless

0.02

0.016

0.024

kg/s·m

0.7

0.56

0.84

Dimensionless

0.0002
0.1
0
100
35
2000
0.3
qo*

0.00016
0.08
0
80
28
1600
0.24
0.8*qo

0.00024
0.12
20
120
42
2400
0.36
1.2*qo

kg/s·m
Dimensionless
%
m3/h
m3/h
W
Dimensionless
m3/s
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Abstract
Presently, there are substantial financial efforts to
improve heating plants’ control and system optimisation
based on heat load predictions. In this paper two methods
for heat load predictions in urban areas are demonstrated.
The first one is an in-house Urban Energy Platform called
SimStadt, which is based on 3D CityGML buildings
models and its characteristics. The second approach uses
long-term measurement data processed by an Artificial
Neural Network. Both methods show accurate results on
the annual basis at citywide scale.
Furthermore, high correlation between measured and
predicted hourly load profiles enables forecasts to be used
as guidelines for efficient energy generation, which will
increase overall system efficiency.

Introduction
Aim and approach
Resource efficient, price competitive and low-carbon
district heating systems require rational decisions on
operation of productive assets. Therefore, great effort is
being undertaken nowadays to make district heating
systems more effective. Important present research
activities are oriented toward improvement of heating
plants control and system optimisation based on load
predictions. With load forecasts, the plant operator is able
to decide heating unit dispatch, generation profile, grid
forward temperature and storage operation in order to
satisfy a given optimization criteria, i.e. objective
function. However, the critical issue of the optimisation
task is accurate prediction of head demand for at least one
day ahead system operation. Planning of heat production
and storage as well as equipment dispatch are of high
importance especially in the case of cogeneration plants
offering electricity on the balancing market. This is due to
significant impact of plant operation characteristics on
plant economics.
In this paper two different techniques for heat load
predictions in urban areas are presented and the main
problems related to their development are discussed.
Special emphasis is put on the development of an urban
area-wide 3D model-based heat load forecasting method,
which would enable predictions of heating network
hourly load profiles. The in-house Urban Energy
Platform, called SimStadt (SimStadt, 2018), uses models
of all buildings within the studied areas based on the 3D
CityGML standard (Gröger et al., 2012). Firstly, some

results for a German case study area, Scharnhauser Park
(SHP), are shown, as the methodology was developed
using this area. This method was then tested on the City
of Krosno, Poland, to quantify transferability to different
climates. The numerical modelling results are compared
with an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) trained on the
long-term historical data. In order to verify the models,
both techniques were applied to the municipal heating
system of the City of Krosno, Poland, where detailed and
long-term measurement data were available.
Scientific Innovation and relevance
According to Heat Roadmap Europe (2017), Europe
consumes half of its final energy for heating and cooling
purposes. Around 9% of this is delivered by district
heating systems. Considering that typical energy
conversion efficiency from a heating plant is around 80%
to 90% depending on technology, grid losses are around
10% to 15% and there are additional energy losses at
buildings that depend on system performance, one can
conclude that losses account for a substantial portion of
European primary energy input, approximately 1,542.7
million tons of oil equivalent (Eurostat, 2016). According
to UNEP Report (2017) systemic inefficiencies result in
massive economic and social costs, and act as a major
barrier to universal access to modern energy. Therefore,
new concepts and techniques to optimise district heating
systems and to balance energy load and generation are
needed. In this work an innovative approach, similar to
that of Nouvel et. al (2017) and Monien D. et al. (2017) is
presented. It enables analysis and simulation of heat
demand profile of an entire urban area. Presently, most of
commonly employed methods are restricted only to a
limited number of buildings with sufficient data. This is
mainly because detailed data acquisition at the city-scale
is very difficult and even unrealistic. Therefore, in this
paper a 3D model-based method using very few input data
is presented and validated using real measurement data.
The presented approach is also innovative as the weak
point of most city-scale heat demand forecast techniques
is the lack of a validation process (Strzalka et. al, 2011).

Case Study Areas
Scharnhauser Park
The German case study area, Scharnhauser Park (SHP) is
a mixed residential-commercial area that is located on the
southern border of Stuttgart, Germany, covering 150
hectares and with 10,000 inhabitants. The area is a former
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military zone, in which office space, residential areas and
parks have been integrated.
The urban project is designed to be an exemplary
ecological community development project, in which low
energy building standards were prescribed for all plots
since the early 1990s, when the American army vacated
SHP, and paved the way for the city to develop a new
quarter there. The combination of work places, residential
areas and public parks led to an integrated living and
transportation concept with high comfort and low energy
consumption. About 80% of the heat demand of SHP is
supplied by renewable energy sources. The main portion
of heating and electricity is delivered to the buildings in
SHP from a 6.3 MW thermal and 1 MW electric wood
fired co-generation plant. The heat is delivered to the
buildings through a 13.5 km long heating network. In
1993 the local supply company, Stadtwerke Esslingen
(SWE), took over the district heating system of Nellingen
Baracks from the US Forces, when the network was
supplied with steam. The former infrastructure has been
taken out of operation and was replaced by a new hot
water network. The structure of the heating network was
coordinated with the development plan of the road system
in this area (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Residential Area Scharnhauser Park [Source:
GoogleEarth]
Krosno
The City of Krosno is located in south-eastern Poland,
with a population of approximately 47,000. The total
length of the municipal heating network is 29.5 km and
with a capacity of 1276.1 m³. There is a total of 169 heat
consumers (heat substations). Average duration of the
heating season is 211 days. The heating power ordered by
consumers is 46.5 MW and the peak power of the heating
plant is about 29.0 MW. The amount of heat delivered to
the grid is about 253,700 GJ/year. Heat is used for heating
and domestic hot water production by local communities,
administration and public buildings, and local businesses.
The distribution of district heating consumption is as
follows: households - 70 %, public facilities (schools,
kindergartens, hospitals, and offices) - 24 %, service
facilities - 6 %.

1

Figure 2: The City of Krosno (buildings shape and
heating networks)

Methods
Data acquisition and pre-processing
Geometries
In order to perform a building simulation at district level,
heating model inputs such as building envelope, volume
and orientation of building surfaces are derived from the
3D CityGML models (Braun et al., 2018).
For the residential area of SHP, a 3D CityGML model in
a Level of Detail LoD1 and LoD2 were obtained from the
State Office for Geoinformation and Land Development
Baden-Württemberg (in German: Landesamt für
Geoinformation
und
Landentwicklung
BadenWürttemberg1) in Stuttgart (Figure 3). LoD1 is a simple
block model of a 3D building including walls and
information about average building height. LoD2 adds a
geometric information about the roof structure.

Figure 3: CityGML model of SHP (mixed LoD1 and
LoD2)
These models have also included the information about
the building function for each building, but the
information about the year of construction had to be put
separately into the CityGML-file by using a special FMEWorkbench, see Figure 4. Each building has its own
GML-ID and the information on building function and the
year of construction.

https://www.lgl-bw.de/lgl-internet/opencms/de/index.html
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Figure 4: Scheme of the FME- Workbench for adding
the information into the CityGML-File
For the City of Krosno such a model was not available and
it had to be created. Therefore, a DXF map obtained from
the municipality was used to generate a shape file of the
building footprints. Then these buildings’ footprints
together with the information of the building’s height
(delivered by district heating company of Krosno) were
used to generate a 3D CityGML model using an FME
Workbench. As in the case of SHP, the information about
the year of construction had to be added into this
CityGML-file in order to create a file, compatible for use
in the simulation.
Monitoring data
The annual heat consumption data for the residential area
SHP was delivered by the Stadtwerke Esslingen GmbH as
an Excel-File and then uploaded into an Access-Database
in order to connect it with the appropriate GML-ID from
the CityGML-File.
The monitoring data from the City of Krosno, e.g. annual
heat consumption data for each building for the year 2016
and 2017 were delivered by the district heating company
of Krosno. The annual heat load data for the whole district
heating network for these years was also delivered.
Weather data
The hourly weather data for SHP was delivered by the
utility company Stadtwerke Esslingen GmbH in hourly
resolution, which have been measured using a weather
station installed on the roof of the biomass plant, which is
supplying SHP with energy.
As the weather station at the heating plant of City of
Krosno was installed in 2018, weather data at hourly
resolution from 2016 and 2017 was generated using
detailed measurements for the City of Krosno, stored in
the open access database of the National Research
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management 2.
List of data/variables used for both cases
For SHP the following data and variables were used:
- Geometries by using 3D CityGML models.
- Year of Construction
- Building type
- Building function
- Annual heat consumption data for each
individual building for the year 2009
2

http://www.imgw.pl/en/
zafh.net – Center for Applied Energy
4 https://www.moss.de/

- Hourly weather data for the year 2009
For the City of Krosno following data were used:
- Geometries (Building footprints from the DXFMap, Building height)
- Year of Construction
- Building Type
- Building Function
- Annual heat consumption data for each
individual building for the years 2016 and 2017
- Hourly heat load profile delivered through the
district heating network for the year 2016
- Hourly weather data for the years 2016 and 2017
- Refurbishment state of the buildings
SimStadt Urban Energy Platform
SimStadt (SimStadt, 2018) is an in-house Urban Energy
Platform, jointly developed by the researchers from
zafh.net3, Geoinformatics at HFT Stuttgart, companies
M.O.S.S. GmbH4 and GEF AG5. The platform aims to
support urban planners and city managers with defining
and coordinating low-carbon energy strategies for their
cities with a variety of multi-scale energy analyses.
SimStadt enables the simulation of heat demand,
including refurbishment scenarios, generation of district
heating network, etc. The heat demand calculation is
calculated according to the German Directive DIN V
18599 (DIN e. V., 2010).
The variables needed for SimStadt are as follows:
- 3D CityGML model of individual buildings
- Building Function
- Building Type
- Year of Construction
- Hourly weather file in .tmy3 format

Results
Forecasting method using SimStadt
Scharnhauser Park
SimStadt, using the 3D CityGML models, was used to
forecast the heat demand of the individual buildings in the
residential area of SHP. The calculated values were then
compared with the measured ones and percentage
deviations between the data was visualized in Figure 5.

5

http://www.gef.de/

3
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Abs Deviation
in kWh/m²a

Figure 5: QGIS-Visualization of the % deviations
between measured and calculated values for SHP (2009)
Figure 6 shows again the measured and calculated annual
values of all buildings in SHP as well as the percental
deviations between these data. Deviations at the
individual building level range +/-75%. If the total
consumption of all buildings is summed up, the deviation
reduces to 6%.

Figure 7: QGIS visualization of the absolute annual
deviations for row houses of SHP (2009)
For example, Figure 7 shows in the blue oval a group of
row houses, which have nearly identical building type and
year of construction. As in Figure 8 the calculated values
of heat demand for these buildings are almost at the
similar level (between 60 and 80 kWh/m²a), because the
buildings are almost similar, the measured values deviate
strongly between 20 and 100 kWh/m²a, which means
individual user behaviour plays an important role here.

Figure 8: Comparison between measured and calculated
values for a group of similar row houses (2009)
The deviations on the individual building level remain
after summing them up to the district level (Figure 9).

Figure 6: Comparison between measured and calculated
annual values (2009) for SHP
These deviations are caused due to some buildings having
installed rooftop thermal collectors, which reduce the heat
consumption delivered through the district heating
network. SimStadt does not model this feature and
therefore the calculated heat demand is much higher than
the measured heat consumption.
Another point are measurement uncertainties in the
building geometries, particularly building height, due to
some mistakes in the 3D CityGML file.
One important factor, which contributes to deviations
between measured and calculated values is building user
behavior, which SimStadt considers as standard constant
values (e.g. set-point temperature of 20°C, air change rate
of 0.5 h-1, etc.). In the reality there are strong variations
regarding the user behavior between different users.

Figure 9: Comparison between measured and calculated
sorted annual load curves for SHP (2009).
The fit between the sorted annul load curves on the hourly
basis seen above shows good agreement between the
measured and calculated values.
Krosno
SimStadt was also used to calculate the annual heat
demand for each individual building in the City of Krosno
for 2016. The results in kWh/m²a are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: QGIS-Visualization of the calculated values
of the heat demand for Krosno using SimStadt (2016)
The SimStadt calculation considers the refurbishment
status of individual buildings according to data provided
by the district heating company of the City of Krosno. As
SimStadt supports only three refurbishment cases: a
moderate package (“medium”), which corresponds to the
practical implementation of refurbishment measures to
achieve the minimum requirements of the German EnEV
2014, an “advanced” scenario, which is corresponding to
what is technically feasible today and complies with the
insulation standards of passive houses, and a third
scenario corresponding to the German EnEV 2016, only
these cases could be considered in the calculation. In all
three scenarios, a set of measurements for each building,
e.g. insulation of the ceiling, façade roofs or replacement
of windows was modelled using the recommended
measures of the IWU building typology library (IWU,
2015).
The calculated values were then compared with the
annual heat consumption values. The results of the
comparison between the measured and simulated values
(Figure 11) also show strong deviations on an individual
building level. Deviations over 50% might be caused by
user behaviour, which is considered in SimStadt with
constant parameters, as well as by improper classification
of assumption of refurbishment state of these buildings.

Figure 11: Percental deviations between calculated and
measured annual values for the City of Krosno (2016)
If the heat consumption/demand of all individual
buildings are summed up, the total percent deviation over
2016 between them is only 2%.
However, the deviations at individual building level will
remain after summing them up the district scale (Figure
12).

Figure 12: Comparison between measured and
calculated hourly heat load profiles for Krosno (2016)
As seen in Figure 12 there is a high correlation at district
level, as the user and other depended factors relevant for
individual building calculation average out at the whole
district level.
From this comparison the hourly domestic hot water
(DWD) load profiles play an important role in the
deviations between measured and calculated values. In
reality the DWD load profiles varies during the day, with
peaks during the office times, as seen in Figure 13.
SimStadt treats DWD as a constant value for each
building type.

Figure 13: Measured DWD load profile and SimStadt
standard constant value for an office building of Krosno
In case of residential buildings, the measured DWD load
profile of one sample building shows significant peaks
during both the morning and evening hours (Figure 14).
In contrast is SimStadt a standard constant value, which
underestimates the measured load 83% of the time.

Figure 14: Measured DWD load profile for one sample
residential building of Krosno
Approach based on Artificial Neural Network
Figure 15 and Figure 16 depict operation of the district
heating network from sample winter and summer days. It
can be seen that balancing the production and
consumption in the network is a challenging task. In
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summer the difference between heat delivery to the
network and consumption by the network is much more
significant. This is the result of relatively small water
mass flow rate in the network that leads to higher share of
losses in heat production. Therefore, accurate predictions
of domestic hot water consumption are of high
importance and should be properly addressed in the
methodology.

Figure 15: Operation of the heating network during a
sample winter day

Figure 16: Operation of the heating network during a
sample summer day
Efforts have been made to develop effective tools for load
predictions, that would be beneficial for the heating plant
operation. The traditional approach is usually based on
regression models or neural network models (Potočnik et
al., 2015; Cai et al., 2015; Johansson et al., 2017). As
detailed long-term high-resolution measurements are
available at the plant of the City of Krosno, an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) was also used for day ahead load
predictions. The model was developed using heat load
measurements at the heating plant outlet and the weather
data from the Luft WS800-UMB weather stations
installed on-site. The total number of data points was
264900 and 70% of this collection was used to train the
network.
One of the critical issues of modelling loads using ANN
based approach is identification of proper predictor
variables that have the biggest influence on the predicted
variable. Typically, outdoor temperature, wind speed and
solar radiation are used (Cai et al., 2015). In extended
studies also relative humidity and additional parameters
can be used (Potočnik et al., 2015). The first model
developed in this work (ANN-1) describes the heating
load as a function of ambient temperature, wind speed and
solar radiation. A two-layer feed-forward network with 10
sigmoid hidden neurons and linear output neurons was
implemented. The ANN was trained using Bayesian

Regularisation which is recommended for noisy datasets.
The results were in relatively good agreement with
measurements, however the goodness of fit differed for
different initiations of the model. This is typical situation
in the case of ANN models (Potočnik et al., 2015). The
value of R2 for the finally adopted ANN-1 was 0.944.
However, after tests of weather forecasts quality had been
performed it was found that the radiative heat flux is
predicted with relatively high error. Outdoor temperature
and wind speed were in relatively good agreement with
the measurement of the on-site weather station within the
prediction horizon of 24 hours. Therefore, a second model
(ANN-2) was built using ambient temperature, wind
speed and type of day (integer variable representing
working days, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays) and day
duration (in hours). The R2 for the ANN-2 model was
0.976, greater than that of ANN-1. The next observation
was that the resulting predictions had higher errors
outside of the heating season. Therefore, for this period
another model ANN-3 was developed using only the type
of day and day duration as predictor variables. Although,
the goodness of fit was low in this case (R2=0.173) the
model improved predictions of the heating load out of the
heating season. Results are depicted in Figure 17, Figure
18 and Figure 19.

Figure 17: Validation of ANN models in winter day

Figure 18: Validation of ANN models in spring day

Figure 19: Validation of ANN models in summer day
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Discussion
The developed methodology for heat demand forecasting
at district level using the Urban Energy Platform SimStadt
can be seen as a useful tool for calculating the heat
demand of individual buildings at the district scale (SHP)
or city scale (City of Krosno). The replicability of the
proposed method into different conditions, e.g. in Krosno,
was successful, even if there had to be put much more
effort in order to create a 3D CityGML model for Krosno;
there is in Germany nationwide available 3D CityGML
model in LoD1 and almost in LoD2 (Roschlaub and
Batscheider, 2016).
The comparison between the annual measured and
calculated values from SimStadt at the individual building
level showed some considerable deviations; in case of
some buildings even over 100%. These deviations remain
after summing them up to the district level, see Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of the deviations
Scale

Annual
deviations
[%]

on the performance of the system (see Figure 15 and
Figure 16). Therefore, in order to increase the
forecastability of heating loads, a physically based
bottom-up approach is recommended that is based on
simulations of particular buildings as depicted in Figure
20. Such models would allow studies of changes such as
disconnections of customer, thermal insulation of
buildings or different building occupation schedules.
Consumer model
1

Consumer model
2

Consumer model
n

Hydraulic model
of the network
Heating plant load
model
Heating plant
operation
optimization
model

Figure 20: Recommended DHS optimisation framework

Case
Study

Individual
Buildings

Citywide
(Summing Up of
all Buildings)

SHP

Up to 100

6

Krosno

Up to 150

2

The deviations on the individual building level can be
caused in case of a low energy consumption district like
SHP by variability in user behaviour, which is treated in
SimStadt with constants. In case of the City of Krosno,
which is a city with many refurbished, old buildings the
deviations can be also caused by treatment of
refurbishment in SimStadt. However, while results at the
individual building level vary, the citywide comparison
fits very well.
Considering the hourly load profiles, the correlation
between the measured and calculated load profiles is high.
Even if the separate hourly values do not always fit
together very well, load comparison at the city-scale is
satisfying.
The calculated load profiles could be improved by
implementing different user behaviour profiles, as well as
different DWD load profiles into the SimStadt platform,
but the effort doing it for large urban areas with several
hundred or more buildings may not yield significant
improvements. However, introducing this user behaviour
profiles and DWD load profiles may yield interesting
results.
The ANN-based approach to predict heating plant loads
has an important disadvantage that should be emphasised.
As soft computing models do not take into account
physical characteristics of the modelled object, the
evident disadvantage of this method is that it reflects only
the heating profiles of DHS and cannot extrapolate. That
is, if suboptimal settings and increased heat losses
occurred in the period of collecting data, these
characteristics will be present to the forecasting model.
This is particularly the case of manually operated heating
networks where the human factor has significant impact

Conclusion
This paper presents two different tools for load
predictions in urban areas. Special focus is put on the
development of an urban area wide heat demand
forecasting method, which is based on 3D CityGML
models. In both methods the verification process using
real measurement data was done in order to show the
accuracy of the proposed method. The advantages and
also disadvantages of both methods are shown and
discussed.
One of the best advantages in case of using the Urban
Simulation Platform SimStadt is fast and automatic
calculation of citywide heat demand of hundreds to
thousands individual buildings. The only input needed is
the 3D CityGML model of the analysed area. In the case
of Germany such models are available nationwide;
however, year of construction and refurbishment ratio are
not as readily available. The method was accurate at the
district level, with deviations of 2% in Krosno and 6% in
SHP.
A key advantage of the approach based on Artificial
Neuronal Network is accuracy of predictions of heat load
profiles when the system is operated without changes of
either physical structure or consumer behaviour, for
instance due to implementation of demand side
management (DSM) measures. If the changes occur the
model must be updated accordingly. This is a timeconsuming activity due to the fact that a relevant
collection of measurement data must be built for this
purpose. In contrast, the simulation-based method as
addressed in the SimStadt software allows testing of
effectiveness of different DSM measures at different
buildings.
Both methods suffer from deviations in predicted values
at the building level caused by the too general
consideration of user behaviour and refurbishment ratio.
Also, the consideration of thermal collectors for hot water
demand is not included in the calculation methods
proposed. Therefore, consideration of these features in
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future modelling efforts could lead to a better fit between
measured and calculated values on the individual building
level. However, in this paper the municipal scale is much
more important than the individual building one, and both
methods had high accuracy at the municipal scale. The
good fit between measured and calculated hourly load
profiles enables the forecasted hourly load profiles to
guide energy generation, in order to match the demand
and supply and finally increase the overall system
efficiency and achieve the optimized performance.
Comparing both methods, it is difficult to decide which of
them is better suitable for load predictions at citywide
scale as each of them has substantially different
functionality. SimStadt is designed to predict heat load
based on building infrastructure and does not depend on
the measurement data. The ANN based approach
considers the district heating network as a black box and
neither building envelopes nor consumer behaviour
related factors are considered. If relevant measurement
data within satisfactory sampling resolution is available
the ANN based approach may be used for predictive
control of the system operation. On the other hand, the
main advantage of the SimStadt is the ability to perform
extensive studies of changes and optimisation of building
stock performance.
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Abstract
Calibration of building energy simulation model is essential to obtain an accurate model able to emulate
the actual energy behavior of existing buildings.
There are two different approaches in the literature
that are deterministic and Bayesian calibrations. The
deterministic formulation of the calibration problem
is ill-posed and consequently the pursuit of model discrepancy reduction may result in an over-fitting. On
the contrary, Bayesian calibration assumes uncertain
inputs and tries to reduce the uncertainty consistently
with observed data but its implementation is the first
stumbling block in its adoption.
This paper describes a new framework for systematically adjusting the parameters of a building simulation model using a deterministic approach but considering also the a-priori information about the model
parameters. The new calibration procedure is tested
on the calibration of a finite difference scheme applied
to the solution of the heat equation in a timber wall.
The calibrated model is compared against other calibrated models obtained by different procedures. The
results highlight a better performance of the model
and especially a higher reliability in emulating the
wall behavior in other independent set of measurements.

Introduction
In Europe, there is a clear long-term objective to decarbonise the energy system. Currently, the residential sector is responsible for 25.4% of the final energy
consumption in the EU28 (Eurostat (2016)), but it
also represents 63% of the potential building energy
savings in 2050 (IEA (2010)). For these very reasons, the increase in the number of existing building
retrofits will be a breaking point in meeting the European targets. Developing building energy simulation models (BES) for existing buildings is an essential part of evaluating many alternative energy saving
measures (ESM ). The reliability of the “cost-optimal
approach” for identifying the optimal ESM mix and

reducing the energy demand of the European building
stock relies on the accuracy of BES in emulating the
actual energy performance of the existing building.
Hence, the calibration of BES against experimental
data is becoming more and more important.
The calibration of BES is an inverse problem complicated by the non-uniqueness of the solution since it is
an ill-posed problem with an ill-conditioned solution.
Therefore, a large number of calibrated models can
be identified and not all of them are representative
of the actual building behavior outside of the calibration period. As a results, the identified solution may
not be close to the true solution and a validation,
and often a refinement of the calibrated model, are
required.
A detailed literature review of papers dealing with
calibrated simulation of BES has been published
(Reddy (2006); Coakley et al. (2014); Lee et al.
(2015). According to Coakley et al. (2014) the model
calibration can be classified in manual or automated.
In the first approach the calibration process involves
tuning the initial simulation. This procedure can be
time-consuming since the probability of identifying
the actual parameters is low and the evaluation of the
parameter validity is often left to the energy modeler experience (Reddy et al. (2007); Raftery et al.
(2011); Angelotti et al. (2018)). On the contrary,
automated approaches use computer code to assist
or complete the model calibration. For instance,
the calibration process can be formulated as an optimization problem by using the sum of discrepancy
between BES and monitoring data (Raftery et al.
(2011); Tahmasebi et al. (2012); Garrett et al. (2013);
Penna et al. (2015); Sun et al. (2016)). This approach
speeds up the calibration process, however the calibrated parameters may often reach the boundaries
of the predefined variation range, thus assuming less
plausible values (Penna et al. (2015)). This is an
over-fitting of data since the BES is forced to recover the random observation errors rather than the
true system state. Besides, each BES is an approximation of the actual system and it can neglect some
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physics (Rouchier et al. (2018)) and, consequently,
it introduces an epistemic uncertainty (Paté-Cornell
(1996)). To a large extent, the formulations of calibration problem are based on the assumption of unbiased BES. For this very reason, there exists a set
of parameters ensuring the model accurately emulate
the actual system (Rouchier et al. (2018)) and, consequently, in the deterministic approach the main goal
is to ensure that the model outputs fit the observed
data as much as possible. Nonetheless, the identified
set of parameters can never be an exact one, even
when the model error is not considered, due to the
observation errors. On the contrary, in the Bayesian
approach inputs are assumed to be uncertain and the
main goal is to reduce the uncertainty in the inputs
in a consistent way with the observed data (Kennedy
and O’Hagan (2001); Heo et al. (2012, 2015); Sadeghi
et al. (2017); Menberg et al. (2017, 2019); Chong and
Menberg (2018)). Knowledge about parameter uncertainty is incorporated by defining an a-priori distribution for each BES parameter. The a-priori information is about the parameters most likely values
and their variability ranges resulting in a probability density function (P DF ). Bayes’s theorem is then
used to compute a posterior parameter distribution
that represents the solution of the calibration process. Learning the Bayesian theory and understanding how to implement is the first stumbling block in
the adoption of this approach.
The use of the a-priori information of model parameters, such as feasible ranges, data sheets or physical
values, is also helpful in the regularization of the calibration problem avoiding the over-fitting in the deterministic approach. The regularization provides a
general framework for increasing the stability of calibration process with the possible drawback of lower
accuracy. In a pioneer work, Carroll and Hitchcock
(1993) used the optimization of a weighting function
that was constructed as a sum of discrepancies between simulated and measured energy consumptions
but also with the values of model parameters and
their typical preferred values. In this way, the authors
tried to maintain reasonable parameters during the
calibration process. A similar approach was also used
by Sun and Reddy (2006), which used the distance
from the initial guess as a penalty function limiting
the deviation of calibrated parameters from the most
likely value. More recently, Miletić et al. (2017) have
followed a similar approach by minimizing a weighted
sum of BES discrepancy and a penalty function used
as a regularization term. Differently from previous
work, the penalty function is a monotonically increasing function depending on the difference between the
probability of the new parameter with respect to the
probability of the initial guess. The reliability of this
approach is strongly linked to the choice of weights.
A high weight assigned to the distance between BES
outcomes and observations can lead again to over-

fitting. On the contrary, increasing the weight to the
penalty function can induce to over-believing the apriori information. The weight choice can easily be
verified with the model validation by using an independent set of data observation. However, an adjustment of the weight set implies a new optimization function and, consequently, the necessity to solve
again the optimization problem.
In this work, we propose a calibration framework
based on a bi-criterion optimization problem aiming at fitting the BES outcomes to measured data
and, simultaneously, a penalty function incorporating
the a-priori information coming from manufacturer
datasheet. A Pareto front is obtained from the solution of the optimization problem and a Post Pareto
analysis is then proposed for the identification of the
calibrated values of the parameters. This procedure is
tested on the calibration of a finite difference scheme
applied for the solution of the heat equation in the
test case proposed by Angelotti et al. (2018). Finally,
a performance comparison is conducted on different
validation periods in order to compare the different
calibrated models obtained by using either manual
and automatic process.

Methods
The deterministic calibration procedure is fairly consolidated in the literature especially in the early
stages. The initial steps are the energy audit, in
order to obtain hierarchically high information, and
the data acquisition. Following on from this point,
the process continues with the definition of the initial model using the initial guess of model parameters. Then, the dimension of the parameter space is
reduced by means of a sensitivity analysis aiming at
eliminating the parameters that have a limited impact on the model outcomes. Hereafter, there is the
actual calibration phase in which the energy modeler
tries to reduce the discrepancy between the data observations and the model outcomes. Finally, the last
step concerns the validation of the calibrated model
using independent sets of measurements. This work
focuses mainly on the last two phases, starting from
the manufactured declared data and not reducing the
parameter space given the simplicity of the test case.
Test Case
The case study is a prototype timber building (Angelotti et al. (2018)) located in Trento, in northern
Italy (Figure 1). The ground floor level is 60 cm
above the ground level and the building has a foundation characterized by concrete plinths. The external
walls are highly insulated platform-frame structure.
The U-value of the external wall is 0.117 W m−2 K −1
thanks to four layers of insulation materials. Behind the external timber coating and a ventilated
cavity, there are 10 cm of high density mineral wool.
Then, behind 6.5 cm of a sandwich made of Lami-
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Figure 2: Wall cross section and probe positions
Figure 1: Prototype building used as test case
nate Veneer Lumber panels with a low density mineral wool, there are two layers of low density mineral wool thick respectively 9.5 cm and 5.5 cm. Finally, two plasterboard layers are the internal finish of the wall. The building is used for experimental activities, hence its environmental variables as
well as the HVAC operations are continuously monitored through a monitoring system that integrates
the KN X and BACnet communication protocols.
These protocols allow communication of building automation and control systems with heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, lighting and pieces of equipment. The BACnet protocol provides mechanisms
for computerized building automation devices to exchange information, regardless of the particular building service they perform.
Besides, the south facing wall is equipped with heat
flow meters (HF M ) and temperature probes positioned on the surfaces (T S) and on the internal layers
in order to register the envelope performances (Figure
2). The probes and the data acquisition chain accuracy is estimated as ±0.5◦ C for the thermocouples
(i.e. T 3A, T 2A and T 1A) placed on the internal layers and ±0.3◦ C for the Platinum Thermo-Resistances
on the internal (T Si) and external surfaces (T Se) of
the opaque components . The certified accuracy of
the heat flow meters is ±3% at 100 W m−2 . However, due to the high insulation level of the external
wall, the measured heat flux are much lower and, consequently, the uncertainty in measurement increases
due to the low signal to noise ratio. Four different
measurement periods are used in this study (Table
1). According to Angelotti et al. (2018) we used P 1
as calibration period. This series is characterized by
a free floating internal temperature since the HVAC
were turned off. Hereafter three different periods are
used for validation. P 2 is another free floating period
but with a greater temperature variation between day
and night. On the contrary, P 3 is a period in which
the heating system was turned on with a constant setpoint temperature of 20◦ C. Finally, P 4 is a period
comprising both a free floating regime and a conditioned period. The analysis target concerns the cali-

Table 1: Series of experimental observations used for
calibration and validation
Code
Period Data
Purpose
P1
29/5 - 7/6
2554 Calibration
P2
25/6 - 4/7
2560
Validation
P3
17/2 - 24/3 10399
Validation
P4 2/11 - 18/11
4572
Validation
bration of a finite difference scheme used to solve numerically the heat equation of the monitored external
wall. A fully implicit finite difference scheme were implemented by means of a Fortran code (Prada et al.
(2014)). Then, a Dirichlet boundary condition is set
both at the external and internal surface of the wall
by using the measured temperature profile of T Se
and T Si. Afterward, the simulated internal and external heat fluxes are compared against the measured
values. Table 2 shows the initial guess (IG) values
Table 2: Initial guess values (IG) and standard
deviations of thermophysical properties from a-priori
knowledge.
Layer
ρ
λ
c
[kgm−3 ] [W m−1 K −1 ] [Jkg −1 K −1 ]
3
135 ± 27
0.04 ± 0.008
1030 ± 206
4 530 ± 159
0.2 ± 0.06
1600 ± 480
5
40 ± 8 0.035 ± 0.011
1030 ± 309
6 530 ± 159
0.2 ± 0.06
1600 ± 480
7
40 ± 8 0.035 ± 0.011
1030 ± 309
8
40 ± 8 0.035 ± 0.011
1030 ± 309
9 900 ± 270
0.21 ± 0.063
1000 ± 300
of the thermophysical properties from the manufacturer data-sheets. These data are used in the initial
model and they are considered as the most probable
values. Table 2 shows also the standard deviations
we assumed based on the source uncertainties and on
the variability of the material properties, for example
due to the material heterogeneity or to the compression level. These pieces of information are used for
the definition of the a-priori P DF of each calibration
parameter. This is a key aspect in the calibration
procedure since a mistaken distribution can undermine the calibration procedure and over-believing of
the initial guess values.
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sum of all the penj of the proposed set of parameters.
∑
P en =
penj
(2)
j

Optimization algorithm

Figure 3: Definition of the penj function by using the
parameter P DF
Calibration procedure
In the proposed approach, the calibration is carried
out by means of an multi-objective optimization algorithm aimed at reducing the discrepancy between
the model results and the measurements and, simultaneously, ensuring a high likelihood of the calibrated
parameters by using the a-priori knowledge of the energy audit. The coeﬀicient of determination (r2 ) is
the first optimization objective with the purpose of
quantifying the goodness of fit of the predicted internal heat fluxes and the measured ones, differently
from Angelotti et al. (2018) which used the coeﬀicient
of variation of the root mean square error normalized
by an effective heat flux value. The r2 indicates the
extent to which simulated outcomes are close to regression line of the measured values. It is a statistical index commonly used since it varies in the range
[0 ÷ 1]. ASHRAE (2013) and IPMVMP (2012) suggest to ensure as a rule of thumb a r2 grater than 0.75
in calibrated models.
The second objective is the minimization of a penalty
function that represents the regularization term.
From the a-priori knowledge we know the initial guess
(IG) of the three thermophysical properties of each
layers. Then we assume a normal distribution of each
parameter centered at the IG to take into account the
random variability of properties. Other P DF can
however be adopted in the same calibration framework to consider the other types of uncertainty, the
asymmetry of the parameter distribution around the
IG or the quality of the a-priori information. From
this point, we define the penalty function of the parameter (vj ) as the difference between the P DF of
the IGj and the P DF of the j-th calibration parameter (eq. 1) as illustrated in Figure 3.
v −IG

(1 − exp(− 2·Vj ar(vjj ) )
√
penj =
2 · V ar(vj )

(1)

The P DF choice plays therefore a key role in the calibration process and in the reliability of the obtained
calibrated models since an incorrect P DF may penalize good solutions or it may not penalize values far
from the actual ones. The second optimization goal
is defined as the total penalty function which is the

A large number of evolutionary algorithms for solving multi-objective optimization problems have been
developed in the literature, however the N SGA − II
is to a large extent the most popular (Hamdy et al.
(2016)). The N SGA − II uses elitism by maintaining
the current and the previous population. Then, after
the population mating, the population is sorted according to the non-domination concept and the best
ranking solutions are selected as the next parent population. The optimization algorithm we developed in
Matlab is a customization of the original N SGA − II
and, especially, we modified the sampling and convergence criterion. Firstly, the possible ESM combinations in the variable domain are selected by a Latin
Hypercube Sampling to increase the sampling performance by increasing the sample uniformity in the hyperspace. Finally, the hypervolume measure (a.k.a.
S −metric), proposed by Zitzler and Thiele (1999), is
adopted as a stopping criterion. A threshold of 10−4
in the variation of the normalized S −metric between
two consecutive generations has been adopted as the
convergence criterion in the code.

Results
The results shown in this section are the two objectives adopted in the proposed calibration framework.
In particular, the two’s complement of the sum of
the coeﬀicient of determinations computed for the internal and external heat fluxes and the penalty index
were minimized. The chart in Figure 4 shows the objectives of each combination of calibration parameters
(Sim) while the light red marks identify the Pareto
front. Note that two different points are highlighted
with different marks on the Pareto curve. The square
mark indicates the identified solution by using only
the discrepancy minimization (1obj). This point indicates the result of an automated calibration process
in which no attention is paid to the distance from
the initial guess values of the parameters (i.e. the
thermophyscal properties declared by the manufacturer). The star mark instead highlights the optimal
point (Opt) selected after the Post Pareto analysis.
In this work, we select the solution on the Pareto
Front with the penalty index closest to the threshold
but lower than it. The threshold has been defined as
1 because the a-priori information is considered very
reliable since the wall is a prefabricated construction
with declared thermophysical properties. Finally, the
green squares indicates the two objective indexes obtained by using the calibrated models obtained in Angelotti et al. (2018). The three calibrated models were
obtained by different energy modelers by using either
automated or manual calibration processes.
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Figure 4: Results of calibration period (P 1)
Several optimal solutions can be identified on the
Pareto front during the calibration period, and the
goodness of fit indexes range from 0.2532 to 0.3756
The calibrated model selected by the post Pareto
analysis is characterized by a two’s complement of the
coeﬀicients of determination equal to 0.3417. This
solution is further from measurement with respect
to the 1obj model but it outperforms the calibrated
models obtained in Angelotti et al. (2018) also because obtained by using a different goodness of fit index. Nonetheless, it should be emphasized that Opt
is better also in term of penalty function. This means
that Opt has the calibration parameters closer to the
most probable values that are declared by the manufacturers. As a matter of fact, a deviation lower than
5% with respect to the nominal value is found in most
of the parameters. Table 3 highlights in bold the parameters for which an absolute variation greater than
10% was noted. The most consistent changes concern the layer 7 where the thermal conductivity of
the plasterboard is reduced by 13%, the specific heat
increases by 19.9% and the specific mass increases
by 59%. This latter property is affected by greater
variations also in the other layers. For instance, it is
reduced by 58% in the two LV L layers and increased
by 26% and 27% respectively in the layers 7 and 8.
Table 3 shows the figures concerning the calibrated
model 1obj, which is obtained by neglecting the distance from the likely values.
The results clearly show an over-calibration of the
model 1obj where the thermal capacity of the wall is
considerably reduced in order to have a good consistency with the measurements. For this reason, the
specific heats and the specific masses reach the low
end of the variation range in the layers from 3 to 6,
thus assuming little plausible values.
Model validations
The different calibrated models, and those identified
by the Pareto front, are validated using three independent sets of experimental observations. These periods are characterized by different boundary conditions with respect to the calibration set, as described

Table 3: Thermophysical properties of the calibrated
models.
Layer
ρ
λ
c
[kgm−3 ] [W m−1 K −1 ] [Jkg −1 K −1 ]
Opt calibrated model
3
142
0.040
1025
4
220
0.203
1613
5
36
0.035
1053
6
220
0.203
1613
7
51
0.035
1041
8
51
0.035
1045
9
1431
0.181
1199
1obj calibrated model
3
114
0.053
696
4
216
0.193
645
5
24
0.031
617
6
216
0.193
645
7
52
0.033
1129
8
50
0.034
1191
9
1439
0.087
1591

Figure 5: Results of validation (P 2) period
in Table 1. Hence, these validations are an effective
test to identify the possible calibration over-fitting.
The graph in Figure 5 shows the validation during
another period in which the building internal temperature is in free floating. An important result is
the worsening of the accuracy index for all the models, with a two’s complement of the coeﬀicient of calibration in the range 0.6480 to 0.8628. In this test,
there is a greater temperature variation between day
and night, due to the climate characteristics, and this
causes an inversion of the flow direction especially on
the outer side of the wall. On the contrary, the internal heat fluxes is stable but very close to zero due to
the high insulation of the wall and the limited temperature difference between the internal and the external environment. Hence, the noise has a greater
impact on the low voltage signal of the thermopile
(HF M i) and, consequently, the uncertainty in data
observations is high. In these conditions, therefore,
the models with a high penalty function continue to
behave better than those closer to the most likely values of the manufacturer. This aspect clearly emerges
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duced due to a better signal-to-noise ratio of the heat
flow meters.

Conclusion

Figure 6: Results of validation (P 3) period

Figure 7: Results of validation (P 4) period
by looking at the trends of the goodness of fit indexes
in Figure 6. The HVAC systems are always turned
on in the building during the heating period P 3 and
the heat flow is always outgoing. This causes an important variation in the shape of the front since the
calibrated models with a penalty index lower than 10
behave better than other solutions. The lower uncertainty in the measurements, due to the greater intensity of the heat flow meter signal, penalizes the overfitted models. For this very reason, Opt outperforms
1obj. It should also be noted that the Ang models
have very good performance, since the calibrated parameters have been selected on the basis of the experience of the energy modelers. A similar result emerges
from the P 4 validation test in which the building has
a mixed operation, especially an internal free floating
temperature of the room in the first part up to the
switching on of the heating system. Notice that the
models characterized by a lower penalty index are
more accurate in predicting the actual behavior of
the wall (Figure 7). The Opt solution, identified with
the post Pareto analysis, performs better than 1obj
and slightly worse than the Ang models. Altogether,
the Opt model provides good performance in all the
validation periods, unlike the other calibrated models, that significantly deviate from the likely values of
material properties to adapt the model predictions to
the uncertain measures. However, these models tend
to reduce their accuracy when the uncertainty is re-

This paper has shown a calibration procedure including the a-priori information in a deterministic approach by adding a further goal in the optimization
problem. This new objective has been defined as the
difference between the probability densities function
of the initial guess value and the parameters obtained
by the optimization algorithm.
Following on from this point, the procedure is tested
on the calibration of a simple test case, but with
noisy experimental observations that increase the
over-fitting risk. The results clearly show how the
choice of a model with a low penalty index (P en)
tends to reduce the accuracy of the model, with respect to the 1obj model, in the calibration period and
in periods with similar characteristics. However, the
models that are closer to the values of the declared
properties behave better when they are validated on
sets of measures with different operating characteristics. This, therefore, makes it possible to obtain a
model that is more in keeping with reality and, consequently, more effective in predicting the real behavior
of the wall. Additionally to the reduction of the overcalibration risk, this approach also allows to reduce
the time required to refine the model parameters following the discrepancies pointed out in the validation
phase.
It is important to employ reliable a-priori information to have a really effective procedure. Hence, the
correct definition of the P DF of each calibration parameter is the key aspect and it have to consider the
quality of the a-priori knowledge, in order to avoid
the over-believing of the initial guess values.
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Nomenclature
c

Specific Heat [J kg −1 K −1 ]

IGj

Initial guess value of parameter j

λ

Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K −1 ]

P DF

Probability Density Function [−]

P en

Penalty function [−]

P enj

Penalty function of parameter j [−]
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r2

Coeﬀicient of determination [−]

ρ

Specific Mass [kg m−3 ]

T

Temperature [K]

vj

Value of parameter j

V ar(vj ) Variance of parameter j
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Abstract
With the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT),
there is an opportunity to create a digital twin of a
building that continuously learns and updates itself
using real-time observations. Model calibration is an
essential aspect of the overall process to ensure its reliability. However, the calibration of building energy
models (BEM) is typically carried out only once and
can quickly become outdated. Continuous Bayesian
calibration reduces the effort to maintain an energy
model while accounting for its uncertainty. Invariably, the model would be up-to-date for use in applications such as retrofit analysis, fault detection, and
model predictive control. The present paper aims to
present the concept and implementation of a framework for the continuous calibration of BEM with uncertainty. The proposed framework includes instance
selection as a pre-processing step to keep the calibration process computationally tractable.

Introduction
Building performance simulation was initially developed for use during the design phase to support energy efficient design and improve occupant comfort.
With the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT),
the promise of a digital twin of building energy systems is becoming a reality. Digital twins act as the
bridge between the physical and digital worlds and
can be defined as a virtual model that is connected
to its physical counterpart through real-time data using sensors and IoT. Put differently, the digital twin
of a building can be a building energy model (BEM)
that continuously learns and updates itself using realtime data from sensors and the building management
system (BMS). A continuous calibration approach reduces the effort needed to maintain the BEM. As a
result, the model is kept current and ready to support retrofit analysis (Heo et al., 2015), fault detection (Dong et al., 2012), and model predictive controls
(Zhang et al., 2018) throughout the life-cycle of the
building (Chong et al., 2019).
Model calibration is an integral component of the
overall analysis to ensure its reliability. According

to Coakley et al. (2014), BEM calibration methods
are either manual or automated. Manual calibration
involves manual iterative tuning of the BEM and requires the modeler to have in-depth knowledge of the
building system and its operations (Pedrini et al.,
2002; Ian Shapiro, 2009). Automated approaches
overcome the need for labor-intensive manual tuning
by integrating mathematical methods into the calibration process (Reddy, 2006; Coakley et al., 2014).
Examples of automated BEM calibration includes the
use of optimization algorithms with objective functions aimed at minimizing the discrepancies between
measured data and BEM predictions (Sun et al., 2016;
Chaudhary et al., 2016).
Automated approaches also includes Bayesian calibration, which has been gaining increasing interest
because of its ability to include uncertainty as well as
expert knowledge in the form of priors (Tian et al.,
2018). Also, the ability to include uncertainty is attractive because BEM calibration is an inverse problem that is ill-posed in most practical situations. The
available data is usually not enough for identifying
a unique solution given a large number of model input parameters. As a result, calibrating these models with limited data might lead to identifiability issues and a wide variety of model uncertainties despite the model having been calibrated (Chong and
Menberg, 2018). Gaussian process (GP) models are
often used as surrogates or emulator of the computationally intensive BEM to reduce the time needed
to complete the calibration, which can be demanding since Bayesian calibration usually requires a large
number of simulations to be run. GP models are often
used because of their flexibility. Despite their higher
computation costs, GP models have been shown to
provide the best accuracy (Lim and Zhai, 2017). To
alleviate the high computation cost of using GP emulators, several methods have been proposed, including the use of linear regression models in place of GP
models (Li et al., 2016), using Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo (HMC) algorithm for more efficient Markov
Chain Monte Carlo sampling (Chong and Lam, 2017;
Menberg et al., 2017), as well as using a smaller representative subset of the data for the Bayesian cali-
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bration (Chong et al., 2017).
Despite these advances in automated BEM calibration, the continuous updating and calibration of BEM
remain mostly unexplored. Additionally, Bayesian
approaches tend to be too time-consuming for use
within a continuous calibration framework. Therefore, in expectation of the emergence of IoT and the
digital twin technology, this paper aims to present the
concept and implementation of a framework for the
continuous calibration of building energy models that
take into account uncertainty while being computationally tractable.

1
2
Create training data
using historical data

Predict Xpred
(weather forecast)

Weekday

3
Instance selection
using k-NN

Weekend

Method
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed framework
for the continuous calibration, which repeatedly calibrates the model over a moving time horizon T to
keep the model up to date continuously. The overall
process can be summarized as follows:
1. Create training data. Training data used for the
calibration is the historical data that has been
collected. The data is then separated into two
datasets containing only weekday and weekend
data respectively.
2. Forecast weather. Forecast relevant weather parameters (Xpred ) for the period of prediction T .
For our case study, this is the outdoor dry-bulb
temperature and the outdoor relative humidity,
which is selected by variable importance measures
of random forest regression with a threshold of
0.2.
3. Instance selection. Select k training examples
from both the weekday and weekend datasets that
are closest to each instance of Xpred using the knearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm.
4. Sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is carried out using the Morris method (Morris, 1991)
to select the most influential parameters for the
calibration.
5. Bayesian calibration.
6. Repeat steps 1 to 5.
Case study
The case study building used in this study is an actual ten-story office building located in Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. The installed HVAC system is a dual duct system. In the dual duct system, the cold and warm
air are separately duct and mixed at each terminal
box to achieve the desired temperature. Cooling is
provided through two water-cooled chillers connected
in parallel and heating through two gas boilers also
connected in parallel. The model was created using
EnergyPlus version 8.6 and was modeled according to
the construction drawings and specifications. Seven
months of daily measured electrical energy consumption was used to demonstrate the proposed continuous Bayesian calibration framework.

4
Sensitivity analysis

5
Bayesian calibration
set t = 0

6

Yes
t>T

No

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed framework for
the continuous Bayesian calibration of building energy models.
Before calibrating the model, a sensitivity analysis
was carried out using Morris method (Morris, 1991)
to identify influential parameters. To prevent identifiable issues (Chong and Menberg, 2018), only the top
four most influential parameters were selected for the
calibration and they are (1) equipment power density
[W/m2 ], (2) cooling setpoint temperature [◦ C], (3)
lighting power density [W/m2 ], and (4) fan efficiency
[−].
Continuous Bayesian calibration
The continuous Bayesian calibration approach presented in this section is based on Chong et al. (2019),
and is proposed because it provides a flexible framework for dynamically updating model parameters
while at the same time account for their uncertainties. As “new data” arrive, the “existing data” is
not discarded but instead assimilated to the new data
through the use of priors.
Bayesian calibration was carried out following the
statistical formulation proposed by (Kennedy and
O’Hagan, 2001), which explicitly models parameter
uncertainty, model discrepancy, and observation error (eq. 1).
y(x) = η(x, t) + δ(x) + (x)

(1)

where y(x) is the field observations; η(x, t) is the
BEM prediction for a given observable inputs x and
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calibration parameters t; δ(x) is the model discrepancy; and (x) is the observation error. The inputs
and output used for the Bayesian calibration of our
case study is as follows:
• Observed output y(x): Measured electrical energy consumption [kWh].
• Simulation output η(x, t): Predicted electrical
energy consumption [kWh]
• Observed inputs x:
(a) x1 : Outdoor dry-bulb air temperature [◦ C].
(b) x2 : Outdoor relative humidity [%].
(c) x3 : Solar radiation rate per area [W/m2 ].
• Calibration parameters t:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

t1 :
t2 :
t3 :
t4 :

Equipment power density [W/m2 ].
Cooling setpoint temperature [◦ C].
Lighting power density [W/m2 ].
AHU fan efficiency [-].

Since the BEM can be computationally expensive to
evaluate, a Gaussian process (GP) model is used as
an emulator or surrogate model during the iterative
calibration process. Field and computer simulation
data are combined in the GP model according to the
framework described in (Higdon et al., 2004). Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), which is a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is then used to sample
from the posterior probability distributions because
it is more efficient and provides better convergence
(Chong and Lam, 2017; Menberg et al., 2017). Details of the Bayesian calibration and Gaussian process
can be found in (Chong and Menberg, 2018).
A time-series database supports the proposed continuous Bayesian calibration method through a Representational State Transfer (REST) application program interface (API) (Fig. 2). The time-series
database is used to provide optimal handling of timeseries data collected real-time from the building management system (BMS). Through a RESTful API, the
collected data could easily be retrieved with simple
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) methods, and
subsequently used for Bayesian calibration. Continuous Bayesian calibration is carried out based on the
principals of a receding horizon, which uses a sliding
time window. The sliding window moves forward at
each sampling time and re-calibrates the BEM using
the measured data and the last estimated parameter
values out of the previous window as the prior knowledge. Suppose at time t with a time interval extending T time-steps into the future t, t + 1, ..., t + T . The
continuous calibration is then carried out as follows:
1. Define priors. Posteriors of the previous model
are used to derive prior probability distributions
through the use of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and Akaike information criterion
(AIC).

2. Form a predictive model. Replace all unknown
quantities over the time interval with their current
estimates, using data available at time t.
3. Execute. Generate samples from the posterior
distributions using the model from step 2.
4. Repeat. Continuously perform steps 1 to 3 after
every T time-steps.
The Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Equation 2)
is used to select the probability distribution that gives
the “best” fit to the data (posterior samples of the
previous model) (Burnham and Anderson, 2004). For
this study, the data is fitted to 5 different continuous
probability distributions and they include the Beta,
Gamma, Lognormal, Normal, and the Weibull distribution.
AIC = −2 log L(θ|x) + 2K

(2)

where θ denotes the parameters of the probability
distribution and is determined using maximum likelihood estimation; X denotes the posterior samples of
the previous model; n is the number of observations
and k is the number of parameters to be estimated.
Given the posterior samples X, maximum likelihood
estimation maximizes L(p|x) over all possible θ.
Instance selection
The training data used for each calibration is created
using all of the historical data that have been collected to date. Since this dataset would continue to
increase over time, it is not suitable for use within
a continuous calibration framework. In particular,
the proposed Bayesian calibration method employs a
GP model as an emulator, which has a runtime complexity of O N 3 where N is the number of samples
the GP model is trained on. Therefore, instance selection is applied to reduce the original dataset to a
manageable volume, leading to a significant reduction
of the computational resources that are necessary for
performing the Bayesian calibration. (Chong et al.,
2017) previously proposed selecting a representative
subset of the full dataset using a metric known as
sample quality that is based on the KullbackLeibler
divergence. However, since the sampled subset is selected randomly, the resulting subset remains relatively large in order to maintain high sample quality.
In this study, to keep the Bayesian calibration computationally tractable within a continuous calibration
framework, a representative subset of the full dataset
is selected using the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm (Cover and Hart, 1967). The k-NN algorithm
is a non-parametric method that selects k points that
are nearest to an observation. In this study, the nearest neighbors were determined using the Euclidean
distance. Since the Euclidean distance is sensitive to
the scale of the data (variables on a larger scale may
dominate the distance calculation), min-max normalization is applied to convert the data to a [0, 1] scale.
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Figure 2: Continuous Bayesian calibration using a sliding time window. The posteriors of the previous calibrated
model is used to derive the priors for the Bayesian calibration at the current time-step (Chong et al., 2019)
Instance selection for the continuous Bayesian calibration is carried out as follows. First, Xpred (outdoor dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity
with respect to our case study) for the prediction period T is predicted. Next, the training data collected
is separated into two datasets containing only weekday and weekend data respectively. The k-NN algorithm is then used to select a representative subset
(from the weekday and the weekend datasets) that is
closest to each instance of Xpred . Independent sampling from a weekday and weekend dataset was carried out to ensure that both weekday and weekend
data are included in the resulting data used for the
Bayesian calibration.

Results
We evaluate the calibration performance by comparing the calibrated GP model against the measured
data. For a genuine assessment of the prediction accuracy using the proposed continuous Bayesian calibration framework, the first six months (January to
June) of data was treated as historical data and the
seventh month (July) as a hold-out test dataset that
was not used for the calibration. A 7-day time window was used for this case study. In other words, for
the month of July, we evaluate the current model’s
prediction accuracy using hold-out observations 7days into the future (Fig. 2). As illustrated in Fig.
1, k-NN was used to select a representative subset as
training data from a dataset comprising all historical
data that has been collected at the time of the calibration. For instance, on July 7th , the calibration
would be carried out using training data that was selected using k-NN from a dataset comprising of data
from January 1st to July 6th . Prediction accuracy is
then evaluate using hold-out observations from July
7th to July 14th . The metric used for the evaluation
of prediction accuracy of the hold-out observations is
the coefficient of variance of the root mean squared

error (CVRMSE) (eq. 3), a measure that is commonly used as an indication of the variation between
the values predicted by the calibrated BEM and the
observed values (ASHRAE, 2014).

pPn

(yi − yˆi )2 / (n − 1)
ȳ
(3)
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows the variation in CVRMSE
and posterior predictions respectively over the test
dataset using different amounts of training data (7
days, 14 days, 28 days, and 56 days). Put differently,
for each of the 7 prediction points in the 7-day time
window, we select k = 1 (7 × 1 = 7 days training
data), k = 2 (7 × 2 = 14 days training data), k = 4
(7 × 4 = 28 days training data), and k = 8 (7 × 8 = 56
days training data) nearest neighbors respectively.
It can be observed that the hold-out observed values
fall within the prediction intervals regardless of the
amount of training data (Fig. 4). However, Fig. 4
also shows that using 7, 28, and 56 days of training
data produce posterior predictions with larger ranges,
suggesting larger uncertainties than using 14 days of
training data. This is also illustrated by the distribution of CVRMSE values calculated using samples
from the posterior predictions. From the box and
whisker plots (Fig. 3) for the computed CVRMSE
values, it can be observed that the median CVRMSE
using 14 days of training data lies below the interquartile range (the box) with 7, 28 and 56 days of
training data, indicating that using 14 days of training data is likely to give lower CVRMSE and thus
better prediction accuracy. The box plot of 14 training data is also comparatively shorter, denoting lower
overall CVRMSE with different samples from the posterior predictions. These observations are further
supported by the cumulative frequency graphs of the
CVRMSE (Fig. 3), which clearly shows that using
CV RM SE[%] = 100 ×

i=1
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CVRMSE increases as the amount of training data
used for the calibration increases from 14 to 28 to 56
days (Fig. 3). Moreover, from the figure, it can be observed that the 25th percentile of the CVRMSE using
56 days of training data lies above the 75th percentile
of the CVRMSE using 14 days of training data, implying a difference between the groups. Therefore,
Fig. 3 provides corroborating evidence of the biasvariance tradeoff when using Gaussian processes for
the Bayesian calibration of BEM. Using too little data
can lead to overfitting or a high-variance model. On
the contrary, using too many data points can lead
to noisy inputs and therefore increased bias in the
model. For our case study, using 14 days of training
data seems to provide a balance. It should be noted
that the maximum CVRMSE obtained using 14 days
of training data is also less than the more stringent
threshold of 15% set by ASHRAE Guideline 14 for
monthly resolution data (ASHRAE, 2014).
Fig. 5 shows the posterior predictions when only
weekday (left plot) and weekend (right plot) data
was used for the Bayesian calibration respectively.
From the figure, it can be observed that the posterior
predictions overestimate the weekend measurements
when only weekday data was used for the Bayesian
calibration and underestimates weekday measurements when only weekend data was used for the
Bayesian calibration. This is expected since buildings tend to consume more energy during weekdays
when in operation. These results indicate that for
accurate predictions, it is necessary to include both
weekday and weekend data in the training data (step
1 in Fig. 1) used for the BEM calibration.
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution (top) and Box and
whisker plots (bottom) showing the distribution of
CVRMSE computed using samples from the posterior
predictions generated by MCMC.
14 days of training data provides comparatively lower
CVRMSE and thus better prediction accuracy.
A possible explanation for the observed variations in
prediction accuracy is that Gaussian processes are
distributions over functions. Thus, they are very
flexible and prone to overfitting when the dataset is
small. In our case study, 7 days of training data might
be too small, resulting in lower predictive performance as indicated by the higher median CVRMSE
as well as the larger variability in CVRMSE (Fig.
3). On the contrary, using 28 days of training data
might result in noisy inputs leading to predictions
with higher CVRMSE because of the increased uncertainties. This trend of increased uncertainties in
the model prediction for a given data point is further illustrated by the cumulative distribution of the
CVRMSE with 56 days of training data. The median

In this paper, a framework for the continuous
Bayesian calibration of building energy models was
proposed. The continuous Bayesian calibration is carried out following the principals of a receding horizon,
which uses a sliding time window that moves forward
at each sampling time. A Bayesian approach is proposed because it provides the flexibility to assimilate
“existing data” to the new data through the use of
priors. This is done by passing the posterior probability distributions of the previous model as prior
probability distributions into the new model.
Through an actual case study building, we show
that the proposed method is able to produce posterior predictions with CVRMSE distribution (metric for prediction accuracy) that fall entirely below
the error thresholds specified by ASHRAE Guideline 14 (ASHRAE, 2014). The CVRMSE distribution
was computed using the samples of posterior predictions generated using MCMC. The study was carried
out using a 7-day sliding time window with varying
amounts of training data. Results show that Bayesian
calibration gave better prediction accuracy when 14
days of training data were used as opposed to using 7,
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Figure 4: Box and whisker plots showing posterior predictions over test data with different amounts of training
data.
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Figure 5: Posterior predictions using only weekday (left plot) and weekend (right plot) data for the Bayesian
calibration.
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28 and 56 days of training data respectively. This suggests a bias-variance tradeoff when varying amounts
of training data is used to fit the Gaussian process
model. The Gaussian process model acts as an emulator to aid the iterative Bayesian calibration process.
An intuitive explanation for the observed results is
that if the dataset is too small (7 days), the Gaussian process model is prone to overfitting resulting in
poor generality. On the contrary, using more data
(28 and 56 days) to fit the Gaussian process model
might result in noisy inputs leading to greater uncertainties in the predictions and hence larger spread in
CVRMSE distribution. Lastly, we show that including both weekday and weekend data in the dataset
used for the Bayesian calibration is necessary for accurate posterior predictions. Therefore, it is important that we explicit sample from both weekday and
weekend data when creating subsets of the data to
keep the BEM calibration computationally tractable.
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Abstract
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140, Standard Method of Test
for the Evaluation of Building Energy Analysis Computer
Programs, is widely cited for evaluating software for use
with performance-path energy efficiency analysis in
conjunction
with
well-known
energy-efficiency
standards, including: ASHRAE Standard 90.1, the
International Energy Conservation Code, and other
international standards. This paper summarizes recent
work to develop improved equivalent surface heat transfer
input parameters for the building thermal fabric
comparative test cases that comprise a portion of Standard
140. The software-to-software comparative test method
allows comparison of simulation results from a wide
variety of building energy simulation programs to each
other. In this type of test method, it is of great importance
to specify inputs that are as well-equivalenced as possible
to accommodate a wide variety of input schemes for the
tested programs, and thereby reduce the potential for
disagreements among them in the tests. Results include
new alternative constant surface coefficients that are
appropriate to the test cases and demonstrate their ability
to approximate the more detailed surface heat transfer
models from which they are derived.

Introduction
Background: ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140 and The
Building Energy Simulation Test and Diagnostic
Method (BESTEST)
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140, Standard Method of Test
for the Evaluation of Building Energy Analysis Computer
Programs (ANSI/ASHRAE 2017), is widely cited and
applied for evaluating software for use with performancepath energy efficiency analysis in conjunction with wellknown energy-efficiency standards, including ASHRAE
Standards 90.1 and 189.1, the International Energy
Conservation and International Green Construction
Codes, and other international standards. (ANSI/
ASHRAE/IES, 2016; ANSI/ASHRAE/IES/USGBC
2017; Crawley et al 2005; IECC 2018) A more complete
listing is included in Neymark et al (2017).
The development of practical procedures and data for tool
evaluation and improvement is part of an overall validation
methodology that National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL), the International Energy Agency (IEA), and the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) have developed for
many years. (ASHRAE, 2017, Chapter 19; ANSI/

ASHRAE, 2017; Bloomfield, 1989; Judkoff, 1988; Judkoff
and Neymark, 2006).
Diagnosing sources of disagreement is fundamental to the
BESTEST method. This is accomplished by eliminating or
mitigating known sources of disagreement so that we can
identify unknown sources of disagreement for the
continuous improvement of building energy models
(BEMs).
Input Equivalency
A key aspect of the BESTEST method is to specify test
cases such that equivalent input files can be defined for a
variety of detailed and simplified building energy
simulation tools. Input equivalence is not always a
straightforward concept, especially where the modeling
approach varies significantly between programs. Even if all
specification ambiguities and model input errors are
eliminated, legitimate differences in interpretation can lead
to significant differences in simulation results. To minimize
interpretive issues, input information is provided at several
levels of physical detail. (Judkoff and Neymark, 2013)
Aim and Approach
The IEA BESTEST (Building Energy Simulation Test)
thermal fabric tests, originally published in 1995 (Judkoff
and Neymark, 1995), comprise a portion of ASHRAE
Standard 140. These are a set of program-to-program
comparative tests, where to assess model accuracy a
tested program’s results are compared with the range of
agreement based on the results of other programs that are
typically a set of vetted example results provided with
Standard 140.
However, for some test case results, the Standard 140
example results range of agreement among a variety of
programs compared to each other is large. For example,
in Figure 1 (see “Results”) the range of disagreement for
annual heating load results published in 1995 is 28% and
54% for the BESTEST low mass and high mass base
cases, respectively. Differences among programs that
contribute to these disagreements are described in
modeler reports included with IEA BESTEST. Reducing
this results disagreement is important because it provides
a basis for improving user confidence in BEMs.
The aim of this work is to narrow the range of agreement
among BESTEST/Standard 140 building thermal fabric
test suite example simulation results by better defining the
original test specification related to surface heat transfer
modeling. This also enhances the diagnostic power of the
test suite to find other sources of disagreement.
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The approach of the work is to: 1) update current
BESTEST input specifications relevant to recent
improvements in the state of the art in surface heat transfer
modelling, 2) update alternative approximate annually
constant buoyancy-driven convective-only and combined
convective-and-radiative heat transfer coefficients
consistent with known modeling improvements and
compare them with the 1995 coefficients, and 3) assess
the effect of surface heat transfer specification
improvements on simulated loads.
This work to improve equivalent surface heat transfer
input parameters is an important component of the overall
project to update the building thermal fabric tests of
Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3 of Standard 140, in
collaboration with ASHRAE SSPC 140 (the Standard 140
project committee) and other international BEM software
developers (Judkoff and Neymark, 2013).

Alternative constant surface heat transfer
coefficients in original BESTEST
Convective and radiative heat transfer from building
surfaces substantially affects the calculation of steadystate conduction through windows and uninsulated
opaque surfaces, insulated opaque surfaces exposed to
direct sunlight, thermal storage dynamics for all surfaces,
thermostat operation, etc. The original thermal fabric
BESTEST specifications allow/encourage automated
calculation of surface convection and radiation heat
transfer. BESTEST also provides approximate default
constant combined (convective and radiative) interior and
exterior surface coefficients and the radiative portion of
these coefficients to accommodate software that does not
contain more sophisticated dynamic modeling of
convective and radiative surface heat transfer.
For interior surface coefficients, original test case
default values for combined coefficients are based on
ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals (1981), p. 23.12,
Table 1 (also see ASHRAE 2017, p. 26.21, Table 10; the
original “pre-ASHRAE” source is not obviously cited).
For exterior surface coefficients, original test case
default combined surface coefficients values are based on
applying a second-order polynomial in wind speed, where
wind speed is taken directly from the weather data and
polynomial coefficients vary depending on surface
roughness. (Walton, 1983, p. 71; Rowley et al, 1930)
The infrared radiation portion of the interior and
exterior combined surface coefficients is based on the
linearized gray-body radiation equation (Duffie and
Beckman 1974):
hi = 4εσT 3, W/(m2 K)
(1)
where,
ε = emissivity of surface,
σ = 5.67 * 10-8 W/(m2 K4) (Stefan-Boltzmann constant),
T = Average temperature of surrounding surfaces,
assumed 10°C (283 K) for outside, 20°C (293 K) for
inside.
The convective portion of these coefficients was
determined by subtracting out the radiative portion.

Literature review on surface coefficients
Table 1 and its accompanying notes provide comparisons
of buoyancy-driven interior surface convective heat
transfer coefficient calculation methods. The values
labeled “J/N1995” are the original BESTEST values; the
method we ultimately chose to use for the purpose of
developing approximate alternative constant surface
coefficients is labeled as “TARP 1983” (Walton 1983)
highlighted in the table. Many of these methods, including
the TARP method are model options for EnergyPlus (U.S.
DOE 2018) for buoyancy-driven surface airflow. The
“J/N 1995” constant values and the “C/G 1995” method
are not EnergyPlus options. The TARP method is also an
option in TRNSYS (Klein et al. 2018). So, “TARP 1983”
is deemed appropriate for use with building energy
modeling. Compared with other methods listed in Table
1, “TARP 1983” appears to have mostly better agreement
with other methods than use of the “J/N1995” constant
values, Specifically, for vertical surfaces, results for the
TARP 1983 algorithm appear to have good agreement
with correlations based on other measured data (Fohanno
and Polidori 2006; Alamdari and Hammond 1983), all of
which produce lower values for convective coefficients
than those based on the earlier ASHRAE combined
coefficients. There is some disagreement with Curcija and
Goss (1995) and ISO 15099 (2003): the correlations from
these sources are based on the same data sets, which
applied empirical data using water rather than air as the
convective transport medium. For horizontal surfaces,
the correlations of TARP 1983, Alamdari and Hammond
(1983), and Curcija and Goss (1995) produce lower
convective coefficients than those based on the ASHRAE
combined coefficients, albeit with better agreement for
enhanced (unstable) convection than for retarded (stable)
convection. Our preliminary simulations for this
evaluation indicate that for the analyzed test cases floor
convection tends to be enhanced while ceiling convection
tends to be stable.
Table 1. Example Convective Surface Coefficients from
a Variety of Calculation Methods
Method
ΔT

Units
h,conv h,conv h,conv h,conv h,conv
(°C)
0.5
1
5
10
15

Vertical
W/(m2K)
J/N 1995
W/(m2K)
A/H 1983
W/(m2K)
F/P 2006
TARP 1983 W/(m2K)
W/(m2K)
C/G 1995
W/(m2K)
ISO 2003
Horizontal Stable
W/(m2K)
J/N 1995
W/(m2K)
A/H 1983
W/(m2K)
C/G 1995
TARP 1983 W/(m2K)
Horizontal Unstable
W/(m2K)
J/N 1995
W/(m2K)
A/H 1983
W/(m2K)
C/G 1995
TARP 1983 W/(m2K)

3.16
1.15
1.09
1.04
1.03
0.96

3.16
1.40
1.36
1.31
1.23
1.14

3.16
2.26
2.25
2.24
1.84
1.70

3.16
2.79
2.81
2.82
2.18
2.02

3.16
3.17
3.19
3.23
2.42
2.23

1.00
0.24
0.34
0.60

1.00
0.28
0.40
0.76

1.00
0.38
0.55
1.30

1.00
0.44
0.63
1.64

1.00
0.48
0.68
1.87

4.13
1.15
1.26
1.20

4.13
1.40
1.59
1.51

4.13
2.26
2.72
2.58

4.13
2.79
3.43
3.25

4.13
3.17
3.92
3.72

IntSurfCoeffAnalysis-062315+122318.xlsx; AlgCompare!v36+

Notes for Table 1:
J/N 1995. Judkoff and Neymark (1995). Based on ASHRAE (1981,
Table 1, p. 23.12) combined coefficients with radiative portion
subtracted out. These are the “original BESTEST” values provided
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(in Standard 140-2017) for programs that do not automatically
calculate surface heat transfer.
A/H 1983. Alamdari and Hammond (1983). Correlations based on 9 data
sets (8 for air, 1 for water) collected by various authors from 1922 –
1982, applying building-scale and smaller surfaces. Vertical surface
calculation here applies height = 2m (the window height); horizontal
surface calculation applies hydraulic diameter = 4 x (floor area) /
(floor perimeter length) = 6.86 m for 8 m x 6 m zone floor dimensions.
F/P 2006. Fohanno and Polidori (2006). Results are within ≤ 10% of
three relatively recent, full scale, measured data sets, all for air
collected by various authors from 1987 – 1999. Calculation here
applies mixed laminar and turbulent convection, and a height of 2m
(the window height),
TARP 1983. Walton (1983), for large surfaces, citing ASHRAE (1981,
p. 2.12, Table 5). Per Curcija and Goss (1995) this is based on
McAdams (1954) for data taken with relatively high film
temperatures (about 100°C).
C/G 1995. Curcija and Goss (1995). Cites data published in 1972 using
electrically heated flat plates immersed in water; this is one of the data
sets cited by Alamdari and Hammond (1983). This data was also
applied for developing ISO 15099 (2003), however, C/G 1995 applies
more simplified formulae than ISO 2003. Per Neymark et al (1989)
there can be transport fluid behavior [e.g. f(Prandtl Number)] issues
when trying to emulate air behavior in water (e.g., on order of 25%
lower Nusselt number in water than air for natural convection through
apertures within an enclosure). Booten et al (2012) indicates C/G
1995 has better agreement with ISO 2003 than shown here; air density
at altitude may be the reason as agreement improves for sea level
density = 1.2 kg/m3, while density = 1.04 kg/m3 is applied here.
(Density = 1.04 kg/m3 is calculated from Patm at altitude, applying
rough average of Patm values coincident with occurrence of 23.3°C
dry-bulb temperature in the weather data). For vertical surface
calculation here a height of 2m (the window height) is applied, and
for stable horizontal surfaces a characteristic length of 8m (floor
length) is applied; unstable horizontal convection is independent of
length in this calculation.
ISO 2003. ISO 15099 (2003). Discussed in note “C/G 1995” just above.
The calculation here applies the following assumptions: vertical
surface height = 2m (the window height), environment temperature
= 23.5°C (average of zone temperature setpoints used for developing
thermal properties), air density = 1.04 kg/m3 (see note “C/G 1995”).

The exterior surface convective heat transfer
calculation applies an algorithm combining wind and
buoyancy driven convection. The algorithm is based on
measured data for glass surfaces from Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory’s Mobile Window Thermal Test
(MoWiTT) facility (Yazdanian and Klems 1994). This
algorithm was selected over the original BESTEST
algorithm for combined convective and radiative
coefficients described above, because the MoWiTT
coefficients were developed from measurements on
building-scale sized surfaces applying measurement
methods that have advanced since 1930. The recorded
uncertainty of the MoWiTT measurements is about
±2.5% for windward and ±5% for leeward data at weather
tower wind speed of 3 m/s.

Selected correlations to derive constant
surface coefficients
The following discussion summarizes methods for calculating alternative constant interior and exterior convective
surface heat transfer that were applied in detailed simulations with EnergyPlus 8.3 and TRNSYS 17.2.5 (U.S.
DOE, 2015; Klein et al., 2015). These are the methods we
applied for these test cases. Other methods for calculating
convective portions of combined coefficients are
possible; see above literature review and also Peeters &
Beausoleil-Morrison (2011) and U.S. DOE (2018).

Interior Surface Convective Coefficients (hconv,int).
The interior convective heat transfer calculation applies
an algorithm, see Equation 2, for buoyancy driven convection as a function of surface-to-zone-air temperature
difference and surface orientation (Walton 1983). Surface
roughness is not considered in this algorithm.
hconv,int = a │ΔTint│1/3, W/(m2 K)
(2)
where: a = 1.31 (vertical), 0.76 (stable horizontal), 1.52
(unstable horizontal); and where “vertical” and
“horizontal” refer to surface orientation, “stable” refers to
retarded convection for rising warmer air or falling cooler
air driven towards a surface, and “unstable” refers to
enhanced convection for rising warmer air or falling
cooler air moving away from a surface; and where ΔTint
is the temperature difference between the interior surface
and zone air. The algorithm is based on measured data
(ASHRAE 1981, p. 2.12, Table 5 [also see ASHRAE
2001, p. 3.12, Table 5, although the horizontal stable “a”
coefficient is lower (0.59)]).
Exterior surface convective coefficients (hconv,ext).
For application here, the original MoWiTT algorithm is
modified for local-height wind speed (Booten et al. 2012).
The modified algorithm also accounts for surface
orientation (Walton 1983; ASHRAE 1981, 2001) and
surface roughness (Walton 1983; Rowley et al 1930), as
applied in the EnergyPlus “DOE-2 Model” (U.S. DOE
2018). The resulting model is formulated as:
hconv,ext = hn + Rf (hc,glass - hn), W/(m2 K)
(3)
where:
hn = a │ΔText│1/3, W/(m2 K)
(4)
where the “a” coefficient is the same as in Equation 2,
and where ΔText is the temperature difference between
the exterior surface and ambient dry-bulb temperature.
Rf = 1.67 (Rough), 1.00 (Very Smooth); more roughness
coefficients are listed elsewhere (U.S. DOE 2018;
Walton 1983).
hc,glass = (hn2 + (cVzd)2)(1/2), W/(m2 K)
(5)
where: hn is the buoyancy driven flow component
described above, and Vz is the local wind speed
calculated at the height above ground of the surface
centroid (see below);
and where coefficients c and d vary with wind direction
relative to the surface as windward: c = 3.260, d =
0.890; leeward: c = 3.550, d = 0.617 (Booten et al.
2012; U.S. DOE 2018). Regarding definition of
leeward: Yazdanian and Klems (1994, p.4) indicate
their data tabulations correspond to “windward and
leeward hemispheres”, interpretable as leeward being
definable as > 90 degrees from normal wind incidence.
The roof is always windward, consistent with
EnergyPlus documentation of its “adaptive convection
algorithm” options for roof exterior surface heat
transfer coefficient models. (U.S. DOE 2018, p. 47)
The verified simulation calculations also apply wind
speed from hourly weather data modified for the height of
the respective surface centroids as indicated in the
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updated BESTEST specification (Neymark and Judkoff,
et al. 2018).

Methodology: calculation of alternative
constant surface coefficients from verified
independent simulations
First, reference solutions were calculated independently
using TRNSYS and EnergyPlus, applying automated
detailed convection calculations for each time step
(Equation 2 for interior surface convective heat transfer,
and Equations 3 through 6 for exterior surface convective
heat transfer) along with automated detailed interior
surface-to-surface and exterior surface-to-outdoorsurrounding-environment radiative exchange modeling.
This reference case is named “h0” in the Results section.
Equivalent constant coefficients were then calculated
from these reference results using the concept of loadweighted average coefficients. Load-weighted averaging
was applied to give greater weight to hourly surface
coefficient values when heating or cooling loads are
present, i.e., when overall thermal drivers are strongest.
Load-weighted-average convection coefficients
The equivalent constant interior convection coefficient is
defined as:
∑(|ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡 | ⋅ |𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 |)
(7)
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 =
∑|𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 |
where
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 is the load-weighted average interior
convection coefficient for a given surface.
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the (hourly) interior convection coefficient
reported by the simulation tool for that surface.
𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 is the (hourly) calculated heating or cooling load –
here heating is defined as positive and cooling as
negative, but absolute values are summed.
Sums are taken over the entire year, i.e. 8760 hourly
steps. The denominator is equivalent to the sum of the
absolute values of the annual heating and cooling loads.
A similar definition is used for the exterior load -weighted
average convection coefficient, ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 .
Load-weighted combined coefficients
The equivalent constant interior combined coefficient is
defined using the load-weighted average combined heat
flux from each surface 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 :
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 =

∑(|𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝑄𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛𝑡 | ⋅ |𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 |)
∑|𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 |

(8)

where
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the (hourly) convective heat flux from the
given surface to the interior air
𝑄𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the (hourly) longwave (infrared) heat flux from
the given surface to the interior surroundings.
It should be noted that the convective and radiative heat
fluxes from the surface can have opposite signs (be in
opposite directions) at a given time step. The equation
above will sum the two heat fluxes with their signs, and
then take the absolute value to perform the annual sum.

An equivalent load-weighted average temperature
difference (Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 ) is then defined:
∑(|Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 | ⋅ |𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 |)
(9)
Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 =
∑|𝑄𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 |
where
Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the (hourly) temperature difference of given
interior surface and zone air dry-bulb temperature.
The equivalent combined load-weighted interior surface
coefficient (ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 ) is then given by:
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 =
(10)
Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎
A similar definition is used to define ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 , the
equivalent load-weighted average combined exterior
surface coefficient.
Alternative Constant Coefficient Verification
Surface coefficients calculated by the EnergyPlus and
TRNSYS simulations using the above methodology have
the following differences:
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 : ≤ 1.1%, except 12% for floor (0.1 W/(m2 K)
out of 0.9 W/(m2 K)
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 : ≤ 8%, mostly < 5%
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 : ≤ 2%, except floor = 40% to 50% (0.3 to 0.4
W/(m2 K) out of 0.8 W/(m2 K)
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑙𝑤𝑎 : ≤ 13% and mostly ≤ 6%, except 22% for
windows stemming from different window models in the
programs, and 29% for the Case 200 floor.
Larger differences to floor h,conv occur because of lower
limit of 1.0 W/(m2 K) in TRNSYS. The effect of larger
differences for the floor exterior coefficients is negligible
because the BESTEST floor is highly insulated.
Differences for h,comb are greater than for h,conv because of
radiation modeling differences.
We consider this to be reasonable agreement, such that the
evaluated coefficients are verified in the context of the
BESTEST specification, and we can apply the average
value of the two simulations for each surface to obtain the
alternative constant coefficient values described below.

Results
Updated versus prior alternative constant convective and
combined (convective and radiative) surface heat transfer
coefficients are shown in Table 2. These are average
values from the EnergyPlus and TRNSYS simulations
that apply the calculation methodology described above.
This table provides coefficients for interior and exterior
surfaces, disaggregated for surfaces with ε = 0.9 and ε =
0.1, where ε is surface infrared emittance. The following
BESTEST cases were applied for developing the
simplified constant coefficients: Case 600, low mass base
case with ε = 0.9; Case 200, ε = 0.1 and high-conductance
wall elements in place of windows. Values for highconductance wall elements with ε = 0.9, where they occur
in some of the BESTEST cases, are the same as for the
transparent windows.
The following nomenclature applies in Table 2:
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•
•
•
•
•

h,conv,int: interior convective surface coefficient
h,conv,ext: exterior convective surface coefficient
h,comb,int: interior combined surface coefficient
h,comb,ext: exterior combined surface coefficient
“New” indicates values of the constant annual zone
load-weighted average convective and combined
coefficients evaluated for the process described
above.
• “1995” indicates values from Standard 140-2017
(ANSI/ASHRAE 2017), originally published in IEA
BESTEST (Judkoff and Neymark 1995); these values
have been applied in Standard 140 since its first
version (ANSI/ASHRAE 2001).
• “n/a”: not applicable, only for the “1995” floor
exterior surface coefficients.
• “8.0 or 8.3” in the cell for column labeled “Window
or High Cond. Wall Elements”, “1995”, and row for
“ε = 0.9, interior”, “h,comb,int”: indicates values of
8.0 W/(m2 K) and 8.3 W/(m2 K) for the window (ε =
0.84) and high-conductance wall elements (ε = 0.9),
respectively.
For the “New” coefficients, which stem from more
detailed evaluation than the “1995” coefficients, hcomb <
hconv is possible because convective and radiative heat
flows may be in opposite directions for a given surface for
a sufficient number of time steps; this is not accounted for
in the “1995” coefficients.
Table 2. Comparison of Forthcoming New Versus
Original-Standard-140 Alternative Constant Surface
Heat Transfer Coefficients1,2
Surface Type

Windows or
High-Cond.
Wall
Elements

Surface Coeff.,
W/(m²·K)
ε = 0.9, Interior
h,conv,int,

New
2.4

h,comb,int

4.5

ε = 0.9, Exterior
h,conv,ext
h,comb,ext
ε = 0.1, Interior
h,conv,int
h,comb,int
ε = 0.1, Exterior
h,conv,ext
h,comb,ext

Walls

Ceiling

Floor

1995
3.2
8.0
or 8.3

New
2.2

1995
3.2

New
1.8

1995
3.2

New 1995
2.2
3.2

1.8

8.3

1.7

8.3

3.7

8.3

8.0
17.8

16.4
21.0

11.9
21.6

24.7
29.3

14.4
21.8

24.7
29.3

0.8
5.2

n/a
n/a

2.6
3.1

3.2
3.7

1.9
2.1

3.2
3.7

1.9
1.9

3.2
3.7

1.0
0.4

3.2
3.7

7.9
8.1

16.4
16.9

11.8
12.8

24.7
25.2

14.4
17.4

24.7
25.2

0.9
1.3

n/a
n/a

SurfCoeffAnalysis…080318.xlsx; BS2019-AllCoeffs600+…!W108+

1. Example constant surface coefficients presented here
apply only to the test cases, and only for test cases with
south facing windows or south facing high-conductance
wall elements. They should not be assumed to apply
beyond the updated BESTEST suite.
2. Example constant interior surface coefficients
assume buoyancy regime heat transfer only.
Table 3 provides a comparison of annual heating and
cooling load results applying the “New” and “1995”
coefficients versus results for automated hourly
calculations applying the algorithms described above for
Case 600 (ε = 0.9) and Case 200 (ε = 0.1). The run

designations for the case inputs in the column headers of
Table 3 are defined as follows:
• h0: Base case (benchmark for comparison of other
constant coefficient runs described below) run with:
o Automated detailed convection calculations
applying Equation 2 for interior surface
convective heat transfer, and Equations 3 through
6 for exterior surface convective heat transfer, for
each time step
o Automated detailed interior surface-to-surface and
exterior surface-to-outdoor-surroundingenvironment radiative exchange modeling.
• h1i:
o Constant interior convective coefficients
(h,conv,int,lwa)
o Automated interior surface-to-surface radiative
exchange
o Automated exterior surface convection and
radiation exchange.
• h1e:
o Constant exterior convective coefficients
(h,conv,ext,lwa)
o Automated exterior surface-to-outdoorsurrounding-environment radiative exchange
o Automated interior surface convection and
radiation exchange.
• h1ie:
o Constant interior and exterior convective
coefficients (h,conv,int,lwa and h,conv,ext,lwa)
o Automated interior surface-to-surface and exterior
surface-to-outdoor-surrounding-environment
radiative exchange.
• h2i:
o Constant interior combined coefficients
(h,comb,int,lwa)
o Automated interior surface convection and
radiative exchange modeling disabled or
minimized (e.g., set interior surface ε = 0.0000001)
o Automated exterior surface convection and
radiation exchange.
• h2e:
o Constant exterior combined coefficients
(h,comb,ext,lwa)
o Automated exterior surface convection and
radiative exchange modeling disabled or
minimized (e.g., set exterior surface ε = 0.000001)
o Automated interior surface convection and
radiation exchange.
• h2ie:
o Constant interior and exterior combined
coefficients (h,comb,int,lwa and h,comb,ext,lwa)
o Automated interior and exterior surface convection
and radiative exchange modeling disabled or
minimized (e.g., set all surface ε = 0.0000001).
• “95” suffix to above (h1i95, h1e95, h1ie95, h2i95,
h2e95, h2ie95): This indicates the same scheme as
above, except “1995” alternative constant coefficients
are applied where appropriate in place of the “New”
alternative constant coefficients (see Table 2).
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Table 3. Loads for Automated (h0) Runs and % Differences Versus h0 Runs Applying “New” and “1995” Coefficients
Loads for Automated (h0) Runs and % Differences Versus h0 Runs Applying 2016 (New) and Original (1995) Coefficients
h0
h1i v h0 h1e v h0 h1ie v h0 h2i v h0 h2e v h0 h2ie v h0 h1i95 v h0 h1e95 v h0 h1ie95 v h0 h2i95 v h0 h2e95 v h0 h2ie95 v h0
Case MWh/y % diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
% diff
TRNSYS Annual Heating
600
4.475
0.6%
0.0%
0.6%
-4.3%
-8.1%
-12.4%
11.0%
1.1%
12.1%
24.0%
-6.8%
15.6%
200
5.151
-0.6%
1.5%
0.7%
1.3%
-0.8%
0.5%
8.9%
8.7%
18.1%
10.6%
7.1%
18.3%
TRNSYS Annual Cooling
600
5.712
-1.5%
-0.9%
-2.3%
8.2%
3.8%
12.4%
9.3%
-9.1%
-0.2%
25.8%
-1.2%
24.2%
200
0.789
7.5%
-2.8%
4.6%
11.0%
2.2%
13.1%
21.3%
-11.0%
9.1%
23.8%
-7.4%
15.5%
TRNSYS Annual Heating + Cooling
600
10.187
-0.6%
-0.5%
-1.1%
2.7%
-1.4%
1.5%
10.1%
-4.6%
5.2%
25.0%
-3.7%
20.4%
200
5.940
0.5%
0.9%
1.2%
2.6%
-0.4%
2.1%
10.5%
6.1%
16.9%
12.4%
5.2%
17.9%
EnergyPlus Annual Heating
600
4.423
0.2%
0.3%
0.4%
-6.3%
-5.9%
-12.1%
9.4%
2.8%
12.4%
17.0%
-2.8%
14.0%
200
5.085
-0.4%
1.7%
1.2%
1.5%
-0.6%
0.7%
EnergyPlus Annual Cooling
600
6.067
-2.4%
-1.3%
-3.6%
7.2%
1.4%
8.8%
7.3%
-10.7%
-3.8%
19.1%
-5.9%
12.7%
200
0.818
7.7%
-3.3%
4.4%
11.0%
0.9%
11.7%
EnergyPlus Annual Heating + Cooling
600
10.490
-1.3%
-0.6%
-1.9%
1.5%
-1.7%
0.0%
8.2%
-5.0%
3.1%
18.2%
-4.6%
13.3%
Results-SurfCoefs…080318.xlsx; Results600+200Dec2018! Z81+

and white patterned bars) versus range of results-inprogress for the updated test spec (red bars). The red bars
summarize the range (minima and maxima) for 8 sets of
simulation results, including EnergyPlus, TRNSYS, and
six other programs applying a variety of modeling
methods. Here, annual heating loads are shown for both
the low-mass and high-mass base cases (Cases 600 and
900, respectively). The major improvement to the base
cases of the new BESTEST specification is for surface
heat transfer input equivalence. There were a number of
other improvements of less substantial impact, including
minor updates of: window construction properties, superinsulated floor, site altitude and terrain details, infiltration
airflow rate for site altitude, etc. (Neymark and Judkoff,
et al. 2018). Also, although the TMY3 weather data for
the new test cases are for similar location (Denver,
Colorado) as the TMY data for 1995, there are some
differences: E.g., annual average temperature and global
horizontal solar radiation are 9.7°C (TMY) versus 10.9°C
(TMY3) and 1832 kWh/m2 (TMY) versus 1670 kWh/m2
(TMY3), respectively.
Figure B8-6. BESTEST BASIC
ASHRAE Standard 140-2017, Informative Annex B8, Section B8.1
Example Results for Section 5.2 - Building Thermal Envelope and Fabric Load Cases 195-960 & 600FF-950FF

Low Mass Annual Heating
6

Annual Heating Load (MWh)

Results for constant coefficient runs were produced using
the individual constant surface coefficients from each
program (not shown in Table 2 because of space
limitations), so there were minor input differences. Load
results in Table 3 indicate the following:
• All %-differences between EnergyPlus and TRNSYS
results are < 7% (not explicitly shown in Table 3
because of space limitations), with most differences
substantially less than that; these are attributable to
differences among the overall programs and models
applied by the users. This is good agreement, further
verifying the derived alternative constant coefficients
within the approximate range of difference, given the
algorithms applied (see Equations 2 through 6).
• The “New” constant interior and exterior convective
coefficients have better agreement versus the
automated surface heat transfer calculations than the
“1995” coefficients.
• The “New” constant interior combined coefficients
have better agreement versus automated surface heat
transfer calculations than the “1995” coefficients.
• For the summed annual heating + cooling loads the
“New” constant exterior combined coefficients also
have better agreement versus automated hourly heat
transfer calculations than the “1995” coefficients.
However, and while the variations are small, for
some disaggregated annual heating and cooling loads
the “1995” coefficients have better agreement versus
automated surface heat transfer calculations than the
“New” coefficients. This is possible because the
constant surface coefficient development scheme
minimizes error on the total combined heating and
cooling loads occurring during an annual simulation.
Differences between peak hourly heating and cooling
loads (not shown above) are generally similar to
differences in annual loads, with slightly larger variations.
Improvement to BESTEST Example Results Agreement
Figure 1 compares ranges of disagreement for the 1995
BESTEST (blue lines; individual 1995 results are black

4

2

0

600 Low Mass Base Case
ESP/DMU
S3PAS/SPAIN

BLAST/US-IT
TSYS/BEL-BRE

900 High Mass Base Case
DOE21D/NREL
TASE/FINLAND

SRES-SUN/NREL
Updated MIN

SRES/BRE
Updated MAX

Figure 1: BESTEST Base Case Annual Heating Loads,
Improvement to Ranges of Disagreement: New Results
(Red Bars) Versus 1995 Results (Black Pattern Bars)
The range of disagreement is assessed by (Max –
Min)/((Max + Min)/2) expressed in %. For the new results
there is a decrease in range of disagreement of annual
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heating loads from 28% to 11% for Case 600 and from
54% to 25% for Case 900. The Case 900 improvement
may not be as easy to see in this figure because of scaling.
Other test specification clarifications since 1995, noted
above, may also be contributing to this improvement.

Discussion and conclusions
Update of the building thermal fabric test cases that
comprise Section 5.2 of Standard 140, and related
example simulation results, is nearing completion; the
work described here is a key component of this update.
Primary Innovation
An important aspect of the BESTEST methodology is to
provide test specifications with equivalent inputs that
satisfy a variety of simulation program input schemes,
thereby reducing disagreement among program results
attributable to interpretive input issues. The primary
scientific innovation of this work is to improve diagnostic
capability by providing improved BESTEST/Standard
140 equivalent inputs for surface heat transfer models that
accommodate improvements to the state of the art in
surface heat transfer modeling. This mitigates
“background noise” of variation of surface heat transfer
models that is present in the original example simulation
results published in 1995. Addressing this known source
of disagreement contributes to narrowing the range of
disagreement among example results, thereby enhancing
the diagnostic power of the procedure to find other
sources of disagreement in the internal math and physics
of BEM programs.
In addition to the simulation work described here, we
have included a survey and comparison of a number of
recently developed convective heat transfer algorithms
for the buoyancy flow regime.
Major Accomplishments
• EnergyPlus and TRNSYS simulations were performed
by two independent modelers to: 1) compare the
automated calculations of the models when applying
similar convective heat transfer algorithms for the
buoyancy-driven flow regime and their default
radiation exchange algorithms, 2) develop updated
equivalent alternative constant surface coefficients
consistent with the above automated calculations, and
3) assess effects of revised constant coefficients on
simulated loads. Comparison of new constant
coefficients versus BESTEST coefficients published
in 1995 is summarized in previous sections.
• Preliminary results indicate substantially improved
agreement between simulations applying new constant
coefficients versus the 1995 coefficients when
compared with the automated simulations. This
contributes to improved agreement among newly
tested programs for the BESTEST suite update-inprogress: e.g., range of annual heating loads for the
low mass and high mass base cases, respectively, are
improving from 28% in 1995 to 11% and from 54% in
1995 to 25%. However, even with this improvement
there are limits to the ability of constant coefficients to

model surface heat transfer physics. This is
particularly true for combined radiative and
convective coefficients, because radiative heat flux
and convective heat flux for a given surface are
observed in the EnergyPlus and TRNSYS models to
be in the same or opposite directions as a function of
time during an annual simulation.
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Abstract
This paper presents recent work to develop the test
procedure for the evaluation of building energy
simulation tool by a committee of the Society of Heating,
Air-Conditioning and Sanitary Engineers of Japan
(SHASE). The SHASE test procedure focuses on
evaluating a tool’s capability of estimating thermal load
and a HVAC system's energy consumption in commercial
buildings, and its outline was presented at the BS2017
conference. In this paper, we report simulation trial results
of additional test cases by several users and tools based
on the improved and extended procedure. The test
conditions of the thermal load simulation test were
revised in order to specify modelling method more
accurately and precisely for test participants. Test cases
with new HVAC equipment and control strategy aiming
energy conservation were added to the whole system test.
The test results showed discrepancies in energy
consumption between tools which is mainly caused by the
difference in equipment characteristics, control logic
modelling, and user’s human errors and interpretation in
modelling. We are planning to update the guideline
description and conditions taking these issues into
consideration.

Introduction
Research on the methods of evaluation of building energy
simulation tools has been carried out in NREL and IEA
since 1980, and in 1995 the IEA BESTEST was
developed (Judkoff and Neymark, 1995). A portion of the
work was published by ASHRAE as Standard 140
(ASHRAE, 2017). However, the scope of this evaluation
method was limited to a few HVAC systems, which do
not cover the systems commonly used in Japan. In
SSPC140 by ASHRAE a HVAC system evaluation
method was developed to improve the Standard, but the
focus was on checking the steady state heat balance
(Neymark et al., 2017). Therefore there is no common
procedure for evaluating the energy consumption for
HVAC systems used in commercial buildings.
While in Japan major amendment to the energy
conservation law took place in 2015, and when applying
for building approval it has become compulsory to state
the annual energy consumption. This amendment led to a
demand for a method of objective evaluation of the
reliability of building energy simulation tools. Therefore
in 2013 SHASE established a special committee to

develop Japanese own test procedure for the evaluation
method, and in 2016 a guideline for the evaluation method
was published (SHASE, 2016). The contents of the
guideline were reported at the previous conference (Ono
et al., 2017). In this paper the following results of the
continuing activities of the committee are described: 1)
simulation trial results of base cases by several users and
tools and revision of some test conditions, and 2) details
of new enhanced additional test cases.

Outline of test procedure
The objective of this test procedure is to determine the
reliability of energy simulation tools for HVAC systems
including thermal load simulation, and to enable their use
in the education and training of users in the use of these
tools. The scope of this test procedure is limited to air
conditioning systems and associated ventilation systems.
Also, systems for residential buildings is outside the scope
of this test procedure.
Figure 1 shows the test case configuration and the outline
of this paper’s contents. The parts shown in red characters
are the main changes from the previous paper, and are
described in detail later. From the point of view of
simulation tool evaluation, the scope of this procedure is
broadly divided into thermal load simulation and HVAC
system simulation, and evaluation of each component and
the overall system is carried out, with the objective of
simplifying the identification of the cause and effect
relationship.
This paper describes 1) simulation trials of base cases
which are whole building of thermal load simulation test
and JE110 of HVAC system simulation test, 2) expansion
of evaluation target for HVAC system simulation test,
adding total heat exchanger for the equipment test and 6
cases of JE120 to JE240 for the whole system test, and 3)
discussion about causes of the discrepancies.
In the whole building test, calculations are performed for
a building which has seven stories and total floor area of
10,000 m2 in Tokyo as shown in Figure 2. The heat source
system is configured from air source heat pump/chillers
(AHP1 and AHP2) and an absorption chiller (AR1) as
shown in Figure 3. The HVAC system includes the AHU
and VAV system shown in Figure 4. The air-conditioning
periods are taken to be June 1st to September 30th for
cooling, and December 1st to March 31st for heating. In
the intervening periods it is envisaged that the HVAC
system is stopped. For the detailed calculation conditions
that are not reported here, refer to the previous paper.
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Figure 1: Test case configuration and outline of this paper’s contents.
Table 1: List of simulation tools using for simulation trials.
Name
NewHASP/ACLD,
ACSS
LCEM

Abbreviation

Version

NewHASP

Ver.20121213

LCEM

The BEST Program

BEST

Ver.3.10
Professional Edition
BEST1805

Popolo

Popolo

Energy Network
Simulation Tool
EnergyPlus

ENe-ST
EnergyPlus

Authoring Organization
Japan Building Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers Association
Public Building Association of Japan
Institute for Building Environment and
Energy Conservation
Togashi Laboratory of Kogakuin
University

Reference
JABMEE (1986)
Ito, M., et al. (2008)
Hasegawa, I., et al.
(2017)

Kajima Technical Research Institute
Ver.8.6

U.S. Department of Energy

Togashi, E. (2018)
Mihara, K. et al.
(2015)
U.S. DOE (2018)

Heating water Chilled water

42.5m

NP

NWP

Office 1

Air source
heat pump
/chiller

NEP

NI

Air source
heat pump
/chiller

EV
hall

Machine
room

35.5m

Gas
absorption
chiller/heater

Corridor
Vending
machine
space
SWP

SI

Cooling
tower

Office 2

Figure 2: Standard floor plan of the whole building test.
The following is a description of the conditions and the
trial results for each test case. Table 1 shows an overview
of the tools used in the simulation trials. Note that the
simulation trials u sing NewHASP, LCEM and BEST
were not conducted by these program authors but by just
users, and the results were not verified by the program
authors.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of heat source system.
EA

OA

CAV or VAV

z

SP

Chilled water

Heating water

Office

Water supply

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of air-conditioning system.
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Category
Calculation
condition
Thermal
property
Internal
load
Adjacent
zone
Output

Outline of revision
Add description about initialized
calculation
Add description that AC system
capacity has no limitation
Clarify breakdown of combined
surface coefficient
Clarify thermal capacity of furniture
Clarify heat gain from occupants
Clarify sub-hourly schedule
Clarify boundary condition of upper
and lower floor
Output hourly sensible and latent load
of typical days

Figure 5 and 6 show the hourly load of zone NP and zone
SP on typical days from the trial results before and after
revision. The letters of A to G mean each participant.
Participant C and G were involved in only 1st trial and 2nd
trial respectively. It can be seen that there was large
variation among users under the ambiguous conditions
before revision, but after revision the amount of variation
was reduced. Figure 7 and 8 show the annual load for the
whole building before and after revision. Regarding the
annual load, the change was not large, but it can be seen
that there were some improvements in the variation
among participants who were involved in both 1st and 2nd
trial. However, it is not clear why the cooling load of
participant G using EnergyPlus was larger than those of
other participants, so the input conditions have to be

NewHASP A

NewHASP B

BEST C

BEST D

BEST E

Popolo F

EnergyPlus G

30

0

Total heat load [W/m2]

Total heat load [W/m2]

30
‐30
‐60
‐90
‐120
‐150
‐180
‐210
‐240

0
‐30
‐60
‐90
‐120
‐150
‐180
‐210
‐240

0:00

6:00

12:00

18:00

0:00

0:00

6:00

12:00

18:00

0:00

(b) 2nd trial
(a) 1st trial
Figure 5: Hourly load of zone NP on January 1st.
NewHASP B

BEST C

BEST D

BEST E

240

240

210

210

Total Heat load [W/m2]

Total heat load [W/m2]

NewHASP A

180
150
120
90
60
30

Popolo F

EnergyPlus G

180
150
120

0

90
60
30
0

0:00

6:00

12:00

18:00

0:00

0:00

6:00

12:00

18:00

0:00

(a) 1st trial
(b) 2nd trial
Figure 6: Hourly load of zone SP on July 18th.
Cooling‐sensible

Annual heat load [MJ/m2]

Simulation trials were carried out by several users using
several tools for the whole building test of thermal load
simulation test and whole system test of HVAC system
simulation test. The objectives of these trials were to
verify the effectiveness of the test methods by comparing
and analyzing the trial results, and to identify omissions
and points of improvement in the test methods from the
points of view of various users. The trials for the whole
building test were carried out twice, after the first trial the
test conditions were revised, and then the second trial was
carried out. Note that in addition to the several committee
members there were also others that participated in the
trials that submitted their calculation results and opinions,
but for reasons of space only the results of the committee
members are presented here.
Whole building of thermal load simulation tests
As stated above, these trials were carried out twice, with
the test method being revised between the first and second
trials. The revisions in the test method were examined
based on the opinions of the participants in the first trial.
Table 2 shows the main points of revision. The method of
initialization at the start of calculation, the breakdown of
the combined surface coefficient, the method of
interpolating the sub-hourly schedule of internal heat load,
the boundary conditions of the upper and lower floors,
and other ambiguous calculation conditions were clarified.
Also, revisions were made to the output for evaluation,
such as the hourly load on typical days.
Table 2: Main revised items of whole building test.

checked again. Furthermore, there was a certain amount
of difference in the calculation results of several users
using the same tool, and it is considered that this was due
to ambiguous conditions still remaining in the guidelines,
differences in modelling way among the users, or simple
input errors. This problem is discussed together with the
whole system test trial results at last part of this paper.

Cooling‐latent

Heating‐sensible

Heating‐latent

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
‐50
‐100
‐150
A

B

C

NewHASP

D

E

BEST

F

G

Popolo

EnergyPlus

Figure 7: Whole building annual load of first trial.
Cooling‐sensible

Annual heat load [MJ/m2]

Simulation trial results of base cases

Cooling‐latent

Heating‐sensible

Heating‐latent

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
‐50
‐100
‐150
A

B
NewHASP

C

D
BEST

E

F

G

Popolo

EnergyPlus

Figure 8: Whole building annual load of second trial.
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400

Coil load [MJ/m2]

300
200
100

Heating‐sensible

0

Cooling‐latent

‐100

Humidity [g/kg'], coil load [kW]

16
14
12

Popolo‐return air AH

10

Popolo‐supply air AH

8

Popolo‐latent heat

6

ENe‐ST‐return air AH

4

ENe‐ST‐supply air AH
ENe‐ST‐latent heat

2
0
6:00

9:00

12:00

15:00

18:00

21:00

Figure 10: Humidity and coil load on July 18th.

Temperature [oC], coil load [kW]

50
45
40

LCEM B‐off coil air T

35

LCEM B‐supply air T

30
25

LCEM B‐coil load

20

ENe‐ST‐off coil air T

15

ENe‐ST‐supply air T

10

ENe‐ST‐coil load

5
0
6:00

9:00

12:00

15:00

18:00

21:00

Figure 11: Temperature and coil load on January 13th.

Energy consumption [MJ/m2]

300
250
200

AHU fans

150

Secondry pumps
AR1

100

AHP2
50

AHP1

0
D

E

B

BEST

H
LCEM

F

A

Popolo ENe‐ST

Figure 12: Primary energy consumption of cooling
period.
250

Energy consumption [MJ/m2]

Whole system of HVAC system simulation tests
In the whole system test, the annual energy consumption
for the central HVAC system shown in Figure 3 and 4 was
calculated for the thermal load of the six standard floors
calculated in the whole building test. Trials were carried
out for Case JE110 of VAV system as a base case. The
calculation conditions were not revised, so the trials were
carried out once only.
Figure 9 shows the annual coil load. There are large
differences in latent heat of cooling coil load. BEST and
Popolo which have larger latent heat were coupled to the
building model. On the other hand, LCEM and ENe-ST
which have smaller latent heat were not coupled and the
return air temperature and humidity were set as setting
values of room temperature and humidity. Therefore it is
considered that this caused differences in the quantity of
latent heat in particular. Figure 10 shows hourly humidity
and coil load on a typical day from Popolo and ENe-ST.
It can be seen that there is a difference in the latent heat
between the two tools. With ENe-ST the return humidity
was constant at the setting value, despite the fact that the
supply air temperature was high and dehumidification
was not possible, so there was no heat balance. This made
the latent heat of ENe-ST lower than that of Popolo.
Moreover, the heating load of LCEM was larger than
those of other tools. Figure 11 shows hourly air
temperature and coil load on a typical day from LCEM
and ENe-ST. It can be seen that the supply air temperature
was constant at 31oC because LCEM does not calculate
supply air temperature reset control. Therefore, its heat
supply was excess since the supply air flow rate was also
constant at the minimum value. In other words, there was
also no heat balance. This suggests that it is necessary to
check the results carefully in terms of heat balance in case
of using tools which are not coupled to building models.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the primary energy
consumption during cooling period and heating period.
According to the discrepancy in coil load described above,
the energy consumption for cooling of LCEM and ENeST was smaller, and that for heating of LCEM was larger
than those of other tools. Additionally, even though the
coil load were almost the same, the characteristics of
component models and control logics caused the
discrepancy in energy consumption. The energy
consumption of AHU fans had especially large difference
due to the control logics related to VAVs.

200
AHU fans

150

Secondry pumps
100

AR1
AHP2

50

AHP1

0
D

E
BEST

B

H
LCEM

F

A

Popolo ENe‐ST

Cooling‐sensible

Figure 13: Primary energy consumption of heating
period.

‐200
‐300
D

E
BEST

B

H
LCEM

F

A

Popolo ENe‐ST

Figure 9: Annual cooling/heating coil load.
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Energy consumption [MJ/m2]

Heat source system
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400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

87
12

Secondary pumps

19
7

57
14

132
10

324

26
7
320
213

175

JE110

JE120

BEST D

JE110

JE120

LCEM B

276

JE110

AHU fans

76
12

36
19

225

261

JE120

JE110

Popolo F

42
14
155
JE120

ENe‐ST A

Figure 14: Annual primary energy consumption of
JE110 and JE120.
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300
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440
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319
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JE120

BEST D
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Figure 15: Annual coil load of JE110 and JE120.
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OA temperature
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80%
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60%
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0%

5

‐20%

0

Outdoor air temperature [oC]

In the HVAC system simulation test, the systems to be
evaluated were limited, and energy conservation
measures that are now commonly used were outside the
scope of evaluation. Therefore, new cases were added to
the equipment tests and the whole system test. In the
whole system test, the VAV test case (JE110) in the
published guidelines is the base case, and six new cases
were added: addition of total heat exchangers (JE120),
addition of fresh air volume control by CO2 concentration
(JE130), high efficiency chiller/heat pump (JE210),
change of chilled/heating water temperature (JE220),
variable water volume control of primary pumps and a
condensing water pump (JE230), and change of
secondary pump control (JE240). Hereafter, due to space
limitations, three of the additional whole system test cases
are explained.
Addition of total heat exchangers (JE120)
In this case, the reduction in outdoor air load and any
influences by introducing a total heat exchanger to the air
handling unit are confirmed.
a. Calculation conditions
JE120 is exactly the same as JE110 except for changes
noted in the described below.
Total heat exchangers are introduced onto all air handling
units. The total heat exchange efficiency is around 76% at
design point. The static pressure loss during the rated air
flow rate of the total heat exchanger is 150 Pa. The power
consumption of the total heat exchanger rotor is 100 W
and accounted for as air transport equipment.
The total heat exchanger is effective during cooling
operation when the outdoor air enthalpy is larger than the
indoor air enthalpy, and during heating operation when
the outdoor air enthalpy smaller than the indoor air
enthalpy. When effective the outdoor air passes through
the total heat exchanger, and when not effective the air
bypasses it.
b. Trial results
Figure 14 shows the annual energy consumption. The
change in annual energy consumption by introducing total
heat exchangers was checked. The air transport power
increased, but on the other hand, the heat source and water
transport power reduced as the outdoor air load reduced.
For the whole system, the energy consumption tended to
be reduced compared to the base case JE110.
Figure 15 shows the annual coil load. The annual coil load
of JE120 was reduced compared to the base case JE110,
but the reduction rates were different between the tools.
Figure 16 and 17 show monthly sensible and latent heat
reduction respectively. The monthly percentage reduction
in the sensible heat load and the latent heat load was
confirmed from the relationship to the monthly average
temperature and humidity. The outdoor air load as a
percentage of the coil load was larger during heating
periods than during cooling periods, so the load reduction
associated with total heat exchanger introduction is

greater during winter. In the case of cooling periods, the
outdoor air load is large in July and August when the
outdoor air temperature and the absolute humidity are
high, so during this period the percentage load reduction
is relatively large. On the other hand, such a relationship
does not clearly appear for the percentage reduction in
sensible heat load during heating periods. The outdoor air
load as a percentage of the coil load varies according to
the month, and is large compared to the cooling periods,
so the effect is relatively large.

Sensible heat reduction [%]

Expansion of evaluation targets for HVAC
system simulation test

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Figure 16: Monthly sensible heat reduction and outdoor
air temperature of JE120 compared to JE110.
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Energy consumption sensitivity
against JE110 [%]
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Figure 17: Monthly latent heat reduction and outdoor
air humidity of JE120 compared to JE110.
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b. Trial results
Figure 18 shows energy consumption sensitivities against
JE110. The energy consumption of AHPs reduced in all
results due to the water temperature change, but that of
AR1 increased in the results of BEST and Popolo because
the temperature change caused increase of chilled/heating
water flow rate and number of running chiller/heat pumps.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 19, the heat production of
AR increased. In LCEM and ENe-ST, because the
number of running chiller/heat pumps is controlled based
on only heat load, the number did not increase. The air
and water transport power increased because the delta
temperature of both air-conditioned air and
chilled/heating water reduced due to the water
temperature change.
Change of control logic for secondary pumps (JE240)
Water transport power is confirmed when the secondary
pump control method is changed from differential
pressure control to terminal pressure control.
a. Calculation conditions
JE240 is exactly the same as JE110 except for changes
noted in the described below.
The secondary pump control method is changed from
differential pressure control in the base case JE110 to
terminal pressure control. The pump rotational speed is

LCEM B

90%

Outdoor air humidity [g/kgDA]

BEST D

Latent heat reduction [%]

JE110
JE220

Heating water
temperature
Dec and
Jan and
Mar
Feb
50 oC
48 oC
50 oC

Heat production [MJ/m2]

Case No.

Chilled water
temperature
Jun and
Jul and
Sep
Aug
7 oC
9 oC
7 oC

controlled to achieve the setting pressure. The setting
pressure is calculated in two ways, from the linear
equation (JE240-1), and from the secondary equation
(JE240-2) shown in Figure 20.
b. Trial results
Figure 21 shows annual primary energy consumption of
the secondary pumps. The energy saving for the
secondary pump power consumption was confirmed
compared to JE110 as reference. There were differences
in reduction rate because the control logics and
calculation algorithms of pump power consumption are
not the same for each tool.

ＪＥ110

Change of chilled/heating water temperature (JE220)
In this case, the energy consumption is confirmed when
the supply water temperature setting value for
chilled/heating water is changed.
a. Calculation conditions
JE220 is exactly the same as JE110 except for changes
noted in Table 3. Table 3 shows the calculation conditions
for chilled/heated water temperature setting.
Table 3: Chilled/heating water temperature setting of
JE220.

ENe‐ST A

Figure 19: Annual heat production of chiller/heat pumps
of JE110 and JE220.
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Figure 18: Energy consumption sensitivities of JE220 against JE110.
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Figure 22 shows the correlation between the water flow
rate and pump head. It can be seen that Popolo has a
different control logic of operational number compared to
other two tools. Furthermore, because the total water flow
rate of ENe-ST was larger than those of other tools, the
maximum total head and power consumption were large.
Therefore, the energy reduction rate of ENe-ST was small
because the pump power of JE240 was larger than that of
JE110 when the total head was larger than 170 kPa. It is
necessary to confirm the characteristics of
cooling/heating coils which influence the calculation of
water flow rate demand significantly.
JE110

Total head of pumps
170kPa

JE240‐1

JE240‐2

50kPa

3,231L/min
Total water flow rate of
three secondary pumps

BEST D

LCEM H

Popolo F

JE240‐2

JE110

JE240‐1

JE240‐2

JE110

JE240‐1

JE240‐2

JE110

LCEM B

JE240‐1

JE240‐2

JE110

BEST E

JE240‐1

JE240‐2

JE110

JE240‐1

JE240‐2

JE110

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

JE240‐1

Energy consumption [MJ/m2]

Figure 20: Setting pressure of JE240-1 and JE240-2.

ENe‐ST A

Figure 21: Annual primary energy consumption of
secondary pumps of JE110 and JE 240.
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30
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Figure 22: Scatter diagram of water flow rate and total
head, left: JE110, right: JE240-2.

Discussion about causes of the discrepancies
This paper describes simulation trials carried out by
several users using several tools in accordance with test
methods prescribed in guidelines, and their results. By
having many users carry out the trials, ambiguous points
and inappropriate points in the calculation conditions
prescribed in the guidelines became clear, and the
necessary points for revision of the guidelines were
identified. In the case of the whole building test, revisions
were made in the method of stating the calculation
conditions and the trials were carried out again, as a result
of which it was confirmed that the differences in the
calculation results were reduced. However, the
differences were still not small. In particular, there were
differences in the results among users using the same tool,
so it is considered that there were two causes for the
differences as follows.
1) Differences in ideas regarding the tool input
conditions
In the method of calculating floor or wall area and method
of applying control setting values, each user has their own
method and thinking, so there is potential for different
input values. Therefore it is considered effective to
collect, compare, and analyze not only the calculation
results, but also the input files of each user, in order to
analyze where there are differences. Through such
analyses, it is considered that although it is difficult to
obtain complete agreement because even for inputting the
same element there are differences in the method of
stating the input conditions required by each tool, it is
possible to reduce the differences by more rigorously and
precisely prescribing the calculation conditions given in
the guideline. On the other hand, another cause is that
differences in input are produced depending on the user
because of insufficient documentation in the manuals
regarding the method of using the tools. Therefore, it is
probably necessary for the committee members to read
and understand the manuals, and develop methods of
stating the requirements in the guideline so as to reduce
the variation among users.
2) Differences in experience and qualification of the
users
Before the issue of individuality among users in the
method of inputting described in 1), there is a possibility
that differences will be produced due to differences in the
experience and qualification of the users. This difference
will produce errors rather than variation about the correct
answer, and is caused by insufficient understanding of the
HVAC system itself or of the tool. This includes errors of
using default values set in the tool, without paying
attention to the specification or setting values that should
be appropriately corrected. Using the guideline for
education and training, a user can see the results of other
users and make judgments on their own, which will
contribute to improving their own capability.
Differences in the algorithm of each tool and bugs in the
program are important factors for variation. In particular
if a bug is found from the test results it is important to
correct it, but before that the issues in 1) and 2) above
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must be studied by the committee, and it is considered that
for the time being it is necessary to carry out work to
reduce the factors contributing to variation as much as
possible. Therefore, the activities being carried out at
present include comparing and checking input files,
surveys of the manuals and other documentation for the
tools, and studying methods of checking the capabilities
of users.

Conclusion
This paper describes revised test conditions, simulation
trial results and the extended test cases for the SHASE test
procedure for the evaluation of building energy
simulation tools. The test conditions of the thermal load
simulation test were revised in order that test participants
can specify the model accurately and precisely.
Simulation trials were conducted by several well-known
simulation tools used in Japan and worldwide and the
results were compared.
New test cases by introducing new HVAC components
including control strategy for energy conservation were
added to the whole system test. The components are a
total heat exchanger, a fresh air volume control by CO2
concentration, a high efficiency chiller/heat pump, change
of chilled/heating water temperature setting, a variable
water volume control logic of primary pumps and a
condensing water pump, and a secondary pump control
logic.
We found that test results showed much discrepancies in
energy consumption between tools, which are mainly
caused by difference in HVAC equipment characteristics,
control logic modelling, and human errors and different
interpretation in modelling. Based on the lessons learned
we are investigating how modelling errors in multiple test
cases can be diagnosed, and how the modelling
capabilities of users can be evaluated and enhanced, while
extending test cases to increase applicability to real
HVAC systems. We are planning to update the guideline
description and conditions taking these investigations into
consideration.
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Abstract
This paper aims to investigate the methodologies
employed in early stage modelling and to capture the
deviations from final Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) models. The research has
focused on providing a framework to better understand
how energy model results will change as the project, and
model progresses. The goal is to ultimately gain insight
into the sources of these deviations across building energy
end uses and to learn from correlations between
assumptions made and end use results. The data set was
generated from projects that have achieved LEED
certification as the final model. The early stage models
were created based on a standardized methodology
formed as part of this research.
The novelty of this research lies in understanding the
sources of discrepancy in the models and proposing
methods of enhancing accuracy throughout the process
while building more robust, repeatable and shareable
modelling approaches.

Introduction
Energy Models are typically built throughout the design
process to estimate the building’s annual energy usage.
Schematic design-phase energy models are typically used
by project teams to track energy code performance and
understand building energy use. However, at early stages
in design, many assumptions need to be made around
zoning, building assemblies and system performance that
all impact the final energy use result. While it is
understood that actual measured performance differs from
the modelled performance (Ahmad and Culp, 2006), few
studies have focused on the deviations that exist between
early stage energy models and final submitted LEED
models that are detailed to reflect the final project
performance.
This study acknowledges that the intentions of early stage
models and LEED compliance models differ. Early stage
models are often used on a comparative basis, to assess
the impact of different ECMs (Energy Conservation
Measures) so the emphasis on accuracy is not as great as
that of detailed design models. Final energy models on the
other hand, are intended to provide as close an estimate as
possible to actual performance. Later stage models are
also typically very time-intensive and demand higher
processing power to run. In addition to this, these models
also require that certain design information be made
available such as system parameters and controls, and
actual building occupancy. Studies on energy modelling
workflows have shown that computational obstacles may

be overcome by supercomputers, cloud computing, or
metamodeling (Østergård, Jensen, and Maagaard, 2018).
That is why it becomes imperative to build frameworks to
best utilize the time given to build models in the various
stages of the design.
The benefits of using energy modelling to inform design
is also a topic that has been widely discussed. There has
been accompanying literature that looks at improving
accuracy and comparing different simulation engines as
well as the impact of different modeller decisions
(Berkeley, Haves and Kolderup, 2014). Discrepancies in
modelling programs and techniques may lead users to
lack confidence in building simulation methods and the
results (Zhu, Hong, Yan, and Wang, 2013). It is for this
reason that the simulation engine and software version
were standardized in this study to eliminate the influence
of modelling programs on the results. In addition to this,
we investigate the impact of specific modelling
techniques that also influence the results obtained. For
instance, the translation of architectural massing models
involves multiple manual steps and is therefore resource
intensive (De Wilde, 1999). Some researchers have
investigated the use of auto-zoning algorithms that use
thermal zone discretization algorithms and see how they
compare to guidance from ASHRAE 90.1 Energy
Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential
Buildings (Dogan and Reinhart, 2017).
This body of work looks at overall standard deviations
across aggregate energy use and takes a closer look at the
energy end uses to see if there are trends that can be
identified. Throughout this process, more confidence is
built on how different end uses evolve and change from
project inception to finalization so as to clearly
communicate this to clients and stake holders in the
beginning of design. The value and insight provided can
be used to provide grounding for more detailed system
design as well such as HVAC equipment sizing.
In addition to this, the framework developed for early
stage models will be tested and improved upon. This
would reduce the time associated with identifying
different modelling approaches on different projects and
will enhance the robustness of the energy modelling
practice. In the process of understanding uncertainties, the
design exploration space is also navigated better
(Nikolaidou and Christina, 2017). Key decisions on the
selection of various ECMs are made with more reliable
predictions of energy savings impact.
The paper uses standard modelling methodologies that are
employed in the author’s firm. The discussions and
conclusion section provide additional insight into how
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frameworks and methodologies can be improved upon.
The methodology highlights the selection criteria of the
models as well as the step-by-step approach to creating
these models.

Method
Model Collection
The first task undertaken in the study was to collect
project information on completed and certified LEED
buildings across the Americas region. LEED certified
projects were chosen for the research as each model went
through the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
review process. This was done via internal sustainability
and energy modelling networks. An online form and
SharePoint was used to gather classification information
on each model along with the required results and model
files. In total 19 models for projects ranging from
laboratories to auditoriums and data centres were
collected. To reduce variability in the results, projects
done in Integrated Environmental Solution: Virtual
Environment (IES:VE) were selected for the data set of
final energy models. By doing this, the simulation
software would be the standardized across both the final
and early stage models.
The energy end use results of these final models were
tabulated based on the LEED convention. Uncommon end
uses such as Refrigeration Equipment and Industrial
Process were omitted as the data set did not include
enough examples of each. Table 1 shows the end uses
included in the study.
Table 1: LEED convention energy end uses.
Energy End Use
Interior Lighting
Exterior Lighting
Space Heating
Space Cooling
Pumps
Heat Rejection
Fans Interior
Service Water Heating
Plug Load
Elevators & Escalators

Early Stage Modelling Methodology
The early stage model represents a simplified version of
the final design. A set of rules were developed for
guidance on modifying final geometry, envelop
properties, internal gains, ventilation rate and system
modelling for the early stage models. First, general
geometry, like external shape and number of floor kept
equal. The existing surroundings, such as adjacencies and
existing parts of the building are kept the same as the final
model. Individual zones are combined into fewer zones so
that inputting parameter and simulating time can
minimized. Two main zones exist, perimeter and core
zone. Number of perimeter zone is based on external
building shape. Due to solar orientation, each perimeter
zone may experience peak heat gain different time of the
day. Since final model zoning strategy is combining same

oriented room into one zone, so a single variable air box
(VAV) can control airflow rate into each room with
experiencing thermal comfort. With regards to zoning,
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineer (ASHRAE) guidance is used and
approximately 4.5m perimeter zone, from external to
internal, is assigned to all orientation. Detailed design
considerations like local shading elements shall be
removed from the final model to represent early stage
model.
Secondly, all thermal envelope properties are aligned with
final design rather than using code minimum per
ASHRAE
90.1-table
5.5
Building
Envelope
Requirements. Since the early stage model is a
comparison between the final model, not a code
compliance baseline model, this method gives a more
accurate compassion between the two models. This also
reduces a large source of known error from the results. In
the case of multiple and complex construction,
rationalization has been applied to match overall u-value
thermal performance. The glazing area percentage per
orientation was assigned as per table 1.4 under LEED
credit EA2 – Compass Direction. With the exception of
heavily-weighted Southern glazing in some models, all
other early stage model glazing percentages are based on
overall area. Internal partitions are assigned as IES
defaults and internal holes, internal windows and other
internal features are removed from the simplified models.
Concerning internal gains, such as lighting, equipment,
and people loads, a reassignment was carried out using
ASHRAE space by space grouping as per the submitted
LEED EAp1 Table 1.4 to match the final model area.
However, due to simplifying zones, simplied space area
approximately matches the final model area with a
discrepency of +10%. Unconditioned and unoccupied
space, such as toilets, voids, stairs, IT rooms, and
electrical rooms are omitted in the early stage model.
However, a full floor plantroom and other process loads,
such as data centers and full kitchens are kept and
assigned as “elec/mech” spaces to capture the
representative internal gains equal to the final model. The
number of elevators in the early stage model was kept the
same and assigned per peak energy demand. Equipment
and occupancy gains as well as operating and occupied
schedules are inherited from ASHRAE/IES:VE defaults.
Internal lighting power density (LPD) has a large impact
on the total internal gains in a space, therefore, the final
design LPDs were captured in the early stage model. The
external lighting power is based on ASHRAE 90.1 – 2007
with addendum 1 and 2010 lighting zone 3 baseline site
allowance. Fourth, the minimum ventilation rate and
occupancy density per person requirement is based on
ASHRAE 62.1 Ventilation for acceptable Indor Air
Quality. The number of occupants in the final model will
not exactly match the simplified model since the simplied
version is using code approximation and the final is using
exact occupancy, coordinated with the architect. The
infiltration rate per square foot of façade area was
matched from the final design. Since the exterior façade
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area in the two models is the same, total infiltration will
be consistent.
Lastly, the service hot water usage and the prototype
HVAC system are modelled. The service hot water is
matched to the final model, but where there is lack of
information from the final model report, 0.25 liter per
hour per person is applied to all occupied spaces, and its
operating scheduled is linked to the space occupancy.
Design heating and cooling setpoints are set based on
ASHRAE 55 Thermal Environmental Conditions for
Human Occupancy guidance. Indoor winter temperature
is set to 21°C at occupied hours and 15°C at unoccupied

hours. Summer temperature is set to 23°C at occupied
hours and 26°C at unoccupied hours.
With regards to HVAC systems, the early stage model
follows IES:VE default prototypes based on the final
model system type. The spaces are grouped into minimal
systems to simplify the model and decrease simulation
time. Heat or enthalpy recovery effectiveness applied to
the early stage models matches the final design
effectiveness. The Airside economizer, minimum VAV
turndown, heating hot water and chilled water pump
configuration and associated power, are set per ASHRAE
90.1. Figure 1, captures these assumptions and
summarizes the discussed methodology.

Table 2: LEED certified projects used for study.
Project ID

Building Type

Lab_5A_01
Lab_5A_02
Lab_5A_03
Assembly_5A_01
Dining_5A_01
Office_3A_01
Office_3A_02
Office_3C_01
Office_3C_02
Gym_3C_01
Education_3C_01

Laboratory
Laboratory
Laboratory
Assembly
Dining
Office
Office
Office
Office
Gym
Education

Climate
Zone
5A
5A
5A
5A
3C
3A
3A
3C
3C
3C
3C

Gross Area
m2
22,770
14,800
5,200
1,600
1,900
29,300
13,700
19,700
27,000
7,6000
5,100

Cooling Source

Heating Source

Electric
Electric
Electric
Purchased CHW
Electric
Electric
Electric
Purchased CHW
Electric
Purchased CHW
Electric

Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Purchased HHW
Natural Gas
Electric
Electric
Natural Gas
Electric
Natural Gas
Natural Gas

Energy Code
[ASHRAE]
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2007
90.1-2010
90.1-2010

Figure 1: Early stage model methodology.
Laboratory spaces will not follow ASHRAE 62.1
and the chiller followed the ASHRAE recommended
ventilation requirements but will rely on rules of thumb
coefficient of performance (COP), unless the final model
and ASHRAE 170 Ventilation of Health Care Facilities.
included purchased heating or cooling.
An air change of 6 is applied during occupied hours and
The peak design and all year simulation weather data was
an air change of 3 during unoccupied hours per ASHRAE
standardized between the early stage and final model.
170 recommendation of keeping occupied ventilation
Prior to running the annual energy simulation, the room
airflow rates between 4 to 12 ACH. With regards to the
loads were run to calculate the peak load of each zone and
central plant, the boiler was assigned a 90% efficiency
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the system loads were run to automatically size the
equipment based on peak load.

Results
Once all modelling was completed and results produced,
the percent change or deviation between final and early
stage model were calculated. This was done via equation
1 below. The resulting percentages form the data set for
this study.
–

(1)

EUI deviations
Table 3 provides a summary of the accuracy by looking
at the percent change of the Energy Use Intensity (EUI).
Table 3: EUI deviations.
Project ID
Lab_5A_01
Lab_5A_02
Lab_5A_03
Assembly_5A_01
Dining_5A_01
Office_3A_01
Office_3A_02
Office_3C_01
Office_3C_02
Gym_3C_01
Education_3C_01

Percent Change, EUI
-33%
-36%
-32%
-30%
-48%
-12%
-25%
43%
-18%
32%
-39%

The box plots in Figure 3 show the full data set and the
data with outliers are removed or cleaned. It is noted that
the two outliers in the percent change EUI data were both
positive values, while the remaining are negative. In
addition, both are projects in climate zone 3C. Removing
the two data points has impacted the average and third
quartile significantly. The median deviation is essentially
unchanged by removing the outliers and remains
approximately at -30%. Interestingly, in a previous
comparison of final design to calibrated models a similar
deviation of -31% to -36% was found (Samuelson,
Ghorayshi and Reinhart, 2015). Tying the two studies
together, this suggests that early stage energy models
could be at an over 60% underestimation of measured
building energy use.
Table 4: Occupancy deviations.
Project ID
Lab_5A_01
Lab_5A_02
Lab_5A_03
Assembly_5A_01

Percent Change, Occupancy
-44%
-40%
1%
-10%

Dining_5A_01
Office_3A_01
Office_3A_02
Office_3C_01
Office_3C_02
Gym_3C_01
Education_3C_01
Average
Median
1st Quartile
3rd Quartile

6%
-39%
-47%
4%
13%
13%
-58%
-21%
-13%
-44%
4%

Occupancy deviations
Occupancy is a large driver of several aspects of an
energy model. As such the difference in occupancy
between the final and early stage model was also studied.
Table 4 provides the deviations of occupancy in the
models along with the statistics. The median of this
deviation is -13% suggesting that final designs include
more occupants than ASHRAE standards currently
account for.

Figure 3: Percent change EUI box plots.
Table 5: Percent change EUI results.
Full Data Set

Cleaned Data Set

Average

-18%

-30%

Median

-30%

-32%

1st Quartile

-36%

-39%

3rd Quartile

12%

-21%

Figure 2: Visual example of a final model transformed into an early stage box model.
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End Use Deviations
Delving deeper into the resulting data set, Figure 5 and
Table 7 represent the percent change for each energy end
use. This data provides a clearer picture of where
deviation is occurring. The end uses with the largest
median inaccuracies are Exterior Lighting at -87%, Fans
Interior at -63% and Elevators at -60%. The most
predictable end uses are Space Cooling and Heat
Rejection, both with approximately 40% between the first
and third quartiles.
Three end uses have outliers in the data set: Space
Cooling, Heat Rejection, and Service Water Heating.
Figure 4 and Table 6 presents the cleaned data with the
outliers removed.
The largest individual errors occurred in Space Heating
and Service Water Heating at 164% and 252% percent
error respectively. There are six instances of greater than
100% error spread across the data set. The most accurate
end use is Plug Load with an average percent error of 2 %
and median of 3%.

Figure 4: Space cooling, heat rejection & SHW box plot.
Table 6: Summary of Results.
Average
Median
1st Quartile
3rd Quartile

-25%
-32%
-43%
-14%

-22%
-24%
-39%
-5%

-24%
-35%
-44%
5%

Figure 5: End use box plots.
Table 7: End use result table.
Interior
Lighting

Exterior
Lighting

Space
Heating

Space
Cooling

Pumps

Heat
Rejection

Fans
Interior

SHW

Plug
Load

Elevators

Average

29%

-58%

10%

-14%

-21%

-21%

-32%

25%

2%

-33%

Median

27%

-87%

-25%

-31%

-49%

-24%

-63%

-16%

9%

-60%

1st
Quartile
3rd
Quartile

10%

-96%

-32%

-39%

-82%

-41%

-69%

-43%

-19%

-82%

61%

-1%

52%

10%

66%

-3%

29%

74%

23%

31%
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Discussion
The 11 models were simulated and divided up per end use
as highlighted in the results section. With the data
collected from the LEED certified projects, the median
EUI for an early stage model was 30% lower than the final
LEED model. This suggests a need for caution when the
values are presented at early stages to guide expectations.
Providing a range based on the results in Table 5 instead
of a single value will help in representing where the
project will be at the final design.
The largest drivers of the total EUI are space heating,
space cooling, plug load and interior lighting. Noting the
ranges of these end use results is also helpful in
understanding what is likely to change between the early
stage model and the final LEED models. For example,
space heating and space cooling are both lower in the
early stage models by a similar percentage to the total EUI
as would be expected given they are such a large
percentage of the total energy use.
One concern with the lower EUI of early stage models is
how this may impact Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA)
of ECM options. For example, an option for a more
efficient chilled water system run on an early stage model
may suggest a lower savings and longer payback than if
the same ECM was run on the detailed, more accurate
final model. Understanding the variability of early stage
models when preforming LCCA is important so that the
results can be understood fairly. Using the results of this
study, safety factors on the LCCA could be applied in
order to most accurately determine savings via the early
stage models. As with many aspects of energy modelling
it is important for modelers to use experience and
reasoning to determine when exact results may be
misleading.

Conclusion
While these statistical findings provide insight into the
deviations that would be seen from early stage design to
final design, it is important to note that they must be used
as representative correlations rather than absolute figures.
The below section includes a detailed conclusion on the
link between the modelling methodology employed and
the deviations seen.
Zoning methodology
Zoning of the building volume into thermal blocks is an
important step for all energy modelling. The zoning used
in a final LEED model reflects closely the as-designed
spaces of the building, including details such as shafts,
voids, restrooms, and stairs. The early stage model
framework utilizes zoning of the thermal blocks as laid
out by ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G, 4.5m perimeter blocks
and larger internal core block (ASHRAE, 2016). The
impact of zoning into these large thermal blocks has two
impacts on the model performance. First, the dynamic
solar gains are concentrated into only a few blocks and
not dispersed over varied spaces with varied internal
schedules of equipment and occupancy. Second, thermal
blocks with no or minimal internal gains are replaced by
more typical spaces that do include these gains. The small

positive deviation seen for the plug loads can be explain
in part by the second impact of the thermal zoning. First,
the large thermal blocks have similar areas to if the blocks
are broken up into the detailed final design block, thus
keeping the deviation low. The deviation is positive due
to the omission of thermal blocks with no internal gains
such as voids. Replacing these voids with thermal blocks
that include plug load explains the positive result of 9%
median deviation for plug loads.
Grouping the solar gains and external losses into a limited
number of thermal zone per ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G
limits spaces that will see multiple external gain peaks.
For example, thermal blocks with East and South
exposure are not created per the ASHRAE procedure.
Simplified HVAC systems
The early stage modelling framework generates a
simplified HVAC system for the project based on the final
design and several ASHRAE or other standard
assumptions. This simplified HVAC system has several
important differences compared to the final LEED model
systems. First, the number of individual air-side systems
is minimizing, this reduces the number of fans, heating
coils, coiling coils, controllers, energy recovery devices
and dampers. These larger, but fewer air-side systems
offer less control over the spaces of the model. The
scheduling of setpoints is also more generalized, leaving
out any final LEED model configuration that may be
required. Second, the water-side equipment efficiencies
are simplified to assumptions that would be
reasonable/possible at early stages. This further deviate
from simplified HVAC system for its final LEED model
pair.
Both pumps and fans are modelled using ASHRAE
guidance, the results for both show that this
underestimated the final model energy use. This may
suggest that final designs are varying from the ASHRAE
guidance and using more energy for pumps and fans. It is
also partially related to the reduce usage of both cooling
and heating, via the reduced airflow and water flow.
Finally, it should be noted that pressure drop calculations
are not done for early stage models and therefore the
additional pressure drops of the final models are not
accounted for.
Several detailed control strategies are omitted in the early
stage models as they would typically not be accounted for
in early design. Daylighting and occupancy controls are
not included in the early stage models, this leads to the
higher interior lighting use seen in the results. Exterior
lighting is lower by a significant portion, a median of 86%
suggesting final design incorporate more external lighting
features than assumed in ASHRAE 90.1.
Frame Work Modifications and Future
Investigations
An integral goal of this research was to investigate ways
in which the framework developed for early stage energy
modelling could be enhanced and improved upon.
Drawing from the conclusions covered in this section, a
number of observations can be made on the methods
utilized. To start with, it was noted that the occupancy
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figures utilized in early stage models that reference
ASHRAE 90.1 templates, have consistently been lower
than the final actual occupancy numbers obtained from
the client. Occupancy numbers affect ventilation rates and
consequently heating and cooling figures. Hence, a
modification to the framework could include a safety
margin of 20% that increases occupancy numbers from
ASHRAE figures at the beginning of design. Another
refinement in modelling methodology could be made
around glazing allocation. Early stage models, typically
allocate a fixed percentage that is distributed evenly
across all façade orientations. In various cases, it was
found that design models had more glazing on Sothern or
Northern orientations which would heavily impact both
energy usage and peak loads throughout the year. Hence
it is encouraged that project teams develop an appropriate
strategy that aims to closely resemble design and glazing
allocation. Finally, another modification could be made
around the methodology of perimeter zoning. For this
case study, we utilized the ASHRAE 90.1 guidance of
4.5m perimeter zones (when internal partitioning is not
determined yet). We believe that in some cases this could
closely resemble design. Specifically, in open plan
offices, where large areas are not partitioned off.
However, we feel that this is one of the main causes
behind the major discrepancies between the early models
constructed and the final design. The reason being that the
system configuration and ventilation approaches differ
significantly when ventilating one large spaces, versus
many small spaces.
Future investigations of this research will focus on several
topics. The data set will be expanded to include a wider
distribution of building types and climate zones. We
believe that more granular insight can be gained in
forming cross-climate and typology investigations on this
modelling strategy. Specific studies will be carried out to
further understand lab and office buildings as these are
two building types with a large data set to draw from. In
addition to this, different zoning methodologies will be
investigated for large buildings. We will look to identify
ways in which thermal zones could be sub-divided under
the ASHRAE building Area method and test the
sensitivities and impact of different approaches. Finally,
when the framework has been tested out sufficiently, we
would look to automate different aspects of it, specifically
surrounding zoning the geometry and standardizing its
usage firm-wide.
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Abstract
Building model calibration is essential to minimize the
gap between the designed and the real energy
performance of a NZEB. This paper presents the
application of an advanced optimization-based approach
to calibrate a real NZEB prototype during its final design
and construction phase. It relies on the synergic use of
TRNSYS®, GenOpt® and Matlab®. The reached high
reliability of the model was used to properly optimize the
prototype and create a daily energy planning procedure to
match energy production and consumption, maximizing
the final score and winning the Solar Decathlon China
2018 competition.

Introduction
In the context of the worldwide efforts to reduce energy
consumptions and CO2 emissions of the building sector,
the concept of NZEB has increased its popularity and
building simulation has emerged as the most popular tool
to predict in details the energy performance of different
NZEB design alternatives and support decision making
within the design process (Ferrara, 2019). Furthermore,
the availability of a reliable energy model, which reflects
the behavior and the performance of the building after
construction, has been proved to be effective in
supporting also the building operation phase, thus
contributing to reduce the “performance gap” (Wilde,
2014) often occurring between the predicted performance
at the design stage and the actual performance after
construction. To do so, it is necessary to calibrate the
energy model based on monitored data, in order to
perform the required “tuning” of the model to fit its
behavior to the actual building behavior. (Monetti, 2016).
It is known that there are several methods for building
model calibration, from manual calibration to graphicalbased calibration methods, from calibration based on
special tests and analysis procedures to automated
techniques for calibration, based on analytical and
mathematical approaches. Since the first introduction of
this classification (Clarke, 1993), many studies were
published about applications and advancements related to
one or the other method. In the last few years, the
increasing effectiveness of simulation-based optimization
methods (SBOM) tailored for the NZEB design process
(Ferrara et al., 2018) has led to increasing interest in
studying the application of the same methods to building

model calibration. When compared to manual methods,
such optimization-based calibration method presents
some advantages. In fact, they do not rely on the
experience of the user to carry on the optimization but on
a solid mathematical structure. Moreover, the
computational time is highly reduced at the same level of
exploration of the viable solutions (Yang, 2016). In order
that these advantages are fully exploited, the users have to
be really precise in selecting input parameters and
optimization method. The choice could be guided through
a Sensitivity Analysis (SA). The SA will actively explore
the hyperspace of possible solutions and rank the
parameters accordingly to their influence on the final
outcome (Tian, 2013).
Context and Objectives of the work
This study has been developed within the Solar Decathlon
China 2018 competition, a worldwide engineering and
architecture challenge in which student teams have to
design, build and operate a NZEB.
The competition evaluates the project based on measured
and juried parameters: the measured ones need to be
maintained in a certain range in order to lower as much as
possible the energy consumption while optimizing the
stability and the efficiency of the systems. Such level of
precision has to rely on a solid simulation that is capable
to predict the behaviour of the envelope and consequently
simulate the performance of systems in details. This need
constitutes the main objective of this work, that is the
creation of a reliable simulation model to justify and
verify many design alternatives and to check if they match
the requests of the contest. This offers a unique occasion
to advance in research concerning model calibration. In
fact, the integrated process from design to construction
and operation and the easiness of collecting a large
amount of data constitutes a fertile base for research that
are hard to find in other contexts.
Therefore, the approach used to reach the main objective
is composed of the following steps:
• Set up a simulation-based optimization framework
able to calibrate the performance of a NZEB building;
• Carry on a complete SA based on an optimized Morris
Method to improve the efficiency of the framework;
• Test the method on a real NZEB prototype;
• Evaluate the impact of the use of this method within
the context of the Solar Decathlon competition.
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The LONGPLAN prototype
The NZEB prototype, whose name is LONG PLAN
(Fig.1), is based on the concept of the narrow house, to
face the problem of high-density city urbanization and
land consumption. It has two floors, the net area is about
143 m2, it has a modular steel structure with 12 prefabricated modules.

Figure 1: Picture of the LONG PLAN house
The building is a two-storey house that can be divided into
three main volumes, also called “belts”:
• Implemented Wall Belt: The west-side external wall
of which the internal part contains all the distribution
pipes for hot water, coolant, DHW and all the
electrical and electronic connection, to contain the use
of space, and to make the maintenance easier;
• Service Belt: A narrow “slice” of the house, composed
of all the services and systems. Here lay the stairs, the
3 bathrooms, the mechanical room, the aquaponic
system and the kitchen appliances;
• Living Belt: This section is composed by the 4
conditioned zones: living room, kitchen and the two
bedrooms. There is one corridor for each floor too and
a central patio, with an automated roof windows, to
improve passive strategies such as the chimney effect.
Transparent envelope (Uw ranging from 0.8 W/m2K to
1.2 W/m2K) is only on north and south facades (shortest
sides), plus two skylights near the staircase, because the
longest walls will be adjacent to the other houses. The
opaque envelope is composed of OSB (Oriented Strain
Board) panels, VIP (Vacuum Insulated Panels), phenolic
insulation, water barrier, vapor barrier (roof and walls:
U=0.095 W/m2K; ground slab: U=0.129 W/m2K). The
east and west facades are heavily insulated, to simulate
the performance of the adjacent house, avoiding extra
gains, and a ventilated façade is added to limit solar gains.
In the city of Dezhou, Shandong, China, thermal loads
were estimated to be 16 kW for cooling and 9 kW for
heating. To cover these loads, the HVAC system (Fig. 2)
of the prototype was developed focusing on the
modularity and feasibility of the project. All the
technologies applied for the systems are market-available.
The cooling system is composed of a Variable Refrigerant
Volume (VRV-Daikin®) Heat Pump connected with four
internal units with enhanced dehumidification capability.
The heating system is composed of a 4-loop capillary

heating system that is fed by the same external heat pump
through a high efficiency heat exchanger. The four loops
are independent, the mats are pre-casted inside the
concrete of the floor in the main conditioned rooms.

Figure 2: 3-D Schematic of the prototype HVAC system
There is a recycling system for the grey water and
condensate from the HVAC system, which saves around
half of a typical water consumption, and uses the purified
water to different purposes: feed the plants, toilet flush,
sprinkler system, rain garden.
The ventilation system was designed to reduce the CO2
and PM2.5 concentration in the inside air. An Energy
Recovery Ventilator was designed to provide a fresh air
flow of 350 m3/h. The outdoor air is firstly filtered in a
coarse filter and then in a finer one, obtaining a filtering
efficiency to the PM2.5 >99%. The air then passes
through a counter flow heat exchanger in which it
exchanges sensible energy with the exhaust air to reduce
the conditioning load on the inside. The air is sent directly
inside the living belt, in the 4 conditioned rooms, while
the extraction is located in the corridor of the first floor
and next to the top of the aquaponic system on the second
floor (this position was chosen to highly reduce the
amount of humidity near the green-wall). The flow path
is ensured by the normal air leakage of the internal doors
without increasing the pressure drops considerably.
On the roof, 11 kWp of high-efficiency PV panels are
installed on a steel structure. The electricity generated is
supposed to be used in the building and to charge the
battery of an electric vehicle. There are also 6 m2 of solar
thermal panels to produce domestic hot water, combined
with an electrical resistance to increase availability and
temperature control.

Methods
The procedure for the calibration set-up is composed of
the following steps (Fig. 3):
• Measurement campaign to gather data on the weather
conditions and the internal temperatures of thermal
zones;
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• Creation of the Building Energy Model (BEM), with
implementation of the measured weather data into the
model;
• Sensitivity analysis on the BEM input parameters to
determine the calibration parameters;
• BEM handling to create the coupling with the
optimization software;
• Iterative Optimization to calibrate the model
accordingly with the progress of the construction site:
• “free floating” calibration, which calibrates
the envelope parameters based on measured
and simulated indoor air temperatures when
the building is running in free-floating
(without HVAC system);
• “final calibration”, which considers both
envelope and system parameters as it is
performed when the building is running with
its HVAC system;
• Data Post Processing with possibility of active
intervention on the final construction of the building
prototype.

• Davis Vantage Pro2 weather station;
• Delta Ohm HD2102 Solar Flux Datalogger;
• LP Pyra02 Pyranometer.
The position of the sensors was set to reduce the effect of
nearby building or environment and maintain the sensors
safe from the building site operation (Royapoor et al.,
2015). The weather station was placed on the north-west
corner, with the wind probe at the height of 3 meter (first
floor). The Pyranometer was placed on top of the workers
stall to reduce the horizontal interaction with other
structures and avoid any kind of shading (allowed <5° on
the horizontal).
Another dataset was collected regarding internal
temperatures of thermal zones, to proceed with the socalled temperature calibration (Royapoor et al., 2015).
The analysis of the temperature evolution can highlight
the accuracy of the simulation and is easily gatherable.
Measurements were organized dividing the thermometers
(HOBO U23-001) according to their timestep (2 minutesTherm. A and 5 minutes - Therm. B). Therm. A were
placed in couples in the main thermal zones, while The
Therm. A, used for the actual measurements, were placed
at the geometrical centre of the zone at a height of 1.5 m
as shown in Fig. 4. Therm. B were placed at the top of
walls in the connection zones and were used to check the
temperature fluctuation between zones.
Figure 4: Placement of temperature sensors

At the beginning of the prototype construction phase,
which lasted a couple of weeks, the activities focused on
the measurement architecture, the sensors placement and
model updating with the actual prototype configuration.
This led to carry out measurements for 3 days, allowing a
level 4 calibration, based on short-term monitoring
(Fabrizio et al., 2015).
Figure 3: Optimization-based calibration framework
Measurements: data collection
As mentioned, a large set of measured data is necessary to
calibrate a building simulation model. The measurement
campaign was organized in parallel with the last phase of
construction of the building.
The first dataset is related to weather data, which were
collected by means of:

The simulation model
The simulation model was created in TRNSYS®. In order
to increase the model level of detail while maintaining the
calculation manageable, the overall modelling was split
into the Building Model (BM), describing the building
envelope behaviour and the related energy needs, and the
HVAC System Model (SM).
The core Type for the BM simulation is the Type-56; it
allows a detailed description of the envelope and the
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different zones, simulated through a nodal configuration.
The zoning considered 16 zones, of which 4 (the ones in
bold in Table 1) are directly conditioned. This allows
direct control of the conditioned spaces even if they are
part of a bigger open space (Raftery et al., 2011): having
smaller thermal zones implies a higher control on the
ventilation flow path and higher precision on the
temperature and humidity values in that particular part of
the prototype. These characteristics are fundamental to
reduce the averaging effect of the temperature in other
zones and limit the mismatch between the simulated and
measured values.
Table 1: Zones of the model (ref Fig.2)
Code
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
X1
X2

Room/Zone
Hallway
Greenhouse
Living Room
Corridor
D.R.+Kitchen
Bathroom 1
Aquaponics
Mechanical Room
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bathroom 2
Staircase
Bathroom 3
Leisure Room
Patio
Cabinet

Vol [m3]
20.7
9.6
39.7
20.3
49.4
6.9
13.4
10.6
49.3
44.3
12.0
81.1
12.0
14.6
61.6
3.0

The SM includes the cooling, the ventilation and the
heating system, although the latter was switch off during
the contest simulation. In addition to this, the simulation
includes the management system, and graphical and
numerical output.
The ventilation model considers the infiltration from
openings and air flows based on pressure and temperature
differences between the different zones. It was created
through the TRNSYS coupling with CONTAM
Multizone Air Flow, which also allowed simulating the
chimney effect.
The Cooling system was simulated using 4 different
standard split types. The part load power was defined
through an equation type, which determines the energy
needed to reach the setpoint based on the room
temperatures at each timestep.
This equation was developed from the COP table in part
load provided by the producer through a polylinear
regression (Fig. 4). The resulting goodness-of-fit is as
follows:
• R-square: 0.9964
• Adjusted R-square: 0.9961
• RMSE: 0.1329
The external unit type reads the part load as the sum of all
the power used by the internal machines and the outdoor
temperature from the weather file and give the COP as an
output to evaluate the electrical energy consumption.

Figure 4: Model of the system COP in part load
Sensitivity analysis
The described modelling assumptions determine a list of
302 simulation input parameters, but only some of them
can be actively used for calibration due to their source or
the use done in the simulation, as highlighted by R.
Enriquez at al. (2013). Moreover, the number of
calibration parameters should be limited to ensure
acceptable computational time. A first user selection can
be performed(Fabriek, 2013), but then it is necessary to
ensure that the selected parameters are those having the
highest impact on the simulation outcome. This can be
done through sensitivity analysis.
Several Sensitivity Analysis methods could be applied to
a model giving different information about the input
parameters (Nguyen et al., 2015). The Morris method was
selected as a compromise between the so-called local
(high level of information about inputs) and global
methods (no information about inputs). This procedure
shares some characteristics from both local and global
methods (Saltelli et al., 2015), of which the advantages
are as follows:
• Provides the influence sorting of the parameters;
• Does not depend on properties and does not require
linearity assumption (difficult to make using building
energy models);
• The hyperspace can be explored evenly without
defining parameters’ probability density functions in
advance;
• Graphical interpretation of the results;
• Reduced computational time;
• Relatively easy implementation.
The Morris Method (Morris, 1991) works using
“trajectories”: from a first step in the hypercube of
possible values the coordinates move variating only one
parameter at each step. It relies on the evaluation of a
Sensitivity Index several times for every parameter. Such
Index is called Elementary Effect and is defined as
𝐸𝐸" #𝑋% & =

,

,

,

,

,
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where Xi is one of the k parameters composing a system
and Y represents the system’s output before and after the
variation of the ith parameter of the quantity Δ. Once the
Elementary effect is computed for each of the r
trajectories j, the mean value 𝜇" and the standard deviation
𝜎" are evaluated to allow the sorting of the parameters.
The Morris method was implemented through a
MATLAB code after the Optimized Latin Hypercube
Sampling was performed, based on the so-called
Campolongo’s procedure (Campolongo et al., 2007), to
obtain a set of exhaustive trajectories to explore the
solution space and limit the risk of leaving unexplored
large parts of the parameter space. This led to determine
10 different trajectories.
The parameters were set as variable in the TRNSYS
simulation input files with a batch file calling a function
to write the value of the parameter accordingly to the
trajectory at that step. The list of 29 selected input
parameters and the range for their variation is reported in
Table 2. In order to ensure their weight is the same within
the analysis, 4 steps were defined for each variation range.
When the reported unit is “%”, it means that the variation
of that parameter is based on a percentage value that
modifies the initial design values of parameters.
Table 2: Input parameters for sensitivity analysis
Parameter
ERV Sensible
Effectiveness
Internal Convective Heat
Transfer Coefficient
External Convective Heat
Transfer Coefficient
Internal Convective Heat
Transfer Coefficient_W
External Convective Heat
Transfer Coefficient_W
Infiltration flow rate F3
Infiltration flow rate F5
Infiltration flow rate S1
Infiltration flow rate S2
Air coupling zones F1-S4
Air coupling zones F7-S4
Shading Factor Horizontal
Air flow natural ventil.
U-Value Frame Windows
type #1
Area frame/glass
Windows type #1
U-Value Frame Windows
type #2
Area frame/glass
Windows type #2
U-Value Frame Windows
type #3
Area frame/glass
Windows type #3
Zones Capacitance
F3/Volume
Zones Capacitance
F5/Volume

Min
-0.1

Max
0.1

Unit
%

#
1

5

9

kJ/hm2K

2

55

75

kJ/hm2K

3

5

9

kJ/hm2K

4

55

75

kJ/hm2K

5

-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0
0
-0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
700
0.1

%
%
%
%
%
%
m3/h
%

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0.1

0.2

%

15

-0.1

0.1

%

16

0.1

0.2

%

17

-0.1

0.1

%

18

0.1

0.2

%

19

35

55

kJ/K

20

50

70

kJ/K

21

Zones Capacitance
S1/Volume
Zones Capacitance
S2/Volume
Phenolic Conductivity
VIP Thermal resistance
Approx. average ground
surface temp.
Absorbance Frame
Windows type #1
Absorbance Frame
Windows type #2
Absorbance Frame
Windows type #3

50

70

kJ/K

22

45

60

kJ/K

23

-0.05
-0.05
293

0.05
0.05
303

%
%
K

24
25
26

-0.1

0.1

%

27

-0.1

0.1

%

28

-0.1

0.1

%

29

Simulation-based optimization for calibration
As mentioned, the proposed approach involves the
coupling of a Building Energy Modelling Software,
TRNSYS®, with an Optimization program, GenOpt®. To
perform such optimization-based calibration, an
optimization cost function should be set, based on the
difference between the measured and the simulated data
set. In this work, the optimization objective function was
set according to the standards for considering a calibration
validated; this was done in order to achieve within the
same operation both the calibration and its validation. The
standard used for reference is the ASHRAE Guideline 14
(ASHRAE, 2002). The validation of the calibration is
based mainly on two statistical indices (S - simulated data;
M - measured data):
• Normalized Mean Bias Error (MBE)
𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸(%) =

?@AB/CD (E5F)/GHABIJK
?@AB/CD F/GHABIJK

∙ 100%

(2)

• Coefficient of Variation of the Root Mean Square
Error (Cv(RMSE))
𝐶𝑣(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸STU"VW ) =

XFEY@AB/CD
Z@AB/CD

∙ 100

\(E5F)]
/GHABIJK

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸STU"VW = [
𝐴`TU"VW =

^/GHABIJK

\@AB/CD F/GHABIJK
^/GHABIK

(3)
(4)
(5)

The threshold limits for both NMBE and Cv(RMSE) are
reported in Table 3.
Table 3: Calibration thresholds (from ASHRAE 2002)
Statistical
indices
N MB E ( %)
C v ( R MS E ) ( %)

ASHRAE Guideline 14
Mo n t h l y
Hourly
Calibration
Calibration
±5
±10
15
30

Therefore, the cost function that the optimization process
has to minimize can be expressed as follows
𝐶𝐹 = 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 ∙ 0.5 + 𝐶𝑣(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸) ∙ 0.5
(6)
where the same statistical weight is assigned to both the
NMBE and the Cv(RMSE).
For the optimization in GenOpt, a hybrid global
optimization algorithm was selected (Wetter, 2011). This
algorithm starts with a Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) on a mesh, for a number of generations nG defined
by the user. Then, it initializes the Generalized Pattern
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Results
Results of the sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis was launched with the aim of
creating two sets of parameters to be used for the two
different steps of calibration: one regarding the envelope
calibrated simulation, here called “free floating”
calibration, and the other for the final calibration
including also the system performance. The resulting set
of selected parameters, in relation with the two indices
𝜇 and 𝜎 (indicating mean and standard deviation of
elementary effects (1) over trajectories) are shown in
Fig. 5. The orange points represent the set of 7 parameters
used for the free-floating calibration, violet points
represent the set of 10 parameters used for final

calibration, while the red points are the discarded
parameters. The selected parameters are also reported in
Table 4. Refer to Table 2 for description of parameters.
20

11

0.1

19 8

10 2122 3
9 15

σ

Search (GPS) algorithm for the continuous independent
variables, while discrete variables are fixed at the value of
the particle with the lowest cost function value. Thus, the
hybrid algorithm combines the global features of the PSO
algorithm with the provable convergence properties of the
GPS algorithm, thus ensuring higher accuracy while
limiting the risk of being attracted by local minima.
Being the algorithm already pre-loaded in the GenOpt
scripts, it only needs some simple commands to perform
the optimization. It is required to write the GenOpt
configuration file, containing indication about the
simulation program to call, and the command file, where
the optimization parameters are defined and the and
algorithm settings are reported.
Moreover, the simulation should be prepared to ensure
that the TRNSYS input file is ready to be called iteratively
by GenOpt and evaluate the cost function according to the
calibration objectives.
First of all, the weather file should be built with the
collected data and connected with the needed type(s). The
selected format is, as previously said, the Type109Userdefined. The data handling was performed through
and Excel file in order to increase the length of the
weather data accordingly to the length of the simulation.
Then the temperatures measured in the zones have to be
read by the simulation to evaluate the deviation of the
calculated data from the real ones. The format used is the
simple Type9a: this type allows to create a simple tab with
interpolating features and user-defined time interval.
Then, at each simulation run, a MATLAB script called
within the TRNSYS simulation allows evaluating the cost
function on hourly-averaged values provided by a
TRNSYS output file. The script handles the temperatures,
measured and simulated ones, of all the 4 different zones
separately, and proceeds with the calculation of the cost
function using the worst condition (the data set that are on
average on the biggest distance).
As a last step, the coupling between TRNSYS and
GenOpt should be finalized by editing the TRNSYS input
files. The editing entails creating two template files where
GenOpt is able to write different values of optimization
parameters driven by the algorithm, thus creating
different simulation input files at each iteration.
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Figure 5: Parameter selected from sensitivity analysis
Table 4: Set of parameters selected for calibration
Free Floating Calibration
#
13
15
21
22
20
23
5

µ*[kWh]
2.0583
0.2539
0.2020
0.2207
1.1619
0.1288
0.1711

s[kWh]
0.0177
0.0568
0.0773
0.0726
0.2946
0.0196
0.0444

Final Calibration
#
6
19
8
24
3
4
2
11
9
10

µ*[kWh]
0.1672
0.2335
0.2568
0.5109
0.2683
0.2509
0.3137
0.2181
0.2095
0.1851

s[kWh]
0.0441
0.1240
0.1211
0.0652
0.0752
0.0576
0.0534
0.1089
0.0557
0.0803

Free Floating Calibration
For the free-floating calibration, the simulation was
rearranged to speed up the runs removing the components
related to systems that, due to the building site operation,
were not used. The resulting reduced simulation
maintains the infiltration handlers, the air coupling
simulation in CONTAM. Within the optimization
process, the simulation was iteratively launched with the
following characteristics:
• Simulation Start time: 3144 hr
• Simulation Stop time 3216 hr
• Simulation timestep: 1 min
• Weather file: User defined
The minimization of the cost function (eq. (6)) during the
optimization process is shown in Figure 5.
The resulting optimal set of parameter values is reported
in Table 5, while the goodness of fit according to the
ASHRAE thresholds is reported in Table 6. As shown, the
model results to be well calibrated.
The graphs in Figure 6 report the simulated temperature
of the worst zone (blue) with respect to the measured one
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(red) and the outdoor conditions (green). The first graph
in Fig. 7 shows the conditions pre-calibration. In the
second graph, reporting the conditions after the freefloating calibration, it is shown that the deviation during
daytime is almost totally reduced and differences in the
behaviour during nigh time appear just in presence of
sudden change in outdoor conditions.
Table 5: Optimized parameters values-free float. Calib.
Free Floating Calibration
Parameter
Description
Value
AC_od
Air Flow Nat. Vent.
25
Rat_fr_fac
Ratio Frame/Glass
0.2
Cap_f5
51
Cap_s1
69
Capacitance thermal
zone
Cap_f3
69
Cap_s2
58

#
13
15
21
22
20
23
5

HW_out

Outdoor conv. heat
transfer wind.

Unit
m3/h
%
kJ/K
kJ/h
m2
K

59

Table 6: Result validation – free floating calibration
Cost function
NMBE (%)
Cv(RMSE)

Value

Threshold

Validated

+2.62
+4.27
+4.88

±10
30

x
x

Final Calibration
Because the final objective of calibration is to have a
reliable model in summer period, during the contest, the
heating system were removed, according to the principle
of keeping the model as simple as possible to reduce
computational time. Due to the building site’s operational
status it was possible to collect usable data only for night
time and, based on the previously calibrated model in
free-floating, proceed with an evidence-based calibration
of the remaining parameters during the pre-competitions
test days.
The finalization of the prototype construction was done in
strict relation with simulation. The final calibration, based
on the first set of optimization-based calibrated
parameters, was performed by trial and error. The fact that
the most influencing parameters had already been
identified through the performed sensitivity analysis
facilitated the process of manually varying the values of
parameters to match the behaviour of the systems. At the
end of the process, an increased level of precision was
reached, with a simulation stable enough to consider the
simulation calibrated and use it for short term planning
during the competition. Figure 8 reports measured versus
simulated data in the last pre-contest simulation. The
goodness of the final calibration is reported in Table 7.
Table 7: Result validation – final calibration
Final
N MB E
C v ( R MS E )

Figure 5: Cost function minimization

Temperature [°C]

36
32
28
24
T_out
T_in_Sim
T_in_Meas

Pre-calibration
Post-calibration

Temperature [°C]

36
32
28
24

Simulation time

Figure 6: Zone temperatures pre and post calibration

Values
( %)
Zone S1
6.39
9.13

Threshold
±10
30

Validated
x
x

Conclusion
The proposed approach resulted effective in leading the
presented building prototype to win the Solar Decathlon
China 2018 competition and may be replicated to
optimize the role of simulation in a real building
construction and management process. The test of the
building behaviour by means of the calibrated model was
useful to prevent unexpected errors in the contest
measurements.
The optimization-aided calibration offered a good range
of available codes for performing the final simulation,
giving the opportunity to pick the one that better suits the
simulation and to tailor it to the specifics of the wanted
calibration. The results give a substantial help to the
monitoring and planning system and have shown the
flexibility of the calibration procedure in reshaping itself
according to the building site and operational needs.
The two-stage calibration approach (only envelope first,
then envelope + HVAC systems), adopted mainly for
practical reasons, has resulted to be effective in reaching
good results while maintaining the model physically
realistic and manageable. We believe this approach can be
useful to be replicated on other buildings, provided a
sensitivity analysis is performed to select a proper set of
calibration parameters.
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Figure 8: Measured versus simulated data after final calibration
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Abstract
Overheating is a major problem that may occur, especially
in high-performing buildings. The insulation thickness
that is currently installed in passive houses (around 30
cm) may indeed lead to severe overheating problems if
this is some mitigated by adequate solar gains control
and/or efficient ventilation schemes and strategies. This
risk is expressed in percentage and calculated when the
indoor temperature is above 25°C. For instance, the
acceptable limit for a passive house is set at 5% over a
year as defined by the Passive House Platform standard in
Belgium(Vandenberghe & VanLoon, 2013).
To assess overheating, dynamic simulation is a valuable
approach that can be used to calculate the overheating risk
and to assess the efficiency of overheating control
measures.
This paper presents an approach where a detailed
simulation model of a passive house was developed
(using TRNSYS Type 56), calibrated on the basis of
measurements carried out in a typical house in Belgium
and then used to compare different overheating mitigation
strategies.
The accuracy of the simulated model was assessed by
calculating statistical indices. When the calibration results
have shown a good match between measured and
simulated data, the model was used in dynamic
simulations to determine the best solution to reduce the
risk of overheating in house under study.

Introduction
Overheating risk is a major performance criterion to be
evaluated, especially in high-performing buildings where
the increase of the insulation level and the importance of
the fenestration may lead to severe problems if not
adequately mitigated. This is particularly true in passive
houses where the heat demand is deliberately reduced
through an efficient collection of solar gains and a good
valorisation of internal gains (appliances and other
electrical devices). To assess the overheating risk at
design stage, the use of dynamic simulation is a well
proven approach that can be used but which faces the
specific problem of the relative high sensitivity of the
simulation results to the assumptions made for the inputs
to the model. Consequently, when this is feasible, and this
naturally limited to existing and monitored buildings, the

calibration of the simulation tool appears as a mandatory
step in order to increase the reliability of the simulation
results. The field of model calibration has been
intensively investigated in the recent years (Reddy, 2006),
especially in the context of the performance gap which is
very often observed when applying a non-calibrated
model to an existing building. Generally, the calibration
process aims at tuning some parameters of the model to
make it match the energy consumption as widely found in
the literature (Li, Tian, Lu, & Fu, 2018 ; Fabrizio &
Monetti, 2015 ; Eguía Oller, Alonso Rodríguez, Saavedra
González, Arce Fariña, & Granada Álvarez, 2018).
However, if the model is to be used to study the thermal
behaviour of the building, in particular the analysis of the
risk of overheating, the energy consumption data are not
relevant, therefore indoor temperature data should be
used. Few studies to date cover this type of model
calibration but the work of Roberti, Oberegger, &
Gasparella (2015).
The purpose of this paper is to present a calibration
methodology involving a preliminary sensitivity analysis
followed by a “one after the other” modification of the
dominant parameters an assessment by statistical indices
computation. This method was carried out in order to
calibrate a dynamic building model to analyse the risk of
overheating. in a passive house located in Belgium, see
Figure 1. After calibration, the objective of the simulation
was to determine the optimal actions to reduce or avoid
this risk by changing parameters such as the type of solar
protection control or the window opening ratio with an
impact on the air renewal rate.
The paper will present the methodology used to achieve
these goals and the results of the application of the
methodology on a typical passive residential house
located in Belgium and for which some monitoring results
were available.
The first step was to calibrate this model using collected
data on site with internal temperature sensors located in
several rooms in the house as shown in Figure 2. Indeed,
the in situ temperatures of the house served in this case as
reference for the calibration while, generally the energy
consumption data is used. The calibrated model was also
used in order to carry out dynamic simulation of three
types of action to avoid or reduce the overheating risk in
summer. Parameters of the building model were adjusted
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by a trial and error method in order to match the thermal
response of the model with the temperature sensors
measurements in the house. To assess the simulation
model calibration, statistical indices were computed.
The temperature curves obtained for the simulated model
are compared with those of the sensor data. The first
assessment of the correspondence between both sets of
data is first qualitative by simply observing the curves.
However, one graphical method is not sufficient to make
a statistical comparison. For this reason, a quantitative
method was used based on a statistical index calculation.
These indices were based on the AHSRAE
guidelines(American Society of Heating Refirgerating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers Inc., 2002) and
compared to the recommended values. In parallel,
Bertagnolo's work (Bertagnolio,2012) was also used to
determine these statistical indicators.

Methodology
This work was conducted in the framework of the EBC
Annex 58 of IEA (International Energy Agency – Energy
in Buildings and Communities Programme): “Reliable
Building Energy Performance Characterization Based on
Full Scale Dynamic Measurements” (Janssens, 2016).
Annex 58 aimed at enhancing the energy performance
characterization of buildings with a focus on the
residential sector based on in situ measurements of
buildings in use. It is frequently observed that real
performance of buildings doesn’t match the theoretical
performance calculated during the design phase of
building. The main contribution of the work in Annex 58
was to show how data collected during measurement
campaigns were used in simulation models (Rehab et al.,
2016). These models, can be sorted in three types (Rehab
et al., 2016):


Physical models: equivalent to the so-called «white
box» model, they are essentially based on parameters
whose values can be calculated on the basis of
physical information such as thermal conductivity for
example. For some parameters a calibration
procedure is necessary to obtain a good estimate.
These physical models are generally used in dynamic
simulation software such as TRNSYS.



Statistical models : also called « black box » they
express relations between input and output variables
without any hypothesis on underlying physical
phenomena. A statistical algorithm is used to identify
these parameters.



Intermediate models: also called «grey box», they
combine characteristics of both previous model
families.

compare the efficiency of different strategies to mitigate
the overhearting risk and to elaborate design and control
guidelines to be applied to other projects.

Application to a passive house in Belgium
The approach uses the data collected in a typical passive
house located near Liège in Belgium. In this study, a
"white box" physical model was used in TRNSYS..
Different measurement campaigns were conducted in this
house in order to help in the development of performance
verification techniques. The first one is a reconstruction
of the energy balance of the house thanks to the collected
data (Masy et al., 2016). A method with butane
combustion was also tested in order to estimate
simultaneously the heat loss coefficient and the air
exchange rate of the house (André et al., 2016). Finally, a
calibrated simulation model in TRNSYS (Solar Energy
Laboratory
Univ.
of
Wisconsin-Madison,
TRANSSOLAR Energietechnik GmbH, Bâtiment, &
TESS – Thermal Energy Systems Specialist, 2017) was
used to evaluate the thermal performance of the house
during summer period.
Modelling of the reference building: from reality to
simulation model
A 3D model of the passive house (Figure 1) was
developed in TRNSYS 3D plugin for Sketchup based
upon a set of collected information from the owner of the
house.
Building envelope and HVAC systems information was
essentially extracted from the design calculations of the
house, plans and interview of the owners help to
determine their habits and behaviour (occupancy,
ventilation control, solar blind control, etc.…). This
collection of information was done on a very informal
basis. Therefrom the corresponding model characteristics
were adjusted.

In a first step, the simulation model is tuned. One
parameter is changed at a time, following an order
determined by a preliminary sensitivity analysis
conducted previously. Once the model is calibrated and
correctly represents an overheating period (ie a period
where the house is not heated), the model is used to
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Figure 1: 3D model,2D model (house views), reference
building, north frontage.

Figure 2: Thermal zoning of the passive house used in
TRNSYS simulations; localization of the temperature
sensors is shown with blue points
Thanks to 3D modelling, the detailed internal and external
radiation mode in TRNSYS could be selected. The choice
of a detailed radiation mode was justified in this case
because of the large glazing area, especially on the south
frontage where the window ratio is about 39%. In order to
best represent the reality, a correct distribution of direct
solar radiation is indeed important (Solar Energy
Laboratory
Univ.
of
Wisconsin-Madison,
TRANSSOLAR Energietechnik GmbH, CSTB – Centre

Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment, & TESS –
Thermal Energy Systems Specialist, 2017). To increase
the accuracy of the model, some envelope characteristics
are also detailed in Sketchup; for example, the windows
recess of 10 centimetres or the presence of shading
elements along the house (Abrahams, Scheuren, & André,
2018).
Weather data
The simulation model was developed in order to
reproduce the thermal behaviour of the house during a
short measurement campaign during the 2014 summer
(from 11th July to 5th September 2014). These
measurements included internal temperature in different
rooms of the house. Figure 2 shows the location of the
sensors (blue points). There was also a temperature sensor
in the attic but the overheating evaluation did not seem
relevant for this room. To calibrate the simulation model,
weather data (external air temperature, relative humidity,
direct and diffuse solar radiations) were required. The
house is located about 20 km from the city of Liege. The
Spatial Centre of Liege (SCL) provided the external air
and dew point temperatures, the global, direct and diffuse
solar radiation for 2014 for Liege, which is not too far
from the location of the building and is acceptable.
Sub-hourly variables were transformed into hourly data
and injected in TRNSYS. Presence of gaps and
hybridization of data from different sources constituted a
primary source of error for the simulations. This error has
been reflected in the results (Eguía Oller et al., 2018).
Calibration method, statistical indices calculation and
model validation
A calibration of the building model was performed in
TRNSYS using a trial and error method. For this purpose,
it was necessary to determine which parameters had the
most influence on the simulation results. The sensitivity
analysis performed following the IEA_EBC Annex 53
work (Pignon & André, 2012) in which six families of
influencing factors on energy consumption in buildings
are considered. These six families are divided in two
groups; factors related to the human behaviour and factors
not related to human behaviour. Each family includes
several factors. To carry out calibration on air temperature
in model it was decided to use only four of these families.
Table 1 shows which influencing factors were used in
simulations.
Table 1. Parameters selected to calibrate the building
simulation model.
Not Human Behaviour

Human Behaviour
Occupation factors
-Number of unoccupied days per week
-Internal gains

Building envelope
-Infiltration rate

Indoor environmental quality
-Ventilation rate
-Over-ventilation rate
-Shading rate
Building operation
-Temperature decrease during the day
-Temperature decrease during the night
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Results
Calibration of the simulation model
The simulated internal air temperature in the living room,
obtained for the non-calibrated model, is shown in
Figure 3. The curves are different and the simulated
temperatures are higher than the measured temperatures.
This model is characterised by no internal gain nor solar
blind protection. The infiltration air rate is close to the
passive house standard (n50 = 0.6 vol/h) and there is no
over-ventilation. It also takes into account the unoccupied
periods during the campaign. The results for the statistical
indices for this model are shown in Table 2. The MBE for
the non-calibrated model of the house is 10.3% and the
CV(RMSE) is 14%. After calibration by trial and error
procedure on the influencing parameters in Table 1 the
results for a calibrated model are shown in Figure 4 and
statistical indicators values are given in Table 3. The
MBE and CV(RMSE) for this model are respectively -1%
and 3%. The value of the living room indicators can be
analysed as follows:

MSE is reduced by 12.15°C in the calibrated model; MAE
is 0.53°C compared to 2.97°C in non-calibrated model;
MAPE is reduced by 9.4% in calibrated model and RMSE
is 0.65 for calibrated model. These results were obtained
by changing the infiltration rate (0.03 vol/h compared to
0.6 in the initial model), the solar factor of shading by 1
and avoid windows opening by occupants. The very low
value of the infiltration rate may be explained by the good
management of the ventilation by the occupant and the
overpressure induced by the double flow mechanical
ventilation system. Another crucial point was the proper
consideration of holiday periods, ventilation rate managed
by the occupants (modified rate during the day, reduced
by half in case of absence) and the opening of windows
by occupants simulated with a well-defined schedule.
40

Temperature (°C)
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Figure 3. Comparison between the living room’s
monitored temperatures (light grey line) and simulated
temperatures (dark grey line) for the non-calibrated
building simulation model
40
35
Temperature (°C)

Only one factor was changed at each simulation run. Each
calibration run was realized with a quarter-hour time step
for a total of 1368 hours. This corresponds to the period
from July 11 to September 5, 2014. At each time step (15
minutes) the simulated temperatures were compared with
the real temperatures. In ASHRAE guidelines (American
Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers Inc., 2002) two statistical indices are
recommended to determine matching between simulated
and metered data. They are hourly Mean Bias Error
(MBE) and coefficient of variation of the root mean
squared error (CV(RMSE)). These indicators are
commonly used to evaluate the compliance of simulated
and measured data of energy use. In the current study the
work was done with internal air temperatures and, in order
to compare temperatures, it was decided to work with six
additional statistical indices: the mean square error
(MSE), the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean
absolute error (MAE), the mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE)and the coefficients of correlation (R) and of
determination (R²). Nevertheless the MBE and
CV(RMSE) were also computed and compared with the
acceptable range for these indices, found in ASHRAE
guidelines(American Society of Heating Refirgerating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers Inc., 2002) and literature,
(Roberti et al., 2015),(Fabrizio & Monetti, 2015). The
range of validation for each indicator was based upon the
work of Bertagnolio (Bertagnolio, 2012)
In this case, the difficulty of calibration lies in the fact that
several rooms were monitored in the house and the model
had to be simultaneously calibrated for all the rooms.
However, changing a parameter could have a positive
effect on the matching between measured and simulated
temperatures in one zone and at the same time cause a
discrepancy between data in another zone. When the
calibration was considered satisfactory, the building
calibrated model was used in dynamic simulation to
analyse scenarios for controlling overheating in the house.
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Figure 4. Temperature curves –calibrated building
simulation model
Table 2. Dispersion index values for the non-calibrated
simulation model.
Non
calibrated

MSE

MAE

MAPE

RMSE

R

R²

Living
room
Room 1

12.57

2.97

11.5%

3.54

0.75

0.56

22.75

4.26

17.8%

4.77

0.58

0.33

Room 2

33.86

5.27

22.3%

5.82

0.43

0.18

Room 3

19.88

3.88

16.4%

4.46

0.52

0.27

Office

30.81

4.98

21.0%

5.55

0.41

0.17

Bathroom 1

15.49

3.32

14.4%

3.94

0.47

0.22

Bathroom 1

17.31

3.48

15.2%

4.16

0.37

0.14
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Table 3. Dispersion index values for the calibrated
simulation model.
Calibrated
Living
room (LR)
Room 1
(R1)
Room 2
(R2)
Room 3
(R3)
Office

MSE
0.42

MAE
0.53

MAPE
2.1%

RMSE
0.65

R
0.79

R²
0.62

0.97

0.70

3.0%

0.99

0.78

0.60

0.84

0.68

2.9%

0.91

0.73

0.54

1.55

0.98

4.1%

1.25

0.82

0.67

1.03

0.82

3.5%

1.02

0.72

0.51

Bathroom 1

2.02

1.01

4.4%

1.42

0.77

0.59

Bathroom 1

2.25

1.12

4.8%

1.50

0.76

0.57

The most effective ways to reduce overheating in the
living room and room 1 is the option with a control of
solar blinds based upon solar radiation on the facade with
a shading factor fixed at 1. The other options give also
good results in terms of overheating reduction in each
room of the house.
Table 4. Estimated annual overheating percentage (%)
in the passive house for different scenario – results for a
calibrated simulation model in TRNSYS; 1shading factor
for solar blinds; ²air flow rate through windows when a
manual opening is applied.
LR

Office

R1

R2

R3

Bath 1

Bath 2

Overheating risk evaluation
The overheating risk is expressed in percentage to be
compared with the annual percentage of overheating
allowed by the Passive House Platform (PHP) in
Belgium: a maximum value of 5% of time when the
internal temperature in building exceeds 25°C is allowed.
In the house monitored in Liege the data showed that a
risk of overheating existed in different rooms of the
building, especially in the living room where the
estimated annual overheating is 8% of time (Table 4). The
calibrated model of the house has been used to find
solutions to reduce this percentage. Three ways to avoid
the overheating risk were tested by simulations:

▪ To change the temperature setpoint of solar blind
protection activation (initially set at 26°C).

▪ To change the control of the solar blinds: initially the
solar blinds were controlled by the internal
temperature. The simulation tested a control based
upon the horizontal solar radiation. The solar blinds
are opened when the solar radiation on facade is lower
than 120 W/m² and they are closed when it gets upper
than 140 W/m². Two shading factors (SF) were also
tested in this option. The shading factor values are 0.6
and 1 where 1 corresponds to a total closure of the
solar blinds.

▪ To “manually” open the windows (MWO, manual
window opening) at night when external air
temperature is lower than internal air temperature
(minimal temperature difference: 2°C). Two renewal
air rates were tested, 2 vol/h and 4 vol/h, which are
default values only selected to test the sensitivity of
the model. In the reality, the realized flow rates will
obviously depend on the weather conditions.
The results of each simulation are shown in Table 4. The
overheating risk is expressed by an annual estimated
percentage when the internal temperature in rooms
exceeds 25°C. The first line of Table 4 represents the
annual overheating computed in each room based upon
the collected temperatures data by sensors during the
short summer campaign in 2014. The overheating risk
seems to appear in the living room and room 1 with values
above the 5% recommended in Belgium. The different
options simulated in TRNSYS seem to improve the
situation in each room except for the solar radiation
control of solar blinds with a shading factor of 0.6 that is
the least efficient measure especially in the living room.

Reference
Overheating (%)
Setpoint solar
blind (24°C)
Solar radiation
regulation
SF1 = 0.6
Solar radiation
regulation

8

4

6

4

3

4

3

3.7

1.4

3.7

2.0

0.4

1.8

0.4

7.5

2.5

5.2

3.9

0.7

2.5

1.0

1.6

0

0.8

0

0

0

0

5.4

1.0

0.6

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

4.7

0.8

0.3

0.1

0.1

0

0

SF =1.0

MWO
Air rate2 : 2
vol/hr

MWO
Air rate : 4 vol/hr

Discussion
Calibration of the simulation model
It was possible to calibrate a simple simulation model
using short sets of temperature data. However, the
difficulties are to get on one hand reliable and complete
weather data and on the other hand to obtain information
about the house (architectural, structural, operational,
etc.) in order to build a simulation model as accurate as
possible. Sorting and organization of weather data
represented the most time-consuming part besides the
calibration test and validation. Another remark is the
difficulty to get an accurate model in dynamic and multizone conditions. Indeed, the calibration of a given
influencing parameter may result in a good fitting in a
room but at the same time causes discrepancy of values in
another zone. The problem is that in thermal dynamic
simulations the variation of a parameter causes different
responses in the thermal zones of the model due to
occupancy factor for example or other phenomenon like
sun exposure, inertia, etc. Another explanation of this
difference is the sensors resolution of 0.5°C. This
characteristic of the sensors is a primary source of
uncertainty in the results of calibration. It was also
difficult to estimate the good set of statistical indicators
because currently there are no standards nor
recommended value to determine acceptance criteria for
models calibrated to internal air temperatures (Roberti et
al., 2015).
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Overheating risk evaluation
Among the various scenario considered the most efficient
is the control of solar blinds based upon the solar radiation
intensity with a shading factor of 1. However, this
solution isn’t cost efficient because it means changing the
entire solar protection system and investing in a new type
of sensors more expensive than the thermal sensor
currently installed in the house. Moreover, with a shading
factor of 1, the total closure of the solar blinds during the
day could be uncomfortable for the occupants who may
have to switch on the lights. For these reasons the scenario
of night freecooling when the external air temperature is
lower than the internal room temperature is
recommended. The disadvantage is that this solution will
depend on human interaction and sometimes the
temperature seems to drop below 20°C (Figure5) which
could be uncomfortable for the occupants. But this
remains a very good way of fighting against overheating
and moreover without any cost if the required flow rate
can be realized by natural ventilation. Thanks to
freecooling, the annual estimated percentage of
overheating falls below 5% in the living room. There is a
residual overheating percentage occurring during the
holidays period where the occupants are not present
(Figure5). It is nevertheless considered that if nobody is
present to feel the overheating then there is not
overheating problem at all.
40.00

Temperature (°C)

35.00

30.00

25.00

20.00

15.00
4598.00

4798.00

4998.00

5198.00

5398.00

5598.00

5798.00

Simulation time - annual hour (h)
Tliving_simulated data
Tliving_sensor data
T25

Figure 5. Temperatures in the living room: in dark line
the simulated temperatures obtained with TRNSYS with
a night freecooling; in grey line the reference
temperatures data (sensors), dot line represents the limit
of 25°C.Circles show the two holiday periods.

Conclusion
This paper presented a systematic approach to evaluate
the optimal solutions that could be used in a building to
reduce or avoid the overheating risk. The procedure
shows that it is possible to calibrate a simple model of
building from a short period of data acquisition of in situ
temperatures. In a second step, the model is used to assess
the performance of a number of overheating risk
mitigation strategies. The model could also be used in an

audit process to evaluate the comfort during summer
under different climates.
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Abstract
The calibration of dynamic building simulation is an
often essential but challenging process. There are approaches to formulate it mathematically as the minimization of a discrepancy function between simulation and measurements. In these approaches, the discrepancy is usually defined based on the mean square
error (MSE) between vectors of simulated and measured quantities. The MSE metric reflects the area
between the corresponding curves, without accounting for the similarity of curve shapes. Thus, it may
overestimate the discrepancy of quantities subject to
strong variations, especially in the case of on/off behavior with hysteresis and phase shifts. The aim of
this contribution is to investigate whether the MSE
still represents an effective metric in such cases, and
to examine the usefulness of an alternative metric.
This alternative metric is based on dynamic time
warping (DTW), which allows similar features to be
matched with some distortion on the time axis. The
question is elaborated with the example of a waterto-water heat pump, which may cycle on and off at
a subhourly frequency. Eight calibration experiments
are carried out, differing in model adequacy, time resolution and discrepancy definition. Results show the
inability of MSE to assess model quality when applied
to high-frequency measurements. In comparison, it
can be argued that the alternative metric based on
DTW better reflects model quality.

Introduction
Calibration refers to the adaptation of uncertain input parameters for simulation results to better coincide with empirical data. In the field of building
performance simulation (BPS), numerous sources of
uncertainties make calibration an often essential but
challenging process. The goodness-of-fit of calibration is typically assessed with metrics based on the
mean square error (MSE) between vectors of simulated and measured quantities. Such metrics are also
used as objective functions in optimisation-based calibration. This contribution looks at simulation calibration at subhourly time steps with quantities subject to quick variations and hysteresis. It investigates

whether the MSE represents an effective metric to
assess model quality, with the example of a water-towater heat pump. The heat pump may cycle on and
off at a frequency higher than the hourly resolution
typical for building simulation. Eight calibration experiments are performed, differing in model adequacy,
time resolution and discrepancy definition.
After a review of related work in simulation calibration and similarity measures for time series, the second section introduces an alternative calibration metric based on dynamic time warping. The third section
presents the calibration experiments carried out to
investigate the indicated issues with high-resolution
calibration and test the alternative calibration metric. Results and discussion of these experiments are
found in the fourth and fifth sections.

Related work
Optimization-based simulation calibration
Dynamic simulation engines and the increasing availability of high-resolution measurements should make
it possible to calibrate simulation at sub-hourly
timesteps, and so to assess how well phenomena with
a short time scale – frequent in heating, ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC) controls – are modelled.
Calibration approaches reported in the literature have
moved from monthly utility data to hourly and subhourly data, and it has been recognized that a higher
time resolution increases calibration difficulty (Coakley et al., 2014).
Approaches to the calibration of building performance simulation can be broadly classified as manual
or automated (Coakley et al., 2014). In manual calibration, iterative adjustments to simulation inputs
are carried out by users based on their personal understanding of simulation and possibly with the support of graphical visualization. These iterations may
incur high costs, and the process may lack reproducibility. Automated processes have been proposed
to avoid these drawbacks. One approach to automate calibration is to formulate it mathematically as
the minimization of a discrepancy function between
simulation and measurements (Sun and Reddy, 2006;
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Yang et al., 2016). This approach is not without difficulties. When using state-of-the-art simulation tools
such as EnergyPlus (Crawley et al., 2001), the objective function is usually neither differentiable nor
even continuous, and it is computationally expensive
to evaluate (Wetter and Wright, 2004). The underdetermination of the optimization problem is a more
general issue, meaning that available measurements
are usually not enough to adjust all uncertain parameters (Sun and Reddy, 2006). At an even more
fundamental level, the optimisation-based calibration
approach relies on the definition of an appropriate objective function to minimize.
Building simulation calibration metrics

Similarity measures for time series and dynamic time warping
Simulation and monitoring results being instances of
time series, the search for alternative calibration metrics may benefit from a review of similarity measures
used for the analysis of time series in general, on
which there exists extensive literature. The most
commonly used similarity measures for time series include “lock-step” measures such as the mean square
error, in which the values of two time series are compared pairwise for each time step, but also “elastic”
measures such as dynamic time warping introduced
below (Ding et al., 2008).

The same metrics, described in this paragraph, are
often used both for assessing calibration quality in
general and for performing optimization-based calibration. For each time step i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let si
be the simulation result and mi the measured value.
Metrics which have been widely used in building simulation calibration are (Coakley et al., 2014):
• The mean square error (MSE)
its square root (RMSE).

Pn

2
i=1 (si −mi )

n

and

• The coefficient of variation
of the root mean
r
square error CVRMSE

Pn
(s −mi )2
i=1 i
n

• The mean bias error (MBE)

m̄

.

Pn
(s −mi )
i=1
Pn i
.
i=1 mi

MSE and CVRMSE are based on a direct comparison
of mi and si for each time step i. On the other hand,
MBE has a limited significance as it only accounts for
the differences in aggregated values.
Despite the wide use of these metrics, there is no
definite agreement on which metrics should be used,
and how they should be evaluated. The most popular
criteria for the validation of calibrated models are the
calibration requirements of ASHRAE Guideline 14
(ASHRAE, 2002). However, they are only applicable
to limited cases. For hourly calibration, the requirements are |MBE| ≤ 10% and CVRMSE ≤ 30%.
The way discrepancy measures are normalized was
recently challenged by Chakraborty and Elzarka
(2018), who proposed to use RN_RMSE, where the
divisor used for normalizing RMSE is the range of
measured values instead of the mean of measured
values. Actually, CVRMSE, RMSE and RN_RMSE
are only different ways of normalizing the MSE, and
the same results should be obtained by minimizing
any one of these four metrics. In recent work,
Garrett and New (2016) attempted to determine the
relevance of calibration metrics by correlating input
and output metrics. The obtained correlations were
shown to be weak for all the investigated metrics.

Figure 1: Minimum warping path (in black) for example time series a and b displayed in gray on the
left and bottom, against values of |ai − bj |2 displayed
on the n-by-n square: low in blue, high in yellow, not
allowed (|i − j| > w) in red.

Figure 2: Dynamic time warping between the two
time series of Figure 1, displayed as grey links between matched values.
Dynamic time warping (DTW) provides a measure
of dissimilarity between two time series by calculating an optimal match between them (Lines and Bagnall, 2015). Initially used for spoken word recognition (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978), DTW is now used in
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a variety of applications, among others as a measure
in state-of-the-art time series classification algorithms
(Lines and Bagnall, 2015). Given two time series a
and b of length n, one defines a warping path of length
np ≥ n as a set of index pairs (ek , fk ) with 1 ≤ k ≤
np , such that (e1 , f1 ) = (1, 1), (enp , fnp ) = (n, n)
and 0 ≤ ek+1 − ek ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ fk+1 − fk ≤ 1
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ np . The weight of such a path
is
as the sum of differences along this path:
Pndefined
p
2
k=1 |aek − bfk | . The DTW distance is defined as
the minimum weight of warping paths. One can view
this as a minimum path between two diagonal ends of
a matrix containing values of |ai − bj |2 , as illustrated
in Figure 1. This minimum path can be found exactly in quadratic time, using dynamic programming
(Salvador and Chan, 2007). Note that the values ai
and bi of the time series may be scalar values, for instance the measured and simulated values mi and si
of one quantity, but also vector values, for instance
combining several quantities.
One can restrict the allowed warping with a window
length w, imposing |ek − fk | ≤ w for all 1 ≤ k ≤
s, which also reduces computation time. One may
remark that the mean square error corresponds to the
DTW distance with a window length of zero, and to
a strictly diagonal path in the matrix view of Figure
1. In summary, DTW differs from the MSE in that it
allows some shifting and distortion on the time axis.

Approach
Problem statement
The context of this work is the calibration of building
performance simulation with detailed HVAC system
modeling at sub-hourly time steps. In this context,
control variables often take discrete (typically on/off)
values, and are subject to hysteresis. As a result,
simulated variables of interest exhibit non-smooth dynamics. The value of such a variable at a precise point
in time may differ widely from the value at adjacent
time steps, and is accordingly difficult to predict.
This issue is illustrated in Figure 3 with the comparison of simulation results obtained with two models differing only by a minor change in one input.
Although the results can be said to be qualitatively
similar, the discrepancy as measured by CVRMSE is
very high (161%). One reason for this is that slight
shifts of peaks on the time axis are highly penalized
by the mean square error, as errors of both signs (corresponding to unmixed red and blue in Figure 3) are
added. Thus, the usefulness of calibration metrics
based on a comparison of measured and simulated
values time step by time step may be questioned.
Alternative calibration metric based on dynamic time warping
In order to address the presented issues, an alternative calibration metric based on dynamic time warping is proposed. One motivation is the ability of

Figure 3: Results (one day with five-minute time
steps) of two simulations differing by a slight variation (2%) in design delivery mass flow rate. The comparison of these two simulations gives a CVRMSE
value of 161%.
For comparison, the value of
CVRMSE between the first vector of results and an
all-zero vector would be 201%.
DTW to "mitigate against distortions in the time
axis" (Lines and Bagnall, 2015). The assumption is
that DTW is a “better indicator” of the similarity of
simulated and measured quantities than MSE. The
quality of a measure of similarity is rather subjective and in general ill-defined. More particularly, we
expect that DTW will be better than MSE at reflecting the quality of model aspects related to short-term
system behavior. This model quality can be defined
more objectively based on a knowledge of the existing
system. This assumption will be tested by comparing calibration attempts with two different models,
of which one can be said to be simpler to set up and
the other to represent the real system control more
faithfully.
Instead of simply taking the time series m and s, let
the time series considered for DTW be m(k) and s(k)
which combine k consecutive values such that, for 1 ≤
(k)
i ≤ n − k, mi is the vector (mi , mi+1 , . . . , mi+k )| .
This allows the matching to operate on more significant groups of values rather than on isolated values.
Additionally, a maximum window length is used to
make sure that values differing by more than a few
hours cannot be matched.
Computing DTW is more expensive than computing
MSE, but with detailed building and HVAC simulation, the limiting factor by far remains simulation
time, so this does not represent an issue.

Calibration experiments
Monitored system
Experiments are carried out with the calibration of an
existing heating system illustrated in Figure 5. The
system serves a recently built multi-family building
which is illustrated in Figure 4 and whose key parameters are summarized in Table 1. Heat for space
heating is provided by a water-water heat pump and
stored in a buffer tank. The source side of the heat
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pump is connected to a local thermal network operated at a temperature level around that of ground
water, also referred to as “anergy grid” (Buffa et al.,
2019). Heat delivery to residential spaces uses floor
heating with a design supply temperature of 35 °C.
Domestic hot water preparation uses a distinct heat
pump and buffer tank and is not considered here. The
performance of the system is monitored at 5-minutes
intervals.
Table 1: Key parameters of the modelled building.
Parameter
Location
Energy reference area
Construction year
Norm energy demand for
space heating
Nominal heat output of
space heating heat pump

Value
Naters, Switzerland
2760 m2
2011
24 kWh/m2
43.7 kW

Figure 4: Building geometry.

1

3

4

5

2

Figure 5: Heating system. 1: thermal network supply.
2: thermal network return. 3: heat pump circuit. 4:
buffer tank. 5: floor heating.
The Waterkotte heat pump is remotely monitored using the Modbus protocol. Measurements of the heat
pump are collected via a custom gateway and sent to
an online platform for treatment and storage. The
highest monitoring frequency in this case is up to one
value per minute. However, values are updated only if
a change is observed in order to reduce data transfer.
Simulation model
Dynamic simulation of the monitored system is carried out with EnergyPlus (Crawley et al., 2001). In

order to minimize simulation time, and because the
focus is on heating system modelling, the demand
part is reduced to a one-zone model. The system
model consists of three loops, which link the underfloor heating with the buffer tank, the buffer tank
with the heat pump, and the heat pump with the
water source, respectively.
The stratified tank control in the real system is based
on two different measurement points: the heat pump
starts when the temperature of the higher measurement point falls under a given cut-in temperature and
shuts off when the temperature on the return side of
the tank reaches a given cut-out temperature. In contrast, the default tank control model in EnergyPlus
refers to a single tank node for cut-in and cut-out.
Temperature control represents another discrepancy
between the installed system and the default simulation setup. The real heat pump cycles on and off,
with full capacity when it is on. In EnergyPlus, by
default, heat pump power draw is modulated so that
a given supply temperature is exactly reached.
In the following, results obtained with the default
model (one-node control and modulating capacity)
are compared to those obtained with a more realistic model (two-node control and full capacity). For
the more realistic model, modifications are introduced
with energy management system (EMS) advanced
features of EnergyPlus (U.S. Department of Energy,
2016). This involves modifying the heat pump temperature setpoint at runtime such that full capacity
is required.
Uncertain parameters are related to the building fabric, internal loads, heating system characteristics and
heat pump control. A selection of uncertain parameters subjected to calibration is summarized in Table
2.
Table 2: Uncertain parameters subjected to calibration and their ranges.
Parameter
Difference between generation set point and storage
(cut-in) set point
Difference between storage
cut-in and cut-out temperature
Heating curve: y2
Occupant-defined heating
set point
Heating delivery control
bandwidth
Infiltration rate
Storage cut-in node height
Heat pump: ratio between
flow rates on source and demand side
Storage tank height to diameter ratio

Min
1.0

Max
3.0

Unit
K

-1.5

1.5

K

26
20

30
23

°C
°C

0.8

1.4

K

0.08
0.6
1.2

0.16
0.9
1.6

h−1

1.5

2.5
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Optimization-based calibration
Optimization-based calibration is carried out with
particle swarm optimization (PSO), a gradient-free
meta-heuristic method which is commonly used in
BPS-based optimization (Nguyen et al., 2014; Yang
et al., 2016).
The same optimization parameters are used for each
calibration experiment, with 20 iterations and 20
particles. This optimization is implemented in the
MATLAB environment, whereby the code also takes
care of creating EnergyPlus simulation models corresponding to each set of input parameters and of
computing the corresponding values of the objective
function based on simulation results. The objective
function subject to minimization is a measure of discrepancy between simulation and measurement results. This measure of discrepancy is, alternatively,
CVRMSE, or DTW with a window size of four hours
(or 48 5-minute time steps). Minimizing CVRMSE
is assumed to give the same results as minimizing
MSE or other metrics differing by their normalization. These measures of discrepancy are applied to
heat pump power consumption in W.
Experiment design
A key point of our problem statement is to compare
mean square error (MSE) and dynamic time warping
as calibration metrics. The time resolution at which
these metrics are applied is assumed to play an important role. Also, model complexity is expected to
have an effect on the discrepancy between simulation
and reality.
Table 3: Calibration experiments with calibration
time step duration in minutes, model and, where
DTW is applied as a calibration metric, parameters w
(window length) and k (number of consecutive values
compared).
Experiment
mse-5m-ems
mse-5m-def
mse-hr-ems
mse-hr-def
dtw-5m-ems
dtw-5m-def
dtw-hr-ems
dtw-hr-def

Time step
5
5
60
60
5
5
60
60

w
48
48
4
4

k
6
6
2
2

Model
ems
def
ems
def
ems
def
ems
def

23 = 8 calibration experiments are carried out in order to investigate the relations between these three
factors, as summarized in Table 3, by modifying:
• The discrepancy measure, either mean square error (mse) or dynamic time warping (dtw).
• The calibration time resolution, whereby measurements and simulations are compared either
for hourly (hr) or five-minute (5m) time steps.
• The model structure, whereby heat pump control modelling is either as implemented in the

Figure 6: One-day view of calibrated results for compressor power in kW with the eight calibration experiments, based on metrics CVRMSE (orange) and
DTW (purple).
simulation tool by default (def) or more detailed
and presumably more realistic, as made possible by the energy management system advanced
features (ems).
Each calibration experiment corresponds to an optimization attempt, i.e. a few hundred simulation runs.

Results
The high number of time steps and high-frequency
variations make the comparison of simulation results
and measurements at subhourly time steps challenging. Such time series can be visualized better for
shorter periods of time, for instance for one day as
in Figure 6. It can be seen from these plots that,
with the default model, the heat pump modulates its
power to follow the heat demand and rarely shuts off.
This is very different from the real system as measured, in which the heat pump cycles on and off with
peaks lasting often less than one hour. The results of
the detailed model shows an on/off behavior similar
to the measurements, although the spacing of peaks
is somewhat different. Strikingly, Figure 6 shows no
heating for mse-5m-ems on the selected day. As confirmed by Figure 7a and Table 4, the MSE-optimized
result for this case exhibits a strong negative bias,
which can be interpreted in the following way: the
penalization for misplaced peaks in this 5-minute calibration problem is so high that this solution with
the heat pump off most of the time yields lower MSE
values than other solutions.
Alternative visualizations such as the load duration
curves in Figure 7 also allow the results to be condensed in a more intelligible form. These load duration curves confirm the idea that results obtained
with the detailed model (Figure 7a) are "closer" to
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Table 4: Results for several calibration experiments (columns) in terms of different metrics (rows). Indicated
are the results obtained with the detailed (Det) and the default model (Def ), respectively.

CVRMSE 5m in %
CVRMSE hr in %
DTW 5m in %
DTW hr in %
CVRMSE daily in %
MBE in %

mse-5m
ems
def
184
157
107
47
40.2
38.9
51.9
18.9
99.4
31.8
-98.2 1.99

(a) Detailed model.

Calibration experiments
mse-hr
dtw-5m
ems
def
ems
def
208
163
227
196
80.9 43.3
81.1
84.9
27
37.4
20.3 29.5
31.3
16.9
30
33.1
49.9
26.1
56.1
51
-15.6 2.23
31.9 -20.5

dtw-hr
ems
def
215
187
69.8
49.2
24.4
34.1
24.6 18.2
43.7
32.8
15.3
8.06

the detailed model, especially at the five-minute resolution. This can be explained by the fact that the default model yields “smoother” curves, for which time
shifts against the reference curve tend to be less penalized than in the case of curves with sharp peaks.
As for optimized DTW values, they are significantly
lower for the detailed model than for the default
model at the five-minute resolution. This does not
hold true for calibration at the hourly resolution.
Looking at the different metrics and plots above, the
results obtained by minimizing MSE and DTW metrics can be seen to be more similar when calibration
is done at the hourly resolution, and to differ more
strongly at the five-minute resolution.

Discussion

(b) Default model.

Figure 7: Load duration curves of calibrated results
for the eight calibration experiments, with the detailed
model (7a) and default model (7b), based on metrics
CVRMSE (orange) and DTW (purple).
the measurements than those obtained with the default model (Figure 7b), except for the pathological case mse-5m-ems. When calibrating at fiveminute time steps (full lines), DTW-based calibration yields load duration curves closer to the measurements than MSE-based calibration. When calibrating with hourly values (dotted lines), results obtained
with both metrics are more similar.
The results of the eight calibration experiments are
summarized in Table 4. The values displayed in bold
are of particular interest, as they correspond to the
values subject to minimization in each experiment.
Interestingly, the CVRMSE values obtained with the
default model are lower than the ones obtained with

Given the time scales of the monitored system behavior, it can be argued that considering sub-hourly
results rather than hourly results makes a significant
difference, and that it is instrumental in ensuring that
the system is modelled correctly.
The CVRMSE values at the five-minute resolution are
all above 150%. Many of these values are not much
better, and sometimes worse, than the one obtained
with an all-zero vector (184%). Accordingly, minimizing CVRMSE in some cases yields models with a large
negative bias, as in the extreme case of mse-5m-ems.
The CVRMSE values at the hourly resolution are all
above 40%, meaning that the model does not meet
the corresponding requirement of ASHRAE guideline
14. One may argue that high CVRMSE values are
simply a sign that the simulation model is not good
enough.
One may point to limitations of the simulation model,
even in its detailed version. These include the limited
level of detail of the building model, the modeling of
floor heating control, as well as the steady-state heat
pump model. While the latter can give good results
at hourly time steps, startup and shutdown effects
become significant for shorter time intervals (Fuentes
et al., 2016; Uhlmann and Bertsch, 2012).
However, the example presented in Figure 3 shows
that very small parameter variations even from a perfect model would also yield high CVRMSE values
for this calibration variable subject to strong vari-
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ations and hysteresis. Thus, it can be argued that
in such cases CVRMSE applied to sub-hourly results is bound to give poor results, unless boundary
conditions are very accurately monitored and modelled. For such calibration cases, dynamic time warping represents an interesting alternative. Contrary
to CVRMSE, minimized DTW values are lower for
the detailed model than for the default model, where
the results of this detailed model can be seen to be
qualitatively closer to the measurements (Figure 6).
Also, calibration based on the alternative DTW metric does not yield aberrant results as obtained with
MSE in the case of mse-5m-ems. These results support the assumption that the alternative calibration
metric is a better choice than MSE in the case of
sub-hourly results.
For hourly calibration, DTW and MSE metrics give
more similar results, so that the use of DTW does
not seem to be useful. However, this conclusion is
dependent on the time scale of the observed system
behaviour. For a slower system, for instance with
a larger tank, DTW may also be useful for hourly
calibration.
A drawback of the proposed DTW-based metric is
that it uses parameters, in our case the window length
w and the number k of consecutive values considered,
for which appropriate values have to be chosen with
regard to the specific problem. In fact, given the complexity of defining a meaningful and robust calibration metric, multi-objective calibration approaches,
which have become popular in other modeling disciplines (Efstratiadis and Koutsoyiannis, 2010), could
also make sense for building performance simulation
in cases such as the one presented in this contribution.

Conclusion
This paper challenges pairwise comparison of simulated and measured values as the preferred way to
define calibration metrics. An alternative measure
of discrepancy has been provided, based on dynamic
time warping. For calibration of heat pump power
consumption at a time resolution of five minutes, this
alternative metric gives preference to results obtained
with a more detailed control model. Visual inspection
of these simulation results also shows them to be qualitatively closer to the measurements. The CVRMSE
metric, on the other hand, gives preference to results
obtained with a default model, which are generally
smoother but less representative of the measured behavior. Thus, it can be argued that the proposed
metric based on dynamic time warping is more useful
than the mean square error in assessing model quality, at least in the presented case.
Several directions for further work on the topic of
calibration metrics can be inferred from the present
study. Firstly, calibration using several data points
simultaneously would be an interesting application of

dynamic time warping. Secondly, calibration experiments with synthetic data, in which a ground truth
for input parameters is available, may allow the value
of different metrics to be investigated more objectively. Finally, the present contribution suggests that
building performance simulation may in certain cases
benefit from a multi-objective calibration approach.
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Abstract
In this paper, the results of the validation modeling
of glazing systems and an application based on Semitransparent organic photovoltaics (ST-OPVs) are reported. A numerical code was developed for research
purposes to improve the glazing modeling in building energy performance taking into account spectral
radiative properties in glazing, building envelope integrated technologies and energy-saving strategies. The
accuracy and the reliability of the presented code were
appropriately tested by means of the ANSI/ASHRAE
Standard 140/2011 with mean root square error values lower than one degree centigrade compared with
the values available in the presented range. Also, it is
presented an approach to integrate solar harvesting
of solar energy by glazing systems with an application based on ST-OPVs elements, with power generation around 75W in each glazing, equivalent to an
efficiency of 9%.

Introduction
One of the most common need in commercial and
residential buildings regarding energy is its consumption, that is, they are constantly in need of energy efficiency. In this context, energy simulation in buildings
is an essential procedure worldwide, which ultimately
saves energy and renders building operations more efficient. At the same time, certification is a mandatory
requirement, for example, in the form of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
certificate created by the U.S. Green Building Council (2018) and the Brazilian Program of Labelling in
Buildings PBE-Edifica (2018). Some of the objectives
of energy simulation are: the investigation of new efficiency strategies for buildings; assessment of the most
suitable design options; compliance with legislation;
and economic analyses that determine how impactful
conservation is. Negendahl (2015) describes a significant number of simulation tools that have been developed and used to support the design, construction,
retrofit, and operation of energy efficiency in buildings. According to Diakaki et al. (2008), the continuous development and the design of next-generation

buildings is important because they promote the integration of renewable energy technologies, including
the focus of this study: resources to harvest of solar
energy on façades. Solar control glazing with semitransparent polymer solar cells were investigated by
Sun et al. (2018), who identified that the recent
progress in the development of polymer solar cells has
improved energy conversion efficiency from 3% to almost 9%. Using semiconducting polymers, these solar cells are fabricated from solution-processing techniques and present unique prospects for low-cost solar
energy harvesting due to their advantageous materials and manufacture. Li et al. (2012) indicates potential applications of polymer solar cells are broad,
ranging from flexible solar modules and semitransparent solar cells in windows to building applications. Buonomano (2016) reports that building energy simulation is still a complicated process that requires modeling and analytical skills for all stages of a
project, including development, implementation, and
use. The present study is divided into two stages; the
validation stage consisted of a comparison according
to the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140/2011 developed
by Judkoff and Neymark (1995), as well as the application of the BESTest methodology and the general
criteria and standard procedures available in Testing
and Validation of Building Energy Simulation Tool,
IEA-SHC (2018). The second stage consisted of the
application of the code to evaluate glazing systems
based in spectral radiative, multilayer, and internal
reflective properties. During this stage, we performed
a first approach to evaluate solar energy harvesting
by glazing based on semi-transparent organic photovoltaic (STOPV) material. This technology was
evidently applicable in a Building-Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) area.

Model Description - Physical Approach
In this section, we present the main equations and
considerations employed to obtain the variables of
the model. The equations were obtained using the
principles of transient heat transfer, energy conservation, weather conditions, and thermophysical properties for opaque elements, such as wall, roof, and
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floor, and the radiative properties for modeling glazing systems. The approach for the solution of the
differential equations is based on the Finite Volume
Method (FVM) described by Patankar (1980), and
the solution of the system of equations is solved using the Thomas algorithm (TDMA) using a fully implicit scheme. The numerical code was written from
scratch using GNU Octave V.3.8.1 for i686-PC-Linux
developed by Eaton et al. (2014).
Thermal Zone - Heat Balance
Based on Taylor et al. (1990), the following equation
depicts general formulation for multizone modeling:

The thermal capacitance Cz is related to the amount
of energy stored in the area. To obtain this parameter, the following formula can be applied:
Cz = ρair Vzone Cpair

(3)

To solve Equation 2, we have used an iterative numerical solution based on TDMA algorithm and FVM
with a fully implicit approach. Table 1 and Table 2
present a brief summary of thermophysical properties
defined by the BESTest methodology. Additionally,
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the geometrical model.

N
Cz

dTz
=
dt

Nci
X

Nsurf

Qci +

i=1

minf Cp (T∞ − Tz ) +

X

hi Ai (Tsi − Tz ) +

i=1

NX
zones

3.0 m
2.0 m

1.0 m

mi Cp (Tzi − Tz ) + Qsys

3.0 m

2.7 m

0.2 m

i=1

(1)
where:
PNci
Qci is the sum of the internal loads,
Pi=1
Nsurf
hi Ai (Tsi − Tz ) represents convective heat
i=1
transfer from the zone surfaces, minf Cp (T∞ − Tz )
PNzones
is infiltration of outside air, i=1
mi Cp (Tzi − Tz )
represents interzone air mixing, and Qsys represents
the system output. Internal loads occur when interferences such as lighting, electrical equipment, people, among others are present in the zone, and are
specified as such in the input. Heat transfer through
zone surfaces is computed from the surface convection coefficient hi and the surface temperature Tsi ,
where each surface or surface element (wall, window,
roof, etc.) is assumed to be isothermal. The surface
temperatures are computed by performing heat balances on the inside and outside surfaces, using FVM
to relate conditions across the element. Doors and
windows open to the outside environment are sources
of infiltration rates are specified as an infiltration volume (Vinf ) input. To compute the thermal zone temperature, we have employed the ANSI/ASHRAE 140
BESTest methodology as follows:
• There must be only one thermal zone
• Heat or Cooling Systems are not available (Free
Float condition
• There are no internal loads
As previously mentioned, the BESTest methodology
is quite direct, thus all the conditions for the FF (Free
Float) can be met with the following approach:

8.0 m

6.0 m

Figure 1: ANSI/ASHRAE 140/2011-Case 600/900.

Table 1: Specifications of opaque surfaces.
Surfaces Thickness
U-value
(m)
(W/m2 K)
Wall
0.087
0.514
Roof
0.141
0.318
Floor
1.208
0.039

Table 2: Windows properties.
Property
Value
Extinction coeff.
0.0196 (1/mm)
Number of panes
2
Pane thickness
3.175 (mm)
Air-gap thickness
13 (mm)
Index of refraction
1.526
Transmittance one Pane
0.86156
Thermal Conduc. Glass
1.06 (W/mK)
Conductance glass pane
333 (W/m2 K)
Exterior Surf. Coeff.
21.00 (W/m2 K)
Interior Surf. Coeff.
8.29 (W/m2 K)
Density of glass
2500 (kg/m3 )
Specific heat of glass
750 (J/kg K)
Glazing Modeling

Nsurf
X
dTz
=
hi Ai (Tsi − Tz ) + minf Cp (T∞ − Tz )
Cz
dt
i=1

(2)

We have developed a theoretical background for evaluation of radiative properties for transparent media along with the mathematical approach for multiglazing systems. In this article, the generic termi-
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= Ri,j−1
+
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Rj,i
= Rjb +

,

2
Ti,j−1
Rjf

1−

(5)

b
Rj−1
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b
Tj2 Rj−1,i
b
1 − Rj−1
Rjf

Ti,j−1 Afj
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+
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Figure 2: Multiple reflections in a two pane glazing
(BESTest Case 600/900).
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Table 3 and Figure 4 present the specification and
a graphical scheme for selected Glazing Systems labeled as: a) Type 1 for a clear 3mm single-pane; b)
Type 2 for a clear 3mm double-pane; c) Type 3 for a
double-pane with low-e coating on surface 3; d) Type
4 for a triple-pane filled with Argon, and low-e coating on surfaces 2 and 5. Figure 5 shows the spectral
transmission for selected glazings. Spectral radiative
properties for each type were obtained from LBNL
(2017).
Table 3: Specification of Glazings.
Type

The formulation can be applied to any multi-layered
glazing system, such as to triple and quadruple-pane
glazing. In all cases, one should calculate the absorption in each layer using the T and R values calculated

60

Glazing Systems Definitions

(7)

(8)

40

Incidence Angle θ

0

Figure 3: Variation of radiative properties with angle
of incidence for Single, Double, and Triple Glazing.

where:
Afj = 1 − Tf − Rj f

t 1t 2

a1

t 12 r1t 2 r22

0

In the aforementioned equations, a single subscript
refers to the property of a single glazing element
whose properties must be measured. Convention dictates that the first and outermost element is turned
toward the Sun. Similarly, for triple glazing, system
properties can be calculated starting with doubleglazing properties calculated above and the measured
properties of the third layer that was added.
The absorption Ãfj of each element as part of the
stack can be calculated via transmittance and reflectance values of the surroundings obtained using
Eq. (7) in addition to the external absorptance of the
isolated elements Aj as follows:
Ãfj =

t1

r1

(4)

,
f

0

n

Absorptance

Ti,j−1 Tj
b
1 − Rj−1,i
Rjf

1

Transmittance

Ti,j =

in the previous steps. The final step should always be
to calculate the spectral and/or directional average
properties as aforementioned, due to the spectral average of radiative properties. Figure 2 shows a scheme
of the multiple reflections approach in a double-pane
glazing and Figure 3 presents the variation of radiative properties according to incidence angle for single, double, and triple-pane glazing systems, all clear
glass.

Reflectance

nology of properties are ”radiative” instead of ”optical” because these properties are analyzed within the
thermal wavelength band and this includes the visible spectrum. However, we have indicated in which
spectral band each property is located.
The most simple case is that of a complete window
system consisting of multiple elements separated by
gas gaps. Common practice dictates that calculation of window system properties should be done
wavelength by wavelength at normal incidence, but
these properties are equally valid if angle-dependent
or polarization-dependent properties are available. A
recursive procedure was carried out until the transmittance and reflectance of the entire glazing system
was determined. According to Rubin et al. (1998) and
to the Standard ISO 9050 (2003), it is common practice to determine the τi (transmissivity), rfi (frontal
reflectivity), rbi (back reflectivity) properties of each
element in the system as a function of wavelength.
Then for two elements i and j the net transmittance
Ti,j , the front reflectance Rfi,j and back reflectance
Rbi,j for the subunit are given by:

1
2
3
4

Glass/Gap
Thickness
(mm)
3
3/12.7/3
3/12.7/3
3/12.7/3/
12.7/3

Coating
position

Coating

Gas
fill

None
None
Surface 3
Surface 2
Surface 5

None
None
=0.137
=0.033

None
Air
Air
Ar
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the investigated optical system: a thin film on top of
a thick substrate. The boundary on the second side
of the substrate is not shown. In general, the medium
behind the substrate is identical to medium 1 (air).

Air
Low-E: 0.137
Air
Low-E: 0.033
Argon
Type 1

Incident
Type 2

Reflected

01

Air

Type 3
d

Thin Film

02

Type 4

Figure 4: Selected Glazing Systems.
Substrate

03

Spectral Transmission

1

UV

Vis

IR

Figure 6: Thin Film Interaction.
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The mathematical treatment of the optics of a metallic composed film presented by Heavens (1991) and
Born and Wolf (1999) is based on the index of refraction of the metal, which is a complex number.
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Figure 5: Spectral Transmission for Selected Glazing
Systems.

Glazings and films integrations
In this section, we unveil the approach to evaluate
the radiative properties of the semi-transparent organic photovoltaic material available in the literature.
The idea was to model this material as a reflective
film added to the interior surface of a double-pane
glazing system. As for radiative properties of glazing systems, such as transmittance, reflectance, and
absorptance at different incidence angles, Riquelme
et al. (2017) introduced numerical integration for directional averages to calculate the radiative properties due to the incidence of solar angles as a continuous function.
Modeling of thin films
Although many unsolved problems remain, the general features of the optical behavior of thin films are
reasonably developed. Heavens (1991) indicates that
the progress in the methods of studying the structures of films continues to grow, assisting in the problems of interpretation of optical phenomena in films.
Meanwhile, further developments in the field of highspeed computing are doing much to reduce the labor
involved in studying the properties of multiple-film
systems. We will include a summary of the mathematical treatment for thin films based on Schuster
(2017), the most recent study, and the classic approaches of Walton (1983), Heavens (1991), and Born
and Wolf (1999). The reflective film will be treated
as a thin, smooth coating on one side of the glass
pane. Figure 6 shows a schematic representation of

(i =

√

−1)

(9)

where n2 is the (real) index of refraction and k2 is the
extinction coefficient. Snell’s law can be still applied,
but it leads to a complex value of cosθ̂2 = x + iy.
Thus to obtain these values,


a=

(n1 sinθ1 n2 )
(n22 + k22 )

2


∧ b=

(n1 sinθ1 k2 )
(n22 + k22 )

2
(10)

then
s
x=

p
(1 − a + b)2 + 4ab
1−a+b+
2

(11)

and
y=

a k2
(x n2 )

(12)

The amplitude (not energy) reflectance at the interface between media i and j for the incident radiation
from medium i is given by
ρ̂ij =

(p̂i − p̂j )
(p̂i + p̂j )

(13)

[T E polarization]

(14)

where,
p̂i = cosθ̂i n̂i

p̂i =

n̂i

[T M polarization].
(15)
cosθ̂i
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The amplitude transmittance at an interface is given
by
τ̂ij =

2 p̂i
(p̂i + p̂j )

(16)

Note that p̂ji = −p̂ij and τ̂ij = 1 − ρ̂2ji .
Amplitude transmittance (τ̂f ) within the metallic
film is based on its phase thickness and is defined
as
2 π d n̂2 cosθ̂2
dˆ =
λ

(17)

where d is the thickness of the film, and λ is wavelength spectra. So that
ˆ

τ̂f = e−id

τ̂12 + τ̂23 τ̂f
ρ̂12 + ρ̂23 τ̂f
∧ τ̂13 =
. (19)
2
1 + ρ̂12 ρ̂23 τ̂f
1 + ρ̂12 ρ̂23 τ̂f2

By reversing the subscripts for radiation incident
from medium 3, the energy reflectance and transmittance are given by
ρ13 = ρ̂13 ρ̄13 ∧ τ13 =

0

αi = αi + qei

(21)

0

where αi is the actual absorption and qei is the PV
power output (W), which may be determined from
the model:
"



qei = nc Vi Ig 1 − e

Vi
θi λσi



#
0
Vi Isc αi
− 0
.
αi(ref )

(22)

(18)

When multiple reflections within the film are considered, we are led to expressions for the total amplitude
reflectance and transmittance. For radiation incident
from medium 1, the expressions are

ρ̂13 =

of the photovoltaic layer through the cover by the processes described in the following section. Before this
flux is applied to the corresponding FV conservation
equation, the flux magnitude is reduced to reflect the
fact that not all absorbed solar radiation αi will be
converted to heat, since a proportion is converted to
electrical energy:

τ̂13 τ̄13 ρ̂3
ρ̂1

(20)

where ρ̄ and τ̄ are the complex conjugates of ρ̂ and
τ̂ . Energy is absorbed in the film (ρ13 + τ13 < 1).
Most of the expressions above are complex. Rather
than expanding them to get solutions in terms of
real numbers, it is easier to let the computer evaluate the expressions by complex arithmetic. The optical constants, such as refraction coefficient and extinction coefficient, are not available directly at the
source, but an estimate of this values can be obtained
from the available spectral transmittance. Gao et al.
(2017) states that a typical reflectance for a TiO2
surface, due to the near-infrared reflectance of this
composite pigment, is as high as 0.68. Average spectral values were calculated using the Kramer-Konig
relations for connecting the real and imaginary parts
of any complex function as was presented by Rubin
(1985).
Glazing-integrated photovoltaic components
Clarke (2015) describes an approach for an integrated
photovoltaic façade based on Buresch (1983), taking
into account the façade’s temperature in the modeling. Current studies employ this approach to of the
ST-OPVs integration in glazings for solar energy harvesting. Solar radiation is transmitted to the surface

where θi is the temperature (K) of the PV material
determined from the heat flow calculation scheme, as
well as the first node in the glazing numerical algorithm, Vi the node voltage, Ig the generated current,
Isc the short circuit current, λ the electron charge
(1.6 x 1019 Coulombs), n the number of series connected cells, c the number of parallel connected cells,
and σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10−8 W
m−2 K−4 ). The generated current is calculated as a
function of the solar energy absorbed in the PV layer,
0
αi when referenced to the solar absorption, αi(ref ) ,
corresponding to the standard test condition.
Characterization of ST-OPV
To characterize the Semi-Transparent Organic Photovoltaic (ST-OPV) material, we will define the photovoltaic properties to model solar harvesting and also
radiative properties to evaluate the temperature behavior inside the analyzed thermal zone. To evaluate
the photovoltaic power, other data are needed, such
as the current and voltage produced by the ST-OPV
device at each time step., These values are estimated
based on solar irradiation on glazings available via
weather files. With the information from Table 5
and based on Sun et al. (2018), Figure 8 was constructed using the single diode PV cell equivalent circuit developed by Bellia et al. (2014), Bayrakci et al.
(2014), Altas and Sharaf (2007), and classical Duffie
and Beckman (2013). Moreover, the large dots indicate in detail the maximum power point for each
silver substrate specimen labelled Ag 10 nm to Ag
20 nm. Table 4 presents the results for the spectral
average transmittance values calculated by numerical
integration for visible and total available spectrum in
Figure 7.

Verification
Results
for
SI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2011

AN-

This section includes the results of the verification
stage. Main data are displayed as graphical figures
containing the main variables and their comparison
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Table 4: Spectral Average Transmittance for STOPVs with Various Electrode Thicknesses.
Class Visible Total Spectrum
Ag 10
33.60
27.13
Ag 12
30.53
24.62
Ag 14
28.85
22.40
Ag 16
23.67
19.69
Ag 20
19.49
15.73
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Figure 9: Standard 140-2011 Hourly Free Float Temperatures - Clear Cold day - Cases 600FF and 900FF.
Furthermore, Figure 10 shows the behavior of the
thermal zone temperature according to the selected 4
types of glazing systems previously defined in Table 3.
These results are based on the modeling of the radiative properties for each glazing type included in the
Glazing modeling section, where Type 1 is a singlepane glazing and Type 4 is a triple-pane glazing with
low-e coating on two surfaces. After this first stage,
we were able to validate the numerical code for the
evaluation of Glazing Systems, and withal, propose
an approach to evaluate the photovoltaic potential in
glazings.
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Figure 8: Current Density (mA/cm2 ).
Table 5: Photovoltaic Parameters of Organic Cells
with Various Ag Thicknesses under Optimized Conditions.
Class Efficency Voc
Jsc
FF
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag

10
12
14
16
20

2

%

V

mA/cm

%

6.8
7.4
7.9
8.4
9.0

0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81

12.6
13.5
14.4
15.4
16.3

65
66
66
66
67

Thermal Zone Temperature (°C)

Current Density (mA/cm2)
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Figure 10: Comparison of thermal zone temperature
according selected Glazing Systems - BESTest Case
Base 600FF.

Results
with available data. Figure 9 presents the results
for the comparison of the thermal zone temperature
obtained by the numerical code developed and the
available range results in the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2011. We draw attention the alignment of
the results for a Clear Cold Day with the range for
the two available Cases (600FF Low-mass and 900F
Heavy-mass). The same figure allows us to observe
the correct modeling by the numerical results referenced at the different thermophysical properties for
each base case with a Root Mean Square Error value

0

This section shows the results obtained when modeling a single thermal zone and glazing systems considering the spectral radiative properties, multireflections and an approach for integrating a Semitransparent Photovoltaic material for solar energy harvesting in glazings. First, the results for the thermal zone simulation will contain a comparison between the thermal zone temperature obtained in the
BESTest as a reference with the temperatures profiles
obtained due to the five different thickness of silver
substrate originally labeled as Ag10 to Ag20, as per
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Sun et al. (2018). Finally, we will include the results
for solar energy harvesting using photovoltaic integration based on Clarke (2015), as previously stated.
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Thermal Zone Temperature Results due STOPV integration
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Figure 11 shows the results for the thermal zone temperature according to the 5 selected ST-OPVs configurations. For this example, we selected the Case Base
900FF and a single-pane glazing with the integrated
ST-OPV as a thin film over the external surface of
the glazing with the internal pane as substrate following the mathematical approach in the Modeling
of thin films section.
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Figure 11: Thermal Zone Temperature for selected
ST-OPVs configuration due Base Case 900FF.
Photovoltaic Modeling Results
This section presents the results in Figure 12. We
have taken the same approach as Clarke (2015) in
Equation 22 due to the fact that estimated power
could be generated by the OPVs integrated to the
glazing system. The maximum power generation on
presented range is around 78W in each glazing to the
January 11th , equivalent to an efficiency of 9%. We
would like to point out that the solar energy harvesting behavior follows the available solar data from
weather files mainly because the values of generated
current (Ig ) and node voltage (Vi ) produced by the
device are estimated based on the solar irradiation
available on glazing towards the south at each time
step. The importance of the temperature in this
model is not so clear because this value is inserted
in the decay exponential function and it is likely that
this variable influences the performance of the photovoltaic element. However, according to this model,
temperature does not have a relevant role. We suggest that future studies evaluate the importance of
the temperature due to these types of cells.

Conclusion
The energy modeling for glazing systems is not a simple task, but by directly relating the radiative behavior of glazings to energy modeling, we were able

0
8-jan

9-jan

10-jan

11-jan

12-jan

Day - Year

Figure 12: Estimate Power generation by OPVs based
Glazing System.

to obtain a physically consistent model. This study
sought to developed a numerical methodological code
based on ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2011 Case
600/900 to evaluate the thermal behavior of a single thermal zone due to different glazings. As previously stated, the different glazings were modeled taking into account multiple internal reflections and the
spectral radiative properties for each case. This allowed us to evaluate any data on glazing or transparent material as radiative properties (transmittance,
reflectance, and absorption) and the so-called ”optical constants” as refractive and extinction coefficients. The numerical code was verified in the first
stage, where the results for thermal zone temperature
are in good agreement with the available ”BESTest
results range”. We conclude that the case 600/900
of the denominated BESTest is an excellent model
to evaluate glazing systems because solar energy directly influences the energy behavior in the thermal
zone. If the radiative treatment of the translucent element is consistent, the thermal behavior varies and
it allows to quantify the energy efficiency due to different configurations of glazing systems. As for the
second stage, we presented an approach to evaluate
the integration of a photovoltaic element on glazings
modeled as a thin film taking into account spectral radiative properties following a detailed mathematical
approach. This study contributes to the improvement
of energy modeling for future thermal load evaluations of cooling and heating due to solar energy gains
during the hot and cold seasons.
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Abstract
Calibration of energy models is mathematically a highlyparameterized and under-determined problem. Hospitals
are energy intensive buildings that have complex and
varying specifications for their functions and operations.
Calibration of energy models of hospitals is further
challenging due to difficulties such as base-load
estimation and end-use disaggregation of a 24-hour
running facility’s measured energy use (specially enduses such as specialist equipment and plug loads). This
paper attempts to calibrate the energy model of a hospital
building in the UK. Along with design stage building
construction documentation, on-site observations and
semi-structured stakeholder interviews, energy and
Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) data is collected for
a period of one year. A calibrated energy model is then
used to quantify the effects of the observed energy
performance gap issues found in the building. The energy
and IEQ for the building are compared against design
stage targets and industry benchmarks. The paper also
reflects on practicalities of data collection such as
shortcomings in metering, monitoring and observations
that could be addressed for model calibration in hospitals.

Introduction
In the non-domestic building sector in the UK, hospitals
are one of the most energy consuming buildings and have
a significant energy performance gap (CarbonBuzz,
2019). Hospitals are complex buildings that are occupied
24/7 by many people. As many of these people are
vulnerable and have specialist medical needs, there is a
need for a strict control over IEQ, especially, thermal
comfort and Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) as they are the most
crucial IEQ components in an hospital context.
Owing to the critical function a hospital has, the primary
focus for building managers is to ensure reliable running
of building and building services and the compliance with
strict health and safety and other clinical requirements
(DH, 2015). Specialist medical equipment, sterilisation,
laundries and food preparation not only increase energy
use but are very difficult to monitor and manage with
regards to energy performance (Ziębik & Hoinka, 2013).
Using of calibrated energy simulation models to identify
and validate performance gap issues and quantify benefits
resulting from Energy Efficient Measures (EEMs) is
common practice (Jain, et al., 2018). This is also
recommended for hospital buildings in HTM 07-02-

EnCO2de (DH, 2015). EnCO2de provides guidance on
managing responsible energy use within the health sector.
However, the type of specialist needs and unique loads
present in hospitals, along with irregular operational
demand brings in high degree of uncertainty in modelling
real performance, thereby making accurate model
calibration a challenging exercise.
The complexities of energy systems and operational
considerations mean that, amongst the main non-domestic
buildings, hospitals have not been the focus of detailed
energy analysis and performance gap studies, even lesser
so as a subject of energy model calibration exercises.
This paper, reports on a hospital building, which is a
newly constructed extension to an existing campus. It
deals with the challenges of calibrating an energy model
and highlights the key energy and IEQ performance issues
in hospital buildings. The main objectives of the work are:
1. To compare the design stage estimates with the actual
performance for establishing the performance gap and
map them against wider industry benchmarks.
2. To analyse the IEQ performance relating to thermal
comfort and IAQ and report any performance issues.
3. To identify and validate root causes of the gap and
issues identified based on on-site observations,
interviews and using energy simulation models.
4. To determine and address key challenges with regards
to practicalities of data collection and data availability
in creating and validating the calibrated model.
The paper first provides a background regarding
performance objectives, benchmarks and performance
gap issues in hospitals in relation to energy and IEQ. It
also discusses the uses and challenges of calibrating
hospital energy simulation models. Then, the case study
building’s performance is analysed, performance gap and
its causes are identified, and a calibrated energy model
created. The paper concludes with lessons regarding
challenges faced in calibration and model validation,
along with reflections on the overall performance,
performance gap and its underlying root causes.

Background
Performance objectives in hospital buildings
Hospitals are 24/7 running buildings having specialist
energy intensive equipment used and processes followed
for their regular operations, and to ensure that strict
requirements with regards to IEQ are met. This results in
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energy use intensity in hospitals to be one of the highest
among non-domestic buildings, (Hong & Steadman,
2013). Yet, unlike critical issues of thermal comfort and
IAQ, the academic research regarding the energy use in
hospitals and data for major hospital end uses, such as
cooling, heating, lighting, and plug loads, is sparse
(Sheppy, et al., 2014).
However, recent climate change legislations, such as,
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) in
Europe, and rising energy costs have driven policies to
focus on sector wise targets, making hospital energy use
reduction as one of the objectives. Driven by these,
guidance documents on energy efficient hospitals (DH,
2015) are widely available, but actual energy use
reporting and corresponding robust benchmarking is not.
Benchmarking of energy use for hospitals in general is
difficult because of heterogeneous mix of buildings that
fall in this sector owing to the complexity and the
differing set-ups of each hospital. A typical hospital
definition is very difficult to ascertain.
In the UK, attempts have been made to benchmark energy
use in hospital buildings. ECG72 (BRECSU, 1996) and
CIBSE TM461 (CIBSE, 2008) provide typical and good
practice benchmarks for electricity and fossil-thermal
energy use based on sample data and engineering
judgement. Besides this actual energy use of building
stock is also available by the energy consumption figures
provided through the mandatory UK Department of
Health’s ERIC2 data (NHS Digital, 2018) and also
through analysis of DEC3 data presented in Hong &
Steadman (2013). However, information on different
energy end-uses, important for the identification of how
building performance improvements could be achieved
(Burman, et al., 2014) remain very rare. Morgenstern, et
al. (2016) analysed 10 studies which explored relevance
of different energy end-uses in hospitals. Their findings
suggest that, in hospitals, energy demand is dominated by
space heating and hot water consumption. For electricity,
about two thirds of it is used for lighting, plug loads such
as IT or medical equipment or through food preparation.
The remaining electricity use is accounted for by the
provision of building services, cooling, ventilation,
compressed gases and elevators. Maintaining satisfactory
IEQ, that is more stringent than that in other building
types, is partly responsible for energy use in hospitals to
be higher when compared with other buildings.
The strict IEQ performance consideration in hospitals are
determined by the activities and special functions the
specific area is addressed for. Suitable HVAC systems are
necessary to guarantee a careful control of hospitals
internal climate, especially with regards to thermal
comfort and IAQ. In the UK, BSEN 15251:2007 (BSI,
2007) recommends environmental input parameters for
indoor air quality, thermal environment, lighting and
acoustics. Additionally, HTM 03-01 (DH, 2007) gives

comprehensive advice and guidance regarding specialised
ventilation requirements in healthcare buildings.
Performance gap issues in hospitals
Hospital building stock in the UK (NHS sites) is
constructed over period of up to 100 years. Because of a
complex arrangement of building and services that have
evolved over time, many having central plants, it is
difficult to monitor the energy use of the buildings and
departments individually and thereby analyse energy
related performance gap and performance issues.
There is a little documentation available for actual energy
consumption of various types of hospital buildings.
CarbonBuzz4 platform provides design and actual energy
use data for several hospitals across the UK. The platform,
based on a small sample of data, reports significant
increase in operational CO2 emissions compared to design
estimations for hospital buildings. The median
operational CO2 emissions of actual buildings is also a
third more than CIBSE TM46 benchmark.
While this provides evidence for energy performance gap,
much of the design stage data provided are based on
Building Regulations compliance or Energy Performance
Certificate calculations. This demonstrates the prevalence
of interchangeable and contentious use of the outcomes of
Building Regulations compliance calculations as design
predictions for buildings (Burman, et al., 2012).
Mechanical systems and their controls in hospitals are
designed so that there is a comfortable and healthy indoor
environment, as per the strict IEQ requirements. Poor
maintenance and traffic related external pollutants, such
as NO2, if not managed, could cause underperformance
issues for IEQ (Giuli, et al., 2013). Use of CO2 levels as
the only determinant for regulating fresh air is insufficient
as external pollutants and some internal contaminants
could exceed limits and might pose occupant health risks
(Fifield, 2016). Moreover, in the context of climate
change there is a need for buildings and services to be
designed in a way that they are able to maintain good IEQ
in the event of extreme weather scenarios, e.g. severe heat
and heatwaves (PHE, 2018).
Data monitoring and model calibration challenges for
hospital buildings
A calibrated energy simulation model can be used for
various purposes like EEM evaluation, optimisation of
building system controls and identification of underlying
performance gap issues. However, minimum level of data
needed to have reliable results for any calibration exercise
is operational energy use for all fuels, obtained from
metering strategy or utility data, for a period of at least
one year. More detailed monitored data including
disaggregated energy use can further improve the
calibration accuracy and confidence. This information can
be taken from audits (walkthrough and detailed) and short
term and long-term disaggregated end use monitored

1
TM46 provides energy use benchmarks for all building types. Based on
UK buildings data, it is used in operational performance comparisons.
2
Estates Return Information Collection (ERIC) data contains energy
consumption figures and site characteristics for all of NHS premises.

3

Display Energy Certificate (DEC) scheme in the UK, rates a building’s
operational performance relative to a typical building.
4
A platform designed to engage the stakeholders to voluntarily provide
design and actual energy use side by side (Kimpian & Chisholm, 2011).
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energy data (Reddy & Maor, 2006). Detailed energy use
data can be used to create detailed profiles of energy
simulation output results and increase confidence in
accuracy. However, data quality issues sometimes require
statistical post processing to create these profiles. Also,
monitoring of some IEQ data streams can provide
evidence for detailed building operational profiles.
Temperature data can provide evidence of set point
temperature being maintained in the spaces. Similarly,
CO2 and PM2.5 concentrations can provide details about
occupancy patters, ventilation and infiltration rates
(Kapalo, 2013), (Parsons, 2014), (Batterman, 2017).
Hospitals, due to the nature of their function, pose many
challenges in operational data collection and affect the
calibration process. Some of these challenges are:
1. Despite being run 24/7, the irregular nature of
processes makes it difficult to describe typical events
and average durations of use for various functions.
2. The transient nature of occupancy (patients and some
of the changing staff) result in limited knowledge of
local customs, that could be collected in site-visits.
3. Different parts of the facility have differing energy
intensities of clinical processes and specialist medical
equipment and of building service requirements.
Detailed audit is difficult due to access restrictions.
4. Hospitals continuously evolve to meet its changing
needs. This may result in changes to space use,
equipment inventory or building services which might
not get updated in the facility managers’ records.
5. Controls for IEQ are typically decentralised, by
having overrides to modulate local temperature and
sometimes air flow rates. This, coupled with transient
nature of the occupants, can lead to differing space
conditioning in various parts of the building.
Considering these uncertainties, it is difficult to
deterministically estimate the simulation input parameters
and be certain about the accuracy of the calibration model.
A probabilistic approach, similar to the one used by Jain,
et al. (2018) is more suitable to represent these calibration
results. The observed uncertainties in inputs can be
factored in using probable upper and lower values for the
inputs to create a best- and worst-case monthly energy use
range of calibrated simulation model. The calibration
accuracy, then can be increased using evidence-based
methods to reduce the variability of the inputs.

evaluations, regular measurements, observations and
semi-structured stakeholder interviews with the
facility managers at monthly or bimonthly intervals
over a period of one year, reasons for any identified
performance gap were explored.
3. A calibrated energy model for monthly energy use was
created, using the post-occupancy data along with IEQ
(temperature, lighting and CO2) data from typical
zones. The simulation model was calibrated by
evidence-based fine-tuning of building operational
inputs, like the process used by Bertagnolio (2012).
4. The calibration model was validated using ASHRAE
Guideline 14 / IPMVP protocol. However, to account
for various uncertainties in the building operations, a
probabilistic approach was also used for its validation.
5. Building level and industry level lessons with regards
to energy and IEQ performance and model calibration
of hospital buildings are explored.

Case study building
The case study is an acute6 hospital building in Bristol
area in South-West England. The nine-floor building is a
new ward block within an existing campus with a useful
floor area of ~14700 m2. Typical spaces include wards,
consulting rooms, offices, diagnostics, operating theatres,
a canteen and the usual building amenity rooms.

Figure 1: Case study hospital building

Methodology
The paper assesses the energy and IEQ performance
issues and practicality of calibrating energy simulation
model of a hospital building in the UK.
1. First, the building’s actual performance was assessed
by analysing the monitored data for energy, IAQ and
thermal comfort5. These were also compared against
design estimates and industry benchmarks.
2. Subsequently, based on information from design and
construction documents, building performance

Figure 2: Typical floor plan (6th floor)
The building is of curtain wall construction with concrete
lattice floor slabs. It is highly insulated and is heavy
weight in terms of thermal mass. The building has a 23%
window to wall ratio and has solar control glass. There is
no external shading besides the surrounding buildings.

5
Within IEQ, only IAQ and thermal comfort were assessed as these were
being monitored as a part of a larger study across building sector. More
parameters could be studied for explicit detailed hospital IEQ analysis.

6
Acute hospitals: As defined in ECG72 (BRECSU, 1996), most National
Health Service (NHS) trusts are in this group; or, Hospital (clinical and
research): As defined in CIBSE TM46 (CIBSE, 2008) category.
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Mech. Vent. with
Heat Recovery
(HR)
Int. Lighting load
Auxiliaries
Small Power load

Building Performance
Design stage and operational energy performance
The design stage projection of energy performance was
done as a part of Part L Building regulations compliance
documentation and for EnCO2de requirements. Design
stage projections were also recalculated as per CIBSE
TM54. Figure 3 compares projected Part L, EnCO2de and
CIBSE TM54 results with actual energy use and ECG72
good practice benchmark. The disaggregated electricity
use of the building was available from the BMS, whereas,
heat demand was recorded from a physical heat meter.
There is a significant underestimation of energy use in the
design stage Part L calculations. The major reason for it
7
National Calculation Methodology (NCM), used in the UK to facilitate
the Building Regulations compliance calculations specify standardised

B'mark Good
Pr. (ECG72)

Details
Set point: 22°C
Set point: 24°C
Wards: 17.4 l/s/person
Food areas/kitchens: 25 l/s/person
Operation theatres: 129 l/s/person
Other spaces: 10 to 12 l/s/person
SPF: 1.7W/l/s; HR eff: 0.75
15 W/m2 in wards but varies as per space
2.7 W/m2
12.5 W/m2 in wards but varies as per space
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U-Value = 0.23 W/m2K
5 m³/hr/m² @ 50Pa
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100
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is that these calculations, primarily aimed at
benchmarking, exclude key energy use areas such as plugin equipment in the total projections. Moreover, the
occupancy and operational profiles are calculated based
on UK NCM7 defaults which, in real scenarios, can be
significantly different. The methodology proposed in
CIBSE TM54 and EnCO2de provides an approach for
estimating operational energy use at the design stage,
accounting for all end uses in the building alongside
realistic operating patterns and behaviours.
The energy use of various end-uses in these projections
differs from actual use. They underestimate the heating
energy use and overestimate the equipment usage. These
variations however can be easily attributed to epistemic
uncertainties in setpoint temperatures and operations of
hospital equipment. At design stage, to account for
variations in design and operation of the building, CIBSE
TM54 recommends developing scenarios based on
estimated input variability to inform the designers about
realistic best, worst and most likely energy use patterns.
Energy use (kWh/m2/yr)

Most of the building spaces are occupied 24/7 apart from
consulting rooms and offices, which are occupied on
weekdays from 8 am to 6 pm. Details about occupancy
were obtained from the occupants, however irregular
nature of processes made it difficult for staff to describe
typical events and average patterns with high certainty.
Most of the building is heated and cooled using an all air,
supply / extract ventilation system with ventilation
terminal heating coils. The heat in the building is provided
by a low efficiency (~70%) old campus wide steam-based
central heating network. Mechanical ventilation (MV)
with heat recovery and cooling is provided through
rooftop mounted air handling units and chillers. The MV
system (along with heating and cooling) is controlled via
Building Management System (BMS), however
individual spaces have analog manual override controls.
Gas use in the facility is metered at site level. But each
building has its own heat meter which provides building
wise heat demand. The local (building level) electricity
meter, accessed via BMS, records hourly electricity use.
Disaggregated energy use for lights, small power, IT,
pumps and fans and cooling is also available
As per the design stage documents, details about the
building fabric, technical parameters and operational
parameters of building services are listed in the Table 1.
Table 1: Building fabric, operations and load details

*Heat demand (incl. DHW) instead of heating energy except
for projected Part-L values; **Equipment (small power, IT and
misc. loads) in TM54 graph includes auxiliaries as well.

Figure 3: Comparison of projected (Part L), projected
(EnCO2de), projected (TM54) & actual energy use
Additionally, Part L under-estimation of fossil-thermal
energy was due to the low efficiency of the steam-based
central heating network. A new, efficient, combined heat
and power (CHP) plant was used in calculations instead
of the existing network, which was conditionally allowed.
The new CHP plant was to be installed following a major
renovation to maximise the efficiency savings across the
facility rather than as a separate system for the new
building only. As this has not happened yet the present
thermal performance of the building is much worse than
expected from a new building. Table 2 compares the
building’s performance with similar UK buildings and
benchmarks. Compared with other similar buildings, this
building’s energy use is 26% less than the median (Hong
& Steadman, 2013). It is in the top 30% of such buildings.

operating conditions for comparing various buildings against a
reference building.
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Comparing the disaggregated electricity use, medical
equipment energy, unique to the hospitals, uses a sizeable
proportion (~30%) of this hospital’s electricity. Lighting
and auxiliaries consume about 30% each and remaining
(~10%) is being used for provision of cooling.
Building IEQ performance
The hospital’s IEQ performance issues are significantly
lower due to the close control that facility manages must
maintain over indoor environment, in order to meet the
strict IEQ requirements of a hospital. To assess the
thermal comfort and IAQ, monitoring was done for some
patient wards. The parameters recorded and reported in
this paper are temperature, CO2 (a proxy for air change
rate) PM2.5 levels and NO2 (predominantly driven by
traffic). Results for heating and non-heating months along
with typical weeks are presented.

07.12.17

19% Less

06.12.17

123

05.12.17

429 (311+118)

2017-18. Generally, the temperatures were between 2024°C and were about 1-2°C higher in summers than in
winters. This is in line with spot and typical week
measurements done during energy use monitoring period
of 2015-16. CO₂ levels in all monitored wards remained
below 950 ppm due to effective MV and high air change
rates. This is in accordance with class 1 requirement11 as
per in BS EN 16798. To meet these requirements. MV
system provides 10 ach to most medical spaces and 6 ach
to examination and measurement rooms. PM2.5 levels
were also significantly lower than external levels and
were less than the WHO 24-hour mean threshold of 25
μg/m³ (WHO, 2005). This shows that the MV air filters
effectively controlled the ingress of micro particles.
It should be noted that maintaining high IEQ through high
air changes and filtration comes at an energy expense.
Consequently, fans and pumps used to provide this close
control use around 30% of total electricity (see Figure 3).
A key finding in this building, located in a congested
urban area, was the lack of measures against ambient
NO₂. Indoor NO₂ levels recorded in the hospital wards
very closely followed the external levels (Figure 5). These
recordings often went above the WHO annual mean
threshold of 40 μg/m³. This suggests a potential risk of
exposure id external air remains polluted for prolonged
periods. Therefore, holistic air filtration measures such as
carbon filters in addition to particle filters are needed.

04.12.17

Current Performance
CIBSE TM468
ECG72 Best Practice9
Similar UK
hospitals10

CO2
Diff from
emission benchmark
(kgCO2/m2)
99
130
24% Less
122
19% Less

03.12.17

Criteria

Energy Use
(Gas + Elec)
(kWh/m2)
318 (206+112)
510 (420+90)
498 (423+75)

02.12.17

Table 2: Comparison with benchmarks

Figure 5: NO2 concentrations in hospital spaces (Dec)

Model Calibration and Validation

WHO recommended guidelines
CO2: Ext + 550 ppm; PM2.5: 24-hour avg of 25 μg/m³

Figure 4: Temp., CO2 and PM2.5 measurements in some
wards (Box and whisker plots-Inter Quartile Range)
Figure 4 shows the spread of temperature, CO₂ and PM2.5
levels for the three patient wards on floors 3, 4 and 7.
These were measured for summer and winter months in
8
9

Benchmark for acute hospitals (CIBSE, 2008)
(BRECSU, 1996)

To understand the performance of the hospital in detail, a
calibrated model was created in DesignBuilder Software
(an interface to EnergyPlus). The monthly calibration was
validated as per ASHRAE Guideline 14 criteria of
CV(RMSE) <15% and NMBE<±5% (ASHRAE, 2014).
Building’s monthly operational energy performance
Obtaining disaggregated, regular and high granularity
data for any building can be a very challenging task.
While logistics of extensive monitoring is always a factor,
in hospitals, practical issues during sites visit such as
access, regularity and data quality are also encountered.
For this hospital, hourly disaggregated electricity use data
was available from BMS system. However, as central
steam network was used for heating and hot water, only
monthly spot measurement of the heat-meter readings
10
11

Median value as per DEC rating records (Hong & Steadman, 2013)
Class 1 typical range: ≤ 550 ppm above outdoor (BSI, 2015)
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Model calibration
For simulation model calibration, information regarding
some of the inputs were known more precisely than
others. While the building fabric and occupancy profiles
of a 24/7 use were certain, data for inputs such as exact
operational trends of various spaces, their equipment
loads and equipment operation, set-point temperatures
had high degree of uncertainty. The uncertainty in these
inputs arose because of the irregular nature of processes
in hospitals, making it difficult to identify typical events
and average durations of use. The transient nature of
occupants and their needs further added to this
uncertainty. To develop the calibrated model, best
estimated values for inputs were used which were based
on on-site spot observations, use of secondary data trends
and information from facility managers. For the
information that was readily available, all finetuning was
done based on evidence gathered. However, for the inputs
with high uncertainty manual finetuning was done after
the point where enough evidence-based data was not
available. The overall calibration process is the same
define in Table 3 lists various settings used in the

Figure 8: Simulated vs actual monthly heat demand

Mar.16

Figure 7: HDD analysis to estimate non-heating part of
monthly gas demand (Data used from 2015 to 2016)
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Source
Nearest CIBSE weather file used. Degree
Days from nearest weather station used to
normalize the heating use (degreedays.net)
As per Architectural Drawings
Being a 24-hour facility, the schedule was
same as designed. Occupancy for wards
was increased based on number of beds
observed during site visits.
Setpoints between 21°C and 24°C As per
IEQ data and spot BMS readings
MV rates and operation as per design.
Infiltration same as test numbers.
Load as per design documents; operation
24/7 with night time use reduction by 60%
Both loads and operations were uncertain,
Increased load assumed, compared to
design stage with full operation during day
and reduced levels in the night
Operations, availability and efficiency as
per design documents.
Average daily hot water demand calculated
based on the HDD calculation in figure 7.

Feb.16

0

Figure 6: Building’s monthly electricity use and heat
demand (Nov-15 to Oct-16)
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calibrated model and Figures 8 and 9 show calibrated heat
demand and electricity use respectively. The calibrated
model had a CV(RMSE)/NMBE of 6.6/-2.3 for heat
demand and 6.4/-5.0 for electricity use respectively.
Table 3: Calibration model settings

Feb.16

were available. Figure 6 shows building’s monthly
electricity use and heat demand profile. It can be noted
that there is a significant heating energy demand during
the non-heating periods (Jun-Sep). This base heat demand
is primarily for hot water use, which in hospitals in the
UK has been reported to constitute a significant proration
of total energy use (DECC, 2018 ). It was not possible to
monitor disaggregated heat demand for heating and hot
water. However, as hot water demand in hospitals is
largely independent of external weather conditions, the
approximate baseline demand for it can be calculated
using Heating Degree Days (HDD). Figure 7 plots the
heat demand against HDD. Intercept of the best fit line
provides the approximate monthly hot water heat demand.

Figure 9: Simulated vs actual monthly electricity use
Probabilistic representation of calibration results
For the uncertain input parameters, use of best estimated
values for creating a calibrated model in lieu of directly
and regularly monitored data, can provide misleading
conclusions. Even though calibration criteria were met,
there is a need for presenting upper and lower range of
monthly energy use scenario that capture the underlying
uncertainty. Therefore, for each of the uncertain inputs,
instead of a best estimated value, a probable range needs
to be defined. Some major uncertain inputs and their
impacts in this case study are described and shown below.
Setpoint temperatures: The design stage data, as per UK
NCM guidelines used 22°C and 24°C as heating and
cooling setpoints for wards throughout the year. However,
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it was observed in IEQ data for sample rooms that actual
temperatures maintained were around 19-21°C in heating
season and 22-23°C in non-heating season. Spot
measurements done on the BMS system which observes
all the spaces showed that room setpoints were anywhere
from 18°C to 24°C depending on local requirements.
Hot-water requirement: Hospital hot water energy use
is reported to vary widely, ranging from 10% of heating
energy to up to 35-40%. The actual daily demand in the
hospital was 4 times the UK NCM assumption of 3.4 l/m2.
Equipment load and operation: This is one of the most
uncertain areas for energy use estimation in hospitals.
Depending on the type of the department these loads can
vary a lot. For example, for consulting areas field studies
have shown the loads to be between 3-7 W/m2 (Sheppy,
et al., 2014) whereas UK NCM uses 27.31 W/m2. Table 4
lists the uncertainty ranges and Figure 10 and 11 show the
simulation results with that uncertainty.
Table 4: Deviation areas and its ranges
Range
20°C to 23°C
21°C to 24°C
5 l/m2/day to 15 l/m2/day
5 to 20 W/m2
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Figure 10: Probabilistic vs actual monthly heat demand

Figure 11: Probabilistic vs actual monthly electricity use
The bars indicate the maximum and minimum range in
which monthly energy use would lie in due to the
variability in the input. The actual energy use in that
month is marked by the dot. This diagram suggests that
the actual value of these inputs lie somewhere in between.
More monitoring evidence is required to further narrow
down these ranges. Additionally, use of probabilistic
deviation of these input parameter along with sensitivity
analysis that factors in even more parameters could also
be used, however, this is out of the scope of this study.

Discussion and Conclusion
This hospital’s energy consumption is within the typical
benchmarks, however estimating hospital operations for
benchmarking, design stage calculations or creating a

calibrated model is challenging. Also, the thermal comfort
and most IAQ parameters are within acceptable levels,
however, there were some issues with filtration systems
used for traffic related pollutants. In this section, we look
at these factors in a larger context.
Design projections of energy performance: Design
stage calculation need to account for realistically expected
operating conditions. Hospital’s design stage operational
energy use should be calculated as per CIBSE TM54 or
EnCO2de, accounting for all end uses in the building
alongside realistic operating patterns and behaviours. Use
of Building Regulation compliance is not appropriate as it
generally leads to significant underestimation.
Managing speciality nature of hospital: Different
clinical processes have different energy demands and
services requirements. As it is difficult to generalise a
hospital’s function, its energy analysis and benchmarking
needs to look beyond entire buildings and consider
departments or other sub-spaces as unit of analysis.
Safeguards for energy efficient technology: The inept
steam-based heating network is still being used in the
hospital due to the budgetary constraints of the NHS. To
minimise the long-term impact of inefficient systems,
robust regulatory safeguards are needed to ensure that the
proposed low or zero carbon strategies and technologies
will be used in practice, within acceptable timelines.
Challenges in calibration of a hospital model: Use of
disaggregated end use metering, IEQ data trends, design
documentation, site observations and semi-structured
stakeholder interviews were effective for calibration of
this model. However, detailed operation stage analysis of
energy use trends and patterns of various parts of this 24/7
facility are vital for a validated calibrated model. Some of
the unique challenges in hospital model calibration are:
1. Specialist, non-standardised and irregular nature of
functions and processes makes it difficult to define
typical demands, usage profiles and schedules.
2. Detailed audit of installed equipment and other loads
is difficult due to access restrictions.
3. As hospitals dynamically evolve to meet the changing
needs there is a high probability of undocumented
changes to space use.
4. Controls for indoor environment (such as temperature)
are typically decentralised with manual overrides,
making their estimation very uncertain.
5. Hospitals can have some services at facility level such
as central plants for heating and on the other hand
some can be recorded locally at building level such as
electricity use. This makes disaggregation and
demand assessment at building level complicated.
Validation of calibrated models: Deterministic
statistical criteria (ASHARE Guideline 14) do not
acknowledge uncertainty in model inputs. As there are
multiple solutions may exist that can meet the criteria,
conclusions drawn from that for actual operations might
be incorrect. A probabilistic approach, while not
necessarily improving on calibration accuracy, when used
along with existing protocols, provides a way to
determine the confidence levels in the calibrated model.
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The case for holistic performance: To deliver a high
level of overall performance, IEQ needs to be addressed
simultaneously with energy. Hospital MV systems give
the necessary controls for maintaining high IAQ. Besides
CO₂ concentrations-based controls, filtration is used
provide a level of protection against outdoor sources of
pollution such as microparticles. However, some trafficrelated pollutants such as NO2 are not mechanically
filtered and advanced activated carbon filters or other
measures are required to enact chemical filtration.
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Abstract
As many new buildings represent a push towards ultraefficiency, recent studies argue that this calls for the use
of high-fidelity prediction models that by necessity will
be probabilistic in nature due to many sources of
uncertainty unknown at the design stage. However, a
probabilistic building energy model itself requires
verification. Therefore, we adapt proven methods for the
verification of models in other domains than buildings
and present a road towards rigorous verification of
probabilistic predictions. Several techniques, namely,
probabilistic calibration, marginal calibration and a
continuous rank probability score, can substantially help
evaluate the correctness of probabilistic model
predictions. In this paper, we present a deep dive into the
theory behind these techniques, with the help of
simulation examples, followed by a case study applying
this methodology to the estimation of aggregated HVAC
uncertainty factors for a pool of buildings under
investigation. The resulting uncertainty factors
𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ~𝑁(0.996, 0.192 ) and 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ~𝑁(1.157, 0.07542 )
will be interpreted as mainly caused by the ensemble of
HVAC idealization and system faults that are likely to
occur in the buildings we are investigating.

Introduction
Residential and commercial buildings consume 41% of
total U.S. energy consumption. Since improving energy
efficiency is among the most cost-efficient ways of saving
energy in the U.S., it is not surprising that many new
buildings apply several passive and active measures for
higher efficiency. The success of these strategies has to
be supported by energy simulation studies. However,
despite the development of current energy simulation
practice, many challenges remain before the discipline
reaches the level of maturity that its growing role in
influencing design decisions demands. One of the
challenges is closing the so-called “performance gap”, or
minimizing the discrepancy between prediction and
measurement. As such, the assumption that our models
are adequate for guiding new designs and planning
retrofits cannot be taken for granted. Therefore,
probabilistic building energy models are gaining
popularity over the past two decades. Recent studies (de
Wilde, 2014; Ryan & Sanquist, 2012; Turner, Frankel, &
Council, 2008) emphasize this point. The result of an
uncertainty analysis is an expression of how accurate our
model is, which itself requires verification or validation.

The common definitions of verification versus validation
are the following: verification is the process of comparing
a computerized model with a conceptual model, while
validation compares a computerized model with reality.
Practically, both terms have been used interchangeably in
different engineering domains (Roache, 2009). We
choose the term “verification” in this paper, following the
norm in the climatology literature (Toth, Talagrand,
Candille, & Zhu, 2003). In the building simulation
domain, verification of probabilistic predictions has
become an essential component of improving model
accuracy or rather establishing the need to improve model
accuracy.
Conventional Approach
The broader context of verification and validation of
computer models can be found in Oberkampf and Roy
(2010). Figure 12.1 of that work presents a variety of
methods for comparing simulations and experimental
measurements. Our application is most similar to Case e,
except that our input is multi-dimensional (about
hundreds) and systematic errors in the measurements are
considered small compared to uncertainty associated with
input parameters. Specifically in the building energy
domain, work by Judkoff, Wortman, O'Doherty, and
Burch (2008) summarizes the methodology used in the
Building Energy Simulation Test (BESTEST) project by
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140. The framework comprises
of three parts: comparative studies, analytical verification
and empirical validation. In a comparative study, results
from simulation tools are compared using equivalent
input. If tools with different modeling approaches reach
agreement, it is a strong indicator of the adequacy of these
tools. The analytical verification is straightforward, where
simulation results are compared with simple test cases
that can be solved analytically. This step eliminates the
possibility of a major flaw in the heat transfer mechanism
of tools, but it does not apply to a reasonably complicated
case. Empirical validation subjects outputs of a tool to the
test by taking measurements in a real building or test cell.
Often these experiments are highly controlled, in the
sense that input data acquisition is taken with great care
to reduce uncertainty. Previous work defines three classes
of control over error (uncertainty in our terminology)
sources. Class A experiments isolate all sources of errors,
but they typically only involve a few physical components
or phenomena. Class B experiments control most sources
of errors, and therefore they are typically only confined to
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simple test cell setups. Class C experiments do not control
any error sources such that the experiment captures
building operations in reality. The higher the class of
control, the easier it is to allocate remaining uncertainty
and find out about unrecognized unknowns. In this paper,
since we are more interested in realistic rather than simple
theoretical cases, we focus on the empirical validation
approach. In a traditional context, metrics such as the
squared error and bias error are typically used. Arithmetic
average is taken over hours or months, to compute the
mean squared error (MSE) and mean bias error (MBE).
For instance, ASHRAE 14 (ASHRAE, 2002) stipulates
that validated monthly simulation results be within 5% in
terms of NMBE with regard to measurements.
Now we are ready to emphasize two prerequisites for the
verification of probabilistic building energy models. The
first is the interpretation of measurement data: if we take
as an example 𝑥𝑖 , total energy consumption for a building
in the month of July, it is important to realize that 𝑥𝑖 is a
random realization of the underlying random variable 𝑋.
We hypothesize that there is a probabilistic forecast 𝐹
with cumulative distribution function (CDF) for 𝑋 to
describe the probability that 𝑋 will take a value less than
or equal to a given value. 𝐹 represents what one could call
“realization uncertainty”. Since we cannot conduct a
controlled experiment with a reasonably complex
building, we lack the ability to perform repetitive
observations of the underlying 𝑋, but we realize that 𝑋 is
very likely to take on another value 𝑥𝑗 governed by 𝐹, if
there were an identical building built at the same location.
The second prerequisite is that a probabilistic forecast 𝐹
evolves with the amount of information available.
Consequently, verification of a specific 𝐹 cannot go
without an explicit recognition of the uncertainty
information that backs it up, therefore the following
conundrum: uncertainty quantification is by definition
case specific, but at the design stage where this paper
focuses on, modelers have no access to specific
uncertainty knowledge other than generic and “vanilla”.
In the remainder of this paper, we detail a proposed
framework for verification of probabilistic building
energy models, interpretation along with simulation
examples, and finally case studies applying this
methodology to the estimation of aggregated HVAC
uncertainty factors for a pool of buildings on campus.

Methods
We propose the following methodology in the verification
of probabilistic predictions for empirical validations.
Traditionally, the probability integral transform (PIT)
(Rosenblatt, 1952) is used for testing whether a set of
observations 𝑥𝑖 𝑠 can reasonably be modeled as arising
from a specified distribution 𝐹𝑥, which require multiple
observations of the random variable. The complication in
our application is that we measure only one realization
from the underlying distribution that governs all
possibilities for, say, the monthly total energy
consumption of a building. Gneiting and Katzfuss (2014)
propose the definition of a prediction space and generalize
the traditional probabilistic integral transform.

Formal Definitions
Consider a real-valued observation 𝑌, for which a
probabilistic forecast 𝐹 can be identified with associated
cumulative distribution function (CDF) defined on the
real line, ℝ. The prediction space setting considers the
joint distribution of the probabilistic forecasts and the
observations. The elements of the prediction space can be
identified with tuples of the form (𝐹, 𝑌), where the
probabilistic forecast 𝐹 is a CDF-valued random quantity
that utilizes a certain information basis or information set
𝒜, which comprises of the training data, expertise,
theories and assumptions. To be more concise, in measure
theory, 𝒜 is a sigma field, and 𝐹 is a CDF-valued random
quantity that is measurable with respect to 𝒜. If we use ℒ
to denote an unconditional or conditional distribution, by
definition, the CDF-value random quantity 𝐹 is “ideal”
relative to the information set 𝒜 if 𝐹 = ℒ(𝑌|𝒜).
Essentially, an ideal probabilistic forecast makes the best
possible use of information at hand. For example, suppose
that 𝑌|𝜇~𝑁(𝜇, 1) and 𝜇~𝑁(0,1). The probabilistic
forecast 𝐹 = 𝑁(𝜇, 1) = ℒ(𝑌|𝜇) is ideal relative to the
information set generated by the random variable 𝜇. The
forecast 𝐹 = 𝑁(0,2) is ideal relative to the trivial
information set 𝜎(∅) = {∅, Ω), where Ω denotes the entire
sample space.
Theorem 2.8 in Gneiting and Ranjan (2013) proves the
following statement:
A forecast that is ideal relative to a 𝜎-algebra is both
marginally calibrated and probabilistically calibrated.
The definitions of marginal and probabilistic calibration
(calibration here means the statistical compatibility of
probabilistic forecasts and observations) are as follows. In
the prediction space setting, let 𝐹 be CDF-valued random
quantities with probability integral transform 𝑍𝐹 .
The forecast 𝐹 is marginally calibrated if:
𝔼ℚ [𝐹(𝑦)] = ℚ(𝑌 ≤ 𝑦) for all 𝑦 ∈ ℝ.
(1)
The forecast 𝐹 is probabilistically calibrated if its
probability integral transform 𝑍𝐹 is uniformly distributed
on the unit interval.
Another technique, namely the reliability diagram (Wilks,
2011) is shown to be equivalent to checking for
probabilistic calibration for a binary outcome (Gneiting &
Ranjan, 2013). However, we need to realize that marginal
and probabilistic calibrations are necessary but not
sufficient conditions for a forecast to be ideal, as Gneiting
comments: “An interesting open question is whether there
are any forecasts that are both probabilistically calibrated
and marginally calibrated but are not ideal. While we
conjecture that the answer is in the positive, we do not
know of any such examples”. Therefore, we argue that
probabilistic and marginal calibration are strong
requirements for a forecast to be ideal. Checking for both
calibrations should therefore form the cornerstone of
density forecast evaluation.
Interpretations
A prediction space is used to model the joint distribution
ℚ of the forecast 𝐹 and observation 𝑌. In other words, 𝐹
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is not a CDF as we traditionally have, instead it is a
random variable taking the value of CDFs, and 𝑌 is a
random variable taking the value of real numbers, and
they have a joint distribution ℚ. It might be difficult to
understand exactly how 𝐹 can be a random variable taking
the value of CDFs. A naïve interpretation without
resorting to measure theory is the following: suppose 𝐹 =
𝑁(𝜇, 1) and 𝜇~𝑁(0,1), then we realize 𝐹 is random in a
1
𝑥−𝜇
hierarchical sense: the CDF of 𝐹 will be [1 + erf ( )],
2

√2

but it is still random since μ is unknown.
As an illustration of the prediction space, we take the
example of the verification of probabilistic predictions of
hourly wind speed. Since at each hour, the forecast issues
a different prediction in terms of a CDF, and there is only
one realization of wind speed each hour, the traditional
PIT technique does not apply. However, the extended
prediction space is able to accommodate this situation: at
each hour, we have a realization from the joint distribution
ℚ as a forecast-observation pair, where the forecast is a
specific CDF and the observation is a real number. In
practice, if we have multiple hours (say 168) for
evaluation, that gives us vectors (𝐹1 , 𝐹2 , … , 𝐹168 ) and
(𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦168 ). If we predict wind speed at hour 𝑡 with
wind speeds at previous two hours 𝑌𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑌𝑡−1 , 𝑌𝑡−2 ) +
𝜀, then the smallest information set in this case will be the
𝜎-algebra 𝒜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑌𝑎−1 , 𝑌𝑎−2 ) generated by the two
necessary past observations. An ideal probabilistic
forecast relative to a specific information set makes the
most efficient use of the information set. To check
probabilistic calibration of a forecast, we plot a histogram
of the vector 𝐹1 (𝑦1 ), 𝐹2 (𝑦2 ), … , 𝐹168 (𝑦168 ) and see if they
are uniformly distributed on the unit interval. For
marginal calibration, we check whether the empirical
1
∑168
CDF of 𝑌 corresponds to
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖 (𝑦) for all 𝑦 ∈ ℝ.

between them will indicate reasons for forecast
deficiency. For instance, Sun (2014) displays forecasts
that are under-dispersed, over-dispersed, biased due to
underestimate, and biased due to overestimate. For an
over-dispersed forecast, a sensitivity analysis may be
conducted, and the uncertainties contributing most to the
spread of outcome may need a re-examination. If the
predictive distributions are under-dispersed, we should be
looking for potential significant uncertainties neglected in
our quantification, realizing there are unrecognized
unknowns in our knowledge.
Ranking of Competing Forecasts
When we know that two competing forecasts are both
ideal, and their information sets are nested, the forecast
with the larger information set should be ranked higher.
Otherwise, a proper scoring rule, such as the continuous
rank probability score (CRPS) (Matheson & Winkler,
1976) should be used. CRPS is given by the following
equation:
𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆 =

1
𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠

∞

𝑓
∑𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠
∫−∞(𝐹𝑖 (𝑥) − 𝐹i0 (𝑥))2 𝑑𝑥
𝑖=1

(2)
𝑓

where 𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 is the number of forecast cases, 𝐹𝑖 (𝑥) is
the forecast CDF for the ith forecast case, 𝐹𝑖0 (𝑥) is the
observation, expressed as a CDF, for instance, if the
observation is a single value, then the corresponding CDF
is a single step-function with the step from 0 to 1 at the
observed value of the variable.
In Figure 1, we show the CRPS shaded area, for a case
where the observation is a single value.

168

As such, we are ready to apply the above theory to the
verification of probabilistic building energy models. The
analogy requires that each forecast-observation pair we
get from a building should be a random draw from the
joint distribution ℚ of (𝐹, 𝑌). This stipulates that 𝑌 has to
originate from the underlying data generating process for
similar buildings under investigation. In our application,
the information set is generated by a set of models of
buildings differing in shape, materials, usage scenarios,
physical principles, uncertainty propagation assumptions,
etc., or 𝒜 = 𝜎(𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋3 ). An implicit assumption is that
similar combinations of values for shape, materials, etc.
will lead to similar forecasts and similar realizations.
Although we assume forecast-observations pairs from
similar building under investigation are random draws
from the same joint distribution ℚ(𝐹, 𝑌), the conditional
joint distributions 𝐹𝑖 = ℒ(𝑌|(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 )) for specific
buildings may of course differ depending on the value of
shape, materials (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 and 𝑥3 ), etc. We will present a
simulation example later this section to make this idea
more concrete.
Diagnosis for Probabilistic Calibration
If we plot the empirical CDF of PIT values against
theoretical CDF of a uniform distribution, the discrepancy

Figure 1 CRPS for a single observation
Simulation Examples
In this section, we provide simulation examples for
clarifying our methodology further. Suppose the true data
generating process for each building in our dataset is
assumed to be 𝑌 = 𝑋0 + 𝑎1 𝑋1 + 𝑎2 𝑋2 + 𝜀, where
𝑋0 , 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 ~𝑁(2,1), 𝑎1 = 𝑎2 = 2 and 𝜀~𝑁(0,1) for
simplicity. These random variables could be interpreted
as shape, materials, usage scenario, etc. and the linear
formulation and 𝜀 represent assumptions on the physical
principles and uncertainty quantification. It is easy to see
that forecast 𝐹1 = 𝑁(𝑋0 + 𝑎1 𝑋1 + 𝑎2 𝑋2 , 1) is not only
ideal with respect to the information set 𝜎(𝑋0 , 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 ), but
𝐹1 is the perfect forecast since we have all the information
needed by the data generating process. In this situation, a
particular building 𝑗 is a forecast-observation pair drawn
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from (𝐹, 𝑌), and 𝐹1,𝑗 = ℒ(𝑌|(𝑥0,𝑗 , 𝑥1,𝑗 , 𝑥2,𝑗 )) can be
interpreted as the conditional distribution of 𝑌 given a
certain realization of random variables (𝑋0 , 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 ). A less
informed forecast can be 𝐹2 = 𝑁(𝑋0 + 𝑎1 𝑋1 + 2 ∙ 𝑎2 , 1 +
𝑎22 ), which does not have access to private information
about 𝑋2 . However, it is still ideal with respect to a
smaller information set 𝜎(𝑋0 , 𝑋1 ). If we can show that
both forecasts are ideal by checking probabilistic and
marginal calibration, 𝐹1 should be ranked higher since its
information set is larger. In addition, it is expected that the
variance of 𝐹2 is larger because of a lack of knowledge.

In Figure 2, we show the realizations against predictions
by both forecasts: dotted lines denote the mean
predictions, and the shaded areas represent the uncertainty
ranges. We can see that the predicted range by 𝐹2 is much
wider than that by 𝐹1 for a lack of information. However,
when we subject both forecasts to test by probabilistic
calibration and marginal calibration, we find interesting
results. In Figure 3 upper, we compare empirical CDF of
probability integral transforms with the theoretical one
that is uniformly distributed on the unit interval, and we
show on the lower the expected CDF from forecast
predictions and the empirical CDF of realizations. The
fact that these curves overlap suggests that both forecasts
are ideal relative to its own information set. In this
situation, we conclude that both forecasts are ideal, but 𝐹1
is sharper (Gneiting, Balabdaoui, & Raftery, 2007) and
should rank higher than 𝐹2 .

HVAC Uncertainty Factors

Figure 2 Realizations against prediction by both
forecasts

Figure 3 Probabilistic (upper) and marginal (lower)
calibration results for forecast F1 (results are similar
for F2, so omitted for brevity)

In the remaining of this paper, we apply the proposed
verification methodology to the estimate of HVAC
uncertainty factors. Realizing the existence of many
unknowns about existing HVAC systems, for instance,
maintenance practice, faults, etc., we argue that
rudimentary calibration to our design stage model makes
little sense. As such, we apply a top-down approach and
lump all HVAC model form uncertainties and the impact
of faults into overall HVAC uncertainty factors. To
elaborate, the top-down approach will first model six
selected campus buildings as truthfully as possible, and
propagate all input parameters, model form and scenario
uncertainties into the outcome. The resulting probabilistic
predictions will be compared against measurement data.
At this stage, we expect the probabilistic forecast will fail
the probabilistic calibration and marginal calibration,
resulting from a lack of consideration of unknown
uncertainties. We then superimpose estimated HVAC
uncertainty factors onto the previous probabilistic
predictions and conduct a parametric analysis, until both
tests pass. The resulting uncertainty factors will be
interpreted as mainly caused by the ensemble of HVAC
idealization and system faults that are likely to occur in
the buildings, reflected in the measurement data. The
finding will provide guidance to the study of future
similar buildings, as an estimation of the magnitude of
overall HVAC uncertainty.
Case Study Buildings
We choose to study six buildings on campus at Georgia
Institute of Technology. Table 1 summarizes general
information about these buildings. What is common
between them is that they are all mixed-use buildings,
mainly comprised of offices, classrooms, and labs. All
buildings have HVAC systems for maintaining indoor
thermal comfort, and the cooling and heating sources are
from local systems, instead of district systems. For
detailed descriptions for each building, readers are
referred to Chapter 6 in Wang (2016).
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Table 1 Building general information summary
Name

Space Types

Georgia Tech alumni
association
Office of human
resources
Ivan Allen college of
liberal arts
Georgia center for
advanced
telecommunications
technology (GCATT)
Language institute
O'Keefe building
Institute of paper
science and
technology (IPST)

Office,
accounting
Office

Gross Floor
Area (m2)
2,362
1,510

Office, classroom

2,709

Office,
conference room,
auditorium

14,628

Office,
classroom, library
Laboratory,
classroom, office,
conference

10,224
15,136

We study detailed architectural and mechanical drawings
for all six buildings, based on which we model the
building geometry, construction types, thermal zoning,
and HVAC systems as truthfully as possible. We
propagate input parameter uncertainty, model form and
scenario uncertainty through the GURA-W workbench
(Lee, Sun, Augenbroe, & Paredis, 2013), and produce
probabilistic predictions. For a description of all
uncertainty quantification included in this case study,
refer to Chapter 2 in Wang (2016). For the six buildings
under investigation, we collect actual weather conditions
and site energy consumption data for each month from
2010 to 2013. Site energy consumption data are total
energy consumed each month in terms of kWh, including
electricity and natural gas for most buildings, as a detailed
separation between them is not available. Consumption
data are then normalized by the building total floor area
to derive energy use intensity, respectively.
Preliminary Forecast Predictions Versus
Measurement Data
In the following figures, we present a visual comparison
between monthly probabilistic energy forecasts and
measurement data, in one typical year out of measured
four years. In these figures, the green dots represent
measurement data, while the boxplots represent predicted
uncertainty range for monthly energy consumption.

Figure 5 Georgia center for advanced
telecommunications technology (GCATT)

Figure 6 Office of human resources

Figure 7 Ivan Allen college of liberal arts

Figure 4 Georgia Tech alumni association
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CDF of all monthly energy use intensity corresponds to
1
∑72
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖 (𝑦) for all 𝑦 ∈ ℝ.
72

Figure 8 Language institute O'Keefe building

Figure 9 Institute of paper science and technology
(IPST)
As we can see in the figures above, almost all
measurement data points fall within the uncertainty range
(represented by the boxplots) predicted by the forecast.
The red points in the figures denote outliers that mainly
result from the uncertainty in the 𝐸𝐿𝐴 parameter that is
lognormally distributed. An explanatory analysis of the
measured energy use intensity for all six buildings reveals
that the consumption of the IPST building is much higher
than the other buildings. Heavier electrical loads for
laboratory use in the IPST building may explain why the
forecast with generic usage uncertainty under-estimates
the variability in building energy use intensity.
Consequently, this may violate the underlying assumption
of the core of our approach that we can only pool
buildings with similar combinations of values for
materials, usage, etc. as they lead to similar forecasts and
realizations. We will re-examine this issue in the next
section of probabilistic and marginal calibration.
Preliminary Test of Probabilistic Calibration and
Marginal Calibration
Pooling the monthly energy consumption data from all six
buildings together, we have for each month a forecastrealization pair that is drawn randomly from the
underlying joint distribution ℚ(𝐹, 𝑌). To check
probabilistic calibration of forecast, we plot a histogram
of the vector 𝐹1 (𝑦1 ), 𝐹2 (𝑦2 ), … , 𝐹72 (𝑦72 ) and see if they
are uniformly distributed on the unit interval. For
marginal calibration, we check whether the empirical

Figure 10 Preliminary calibration results: probabilistic
(upper) and marginal (lower)
Figure 10 shows results for the probabilistic calibration
and marginal calibration. Theoretical curves and
empirical ones are not far apart, which indicates
preliminary modeling and uncertainty analysis have
captured the basic characteristics of the energy
consumption in the six buildings. From the diagnosis
technique explained earlier, we realize that the
preliminary forecast is biased due to underestimation.
Besides, the discrepancy between expected and empirical
CDF for marginal calibration indicates that for energy use
intensity higher than 85 kWh/m2, the expected CDF value
is always 1, indicating that high EUI is not expected by
the forecast in general. This finding supports our previous
concern that the IPST building with exceptional high EUI
relative to others will contaminate our study. Therefore,
we decide to exclude the IPST building, ensuring the
underlying assumption remains intact: we can only pool
buildings with similar combinations of values for
materials, usage, etc. as they lead to similar (normalized)
forecasts and realizations. Figures 11 shows calibration
results using only the remaining five buildings.
Improvements over the previous calibration results by
removing the IPST building from the dataset can be
observed easily, comparing Figure 10 and 11. In order to
quantify the discrepancy between empirical and
theoretical CDFs, we use the one-sided K-S test statistic,
which in a discrete form can be represented by 𝐷𝑛 =
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sup |𝐹𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝐹(𝑡)|, in which 𝑡 denotes the point at which
the CDF is evaluated. This statistic essentially measures
the largest vertical discrepancy (absolute) between the
CDF being evaluated and the baseline one. With this
measure, we quantify a reduction of the K-S statistic from
0.2574 (probabilistic) and 0.1085 (marginal), to 0.2240
(probabilistic) and 0.0904 (marginal). However, the K-S
test rejects the null hypothesis that the CDF being
evaluated is equal to the baseline CDF at the 5%
significance level. This result indicates room for
improvement over our preliminary forecast.

Figure 11 Calibration results without IPST:
probabilistic (upper) and marginal (lower)
HVAC Uncertainty Factors Calculation
The reasoning behind aggregated HVAC uncertainty
factors is that we can attribute the deficiency of our
preliminary forecast to a combined effect of model
idealizations and non-modeled defects. This of course is
premised on the loyalty of the simulation models to design
drawings and a due diligence about the quantification of
all other known sources of uncertainty. In spite of this, we
have to anticipate that our idealized HVAC model will in
reality operate differently. This can be captured under the
generic term “operation uncertainty”. To capture and
quantify this, we postulate HVAC factors (for heating
𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 and cooling 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ) both follow a normal distribution
with mean 𝜇 and standard deviation 𝜎. For a given
building, we generate one realization of 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 and 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙
respectively for each simulation run. Then we multiply
the realization of 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 with the simulated HVAC
consumption in months between May and September and
𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 with HVAC consumption for the rest of the months

that may require heating: 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑊 = 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∙
𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑊𝑂 , and 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙,𝑊 = 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ∙ 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙,𝑊𝑂 .
The treated HVAC consumption, combined with original
lighting/appliance consumption, leads to updated
predictions of whole-building energy consumption to be
compared
with
measurement
data:
𝐸𝑈𝐼𝑊 =
𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑝𝑝 + 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑊 (𝑜𝑟 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙,𝑊 ).
We
quantify the outcome of probabilistic and marginal
calibration with the sum of K-S statistic from each
calibration
test:
𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 +
𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 . In summary, for each pair of
(𝜇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 , 𝜎ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ) and (𝜇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 , 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ) value, we apply the
procedure described above and obtain the calibration
metric 𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 . This leads to a well-formulated
optimization problem to find the best value combination
of (𝜇ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 , 𝜎ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ) and (𝜇𝑐o𝑜𝑙 , 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ), which leads to the
minimum discrepancy described by 𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙
between forecast and desired CDF, with consideration of
aggregated HVAC uncertainty factors. 7000 optimization
runs with the Darwin genetic algorithm leads to the
following best design: 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ~𝑁(0.996, 0.192 ) and
𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ~𝑁(1.157, 0.07542 ),
with
a
minimum
𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 of 0.13, compared to 0.314 before
introduction of 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 and 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 and their optimization.
The resulting probabilistic and marginal calibration is
shown in Figure 12. The K-S test for PIT cannot reject the
null hypothesis that the CDF being evaluated is equal to
the baseline CDF at the 5% significance level.

Figure 12 Calibration results with HVAC factors:
probabilistic (upper) and marginal (lower)
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Recall that the HVAC uncertainty factors subsume the
effect of HVAC model idealization and faults in real
building operations. With the resultant 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 and 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ,
we can now estimate that our preliminary forecast is
biased for under-estimation of cooling consumption by
1
1−
= 14% with regard to measurement data.
𝜇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙

Furthermore, we find that although the forecast for
heating consumption is not biased, enlarging the
uncertainty range for HVAC heating consumption helps
bridge the gap between predictions and measurement
data. Another interesting finding is that the realization of
𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 or 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 can be smaller than one, indicating the
actual HVAC system consumes less energy than
predictions. This is not all that surprising if we realize that
the HVAC system in reality may fail to maintain desired
indoor temperatures or air quality (e.g., insufficient
outdoor air is supplied resulting from OA damper faults)
whereas our prediction model in this case always assumes
ideal fulfilment of temperature set points and design fresh
air volume.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a methodology towards rigorous
verification of probabilistic building energy models, with
probabilistic calibration, marginal calibration and a
continuous rank probability score. The case study
applying this methodology to the estimation of HVAC
uncertainty factors for a pool of buildings, shows that
𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ~𝑁(0.996, 0.192 ) and 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 ~𝑁(1.157, 0.07542 )
can represent unknown HVAC uncertainty well. This
should guide the study of future buildings, with the aim to
establish the magnitude of overall HVAC uncertainty for
other set of similar buildings and thereby guide studies
into the underlying causes of the “operation uncertainty”.
The ultimate goal of this research will then be to explicitly
model this type of uncertainty as distributions of selected
discrete parameters of the HVAC model. It is to be
expected these distributions will be correlated with
HVAC type, building complexity (topology of zones and
HVAC layout), age, maintenance frequency and others.
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Abstract
Over the past two decades, probabilistic building energy
models are gaining popularity due to the recognition that
many sources of uncertainty reside in our models. Most
of previous uncertainty analysis research focuses on
climate conditions, and building architectural parameters,
such as envelope properties, and internal loads. Few
studies investigate the impact of HVAC system
representation on building energy predictions. In this
paper, we wish to investigate the potential model
inadequacy of the simplified representation of an air
handing unit with terminal VAV boxes in EnergyPlus.
The major simplification of the typical models for above
system is that EnergyPlus does not perform pressurebased simulations of the air loop. To capture such
neglected physical behavior, we construct in parallel to
the normal model, a high-fidelity model with Modelica. A
comparative study of the low and high-fidelity model
shows that for supply air flowrates, both approaches
capture the day-to-day variability well, and the 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 of
EnergyPlus is only 1.3%. When it comes to the
comparison of fan power, EnergyPlus results show
significant discrepancy (𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 of 41.5%) with the highfidelity model results.

Introduction
In large commercial buildings, Heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) systems always represent the
largest primary energy end use (Huang, Wang, Huang, &
Augenbroe, 2015). Therefore, the importance of truthfully
representing HVAC systems in building performance
simulation cannot be understated. Conventionally, more
attention has focused on the characterization of
uncertainty in building thermal parameters, rather than on
HVAC system parameters. Our models of HVAC systems
represent simplified and ideal behavior, whereas in reality
the system may behave astray from idealization.
In current literature, few studies investigate the impact of
HVAC system representation on building energy
predictions. Sun, Gu, Wu, and Augenbroe (2014) propose
a framework for HVAC system sizing, taking into account
uncertainty associated with building thermal loads.
Augenbroe et al. (2013) investigate whether the practice
of modeling the HVAC system as an integral part of the
building simulation is justifiable, in other words, whether
the fully coupled dynamic approach could be replaced
with an uncoupled sequential approach (i.e., using a

dynamic building simulation followed by a simplified
HVAC calculation). In their study, building parameter
uncertainties as well as families of equipment
performance curves reflecting manufacturing tolerances
are incorporated. Rasouli, Ge, Simonson, and Besant
(2013) evaluate the effectiveness and economic
performance of energy recovery ventilators (ERVs) under
arbitrary uncertainty associated with building and HVAC
system input parameters. L. P. Wang, Mathew, and Pang
(2012) study the combined effect of various building
operation practice, such as HVAC equipment schedule,
VAV box minimum flow setting, and room temperature
set-points for occupied hours. However, most input
parameters in their study are associated with parametric
variations instead of rigorously quantified uncertainty
range, for instance, minimum airflow fractions of 15%,
30%, and 50% of the maximum airflow are used to
represent the range of practice. Another study by L. Wang
(2014) identifies a sampled list of maintenance issues,
including cooling tower fouling, boiler/chiller fouling,
refrigerant over or under charge, and temperature sensor
offset, etc., and study their energy impact for an office
building. Huang et al. (2015) propose a method of
estimating the aging effect of chillers with a Bayesian
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, which is
probabilistic in nature compared to a conventional
deterministic maintenance factor approach (aging related
deterioration is 0.01 for systems that undergo annual
professional maintenance, and 0.02 for those that are
seldom maintained). Yan, Li, Malkawi, and Augenbroe
(2017) analyse an HVACsim+ model along with field
measurement data and identifies the inadequacy of the
EnergyPlus model in representing one type of minimum
outdoor air control in VAV systems with a fixed
minimum damper position to ensure minimum outdoor air
supply. The results show that when the damper is at a
fixed minimum position, neither the outdoor airflow rate
nor the outdoor air ratio is the assumed fixed value in
actual systems, contrary to the model assumptions in most
building energy simulation models, such as EnergyPlus.
In particular, this paper wishes to investigate the potential
model inadequacy of the simplified representation of
VAV systems in EnergyPlus. This type of system is
chosen for investigation because of its wide application.
Various research has investigated into VAV systems from
different perspectives. Aynur, Hwang, and Radermacher
(2009b) simulate a VAV system in an existing office
building with EnergyPlus with carefully prepared input
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parameter values that match the reality, and they find 71%
simulated power consumption data fall within ±15%
range from the measured data. In another study by Aynur,
Hwang, and Radermacher (2009a), they compare VAV
and variable refrigerant flow (VRF) systems in an existing
office building environment and find that overall VRF
systems deliver 27.1% to 57.9% energy savings in regard
to VAV systems, depending on system configuration,
indoor and outdoor conditions. Mei and Levermore
(2002) fit a polynomial curve and artificial neural network
model to represent the non-linear characteristics of a fan,
and inset the fan and terminal box models into
HVACSIM+. Yoshida, Kumar, and Morita (2001)
propose recursive autoregressive exogenous algorithm as
a dynamic fault detection model for VAV air handling
units, and their results are validated with data obtained
from a real building after introducing artificial faults.
Yang, Jin, Du, Fan, and Chai (2011) compare four control
strategies of VAV systems in terms of indoor air
temperature, energy consumption, CO2 concentration and
predicted mean vote in an office building in China. S. W.
Wang and Jin (2000) propose an online model-based
methodology for the optimal control of VAV systems.
Looking through the literature, insufficient attention has
been paid to the investigation of the accuracy of VAV
system representation in whole-building energy
simulation models. This study particularly aims at
potential inadequacy of the EnergyPlus representation of
an air-handling unit (with variable speed fans) connected
with terminal VAV boxes (with reheat capability).

Methods
First, we present a schematic of the VAV system. In order
to quantify the impact of such simplification, we construct
a high-fidelity model that captures missing physical
behavior. The next step will be quantifying if there is
significant discrepancy between the low and high-fidelity
models and whether the outcome of the high-fidelity
model (or the discrepancy between both models) could be
mapped onto existing parameters within EnergyPlus and
represented by parameter uncertainty distributions.
Eventually, we study how results can be generalized for
uncertainty analysis of VAV systems.
Schematic of an Air-Handling Unit with Terminal
VAV Boxes
We choose to study a variable air volume (VAV) flow
system with economizer and a heating and cooling coil in
the air handling unit, and there are terminal VAV boxes
with reheat coils at each supply branch. This is the
common setup of a VAV system, but the control sequence
of the same system setup could lead to quite different
implementations. For instance, ASHRAE (2005) suggests
two control sequences for the chilled water coil/hot water
coil/economizer system type, and there are in total 19
sequences for VAV systems depending on system
configurations. In this study, we implement the control
sequence VAV 2A2-21232. The system schematic along
with control system objects are depicted in Figure 1. The
air handling unit supply fan speed modulates to maintain
duct static pressure set-point, while the return fan is

regulated to track the flow rate of the supply fan. The duct
static pressure is reset based on terminal VAV box
demands so that at least one of the VAV boxes is at 90%
open. The heating coil valve, mixed air dampers and
cooling coil valve modulate and together maintain the
supply air temperature. Economizer free cooling is
enabled when outside air dry bulb temperature is less than
the return air’s minus a deadband. In each supply branch,
the VAV damper is controlled to meet the room
temperature set-point for cooling, or fully open during
heating. The reheat coil is adjusted to track the room
temperature set-point for heating.
Description of the EnergyPlus Model and Its
Potential Inadequacy
The major simplification of an EnergyPlus (version 8.2)
representation of the above system is that EnergyPlus
does not perform pressure-based simulations of the air
loop. Such simplification has several repercussions: first,
all VAV boxes in EnergyPlus operate standalone, without
interacting with other VAV boxes, while in reality, when
one VAV damper opens or closes, it might impact the duct
static pressure distribution as well as static pressure setpoint and therefore the fan speed, such that all remaining
VAV dampers have to adjust accordingly. In the actual
VAV system, all airflows are determined by the duct
static pressure distribution and the performance curves of
the fans. Second, since the system pressure that the fan is
facing is not known, there is no way of computing the fan
speed, which is required for computing the electrical
power accurately using the fan similarity laws. In fact, the
implementation of variable speed fan within EnergyPlus
is quite simple:
𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 𝑚̇/𝑚𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
̇ ,
2
3
4
𝑓𝑝𝑙 = 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 𝑐3 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
+ 𝑐4 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
+ 𝑐5 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
,

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 =

̇
𝑓𝑝𝑙 ∙𝑚𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
∙∆𝑃
𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∙𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟

,

(1)

where 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the fan power in watts, 𝑚̇ is the air mass in
kg/s, 𝑚𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
̇
is the design air flow in kg/s, ∆𝑃 is the fan
design pressure rise in Pascals, 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the fan total
efficiency, 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 is the flow fraction, 𝑓𝑝𝑙 is the part load
factor. Analyzing input parameters for the fan model, we
realize that the polynomial curve that relates 𝑓𝑝𝑙 with
𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 is a matter of choice for the energy modeler. Table
1 below, from Wray and Matson (2003), suggests default
coefficient values, but the exact condition under which
they are derived may not match the situation in reality. In
the study, the one for the generic variable speed drive is
chosen as a baseline for further comparisons, since this
curve is also used by the EnergPlus default HVAC
template for VAV systems. The third deficiency is that
there are no local controls such as proportional and
proportional-integral controllers implemented in
EnergyPlus. Instead, each branch or damper is operated in
an idealized fashion, in the sense that the supply side is
always able to deliver what is demanded subject to
component capacity from sizing calculations, and that
dampers are able to control airflow perfectly without any
delay or fluctuations.
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Table 1 Polynomial coefficients for fan performance
Fan
Control
Type
Outlet
Damper
Inlet
Vane
VSD
(Generic)
VSD
(Title 24)

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

0.3507

0.3085

-0.5414

0.8720

0

0.3707

0.9725

-0.3424

0

0

0.0015

0.00521

1.1086

-0.1164

0

0.1021

-0.1177

0.2647

0.7600

0

Description of the High-Fidelity Model
We adapt a Modelica implementation of a VAV system
from the Modelica Buildings library (Wetter, Zuo,
Nouidui, & Pang, 2014) and apply to this study. Modelica
is an equation-based object-oriented modeling language
that specializes in describing and analyzing complex
systems represented by differential, algebraic and discrete
equations. The Buildings library is developed by LBNL
to support rapid prototyping of innovative design and
control of building systems, and has been widely accepted
as of high fidelity. In the Modelica model of the VAV
system, we capture actual control sequences, in the sense
that the control input is always a physical quantify
measured by a sensor, compared to an idealized thermal
load customary in many building simulation programs
including EnergyPlus. In addition, the control output is an
actual control signal, such as the damper or valve position,
contrary to flow rate in EnergyPlus. Therefore, the
Modelica model can accurately represent air flowrate at a
given VAV box as not only a function of its own damper
position, but also of the damper characteristics, upper
stream fan speed, fan curve, and the entire duct
distribution network including other VAV box dampers.
In this study, we implement a forward-curved fan from
Carrier. Figure 2 (upper) shows the fan performance
curves at the maximum and minimum speeds, normalized
by the design airflow rate on the X-axis, and the design
static pressure on the Y-axis. Figure 2 (lower) shows
normalized fan total efficiency (with regard to maximum
efficiency at 0.611) against normalized airflow rate.
During the simulation, once the control output in terms of
normalized fan speed 𝑟𝑁 (0 to 1) has been determined by
the controller, the new fan operating point is governed by
the following equation that relates fan static pressure with
volume flow rate:
∆𝑃 = 𝑟𝑁2 ∙ 𝑠 (

𝑉̇
𝑟𝑁

, 𝑑) − ∆𝑃𝜀 ,

(2)

where 𝑉̇ is the volume flow rate in m3/s, 𝑠 is a cubic
hermite spline that interpolates input data points 𝑑 on the
performance curve with 𝑟𝑁 = 1.
Similarly, the following equation computes fan efficiency
based on fan speed and volume flow rate:
𝜂 = 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝑠 (

𝑉̇
𝑟𝑁

, 𝑑) ,

(3)

where 𝑠 is a cubic hermite spline that interpolates input
data points 𝑑 on the efficiency curve with 𝑟𝑁 = 1, 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 is
the maximum fan total efficiency.

Figure 2 Fan characteristics in this study
When the fan pressure, flowrate and efficiency are all
determined, Equation 1 is also used for computing fan
power consumptions. The static pressure loss when the air
stream flows through ducts can be described with a
resistance model with a fixed flow coefficient, governed
by the following equation:
𝑚̇ = 𝑘√∆𝑃,

(4)

where 𝑘 is a constant flow coefficient in √𝑘𝑔. 𝑚.
In contrast, the flow resistance of a damper varies with the
damper position. In this study, we implement a damper
model from ASHRAE 825-RP (Haves, Norford,
DeSimone, & Mei, 1996) with its flow coefficient an
exponential function of the opening angle. Damper flow
resistance can be represented by:
𝑘𝑑 (𝑦) = exp(𝑎 + 𝑏(1 − 𝑦)),
(5)
where 𝑘𝑑 is the damper characteristics, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are
constants, 𝑦 is damper position, when 𝑦 = 0 corresponds
to a closed damper, while 𝑦 = 1 means the damper is
open. The above equation only applies when damper
position is within range bounded by (𝑦𝐿 , 𝑦𝑈 ). Outside this
range, 𝑘𝑑 is defined by a quadratic polynomial that
matches the damper resistance at 𝑦 = 𝑦𝐿 and 𝑦 = 0, or
𝑦 = 𝑦𝑈 and 𝑦 = 1, respectively. The flow coefficient of
the damper can be calculated as:
𝑘(𝑦) = √
𝑘

2𝜌

𝑑 (𝑦)

𝐴,

(6)

where 𝐴 is the face area of the damper.
Since the resistance of a VAV box is a combination of a
fixed-resistance component and a time varying one, we
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combine Equation 5 and 6 and derive the flow coefficient
for a VAV box as 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑥 ∙𝑘(𝑦)

, where 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the

2 +𝑘 2 (𝑦)
√𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑥

effective flow coefficient.
Co-simulation Configuration
Now that we have implemented a Modelica representation
of the VAV system, we are ready to investigate the
potential inadequacy of the EnergyPlus VAV model. We
take as a case study one floor from the new construction
medium office building in Atlanta from the DOE
reference building pool (Deru et al., 2011), which consists
of a core zone and four perimeter zones (southern, eastern,
northern and western zones). Preparation for a cosimulation of EnergyPlus building and Modelica HVAC
system takes the following three steps: configuring the
EnergyPlus model for co-simulation (Nouidui, 2014),
exporting the EnergyPlus building as a Functional MockUp Unit (FMU), configuring the Modelica model for cosimulation. An FMU is a simulator or model that supports
co-simulation according to Functional Mock-Up Interface
(Pazold, Burhenne, Radon, Herkel, & Antretter, 2012),
which is a tool-independent standard for model exchange
and co-simulation of dynamic models. The role of the
EnergyPlus model is to capture the thermal response of
the room resulting from supply and return airflow by the
Modelica HVAC system, and provide feedback to the
Modelica model with room air temperatures. Therefore,
in EnergyPlus, we create “OtherEquipment” objects
associated with schedule values being the sensible and
latent heat gain resulting from the supply air flowing into
the room boundary and the return air flowing out. During
the co-simulation, the Modelica model will dynamically
change these schedule values and feed into EnergyPlus,
while the latter will output room air temperatures to be
read by Modelica controllers. A simplified configuration
of EnergyPlus with schedules is shown in Figure 3.

FMU Wrapper
EnergyPlus
Q

Troom
Schedule

Output:Variable

Figure 3 Configuration of EnergyPlus with schedules
For exporting the EnergyPlus model as an FMU, we adopt
the utility “EnergyPlusToFMU”, developed by LBNL
(LBNL Simulation Research Group, 2016). Now we have
a system with two simulation programs: EnergyPlus being
the slave program packaged as an FMU for co-simulation,
and Modelica as the master program that imports the
FMU. For the detailed data exchange algorithm, readers
are referred to descriptions in Q. Wang (2016).
Recall that the EnergyPlus FMU contains only the
building model without HVAC systems, so the Modelica
HVAC model cannot export the amount of supply and
return airflow to EnergyPlus. Instead, we need to compute
within Modelica the amount of sensible and latent heat

flow into each room boundary by considering both supply
and return air streams. In addition, since the medium
office building does not perform a pressure-based airflow
network simulation, the coupling scheme in our cosimulation ignores the pressure disturbance to the room
by HVAC airflows as well as infiltration and inter-zone
air flows. A specialized Modelica component is created to
represent the return air stream from each room. Such a
component takes as input the mass flowrate, air
temperature, and relative humidity and outputs the
sensible and latent enthalpy flowrate of the air streams
with properties of the return air from each room, as
depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4 A specialized component in Modelica
The key part of this component is the
“Buildings.Fluid.Sources.MassFlowSource_T” from the
Buildings library, which produces a prescribed mass flow
with prescribed temperature and mass fraction. The
overall Modelica model is shown in Figure 5. Since the
Modelica model does not auto-size, we take design supply
airflows for each zone from EnergyPlus sizing results and
input into Modelica. In return, we take the fan operating
pressure that corresponds to the HVAC ductwork and use
it for EnergyPlus fan consumption calculation (∆𝑃) in
Equation 1.
High-fidelity Model Preliminary Result
Before uncertainty quantification of the EnergyPlus
model, we demonstrate that the high-fidelity cosimulation is able to capture physical behavior neglected
in the EnergyPlus model.

Figure 6 West zone VAV box operation
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In Figure 6 that depicts a sunny afternoon on July 5th, air
volume flowrates are normalized against design airflow
rates, rooms temperatures are centered around the cooling
set-point at 24 ℃, and zone damper position is always
between zero and one. We find that from around Minute
28, the west room suffers from overheating, so the PI
controller of the VAV box asks for more supply air into
the zone. However, the ambient air is sufficiently cool
such that all other zones demand less supply air, so the
supply fan reduces its speed and overall supply air
flowrate keeps decreasing. Consequently, the west zone is
not supplied with sufficient supply air despite the
increasing demand, and the room air temperature
overshoots 0.7 ℃ above the set-point until Minute 45.
Such interactions cannot be captured by the EnergyPlus
model since it assumes each VAV branch immediately
receives the desired amount of supply air as long as the
whole system capacity is not exceeded.

Results
Now we compare the simulation results of both platforms
for the whole month of July in Atlanta in Figure 7. On all
days but July 28, the temperature profile predictions for
the core zone from both EnergyPlus and Modelica models
follow almost the same trend, except that the temperatures
from the Modelica model fluctuate around the set-point of
24 ℃ resulting from the imperfect control. Normalized
mean bias error (𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 =

∑𝑛
𝑖)
1 (𝑦𝑖 −𝑦̂
(𝑛−𝑝)∙𝑦̅

) of the EnergyPlus

model is only 0.14% if we regard Modelica results as a
high-fidelity baseline. In terms of supply air flowrates in
Figure 8, both platforms capture the day-to-day variability
well, and the 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 of EnergyPlus is only 1.3%. From
the previous realization that EnergyPlus system
representation has neglected key issues of physical
behavior of the actual system, one might find this result
puzzling. However, this is expected if we realize that both
HVAC systems deliver supply air at the same state into
the same building, and the room temperature responses
show little discrepancy, so the predictions for supply air
flowrates from both platforms should match well. The
within-day fluctuations observed in the high-fidelity
model are the results of VAV box interactions and
imperfect control, which do not play a role in aggregated
metrics such as 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸. When it comes to the comparison
of fan power in Figure 9, EnergyPlus results show
significant discrepancy with the high-fidelity model
results. Causes of such discrepancy are twofold: first,
EnergyPlus simulates neither the fan speed nor the
efficiency fluctuations with the varying load; second,
EnergyPlus adopts the default polynomial curve that
relates 𝑓𝑝𝑙 with 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 . In this case, EnergyPlus has a
𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 of 41.5%.
We have thus established the inadequacy of EnergyPlus
for predicting fan power accurately for the type of VAV
system we are studying. In order to quantify this as an
uncertainty in the low-fidelity model, we choose to map
the high-fidelity model to existing parameters from
EnergyPlus. To do so, we perform a least square
polynomial curve fitting to normalized fan power (relative

to fan power at design condition) against normalized
volume flowrates from the Modelica model. Results have
a fitting 𝑅2 is 0.974. The fitted polynomial coefficients
are (0, 0.2169, -1.186, 3.976, -1.978). As mentioned
previously, this curve fit subsumes the combined effect of
fan model simplification and imperfect control. If we
rerun the EnergyPlus model with the updated coefficients,
we achieve a much lower 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 of -1.37%.
Parametric Study
So far, we have attempted the quantification of
uncertainty associated with the EnergyPlus model of
VAV systems. We know the resultant polynomial curve
at least applies to the particular medium office building in
Atlanta and the particular ductwork network in the
Modelica model. However, in order to reach conclusions
that are more general, we conduct parametric variations to
the current case and analyze results. The first variation is
to change the building characteristics. We update the
building thermal model with higher internal loads, subject
to hotter weather, i.e. in Phoenix. Since the thermal
demand of the building changes, we perform another
sizing calculation in EnergyPlus and update design fan
pressure rise according to a Modelica HVAC simulation.
However, the normalized fan performance curve and
system resistance characteristics remain the same. Results
for the fan power comparison present an excellent match.
The 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 is only -0.89%. The second variation is to
change the system resistance characteristics. To study
this, we shrink the ductwork and damper flow coefficient
𝑘 to be 80% of the original assumptions, so effectively the
fan is now facing a ductwork network with higher
resistance resulting from higher friction loss and smaller
face areas at the VAV dampers. Again, the airflow sizing
calculation and fan sizing simulations are conducted to
make sure the fan delivers design airflow rate at design
pressure rise in Atlanta weather. Together with previous
simulation runs, only the normalized fan performance
curve always remains intact. Results for the fan power
comparison again show a great match. The 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 is 1.72%. The lesson from these two additional parametric
studies is that the previously derived polynomial fit seems
to apply to buildings served by VAV systems associated
with similar normalized fan performance curves and
control sequence to the one we study.

Conclusions
This paper presents model inadequacy of the simplified
representation of an air handing unit with terminal vav
boxes in EnergyPlus: blindly applying the default
coefficients can lead to a 𝑁𝑀𝐵𝐸 of 41.5% for fan energy,
compared with a high-fidelity model in Modelica. This
result applies to forward-curved fans in VAV system
similar to the ones in our study in terms of normalized
performance curve and control sequence. Future work is
warranted where we apply the simulation framework in
this paper to the analysis of more control sequences and
system configurations. The outcome will be a repository
of fan performance curves for future probabilistic energy
simulations to sample from. Such uncertainty reflects
both our ignorance of the HVAC system specification at
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design stage and the model simplification within
EnergyPlus. Another potential improvement is to account
for duct leakage in the high-fidelity model and observe
the impact on the conclusion.
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Figure 1 Schematic for control sequence VAV 2A2-21232 (Adapted from (ASHRAE, 2005))

Figure 5 Overall Modelica model for the VAV system
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Figure 7 Comparison of core zone room air temperature

Figure 8 Comparison of supply air volume flowrate

Figure 9 Comparison of fan power
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Abstract
An analysis of overheating levels corresponding to
building morphology yielded the modelling uncertainty
due to the geometry and layout of two-bedroom flats in
London, England. A new method is introduced, which
collates information on various flat layouts in the current
London housing stock. To ensure an unbiased sample was
selected, dwellings were chosen randomly, yielding
twelve flats in and around inner London. Dynamic
thermal simulations were performed using EnergyPlus to
determine individual dwellings’ overheating risk. The
results described the influence of geometry and layout
configuration on overheating risk, which has rarely been
analysed in previous studies. Irregular façades led to
higher overheating levels in the set-back part of the
building. Default configurations were used to model basecase archetypes, with further simulations performed to
study the effects of orientation, ceiling heights and
window glazing fractions. Compared with these factors,
bigger differences between mean operative temperatures
of flats were due to layout, with 3.5 °C in bedrooms,
1.5 °C in living rooms and 2.2 °C in kitchens.

Introduction
The massive release of greenhouse gases due mainly to
human activities is a global threat that has led to warming
oceans and drying land and forests (Droege, 2008).
Following the 2015 Paris Agreement, participating
countries set a target to limit temperature increase to
below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels. In the UK, the
residential sector is responsible for 14% of direct
greenhouse gas emissions (Bell et al., 2016).
Additionally, from listed energy supply discharges, the
residential sector constitutes 7% of the emissions, which
means that a total of 21% of the emissions are attributed
to the residential sector. Heating and cooking are the main
sources of greenhouse gas emissions in the residential
sector. In fact, temperature regulation was the primary
reason for a 4% increase in emissions between 2015 and
2016 (BEIS, 2018).
There are over 26 million dwellings in the UK housing
stock, of which only 10% have achieved high Energy
Efficiency Ratings (Randall, 2011). Improving the
existing stock is quite challenging, especially considering
that more than 85% of the current building stock in the
UK will still be in use in 2050 (Ravetz, 2008; CIOB,
2013). An increase in heatwave events resulting from

global warming will bring negative health effects. The
high temperatures during the devastating 2003 European
heatwave resulted in 2000 excess deaths in England in a
10-day period (PHE, 2018). These temperatures will
likely be considered normal by 2040 (PHE, 2018).
Increasing attention has been placed on dealing with
severe summer temperatures. The WHO (1987)
recommended a comfort zone range between 18 °C to 24
°C, because it offers little thermal threat to sedentary
people under appropriate conditions.
Previous studies using dynamic thermal simulations
found that buildings in London with lightweight
constructions had a higher potential for overheating
(Peacock, Jenkins and Kane, 2010). Kolokotroni and
Giridharan (2008) evaluated the influence of buildings’
physical characteristics on overheating risk, concluding
that the biggest factor was surface albedo, with smaller
values yielding a lower air temperature. The second
largest variable was thermal mass.
The impact of different occupancy profiles on overheating
has also been analysed in previous studies, Weng (2017)
found that night ventilation is more effective than daytime
ventilation and that for present climate scenarios different
window opening profiles reduce overheating. However,
this strategy will have little effect in 2050 under projected
weather scenarios. Two occupancy profiles are typical
used in simulations. Porritt et al., (2013) showed that
pensioners’ occupancy profile experienced double
exposure to overheating on the number of degree hours
over 26 °C and 28 °C for bedrooms and living rooms
respectively than the family occupancy profile during
daytime. Additionally, Mavrogianni et al., (2014) as part
of the AWESOME project identified that pensioners were
exposed to overheating for several more hours than the
family. Aragon et al., (2017) found that the two typical
occupancy profiles used, were found to represent only
19% of UK’s population and developed seven other
profiles for study. The second most common profile used
in simulations the ‘elderly couple’ was deemed the most
vulnerable group. Therefore, this profile was used in this
project to represent one of the worst occupancy scenarios.
This study aimed to bridge the research gap found in
previous works that have not analysed the impact of
layout and geometry on the overheating risk of dwellings.
Existing two-bedroom flats in London were used in this
study to evaluate the overheating risk of different
geometry and layout configurations.
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Methods
This study focused on two-bedroom flats in London, to
limit the scope of this work while ensuring that it reflected
the real state of London’s housing stock. They have been
identified as one of the worst performing dwelling types
in numerous studies (Symonds et al., 2017, 2016;
Kolokotroni et al., 2010; Oikonomou et al., 2012). Flats
have the highest overheating risk and an increasing
presence in London. In private and public sectors, a
greater incidence of two-bedroom housing has been
reported by the Housing Space Standards, currently
constituting 80% of the dwellings being built (Drury et
al., 2006; Gleeson and Patel, 2017). Two-bedroom flats
represent 60% of the total flat production (Drury et al.,
2006).
Selection of sources of information
First, an online search was conducted on property
websites to consolidate available information on current
flats in London. Additionally, various real estate websites
were identified and compared. This information was
publicly available and represented real properties within
London. Moreover, this strategy allowed large quantities
of information to be acquired quickly, rendering it the
most effective means for data collection. Each online
source was ranked based on the presence of search filters,
size of the data-set and availability of floorplans and
location information. This enabled a more accurate
identification of properties. Employing this method, the
number of properties ‘for sale’ and ‘to rent’ were isolated.
Only three websites: Zoopla, Right Move and Prime
Location, fulfilled all selection criteria, and hence were
chosen for this research.
Selection of sampling size
The sample size was based on the time and difficulty
involved in generating models and simulating each

building. To remove any biases, properties were randomly
selected to reflect London’s two-bedroom flats. Two
properties were randomly selected from every ‘for sale’
and ‘to rent’ category of each chosen website, yielding a
total of 12 floorplans. All properties had an identical
probability of being selected for the study. The
randomised selection process was conducted as follows:
1. Visiting the three websites mentioned and applying
selection criteria produced numerous pages
comprising the entire list of two-bedroom flats.
2. A random value between 1 and the total number of
pages was generated, and the flat selected was the
first property on that page which met all
requirements, such as the need for floorplans to be
included in the listing.
The selected property had to be located on the middle
floor of the building. This was to avoid additional external
factors affecting the indoor environment of the flat. Top
flats were excluded for two reasons: firstly, Drury et al.,
(2006) suggested that penthouses may have significantly
larger areas; secondly, Oikonomou et al., (2012) showed
that top-flats performed worse than middle-floor flats.
Only the middle floor within a three-story building was
simulated for consistency.
The floorplan collected for each dwelling was compared
with written descriptions, and with corresponding images,
for corroboration. If the property selected did not fulfil all
parameters, another property with the same criteria was
selected. Information on each property was collected,
indexed and used to develop a set of floorplans in CAD to
confirm dimensions. The location of the twelve properties
are mapped as shown in Figure 1. It is clearly seen that
more than 90% of properties were located within inner
London, with just one property located in an outer London
borough.

Figure 1: Location of properties within London’s inner and outer boroughs.
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Figure 2: Building layouts, with the true north indicated by the arrow in the top right corner. Orientations simulated
are given in the bottom left corner of each model. The four cardinal points (N-S-E-W) are also provided. The floor
plans represent bedrooms 1 and 2 (B-1, B-2), living room (L), kitchen (K), and the shaft at the entrance of each flat.
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Dwelling Layouts
The flats’ internal layouts were recreated in CAD using
their floor plans, and verified using images included in the
listing. All zones were characterised by simple
rectangular prisms and cubic shapes, while ensuring that
their basic form and geometry were not affected. Figure 2
shows the layouts for the 12 flats used in this study.
Approximate ceiling heights were determined from
images of internal spaces using a door height of 2.10 m
taken from widely accepted door dimensions (Neufert,
1995, p.169). This yielded an average ceiling height of 2.4
m, which was then assumed for all dwellings to disregard
the effect of ceiling height and ensure that layout
configuration was the only dependent variable. Window
dimensions were calculated using floorplans, and again
using relative proportions obtained from site images.
Ratios of window to wall areas were calculated by
dividing the former by the latter. Flat orientations (NorthSouth-East-West, coinciding with but not strictly aligned
with true orientation) were determined from flat location,
and true north indicated next to each floorplan (Figure 2).
Since flats are typically part of a larger building, zones
representing nearby flats were simulated to represent true
conditions, with adiabatic heat transfer assumed between
neighbouring zones. Where a window or other means of
ventilation was not present, an adjoining flat was inferred.
Building internal connections such as stairs and lifts were
represented by the shaft and assumed at the entrance to
flats. The ground and top floors were simulated using
building representations matching the area of the designed
middle floor. Following this, an input data spreadsheet
was created with the coordinates and dimensions of every
room, along with the building characteristics. These data
were input to an in-house software utility (EnergyPlus
Generator – EPG) to develop IDF files which were
simulated in EnergyPlus version 8.8.0 (U.S. DOE BTO,
2017), employing the methodology used by Symonds et
al., (2016).
Occupancy schedules
Occupancy patterns were selected from Symonds et al.,
(2016), based on the work of Mavrogianni et al., (2014).
Flats were determined to present the highest risk exposure
to the elderly of any building type. ‘Pensioners’ staying
mainly indoors were identified as the most vulnerable
occupants, and thus in most ‘need’ of being modelled.
This occupancy schedule was kept static for all model
runs, to ensure that the influence of internal heating was
the same for each building layout. A detailed hourly
schedule of pensioner couples is described in
Mavrogianni et al., (2014).
Weather files
Weather data were chosen to represent inner London’s
climate conditions. For this study, a ‘current’ single DSY
(Design Summer Years) weather file for Islington was
used, acquired from the PROMETHEUS project (Eames,
Kershaw and Coley, 2011), to assess the influence of
layouts under the same climate. Overheating risk was
simulated for the warmest period between May to
September as recommended in TM59 (CIBSE, 2017).

Simulation parameters
Building fabric characteristics were defined based on
previous studies on the dwelling archetype. (Symonds et
al., 2016; Oikonomou et al., 2012; Mavrogianni et al.,
2012, 2014). Flats at the middle level were modelled,
along with the adjoining building (which had the same
area and height as the property under study) to include the
effect of sunlight screening for shading, applying the
same methodology used by Taylor et al., (2015). Multiple
parameters were simulated including: orientations, two
different ceiling heights (2.4m, 2.8m) and two different
window ratios (true, 0.295). The flats were initially
simulated using the true orientation. Further, the living
room and bedrooms were studied under north and south
alignments to understand the impact of building
configuration while excluding the sun exposure factor.
This series of simulations were performed to better
understand the role of layouts on overheating risk.
Dwelling characteristics
Since the factor under study is building layout, the
building characteristics in Table 1 were kept constant for
all simulations. Room areas were determined from the
generated layouts and the average flat size was calculated
to be 69 m2.
Table 1: Building input characteristics for simulations.
Permeability (m3/h/m2 @ 50 Pa)
Window Open and Heater Threshold (°C)
Gains Factor
CO2 Emission
Extract Factor
General Deposition Velocity
Albedo Factor
Walls U-Value (W/m²K)
Roof U-Value (W/m²K)
Window U-Value (W/m²K)
Floor U-Value (W/m²K)

15
22
0.4
0.07
0.5
1.8
0.3
1.6
1.5
2
0.6

TM59 overheating risk assessment criteria
The TM59 (CIBSE, 2017) is a method for assessing the
overheating risk in dwellings based on dynamic thermal
modelling, which uses the TM52 (CIBSE, 2013) basis of
design comfort criteria. According to CIBSE Guide A
(2015), living areas are considered to be overheated when
their temperature exceeds an operative temperature of
28 °C for more than 1% of annual occupied hours, and
bedrooms when their temperature exceeds 26 °C.
Moreover, to maintain sleep quality a maximum bedroom
temperature of 24 °C is recommended. The TM59
methodology was designed focusing on flats, however, it
can provide a baseline for overheating risk assessment in
all domestic dwellings. It requires a suitable sample,
detailed zoning and to model building characteristics in
detailed for simulations. In this study, the dwelling
characteristics previously explained and the occupancy
pattern of two pensioners was used instead of the one
required for the evaluation. The flats were analysed under
TM52 Criteria for predominantly naturally ventilated
homes. The resulting hourly operative temperatures were
used to analyse whether individual flats passed the
assessment.
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increased by 1.70 °C. A direct connection was observed
between glazing area and changes in temperature.
Furthermore, windows facing south and west displayed a
greater corresponding reduction in temperature with
reduced glazing fractions. Variations in glazing fraction
among bedrooms facing north had little to no effect on the
overheating performance of the rooms. The northoriented façade represents rooms without sun exposure,
while the south-oriented façade is under direct sunlight
influence. Maximum operative temperatures ranged from
25 °C to 27.5 °C over May to September when facing
north and from 26.8 °C to 35.2 °C when facing south. For
living rooms, the maximum temperature ranged from
26.5 °C to 28.3 °C and 27 °C to 30.1 °C for north and
south orientations respectively.
Simulation results analysed under the TM59 criteria
Assessment criteria from TM59 were applied to buildings
simulated under the previously described building
characteristics and occupancy schedules. Moreover, it
was tested under the Islington ‘current’ DSY weather file
during the period of May to September to determine
whether dwellings are at risk of overheating. The
difference of temperature greater or equal to one degree
(K) should not be more than three per cent of occupied
hours to comply with criterion 1 used in this analysis.
Bedrooms located in the second layer of an irregular
façade (i.e. non-rectangular) did not pass the criteria as
seen in Table 3. Five out of twelve kitchens did not pass,
all of which were located in the interior of the dwelling
without window access. In flats 4th and 12th the kitchens
were also internally, and were simulated using same
conditions from Table 1. However, those were open plan
kitchens directly attached to the living room with an area
greater than 30 m², which enabled them to pass. Kitchens
without windows show higher overheating risk.

Results

Simulations using the true building orientation
Table 2 shows the average mean and maximum operative
temperatures modelled over the summer period. Overall,
all flats displayed maximum temperatures over 28 °C in
at least one room. The maximum temperatures surpassed
31 °C in four bedrooms from different flats (4th, 6th, 10th,
11th), that all had an irregular façade (i.e. non-rectangular)
with an adjacent room protruding from the building
façade. Building shape and cross ventilation had an
important effect on overheating risk. Also, the inclusion
of a shading device (overhang) had a significant effect on
buildings with regular configurations, as seen by
comparing flats 4 and 6. Additionally, Table 2 shows the
percentage of time when the temperature of rooms where
higher than the comfort limit recommended by WHO (24
°C) and by CIBSE Guide A (26 °C for bedrooms and 28
°C for other living spaces). Spaces displayed temperatures
over 24 °C an average of 17% of time in bedrooms, 24%
in living rooms and 79% in kitchens. Temperatures over
26 °C were displayed an average of 5% of time in
bedrooms and temperatures over 28 °C an average of
1.4% in living rooms and 33% in kitchens. The average
duration of temperatures above 24 °C in bedrooms was
9.9 hours with a median of 11 h, and in living rooms an
average of 8.8 h with a median of 5 h.
Simulation results using different building
orientations, heights and glazing area fraction
Extra simulations were carried out on the twelve flats and
a comparison chart for bedrooms is shown in Figure 3.
Varying ceiling height had little effect on the overall
thermal performance of the flats. Increasing glazing
fraction by around 0.10 yielded a corresponding increase
of between 0.22 °C to 0.27 °C in rooms facing north.
However, for a room facing west the temperature
Table 2: Base-case max and mean operative temperatures over the summer period for all rooms. Percentage of time
when temperature passed 24 °C limit recommended by WHO and 26 °C/ 28 °C recommended by CIBSE Guide A.
Flat
01

Flat
02

Flat
03

Flat
04

Flat
05

Max
Mean
%h > 24°C
%h > 26°C

25.0
20.4
8%
0%

25.9
21.2
27%
5%

25.0
20.3
7%
0%

29.3
21.8
19%
2%

25.0
20.3
6%
0%

Max
Mean
%h > 24°C
%h > 26°C

25.1
20.1
13%
1%

27.3
20.5
7%
0%

25.2
20.4
9%
1%

32.3
22.5
27%
9%

25.3
19.7
5%
0%

Max
Mean
%h > 24°C
%h > 28°C

28.0
21.4
28%
1%

28.2
21.0
9%
0%

26.5
21.1
26%
0%

30.1
21.7
20%
1%

26.9
21.0
20%
0%

Max
Mean
%h > 24°C
%h > 28°C

32.5
23.5
98%
63%

32.7
23.7
98%
66%

31.7
22.8
93%
44%

30.8
22.6
62%
10%

28.6
21.6
87%
37%

Flat
06

Flat Flat
07
08
Bedroom 1
32.6 28.8 28.0
21.5 21.3 21.4
25% 1% 19%
13% 0%
4%
Bedroom 2
29.6 29.4 27.5
20.5 20.8 20.8
20% 1% 18%
6%
0%
3%
Living room
28.6 27.6 26.9
21.1 21.6 21.1
22% 10% 14%
1%
0%
0%
Kitchen
32.2 30.0 28.9
23.1 22.4 21.5
92% 40% 37%
44% 6%
5%

Flat
09

Flat
10

Flat
11

Flat
12

Pre
1990

Post
1990

STD
01-12

28.5
21.2
21%
6%

33.0
22.4
35%
20%

29.9
21.4
25%
10%

26.5
21.0
19%
4%

26.5
21.6
4%
0%

27.6
22.1
11%
1%

2.80
0.63
n/a
n/a

28.7
21.3
37%
15%

27.1
20.8
15%
2%

32.3
22.0
35%
19%

25.5
20.1
12%
1%

27.5
22.4
12%
1%

29.5
23.3
32%
8%

2.58
0.82
n/a
n/a

29.3
21.6
28%
1%

28.8
21.6
17%
1%

29.5
21.9
29%
1%

29.3
21.3
65%
8%

27.5
21.6
19%
0%

30.1
22.5
31%
3%

1.16
0.29
n/a
n/a

31.5
23.2
93%
47%

28.5
21.5
30%
4%

29.6
21.9
43%
6%

30.9
22.4
90%
47%

28.9
22.1
43%
7%

29.0
22.0
45%
6%

1.51
0.77
n/a
n/a
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Figure 3: Boxplots showing the modelled hourly operative temperature range for bedrooms 1 and 2 by flat over
summer (May-Sep). Whiskers show the highest and lowest values; the width of the box shows the interquartile range
(25th and 75th percentiles) and the central line represents the median value. The effect of varying various parameters
(ceiling height, glazing fraction and north/south orientations) is illustrated.
Table 3: Overheating risk assessment. Percentage of hours. The zones in red colour did not pass the TM59 criteria.
Zone
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Living room
Kitchen

Flat01
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.65

Flat02
0.00
0.00
0.15
11.06

Flat03
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.78

Flat04
0.44
4.22
0.90
1.51

Flat05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15

Simulation results compared with previous studies
Simulation results from this work were compared with
results for corresponding dwelling archetypes modelled
by Symonds et al., (2016) and is shown in Table 2.
Layouts for typical two-bedroom flats with two
configurations were used: pre-1990 and post-1990
buildings. This simulation was performed under the same
building fabric characteristics, and using the same
occupancy profiles and weather file as before. Living
rooms of the flats exhibited a maximum operative
temperature range between 26.5 °C to 30.1 °C, while the
compared
buildings
had
maximum
operative
temperatures of 27.5 °C and 30.1 °C for pre and post1990 respectively. For bedrooms there was a major
discrepancy with pre and post-1990 properties registering
maximum temperatures of 26.5 °C and 27.6 °C,
respectively. The average maximum temperature for flats
was 28.1 °C. Additionally, it was found that 60% of
kitchens were located internally within buildings, and
without window access, hence ventilation profiles could
not be applied. Kitchens in the twelve flats had a higher
overheating risk than pre and post-1990 flats. However, a
proper comparison was not possible since only 40% of the
twelve simulated kitchens had window access, which both
the pre and post-1990 flats possessed.

Discussion
This paper aimed at assessing the influence of dwelling
layout, and the impact of orientation, ceiling height and
window glazing fraction on the overheating risk of
dwellings in London during the summer period from May
to September. Modelling results displayed mean operative

Flat06
2.78
0.25
0.10
7.39

Flat07
0.30
0.25
0.00
0.75

Flat08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20

Flat09
0.03
0.00
0.45
5.68

Flat10
4.33
0.00
0.40
0.20

Flat11
0.65
3.49
0.85
0.95

Flat12
0.00
0.00
0.25
2.06

temperature variations between flats of 2.8 °C for
bedrooms, 0.9 °C for living rooms and 2.2 °C for
kitchens. The mean maximum temperatures between flats
for bedrooms one was 28.1 °C and for bedroom two was
28.0 °C with a standard deviation of 2.8 °C and 2.6 °C
respectively. For living rooms, the mean maximum
temperature was 28.3 °C with a standard deviation of
1.2 °C; and for kitchens the maximum mean temperature
reached 30.7 °C with a standard deviation of 1.5 °C.
Differences of maximum temperatures between flats in
bedrooms were 8 °C, these variations are larger than in
living rooms (3.6 °C) and kitchens (4.1 °C). Analyses
performed in this study revealed common overheating
patterns in bedrooms, demonstrating a strong relationship
between dwelling configuration and overheating risk.
The mean operative temperature results showed that
living rooms tend to perform worse than bedrooms,
contrary to results from previous monitoring studies
(Pathan et al., 2017; Wright, A, Young, A and Natarajan,
2005). This could be due to particular occupancy profile
used in this work, as pensioners spend more time indoors
than other occupant types.
The assessment under TM59 methodology was performed
as indicative of comfort. Three bedrooms and five
kitchens did not pass the criteria. Under this assessment is
clearly seen that the overheated living areas were affected
due to the geometry and layout of the dwelling. For
instance, the three bedrooms that did not pass the criteria
were the ones located in the second layer of the irregular
façade. All five kitchens that did not pass the criteria were
located in the internal part of the dwelling without
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window access. The authors of previous studies need to
take this into account for further analysis.
A major finding of this study was that irregular façades
(i.e. non-rectangular) results in temperature increases in
the zone that is set back from the main façade, with greater
variations observed when flats were not facing north. This
could be due to reduced ventilation reaching this part of
the dwelling. Mavrogianni et al., (2012), identified greater
temperature variations due to building fabric changes than
due to dwelling type. This study adds extra insight and
demonstrates the impact of dwelling geometry and layout
on the overall performance of dwellings. Greater
variations in the range of mean and maximum
temperatures could be attributed to the geometry of the
façade. Another interesting finding is that the presence of
sunlight shading devices has a much smaller effect on
overheating when the building had an irregular façade
geometry. Further work is required to determine retrofit
measures that match specific building configurations.
Limitations
Only one DSY weather file, representing inner London
was used in this work and the effect of varying weather
conditions was not studied. There was some uncertainty
regarding whether buildings allowing cross-ventilation
performed better than single aspect building. The benefit
of cross- ventilation was more obvious in north-south
oriented dwellings than in flats oriented east-west.
However, further simulations should be performed under
different weather conditions to understand the influence
of wind direction and pressure. Additionally, the impact
of using different weather files on the performance of
irregular façades has not been analysed.
The sample size used in this study is not statistically
representative of the London housing stock. However, the
flats analysed were randomly selected to guarantee an
unbiased sample that represented the local dwelling stock.
The accuracy of the chosen sample may be affected by the
information available from online sources. To overcome
this issue, existing images were used to corroborate
information on the floorplan, windows and doors and to
estimate ceiling heights. Because of the complexity of
collecting information and modelling different layouts,
only one dwelling type was used for this analysis.
Further research
This study has demonstrated the influence of dwelling
layout and geometry on the overheating risk for twobedroom flats in London. This method could also be
applied to other dwelling types to determine building
features that affect their overall performance. Monitoring
data may be collected to quantify the variation between
real buildings and the ones used in simulations. Further
work is required to test different shading options and their
influence on irregular façades. Future research could also
study factors besides overheating risk, such as indoor air
quality and energy consumption.

Conclusion

the UK, two-bedroom flats in London were identified as
having the highest overheating risk. This study used
building simulation to determine some common building
characteristics that may influence overheating in flats. For
instance, an irregular façade led to higher overheating
levels in the set-back part of the building. Kitchens within
60% of the flats studied were located in the interior
without access to a window resulting in kitchens having
higher temperatures than other rooms. The window
glazing fraction tends to have a greater effect on
bedrooms when the room is not facing north. Two ceiling
heights, of 2.4 m and 2.8 m, were used to compare the
effect of height on performance, however, it was found
that this had a minimal impact on overheating. Ceiling
height had a greater impact in kitchens with no window
access, where ventilation and shading strategies could not
be applied. Living rooms had higher temperatures than
bedrooms 70% of the time, and at least one bedroom per
flat (except for flat 4) displayed lower mean temperatures
than reported in the living room. A comparison of mean
operative temperatures in bedrooms between the basecase and simulations involving varied ceiling heights and
window glazing fractions showed mean differences of
0.09 °C and 0.15 °C respectively. This was very small in
comparison to a mean difference of 3.5 °C due to layout.
Differences in room area were important in kitchens with
no access to a window. Likewise, the kitchen proximity
to a large living room helped reduce overheating levels.
Previous studies developed theoretical archetypes which
were expected to be representative of the London housing
stock (Oikonomou et al., 2012). These archetypes have
been used in multiple modelling studies in the past, which
mapped out indoor environmental quality across the
stock. However, test to determine whether or not these
archetypes are indeed representative of the housing stock
has not been established. This work quantified the
variations in indoor temperatures due to the layout in a
single flat type. The dwelling type representing flats in a
previous work was compared against the flats used in this
study. Differences in dwelling layout and geometry were
observed, which affected thermal behaviour. These
findings add to previous research and help increase
accuracy to simulation-based studies.
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This study set out to understand dwelling layout
geometries and their propensity for overheating. Within
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Abstract
Nowadays, building energy models (BEM) are the
key elements in the design and optimization process of real buildings. They are necessary to analyze
the cost-effectiveness of energy conservation measures
(ECM), to optimize the behavior of the building during its operative stage, to obtain building energy efficiency certificate (BEEC), etc.
Therefore, energy models must be calibrated to guarantee an accurate representation of the real behavior
of the building. In fact, they need to comply with
several standards (ASHRAE 14-2014, FEMP 4.0, IPMVP) that establish limits to the definition of calibrated models. Perform an BEM is not an easy task,
since sometimes it is necessary to make assumptions
to certain energy behaviors. This study shows the
importance of one these aspects generally underestimated, the ground. Three outside boundary condition objects of EnergyPlus are analyzed to understand their influence on the calibration process. If
the heat loss rate contribution of the basement slab
is high, these objects could be critical to obtain calibrated models.

Introduction
In the recent convention on climate change (COP 24)
it was highlighted that the year 2018 was marked
by an unprecedented CO2 concentration and several
climatic incidents (fires, global temperature records,
drought, etc.). The energy consumption of buildings plays an important role in the mitigation of CO2
emissions, since they are one of the main producers
of greenhouse gases. As is described in the global
perspectives of the Global Status Report of United
Nations: “Buildings and construction together account for 36% of global final energy use and 39%
of energy-related carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emissions”
(Abergel et al., 2017). For this reason, in recent years,
there has been an increase in the number of studies
on how to optimize energy consumption in buildings.
Energy models are the key elements in these validation processes, analysis of energy conservation measures (ECMs), optimization of different strategies to
control the building’s HVAC systems (model predic-

tive control), etc., so they have great importance in
the field of energy consumption. For these studies
to be useful, it is necessary that the models used are
calibrated energy models.
One of the requirements that ASHRAE 14-2002
(ASHRAE, 2002) recommends for the personnel who
develop whole building calibrated simulation model
is the “five year’s computer simulation experience”,
and the reason is simple, calibrate a building energy
model (BEM) is not only to develop a model with
the same shape, spaces, loads, etc. of the real building. Calibrate a model is to characterize its behavior
in a simulation file reproducing the physics of the
building, and the experience gives to the modeler the
needed skills to deal with some elements of the building. These are some of the reasons why option D
(calibrated simulation) of the IPMVP protocol is discarded against other simpler options (Options A, B
and C) (IPMVP Committee and others, 2012).
The aim of this research is to explain the approach
that we use to calibrate models with large slabs in
contact with the ground. In the architecture field, Le
Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret established in their
manifesto “Five Points Towards a New Architecture”
the concept for the roof as the “fifth façade” of
the building: “In general, roof gardens mean to a
city the recovery of all the built-up area” (Corbusier and Jeanneret, 1970). This concept, highlighted
by Richard Cook, describes the potential of the urban roof-scape in terms of architecture design (Cook
and Partner, 2015). In terms of energy consumption,
roofs are one of the elements of the building’s envelope which are responsible of a great proportion of
building consumption. In contrast, the slabs are not
considered as the “sixth façade” in terms of architecture design, although in terms of energy, as an
element of its envelope, they are responsible of a proportion of its consumption. Façades and roofs have
the weather as the boundary element which they depend, instead the slabs have the ground. For this
reason, it is very important to evaluate how the software is considering the behavior of the ground-slab
relationship. In addition, the design of the building
is an important aspect to take into account in the impact on energy consumption due to the heat loss rate
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of the basement slab. In high-rise buildings or with
insulated slabs, this impact is lower.
Due to the importance of this component, EnergyPlus (Crawley et al., 2001) has develop different ways
to model its behavior, in fact since its 8.7 version
(march 2017) the software adds Kiva foundation heat
transfer module, that it is a computational framework developed by Neal Kruis (Kruis, 2015). This
module reduce the time needed to perform a threedimensional heat transfer calculation by using a twodimensional simulation that needs seconds to obtain
a result within a mean absolute deviation of 3%.
The innovation and relevance of this research is the
analysis and evaluation of the different possibilities of
EnergyPlus to model the ground behavior. The paper
focuses in how the BEM works taking into account the
different ground-foundation EnergyPlus objects with
default, adjusted and optimized settings. In the latter case, a calibration methodology developed in the
Universidad de Navarra (Ruiz et al., 2016; Ruiz and
Bandera, 2017; Fernández Bandera and Ramos Ruiz,
2017) is used to obtain optimized values to each of
them through a genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) (Deb
et al., 2002). The use of these values serve to improve the behavior of the BEM rising the quality of
the model.
A real case study is used to analyze the behavior of different model boundary conditions (Ground,
GroundFCfactorMethod and Foundation). Its calibration model (baseline model) has the default settings of EnergyPlus as its ground boundary condition.
By this way, measuring the error indices N M BE and
CV (RM SE) established by ASHRAE, FEMP and
IPMVP to classify calibrated models, it is possible to
evaluate the degree of agreement between the ground
boundary condition and the calibration level of the
model, being able to assess which of them is the most
appropriate.
Firstly, the study explains the methodology used, focusing on the different EnergyPlus outside boundary
condition objects for the ground and on the optimization methodology. Secondly the case study and all
the simulations performed which their settings are
explained. Finally, an analysis of the results is carried out where the different simulations are ranked
via the calibration criteria CV (RM SE).

Methodology
To explain the applied methodology on which this research is based, we are going to focus on two aspects:
the ground EnergyPlus objects and the optimizations
carried out.
Ground EnergyPlus objects
For the resolution of the case studies presented in
this research paper, the EnergyPlus software has been
used as a simulation engine. This software is commonly used by engineers, architects and researchers

to simulate the energy behavior of buildings Nguyen
et al. (2014). One of the features of this software
is the possibility of characterize the ground, offering
multiple options for its calculation. Each of them has
its advantages and disadvantages such as the simplicity of the object’s implementation, the precision of the
results, the time needed to simulate the model, etc.
In this research paper, a study has been made of several possibilities offered by this software to analyze
the accuracy of the ground characterization. Each
of them depends on the selected outside boundary
condition defined in each building surface. In particular, the boundary conditions analyzed are: Ground,
GroundFCfactorMethod and Foundation.
• Ground
This first type of boundary object uses monthly
ground temperatures directly in the ground heat
transfer model. The defined temperatures are
considered as the temperatures of the outer face
of each surface in contact with the ground. The
object only needs the ground temperature for
each month of the year, where 18 ◦ C is the default option.
• GroundFCfactorMethod
This method needs to define two objects:
Construction:FfactorGroundFloor
or
Construction:CfactorUndergroundWall and the
Site:GroundTemperature:FCfactorMethod. The
first one requires the values of F-factor or
C-factor of the construction in contact with the
ground in W/mK, its affected area (m2 ) and its
exposed perimeter (m). The second one needs
the ground temperatures, that can be obtained
from the EnergyPlus weather file (.epw). In
particular, the recommended values are the
ground temperatures at -0.5m.
• Foundation
The third boundary object analyzed is Foundation. The inputs in this boundary object is translated into Kiva’s foundation heat transfer model
that was developed by Neal Kruis in her thesis
(Kruis, 2015). This heat transfer model “generates a two-dimensional heat transfer calculation to represent heat flow between a zone and
the adjacent ground”. This heat transfer model
does not “use the same HeatBalanceAlgorithm
(e.g., Conduction Transfer Functions) as the rest
of the model” (DOE, 2018) where the “threedimensional heat transfer that can require several days to simulate is approximated in twodimensions in a matter of seconds while maintaining a mean absolute deviation within 3%”
(Kruis, 2015).
The input data for the resolution of the heat
transfer model of the Kiva methodology are
presented in different EnergyPlus objects:
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Figure 1: Office building, School of Architecture (University of Navarra).
Foundation:Kiva; Foundation:Kiva:Settings and
SurfaceProperty:ExposedFoundationPerimeter.
The first one, Foundation:Kiva, needs all the
information related with the foundations as
horizontal or vertical insulation; wall height
and depth; footing wall construction, material
and depth; etc. The inputs of the second one,
Foundation:Kiva:Settings, are the characteristic of the ground itself, such as its specific
heat, solar and thermal absorptivity, surface
roughness, etc.
Finally, the SurfaceProperty:ExposedFoundationPerimeter, “defines the
perimeter of a foundation floor that is exposed
to the exterior environment through the floor”
(DOE, 2018).
Optimization
In general, the usual way to define these objects is to
complete the inputs with the real ground data, but
sometimes these values are unknown or are between
a range. In these cases, an optimization is needed to
improve the error indices of the model. In this study,
this optimization is performed to the EnergyPlus objects whose values are between a range, that is to
say, to the GroundFCfactorMethod and Foundation
objects.
The optimization is done by genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II). This algorithm evolves an initial population, generation after generation, trying to minimize
a certain objective function, like the Darwin’s theory
of evolution. In this case, the objective function is the
same as in the calibration process, which gives us the
best set of values for each EnergyPlus object with the
calibration criteria. In the next section, optimization
settings for each of the analyzed cases are explained.

Case study
The office building of the Architecture School of the
Universidad de Navarra (Spain) is used as the case
study to perform the simulations (see Figure 1). It
was designed by the architects Rafael Echaide, Carlos
Sobrini and Eugenio Aguinaga and was built between

1974 and 1978. It is connected to the main building
through a transparent gallery. The building is mainly
used as an administration building and by postgraduate students of the different master’s programs of the
School of Architecture and it keeps mainly business
hours. It is a freestanding single-storey building of
almost 760 square meters, characterized by the use
of simple materials (red bricks, simple-pane windows,
concrete pillars, etc.). It has a porticoed structure of
concrete with 2.20 meters of modulation and it is protected from the wind by the School of Architecture
on the north side and by a wall of red bricks in all
the other orientations. The space allocation consists
of a succession of offices for personnel, an administration, an open working space, master classrooms and
a corridor in the middle connecting all the spaces.
The building energy model performed has been divided into 25 thermal zones, one for each room. Figure 2 shows the uses of these thermal zones and the
shape of the developed building energy model using
the OpenStudio plugin for ScketchUp (Guglielmetti
et al., 2011).
The BEM has been calibrated using a methodology
named as Zero Energy Calibration (ZEC), developed
by Fernández Bandera and Ramos Ruiz (2017). This
methodology is based in the building free oscillation
temperature, that is introduced in the energy model
as a dynamic set-point. In the periods of free oscillation, if the energy consumed by the building is 0
kW h (objective function), the model can be considered as calibrated, otherwise, there will be an incorrect configuration of the building envelope that will
be the responsible for this consumption. A genetic
algorithm (NSGA-II) is used to minimize the energy
consumption of the building by modifying the different parameters of the building envelope in each generation. One feature of this methodology is that it
feeds from the building measured data (temperature)
during the simulation process, unlike other calibration techniques that use the measured data at the
end of the process. This allows ZEC to introduce as
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Figure 2: Energy model and zonification of the Office building, School of Architecture (University of Navarra).
Table 1: Calibration criteria of Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP), ASHRAE, and IPMVP.
Data type

Index

FEMP 3.0 Criteria

ASHRAE G14-2002

IPMVP

±5
±15
±10
±30

±5
±15
±10
±30

±20
±5
±20

Calibration criteria
Monthly criteria % N M BE
CV (RM SE)
Hourly criteria %
N M BE
CV (RM SE)

much data as is necessary for the calibration process.
The calibration process is validated with the error
indices N M BE and CV (RM SE) (see equations 1
and 2) proposed by the international standards protocols: FEMP 4.0 Criteria, ASHRAE G14-2002 and
IPMVP (Webster et al., 2015; ASHRAE, 2002; IPMVP Committee and others, 2012), where s and m
are the simulated and measured values respectively,
n is the number of measured data points, p the number of adjustable model parameters and finally m̄ is
the mean of measured values.
N M BE =

1
·
m̄

1
CV (RM SE) =
m̄

∑n

− mi )
[%]
n−p

i=1 (si

√∑

n
i=1 (si

− mi )2
[%]
n−p

(1)

(2)

Table 1 shows the limits for the consideration of
calibrated models. In this study, the model has
been calibrated in the free oscillation periods of
the weekends of June 2017. This model will be
used as the baseline model for the rest of the simulations. The values obtained for N M BE and
CV (RM SE) are 4.34% and 4.79% respectively, being within the calibration criteria. Its energy demand
in the checking months (April to June) is 2242.05
kW h, and the boundary condition, for all the surfaces in contact with the ground, is the “Ground”

option. The EnergyPlus default values of 18◦ C for
all the months of the year has been selected for the
Site:GroundTemperature:BuildingSurface object.
The heat loss rate contribution of the different parts
of this building is as follows: 12.73 % for the basement
slab, 66.48 % for the roof, 9.21 % for the facades
and 11.57 % for the windows. As can be seen, the
basement slab relationship has a great influence on
the energy behavior of the model, even higher than
the façades and windows. This is due to the fact that
it has a large surface without insulation. The highly
exposed roof implies that it has the highest energy
losses.
The following three case studies serve to analyze the
impact of the different boundary condition objects in
the accuracy of the calibrated energy model. The
analyzed boundary objects are Ground, GroundFCfactorMethod and Foundation.
• Ground
For this analysis, different ground temperatures
have been used. These can be divided into two
blocks, one containing the ground temperatures
in the weather file (.epw) and the other with the
average temperature of the thermal zone minus a
certain number of degrees. The first has monthly
ground temperatures for the selected year at different depths (-0.5m, -2.0m and -4.0m). The second follows the suggestion that makes Energy-
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Table 2: Ground configuration.
Site:GroundTemperature:BuildingSurface
Jan.
Feb.
Baseline model
Average thermal zone temp. -0.5◦ C
Average thermal zone temp. -1.0◦ C
Average thermal zone temp. -1.5◦ C
Average thermal zone temp. -2.0◦ C
Average thermal zone temp. -2.5◦ C
Average thermal zone temp. -3.0◦ C
Weather ground temp. at -0.5m
Weather ground temp. at -2.0m
Weather ground temp. at -4.0m

18.00
19.59
19.09
18.59
18.09
17.59
17.09
8.26
11.00
12.79

18.00
20.03
19.53
19.03
18.53
18.03
17.53
5.21
8.15
10.57

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

18.00
20.05
19.55
19.05
18.55
18.05
17.55
4.39
6.79
9.21

18.00
20.03
19.53
19.03
18.53
18.03
17.53
5.10
6.74
8.79

18.00
21.35
20.85
20.35
19.85
19.35
18.85
9.22
8.91
9.60

18.00
22.90
22.40
21.90
21.40
20.90
20.40
13.83
12.06
11.43

18.00
22.88
22.38
21.88
21.38
20.88
20.38
18.16
15.45
13.71

18.00
22.79
22.29
21.79
21.29
20.79
20.29
21.30
18.36
15.95

18.00
20.70
20.20
19.70
19.20
18.70
18.20
22.22
19.86
17.45

18.00
19.80
19.30
18.80
18.30
17.80
17.30
20.74
19.58
17.81

18.00
19.43
18.93
18.43
17.93
17.43
16.93
17.19
17.58
16.95

18.00
17.82
17.32
16.82
16.32
15.82
15.32
12.71
14.50
15.15

Table 3: FC factor method configuration.
Site:GroundTemperature:FCfactorMethod
FC factor
method (base)
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

6.4
5.72
6.93
8.82
13.77
17.59
20.17
20.95
19.62
16.65
12.69
9.01

FC factor
method (optimized)
from 5.50 to 11.50
from 4.50 to 9.50
from 5.50 to 9.00
from 7.00 to 10.50
from 10.50 to 14.00
from 14.00 to 17.50
from 16.50 to 20.00
from 17.00 to 22.00
from 16.00 to 23.00
from 13.50 to 21.50
from 10.50 to 18.50
from 7.50 to 14.50

Plus for tertiary buildings where if the complex
boundary objects are not used, it recommends
as the ground temperature “a reasonable default
value is 2◦ C less than the average indoor space
temperature” (DOE, 2018). Therefore, as can be
seen in Table 2, the average temperature of each
thermal zone minus a certain number of degrees
(between a range of -3.0◦ C and -0.5◦ C) has been
selected to test all possibilities (see Table 5).
• GroundFCfactorMethod
The second boundary object analyzed is the FC
factor method. In this analysis, two options were
evaluated: the ground temperature defined in
the Pamplona weather file (.epw) at a depth of 0.5 m and an optimization of the monthly ground
temperatures of a set of cities near the building.
The ground temperatures of these cities (Pamplona, Vitoria, Bilbao, San Sebastián, Logroño
and Zaragoza) serve to limit the range of values
of the optimization with a step of 0.5 ◦ C between
its limits. Table 3 shows the selected values and
the best solution obtained in the optimization
process.
• Foundation
The last boundary object analyzed is the Foundation object. Several analyzes have been performed for this element. In the first, the EnergyPlus defaults have been used to define the Kiva
settings. In the second group, the real ground
data has been used. As the soil is composed of

every
every
every
every
every
every
every
every
every
every
every
every

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

FC factor
method (optimized)
best model
8.00
5.00
8.00
7.00
10.50
14.00
16.50
22.00
22.00
15.50
16.00
9.00

a mixture of marls and limestones, three cases
are evaluated, one with marl data, another with
limestone and the last one with a mixture of
them. Finally, the last group analyzed is an optimization of the ground characteristics, where the
conductivity, density, specific heat, absorptivity,
roughness, etc. are evaluated. Table 4 shows the
values selected for all cases and the range for the
optimization option with a specific column with
the best values obtained.

Results and analysis
Table 5 summarizes all simulations and optimizations
performed where can be seen in each column, from left
to right: a description of the model and the boundary
condition object analyzed; the error indices obtained
to verify the calibration criteria (CV (RM SE) and
N M BE); the energy demand of the model in the free
oscillation periods in the checking months (April to
June); and the reduction percentage that each simulation have with respect to the baseline model (in bold).
All the data is sorted by the error index CV (RM SE).
We are going to start by discussing the models whose
ground temperatures have been obtained from the
weather file (ground temperatures at -0.5 m, -2.0 m
and -4.0 m depth). Obtain these temperatures does
not have any difficulty, since the .epw file offers them
directly. However, poor calibration results have been
obtained with these configuration. Analyzing the calibration criteria, the CV (RM SE) and the N M BE
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Table 4: Kiva configuration.
KIVA
(base)

KIVA
(marl)

KIVA
(limestone)

KIVA
(average
marl-limestone)

KIVA
(optimized)
best model

1.73
1842
419
0.9
0.9
0.03
40

2.1
1540
2250
0.9
0.9
0.03
40

2.8
2850
2250
0.9
0.9
0.03
40

2.45
2195
2250
0.9
0.9
0.03
40

from 0.50 to 2.50 every 0.10
from 1200 to 2800 every 100
from 200 to 1500 every 100
from 0.10 to 0.99 every 0.10
from 0.10 to 0.99 every 0.10
from 0.005 to 0.03 every 0.005
from 16.50 to 20 every 0.50

0.8
2300
1500
0.80
0.99
0.015
16.5

-

-

-

-

0.2
0.3

0.2
0.3

KIVA
(optimized)

Foundation:kiva
Soil Conductivity
Soil Density
Soil Specific Heat
Ground Solar Absorptivity
Ground Thermal Absorptivity
Ground Surface Roughness
Far-Field Width
Foundation:kiva:Settings
Wall Height Above Grade
Footing Depth

Table 5: CV (RM SE), N M BE and energy demand (kW h) with the different ground simulation strategies.
Outside boundary condition - Model
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -1.5◦ C
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -2.0◦ C
Foundation - KIVA (optimized)
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -1.0◦ C
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -2.5◦ C
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -0.5◦ C
Foundation - KIVA (base)
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -3.0 ◦ C
Ground FC factor method (optimized)
Foundation - KIVA (marl)
Ground FC factor method (base)
Foundation - KIVA (average marl-limestone)
Foundation - KIVA (limestone)
Baseline model
Ground - Weather ground temperature at -0.5 m
Ground - Weather ground temperature at -2.0 m
Ground - Weather ground temperature at -4.0 m

reach values of 12.75% and 12.48% respectively which
represents an increase of up to 161.55% in terms of
energy, therefore they are not a good strategy to improve the calibration levels of the model.
Models that use Ground FC factor method as the
boundary condition object produce results that improve the error indices of the baseline model. Two
models are analyzed, one with the ground temperature of the weather of Pamplona (base) and the
other that is the optimization of several cities (optimized). The latter reduces the error indices to 2.4%
of CV (RM SE) and -0.34% of N M BE, which represents a reduction in energy demand close to 43%.
The simulations that use Kiva methodology as the
boundary condition object are distributed evenly
among all the simulations. All of them improve the
baseline model, however, the optimization of the Kiva
methodology is the one that obtains the best results
with a 1.79% of CV (RM SE) and -0.01% of N M BE,
occupying the third place of the best models. Its
improvement in the reduction of energy demand is

CV (RM SE)

N M BE

Energy
(kW h)

Energy
(%)

1.62%
1.64%
1.79%
1.90%
1.96%
2.37%
2.40%
2.44%
2.83%
3.00%
3.77%
3.89%
4.68%
4.79%
10.64%
12.12%
12.75%

-0.11%
0.59%
-0.01%
-0.82%
1.29%
-1.52%
-0.37%
1.99%
-1.39%
2.61%
-2.62%
3.63%
4.48%
4.34%
9.91%
11.81%
12.48%

1227.55
1309.69
1342.33
1211.10
1445.09
1269.95
1501.95
1612.90
1294.21
1902.80
1436.68
2124.54
2458.61
2242.05
5103.26
5727.90
5864.12

45.25%
41.59%
40.13%
45.98%
35.55%
43.36%
33.01%
28.06%
42.28%
15.13%
35.92%
5.24%
-9.66%
0.00%
-127.62%
-155.48%
-161.55%

also notable, producing a decrease of 40.13 % with
respect to the baseline model. As a counterpart, it is
curious how the Kiva model with the default option
of EnergyPlus obtains better results than with the
ground values of marls, limestones and the mixture
of both. In these last cases, knowing the properties
of the ground has not offered any advantage to the
calibrated model.
Finally, the parameterization made with the recommendation of EnergyPlus for the calculation of
ground temperatures using the average temperatures
of the thermal zones minus 2◦ C for the different
months of the year, obtains the best results of all the
proposed in this study. All the simulations performed
with this strategy are in the top positions of the table 5. The best one is the one that has the average
interior temperature reduced 1.5 degrees, producing
error indices of 1.62% of CV (RM SE) and -0.11% of
N M BE with an energy reduction of 45.25% with respect the baseline model.
In order to analyze the influence that each of these
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sunday

Saturday

25
23
21
19
17

0 1 2 3 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
12-jun

13-jun

14-jun

15-jun

16-jun

17-jun

18-jun

june

Measured temperature
Baseline model
Founda�on - KIVA (calibrated)

Founda�on - KIVA (base)
Ground FC factor method (calibrated)
Founda�on - KIVA (marl)

Ground FC factor method (base)
Founda�on - KIVA (average marl-limestone)
Founda�on - KIVA (limestone)

Ground - Weather ground temperature at -0.5 m
Ground - Weather ground temperature at -2.0 m
Ground - Weather ground temperature at -4.0 m
Ground - Average thermal zone temperature -1.5 ºC

Figure 3: Ground temperatures of the different simulations.
methodologies has on the calibrated model, the average interior temperature of the building has been
analyzed. Figure 3 shows all the temperatures in a
week of June, 2017 (from 12th to 18th ). The temperatures shown correspond to the periods of free oscillation that the building had at that time. As we can
see in the working days, these periods go from 21:30
to 3:50, and on weekends, from 15:30 (saturday) to
3:50 (monday).
The dotted red line corresponds to the real measured
temperatures and the dashed black line to the temperatures of the baseline model. The lines closest to
the red dots are the strategies that give the best results. As can be seen, the models with the average
temperatures of the thermal zones and the Foundation:kiva (optimized) are the ones with best behaviors. In contrast, the furthest lines are those with
the worst error indices, such as those that uses the
ground temperatures from the weather file.

Discussion
When performing the calibration of an energy model,
there are different aspects that must be taken into account in order to obtain energy models faithful with
the reality. Aspects such as the weather file, the
behavior of double-height spaces, ventilated facades,
trombe walls, greenhouses, etc., have a great influence on the behavior of the energy model. As can be
seen in this study, the characterization of the ground
is a key aspect to improve the accuracy of the model.
There are different EnergyPlus objects that serves
to characterize the ground of the building and in
this study some of them have been analyzed. Not
all of them have the same range of complexity or
need the same simulation times. The average time
in performing a simulation with the different boundary conditions objects are: 1m:10s for the Ground,
1m55s for Foundation and 2m10s for Ground FC
factor method using a standard computer (Intel i7
4500U, 8GB RAM). For this reason, it is necessary
to select the most appropriate according to the needs
of the project.

The strategy that offers the best results is the use
of a simple ground object as the boundary condition
of the surface. The inputs for the months that have
the best results are those corresponding to the average thermal zone temperature minus a certain number of degrees. In this case study with 1.5 degrees
the best results have been obtained. This solution
follows the recommendation of EnergyPlus for large
buildings with tertiary use. This measure has meant
an improvement in the model of around 66% in the
CV (RM SE) and an energy saving of 45.25%. However, the limitation of this technique is that we must
know the building interior temperatures, which sometimes are not known since they may require high investments.
In the case of not having indoor temperatures, the
next strategy that has good results has been the
optimization made to the Kiva calculation method.
In this case, the methodology improves the value of
CV (RM SE) by 62% and reduces the energy demand
by 40.13%. Although this method requires a more
specialized knowledge than with the simple ground
object, it allows to characterize the ground without knowing the interior temperatures. In fact, the
ground found by the optimization algorithm is similar to a mixture of gravel and sand, which is the true
ground in contact with the slab instead of the marls
and limestones that are in contact with the footing of
the foundation. The slab has more surface than the
footings in contact with the ground, so its influence
on the energy balance is greater. As a counterpart,
Kiva models need more time to perform each simulation than Ground models, in this particular case, the
model almost doubles the simulation time.

Conclusion
In this study, three outside boundary condition objects of EnergyPlus were analyzed to see their influence on the calibration process of a real building that
has a high heat loss rate in the basement slab. The
analysis was performed using the EnergyPlus default
values, the site data and the measured temperatures
in the building. In some cases, an optimization has
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been carried out to obtain better energy models.
The results shows that the best strategy is the use
of a simple ground object using the measured temperatures in the building, which were generally unavailable because they require an initial investment.
The second one is the use of the Foundation:kiva object. This object needs optimization to obtain the
best results, however, its behavior with the site data
substantially improves the baseline model.
With the exception of the models that use the ground
temperatures from the weather file, all the methods
analyzed improve the calibration. Therefore, conducting a ground study in the calibration process of a
model is an important aspect because it significantly
improves the results obtained.
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Abstract
In building simulations for hydrothermal evaluation there
are many uncertainties related to the materials properties,
to the initial and boundary conditions and to the
calculation methods used for the models. The aim of this
paper is to perform a series of hydrothermal simulation
with two disseminated solvers: WUFI Pro 4.2 and
DELPHIN (Version 5), in order to compare their results,
specify the differences between them and identify both
their limitation and potentialities. The simulations
consider the EN 15026; diverse materials like brick,
concrete and plaster, different simulation times (60-days
and 2-years) and steady climatic conditions or real
climatic data from Munich. Obtained results from the two
software programs are very close.

Introduction
For some time, both academy and construction sectors
have used computational tools to evaluate the whole
building performance and its constructive elements,
especially to fulfil the increasing requirements to improve
comfort and energy efficiency of new and existing
buildings. In this sense, moisture balance and drying
capacity of the building directly influence its performance
and so, are many available software that couple heat, air
and moisture in order to perform hydrothermal
evaluations (Chang and Kim, 2015; Kontoleon and
Giarma, 2016; Hens, 2015; Mundt-Petersen and
Harderup, 2015; Tudiwer et al., 2018). However, when it
comes to building simulations there are many
uncertainties related to the materials properties, to the
initial and boundary conditions and to the calculation
methods used for the models (Vertaľ et al., 2018; Zhao et
al., 2011).
Many software programs have been developed for
hygrothermal simulation. A comprehensive review of
hygrothermal simulation software tools applied to
building physics for simulating the coupled transport
processes of Heat, Air and Moisture (HAM) transfer for
one- or multi-dimensional cases has been presented by
Delgado et al. (2010, 2012).
Until 2012 more than 57 hydrothermal software programs
exited, 14 of which were freely available (Delgado et al.,
2010; 2012.). Table 1 shows a number of important HAM
simulation programs (Delgado et al., 2010). As examples,
1D-HAM is a commercial program for one-dimensional
modelling of multi-layered porous materials considering

heat, air, and moisture transport. Conduction, convection
and latent heat effects can be considered for heat transfer.
Moisture transfer an occur through diffusion and
convection in vapour phase but liquid water transport is
not modelled. Considering surface absorption of solar
radiation is also possible (Hagentoft and Blomberg,
2000). Another commercial software is hygIRC-JD
suitable for simulation of heat, air and moisture transport
in exterior common walls. A feature of this program can
show how much the effectiveness of retrofitting of a wall
is. MOIST is a free software for modelling heat and
moisture (by diffusion and capillary flow) movement in
building envelopes. It calculates the surface relative
humidity at the wall layers, studying the effect of moisture
on heat transfer and evaluating the winter moisture
content in exterior layers. The disadvantages of the
program are that it is one-dimensional, it does not
consider wetting the exterior by rain, it does not model
heat and moisture transport by air movement, and it
assumes that the construction is air tight, and it includes
only the weather date of USA and Canada (Delgado et al.,
2010).
DELPHIN (2018) is a commercial software program. The
DELPHIN program can be used for simulating one-, twoand asymmetrical three-dimensional transport of heat, air,
moisture, pollutant, and salt transport in porous building
materials, assemblies of such materials, and building
envelopes in general (Grunewald, 1997; Nicolai et al.,
2008). It can simulate transient mass and energy transport
processes for arbitrary standard and natural climatic
boundary conditions including temperature, relative
humidity, winddriven rain, wind speed, wind direction, and
short- and long-wave radiation. An important feather of
this software is that it can study variations in different
materials and climates and also many parameters such as
temperature, moisture content, diffusive and advective
flux of water, and air pressure can be obtained as
functions of position and time (Nicolai et al., 2008).
The WUFI (Wärme- Und Feuchtetransport Instationär
(Heat and Moisture Transiency)) program is commercial
and can be used for simulating one- and two-dimensional
transient hydrothermal behaviour of multilayer building
components exposed to standard or natural climatic
conditions. The software has been validated many times
with field and laboratory results (Künzel,, 1995). The
program includes conductive heat transfer, enthalpy flow,
short-wave solar radiation and long-wave radiative
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cooling. Water movement is covered by capillary and
surface diffusion.
Although there are good established theories and
complete computational solvers for hydrothermal
simulations, the numerical models are still simplifications
of the physical events that occur in reality. In addition, the
programs always give outputs, even if the inputs are not
suitable for the case that the software pursuit to represent.
As a result, numerical model calibration and the reliability
of calculations are subjects that demand discussion.
One actual gap are studies that associate software such as
WUFI (2018) and DELPHIN (2018), showing how each
variable directly influence the outcomes and how they
present results close or not when compared with real
evaluations. A number of studies have compared the two
WUFI and DELPHIN software programs. Delgado et al.
(2012) used two hydrothermal models for verification
purposes. DELPHIN was used to verify the WUFI model.
The results for the temperature were good but there was
some disagreement for humidity. Carbonez et al. (2015)
used the two programs to simulate a water leak in a woodframe wall. The results were validated by experimental
tests and it was concluded that DELPHIN gives more
realistic results for moisture.
In literature, there are very few studies dedicated to the
comparison of results obtained from WUFI and
DELPHIN software for prediction of the hygrothermal
performance of materials. This research contributes to the
state of art of hygrothermal computational simulation, by
comparing results from WUFI and DELPHIN programs
for three different materials.

DELPHIN are slightly higher than WUFI. After one year,
the two programs have nearly the same results.

Figure 1: Results from EN 15026 simulations (temperature
data).

Experimental test
In this sense, this research seeks to compare the
impedance results of a long-term experimental test with
the moisture content outputs from two different
hygrothermal software. Relative humidity and
temperature data are used to validate the numerical model
and the work aims to show a correlation between
impedance measurements and simulated moisture content
values.
One type of sandstone cut into uniform cubes, each
having a side length of 40 mm (Figure 2), and a wide
properties range (Table 2) were placed inside the
chamber. The water adsorption was varied exclusively by
changes in the humidity, using saturated aqueous salt
solutions.

Table 1: A number of hygrothermal programs (Delgado et al.,
2010).

Software
1D-HAM
BSim2000
DELPHIN 5
HAM
HAMLab
hygIRC-1D
hygIRC-2D
LATENITE
MATCH
MOISTUREEXPERT
WUFI-2D
WUFIORNL
WUFI-Plus
WUFI-Pro

Type
1D heat-air-moisture
1D heat-moisture
l/2D heat-air-moisturepollutant-salt
1D heat-air-moisture
1/2/3D heat-air-moisture
1D heat-air-moisture
2D heat-air-moisture
2D heat-moisture
1D heat-air-moisture
1/2D heat-air-moisture

Figure 2: Analysed sandstone.
Table 2: Properties of the analysed stone.

2D heat-moisture
1D heat-moisture
1D heat-moisture
1D heat-moisture

Comparison with EN 15026
In the first step, the accuracy of the two software
programs were compared in the limits proposed by EN
15026 (2007). The obtained results for the temperature
shown in Figure 1 are well within the EN 15026 limits. In
the first 30 days, the temperature values calculated by
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Properties

Stone

M

Dry thermal
conductivity

Dry
bulk
density

Porosity

𝜆
W/mK

𝜌
kg/m³

Φ
m³/m³

1,71

2157,73

0,185

Properties
Water vapour
resistance

Specific
heat
capacity

Water
uptake
coefficient

Stone

𝜇
-

Cp
J/kgK

Aw
Kg/(m² √s)

M

148,41

814,544

0,00904087

1D WUFI and DELPHIN numerical simulations
The 1D numerical models created using the DELPHIN
5.0 (B.C. Bauklimatik Dresden 2017) and WUFI 4.0
(I.B.P. Fraunhofer 2015) were developed in order to
verify the experimental test findings.
Exterior boundary condition used as input, were the
hourly data of temperature and relative humidity
measured inside the chamber. As for the interior boundary
condition, the values were assumed as constant, and set to
21°C and 55% RH. The 1D numerical models had the
same dimensions as the sample stones used in the
experimental test (40 mm) and considered the properties
listed in Table 2. The computational grid size was
composed by elements that varied from 2 mm (at the
boundaries) to 7 mm thick (in the middle).
The results of both WUFI and DELPHIN software for
temperature (°C) and moisture content (kg) were
compared with experimental results for the position of
installed sensors (Figures 3 to 6). Comparing the obtained
results from the two software shows that the total water
content curves have similar behaviour despite the
difference in values; DELPHIN gives higher values than
WUFI. Based on the measured impedance (which is
inversely proportional to the moisture content) in the
laboratory, this behaviour is acceptable (Figure 6). In
addition, obtained results for the temperature by the two
computer solvers DELPHIN and WUFI and the values
measured results in the laboratory show high coefficients
of determination (R²) values, more than 0.99. Altogether,
good agreement is observed between numerial and
experimental results and it can be concluded that
validation is achieved.

Figure 3: Result of comparing temperature between
DELPHIN software and measured results in the
laboratory.

Figure 4: Result of comparing temperature between
WUFI software and measured results in the laboratory.
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Figure 6: Result of comparing impedance(measured)
and water content between WUFI and DELPHIN
software .

Case description
The method of the validation of the the DELPHIN and
WUFI software was described in the previous section. In
this section, further numerical simulations are carried out
in order to compare the results from the two software. For
this reason, different materials such as brick, concrete and
plaster (Table 3), different simulation times (60-days and
2-years) and steady climatic conditions or real climatic
data from
Munich have been used.

Figure 5: Result of comparing temperature between
WUFI and DELPHIN software.

Table 3: Properties of analysed materials.

Properties

Material

Thermal
Conductivity
𝜆
(W/mK)

Density

Porosity

𝜌
(kg/m³)

Φ
(m³/m³)

Brick

0.8112

1787.9

0.325

Light
concret

0.6035

1503

0.432

Plaster

0.55

1270

0.5

Water
vapour
resistance

Adsorption
at 80% RH

Specific heat
capacity

Water uptake
coefficient

𝜇
-

W80
(m³/m³)

Cp
(J/kgK)

Aw
(kg/(m2 √s))

28.287

0.0005

799.734

0.311

81.29

0.0882

1074.22

0.0319

12

0.0596

850

0.0093

Table 4: Input data for parametric study.

Material

Brick
Light
concrete
Plaster

Thickn
ess
(m)
0.28
0.28

Time

Outside
climate

*60 Days

0.28

*2 Years

a. Moisture
+temperatur
e
b. Munich

(01.10.2018 to
01.12.2018)
01.01.2018
to01.01.2020)

Surfaces

Indoor climate

Intital conditions

Outer wall, Partition

Constant, Sinusoid,

wall

EN 15026, EN
13788 (Humidity
class: 1)

01)
*TB/ IK
=Component 80%/
Water content=4.5
kg/m³
* TB/ IK = layer /
Water content=100
kg/m³

- Entertaining
radiation absorption
number: 0.4

Constant:
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- Long-wave
radiation emission
number: 0.9

21 °C, Moisture
=50%
Sinusoid:
1. Temperature:
Average: 21 °C,
Amplitude: 1°C
Day of maximum
:03.06.2018

2.

:

Relative humidity

Average: 50%
Amplitude:10%
Day of the
maximum:16.08.20
18

02)
*TB/ IK = component
80%/
Temperature in
Component :20 °C
Water content =53
kg/m³
* TB/ IK =layer/
Water content
=175kg/m³
03) *TB/ IK
=Component 80%/
Temperature in
Component
=20 °C
Water content
=30kg/m³
* TB/ IK = layer/
Water content =250
kg/m³

Table 5: Two methods used for calculating hydrothermal behaviour of materials.

Method
No.

Outside climate

Surfaces

Inside climate

Initial moisture

1

Humidity and temperature

Partition wall

Constant

Constant over the
component

2

Humidity and temperature

Partition wall

Sinusoid

Constant over the
component

Table 6: Coefficient of determination (R²) values.
Method

No.

External
temperature

Centre
temperature

Internal
temperature

External
humidity

Internal
humidity

Total
water

Centre
water

Brick

0.9996

0.9977

0.999

0.9947

0.9751

0.9815

0.9878

1 Light
concrete

0.9994

0.9905

0.999

0.9715

0.919

0.8674

0.8483

Plaster

0.9979

0.9628

0.9951

0.9484

0.8436

0.9249

0.8746

Brick

0.9994

0.9914

0.9983

0.9936

0.9349

0.981

0.9199

2 Light
concrete

0.9994

0.9851

0.9986

0.9719

0.8939

0.7802

0.9344

For parametric study, 194 simulations with different
conditions as shown in Table 4, have been performed. The
thickness of each material was 28 cm. Humidity and
temperature conditions of Munich were used for outside
climate. For inside climate, two different climate
conditions were considered. For the first inside climate
condition, called here method 1, the conditions were
constant, i.e. temperature equal to 21 °C and moisture
equal to 50%. For the second inside climate conditions,
called here method 2, the inside climate was considered
sinusoid according to EN 15026 (Tables 5 and 6). Initial
conditions are shown in Table 4.
Results
Results obtained from simulation for method 1 and
material 1 (Brick) have been shown in Figures 7 to 12 and
Table 6. Figure 7 indicates that the variation of internal

temprature versus time is almost identical for the both
software with R²=0.9985. The variation of centre and
external temperatures are also the same with R²=0.9992
and 0.9996, respectively (Figures 8 and 9). Figure 9
shows that the external temperature has an irregular
variation between 0°C and 10°C. According to Figure 8,
the variation of cetnre temperature is still irregular but the
temperature ranges from 3°C to 13°C. Figure 7 indciates
that the changes of internal temperature is between 13°C
and 17°C.
According to Figures 10 and 11 the internal and external
humidities estimated by the both software are very close
with R²=0.99. External humidity has a high variation
between 32% and 82%, whereas the variation of internal
humidity is more regular and between 52% and 80%.
Figure 12 shows that total water calculated by DELPHIN
is more than WUFI with R²=0.94. DELPHIN indicates
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that water content reduces from 1.25 kg/m2 to 1.15 kg/m2,
whereas WUFI anticipated the reduction of water content
from 1.25 kg/m2 to 0.57 kg/m2, which is about half of
DELPHIN. The same trend is observed in the results of
experimental tests shown in Figure 6.
Carbonez et al. (2015) encountered a similar discrepancy
between the results of DELPHIN and WUFI, and
attributed it to the liquid transport formulations in two
software programs. In the formulation for DELPHIN,
Equation (1), an additional gravitational component (ρg)
is included compared to the formulation for WUFI,
Equation (2), which causes the water content at the end of
wetting period in DELPHIN be higher than WUFI.
𝑗𝑙 = −𝐾𝑙 [

𝜕𝑝𝑙
𝜕𝑥

𝑗𝑙 = −𝐷𝑙 (𝑤)

+ 𝜌𝑙 𝑔]
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥

(1)
(2)

with 𝑗𝑙 the liquid moisture flux, 𝐾𝑙 the liquid conductivity,
𝑝𝑙 liquid pressure, 𝜌𝑙 density of liquid, g the gravity
constant, 𝐷𝑙 the liquid diffusivity, and w the moisture
content.
Figure 8: Centre temperature.

Figure 7: Internal temperature.

Figure 9: External temperature.
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Figure 10: Internal relative humidity.

Figure 12: Total water content.

The coefficient of determination (R²) values for brick
(material 1), light concrete (material 2) and plaster
(material 3) for temperature, humidity and water
calculated by two methods are presented in Table 6. Of
these two methods, the method 1 provides slightly better
results than the method 2, because it has larger values of
R².

Figure 11: External relative humidity.

Conclusion
At first, software verifications were performed with a
laboratory test, and then a few number of analyses were
performed on three types of materials to compare the two
software DELPHIN and WUFI.
By simulating three different materials with the
DELPHIN and WUFI software programs, the results of
external, centre and internal temperatures, external and
internal humidity, and total water content were compared.
Obtained results from the two software programs are very
close, except for total water content during the wetting
period. Two methods were used for comparison. The
results of the constant inside climate method were better
than the sinusoid inside climate method.
For future work, experimental tests will be performed for
the three types of materials simulated in this paper in order
to validate and compare the results obtained from the two
software. In addition, the study will be focused on
hygrothermal performance of traditional materials such as
adobe and mud-straw and the two software will be
calibrated for traditional materials by the use of results
obtained from experimental tests performed on traditional
materials.
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Abstract
Dynamic simulation and optimization of energy systems at urban level becomes increasingly important
as an additional decision criteria for planning and operation. Essential in this context is the dynamic heating and cooling demand of buildings. Often building
archetypes are used to depict the individual characteristics of buildings. While in average the demand is
accurately reproduced by archetype buildings, individual buildings deviate from the statistical average.
This paper presents a methodology to refine building
archetypes using real measurement data and Bayesian
Calibration. The calibration uses statistical indices
instead of whole time series or yearly cumulated energy demands. We apply the methodology to four
real buildings, the results demonstrate the potential
of the methodology by reducing the RMSE between
measured and simulated heating demand up to 57 %.

Introduction
Distributed urban energy systems are important to
meet the increasing demands of an economical and
climate-friendly energy supply in cities. In addition,
an increasing interconnection of energy sectors and
components in urban energy systems can be observed.
For this reason, the design of distributed urban energy systems requires new planning and design methods. In this context, the dynamic behavior of buildings gains in importance. However, often only little topological and physical information about existing buildings is available. Building archetypes are a
widely used approach to fill missing information with
statistically or normative determined values in order
to enable dynamic simulation of buildings at an urban level. Already published studies show that by using archetypes (a) the cumulated yearly energy (Mastrucci et al., 2014), (Cerezo et al., 2017) and (b) the
cumulated dynamic energy demand of multiple buildings (Remmen et al., 2018) can be adequately reproduced. However, the behavior of individual buildings
is often not adequately described, especially if the
actual characteristics of the building differ from the
statistical average. To close the gap between real en-

ergy consumption and dynamic Building Performance
Simulation (BPS), calibration is key. Hong et al.
(2018) names calibration as one of the ten challenges
for BPS. They stress the importance of (1) accounting uncertainty of input parameters and the accuracy
of BPS models, (2) need for automation in the calibration process to avoid non-unique solutions, (3)
high computational costs for advanced, automated
calibration methods and (4) review of current calibration criteria (e. g. from ASHRAE guideline 14)
(ASHRAE, 2002).
In literature, the key challenges have already been
taken up in a number of publications. Bayesian Calibration (BC) is a promising method to consider uncertainties and automate the calibration at the same
time. BC for numerical models according to Kennedy
and O’Hagan (2001) is used in various contexts in
the field of BPS. Applications range from calibration based on annual or monthly values (Booth et al.,
2013), (Heo et al., 2012) to higher resolution up to
hourly data (Chong et al., 2017). Kristensen et al.
(2018) applies BC and hierarchic modeling to buildings using Danish archetypes. Sokol et al. (2017) uses
BC to define archetypes for an existing building stock
in Kuwait. Chong et al. (2017) apply BC on buildings with high resolution measurement data, identifying the prohibitive computational times as one limitation when using daily or hourly data. Kristensen
et al. (2017) show that using high resolution measurement data influences and improves the calibration
results. Automated calibration techniques using Genetic Algorithms can be found in (Garrett and New,
2015). The use of statistical indices in calibration is
discussed in Vogt et al. (2018).
This paper is a contribution to further improve the
demand forecast of buildings for urban energy modeling, by presenting a methodology for the automated
calibration of non-residential archetype building models. The calibration technique used is Bayesian Calibration, taking into account the uncertainties in physical input parameters, measurement data and the
building model itself. The aim of the methodology is
to calibrate the hourly dynamic behavior rather then
cumulated energy consumption. In this context the
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calibration runtime plays a decisive role. To this end
we present a novel approach to use statistical indices
as objective functions for BC.
The paper is divided into four sections. The Methodology section focuses on the use of statistical indices as objective function for BC. Further, the four
buildings under investigation and their corresponding archetypes are presented. The Results section
compares the calibration results using all time steps
of one year against the results using statistical indices. Three different indices are tested in this
context (1) coefficient of determination, (2) MeanAbsolute-Percentage-Error and (3) Median-AbsolutePercentage-Error. In the Limitations and further Research section, we question our methodology and reveal potential for further research. The paper concludes with a summary of the methodology and results presented.

Methodology
Bayesian Calibration with statistical indices
On the basis of the Bayesian theorem, Kennedy
and O’Hagan (2001) have developed a mathematical framework for the application of Bayesian Calibration to computer models. The relation between
model output (η), model error (δ), measurement error
() and observations (y) are expressed as as a function of relevant boundary conditions and parameters
(x) and the calibration parameters (Θ), as shown
in Equation 1. All terms in Equation 1 are modeled as random variables. A detailed description of
Bayesian Calibration is not given in this paper and
reference is made to (Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2001;
Heo et al., 2012). For the model output η we use
a meta-model that is modeled as a Gaussian Process with a quadratic-exponential kernel with constant fraction. The Gaussian process has been trained
with 300 simulation runs of the physical model. Calibration parameters have been varied using LatinHypercube-Sampling. For the iterative solution of the
problem, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used
as Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo sampler. 15,000 iterations have been performed where the first 5,000 iterations have been discarded as burn-in.
y(x) = η(x, Θ) + δ(x) + 

(1)

One requirement of our methodology is the consideration of a dynamic calibration of building models,
i.e. not monthly or annually cumulated values are
used as model output (η) and observation (y), but
hourly values. Bayesian Calibration of time series can
be a computationally intensive procedure. In particular, the generation of the meta-model with use
of Gaussian Process (GP) is a limiting factor. The
runtime required to train the meta-model is proportional to the data points considered with the power
of 3 (Gilboa et al., 2012). In the context of this work,

the complexity of the GP regression increases with
an increasing number of calibration parameters, the
number of time steps and the number of simulated
training time series .
This section presents a methodology that aims to
minimize the runtime of the generation of the metamodel. For this reason, a GP regression is not performed for whole time series. Instead, an statistical
index between each training time series and the real
measurement data is calculated. In this way, the information of a complete time series can be recorded in
a single numeric value. On the one hand this methods saves computational time for the generation of
the meta-model. On the other hand a loss of information must be accepted by using the statistical index.
A discussion about using statistical indices in BPS
calibration can be found in Vogt et al. (2018). To
show the potential of the methodology we limit our
investigation in this paper to three different indices.
In our study we use Mean-Absolute-Percentage-Error
M AP E (Equation 2), Median-Absolute-PercentageError M dAP E (Equation 3) and Coefficient of Determination R2 (Equation 4). In these equations η is the
model output, y the observation, i.e. real measurement and N the number of observations (e.g. 8760
h). As Equation 2 and Equation 3 show, M AP E and
M dAP E differ only by using the mean and median,
respectively.

M AP E =

N
1 X yi − η i
N i=1
yi


M dAP E = median

yi − η i
yi

PN
(yi − ηi )2
R2 = 1 − Pi=1
N
2
i=1 (yi − ȳ)

(2)


(3)

(4)

All three indices are scale independent, scale independent indices are suitable to evaluate results relative
to the data and thus allow to compare different data
sets against each other. According to Kim and Kim
(2016) the M AP E is one of the most popular indicator to evaluate forecast accuracy. One disadvantage
is the sensitivity to outliers. In contrast the M dAP E
is more robust to these outliers and thus more robust to evaluation of real measurement data (Fildes,
1992). The advantages of R2 are that this index is
dimensionless and easy to interprate.
Although the measurement data used is already of a
good quality, a data cleaning of the measurement still
has to be carried out. In our case he most common error of the measurement data are extreme outliers for
a short period of time (few minutes). We apply quartiles to detect these outliers. The distance between
the 25 % and 75 % is called the interquartile distance
and serves as a measure of when a measured value is
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Table 1: Use Case buildings from Research
Germany.
Building
A
B
C
Usage
Office Office Lab
Year
2006
2012 2011
of construction
Number
1
3
4
of storeys
Height of
2.5
2.2
2.5
storeys (m)
Net leased
660
2170 3440
area (m2 )

Center in
D
Lab
1974
4
3.5
270

defined as an outlier (Han et al., 2012). Within our
work the definition of Acuña and Rodríguez (2004) is
used, where a value is considered an outlier if it exceeds three times the interquartile distance.The outliers are replaced with a moving average value with
an observation period of 24 hours.
Use Case buildings and building archetypes
In this section, the buildings investigated, the
archetypes used and the selected calibration parameters are presented in more detail. Four buildings of
a Research Center in Germany serve Use Case buildings, which can be characterized on the basis of data
shown in Table 1. All four buildings are connected to
a local heating network and the heat demand from
2014 is known in hourly resolution from measurements at the substation of the building. Also weather
data is recorded during this year.
To model the buildings as archetypes we use the
open source software tool TEASER (Remmen et al.,
2018), we use the Reduced-Order-Model implemented
in Modelica from AixLib (Mueller et al., 2016). The
assignment of the buildings to the archetypes is also
shown in Table 1. TEASER distinguishes between
residential buildings and non-residential buildings as
archetypes. The non-residential archetype buildings
are divided into 6 (office buildings, Office) and 7 (laboratory buildings, Lab) representative usage zones.
Individual usage conditions are assigned to each zone,
more details on the used typology can be found in
(Remmen et al., 2018). A large amount of typological
parameters and further model assumptions are estimated from the 4 input data. The calibration of all
parameters is not possible with Bayesian Calibration.
For this reason, six relevant parameters were selected
in a preliminary investigation, which will be used in
the following as calibration parameters (Θ). The parameters as well as the archetype values are given in
Table 2 for all buildings. Due to the archetype approach, the values of the buildings do not differ. In
Table 2 the assumed prior distributions of the individual parameters are also given, where uni(min, max)
corresponds to a uniform distribution and tri(a,c,b)
corresponds to a triangular distribution.
With the help of the methodology presented, a total

Table 2: Calibration parameters Θ and prior distribution for calibration. Office share is the proportion
of office space of the total usable floor area.
Building
A
B
C
D Prior dist.
set
21 21 21 21 tri(17,21,25)
temp. (deg C)
office
0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 uni(0,1)
share (-)
infil0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 tri(0,1,2)
tration (1/h)
setback (K)
4
4
4
4 tri(0,2.5,5)
heating
5
5
5
5 tri(3,5,7)
start (h)
heating
18 18 18 18 tri(16,18,20)
end (h)
of four investigations will be carried out. As a reference, a calibration is used in which all time steps
of the present measurement series are used to calibrate the building model. In the second step, the
meta-model is trained with statistical indices, which
are calculated between the simulation results and the
measurement data of the same time period. A calibration is carried out for each of the considered indices. In order to compare the results of the four investigations, a new simulation is carried out for each
building after calibration. The expected value (E)
of the posterior distribution is used for the calibration parameters. In order to ensure a fair comparison
of the indices, a different index is used to evaluate
the simulation results. The root-mean-square-error
(RM SE) is a well excepted parameter to compare
simulation with measurement data. The RM SE is a
scale dependent parameter and is therefore well suited
to compare the four investigations for each building.
As an additional indicator, we use the computation
time for the creation of the meta-model.

Results
At first the results of the calibration with all available measurement points is presented. A calibration
is carried out for all four buildings. In the following
this calibration is referred to as conventional calibration. Figure 1 shows the posterior distribution, as
well as the trace plot for Building D. For the sake of
simplicity, in the posterior distribution only the value
range that was actually sampled is shown. According
to Lunn et al. (2012), the small value range of the
distribution as well as the course of the trace plot indicate a good convergence of the Hastings-Metropolis
sampler. For the other buildings but a similar behavior can be observed.
The posterior distributions resulting from the first
calibration are evaluated on the basis of the expected
value. The results of the evaluation are shown in Figure 2. The difference between the expected value of
the posterior distribution and the original parame-
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office share

heating start

heating end

infiltration

set temperature

setback

Figure 1: Posterior distributions and traceplot of
office share calibration parameter of Building D - conventional calibration. Note that only the range of the
sampled values is displayed.
ter is shown, this diagram helps to compare different
calibration runs with each other. The values shown
serve as a basis for generating the time series of the
calibrated archetype. In order to generate the time
series, the corresponding expected values from Figure 2 are assigned to the parameters from Table 2
and simulated.
A

C

B

terior distributions has a smoother curve with a lower
tendency to form maxima and minima. The distributions in Figure 3 show a more discontinuous course
of the posterior distributions. In particular the parameters office share, infiltration rate, set temperature
and setback show local maxima and minima. However, despite the discontinuous course and local extremum, a global maximum is recognizable for each
of the distributions. The posterior distributions of
the parameters start of heating and end of heating
approximate the respective prior distribution. According to Chong and Menberg (2018), the approximation is an indication that the meta-model has no
significant data influence on the two parameters during sampling. Thus, the calibration does not provide
any information gain for these two parameters. Looking at the trace plot from Figure 3, it becomes clear
that larger value ranges are sampled with a tendency
towards sudden changes. According to Xavier (2016),
this erratic behavior can be an indication of a lack of
convergence. In summary, it can be stated that the
calibration on the basis of the statistical indices examined has a lower tendency towards convergence.
Especially for time-dependent variables like start and
end of heating the calibration with statistical indices
do not deliver any helpful results.
oﬃce share

heating start

heating end

D
inﬁltration

set temperature

set temperature

oﬃce share

inﬁltration

setback

set back

heat start

heat end

Figure 2: Difference between expected values and
archetype parameters - conventional calibration.

Figure 3 shows the posterior distribution and the
trace plot of the calibration for the statistical index MdAPE of Building D. A comparison with the
conventionally generated posterior distributions from
Figure 1 shows that the conventionally generated pos-

Figure 3: Posterior distributions and trace of calibration parameters of Building D - calibration with
MdAPE as statistical index.
Nonetheless, Figure 4 summarizes the differences between the expected value of the posterior distribution with the original archetype parameter exemplary
for the statistical index M dAP E for all buildings.
The comparison of the two figures Figure 2 and Figure 4 clearly shows that the parameters office share,
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A

B

C

D

heat demand in kWh

2

measurement
calibrated
archetype

time steps in hours

Figure 5: Time series for measurement data, noncalibrated and calibrated simulation data of Building D
- conventional calibration.
2

heat demand in kWh

infiltration rate, setback and, with some limitations,
the set temperature show the same tendencies as the
conventional calibration. The calibrated set temperature for building C remains almost constant. For
the Buildings A, B and D a clear reduction of the
set temperature up to 1.5 Kelvin is noticeable. The
conventional calibration showed the same tendencies
for Buildings A and D, whereas Buildings B and C
remained a constant set temperature. Both in conventional calibration and calibration with M dAP E the
infiltration rate and the setback of all for buildings are
increased or decreased, respectively. In both calibration the office share is lowered for Buildings A and
B and increased for C and D. As already mentioned,
the parameters heating start and heating end are not
changed by the calibration.

measurement
calibrated
archetype

time steps in hours
set temperature

oﬃce share

inﬁltration

Figure 6: Time series for measurement data, noncalibrated and calibrated simulation data of Building D- calibration with MdAPE as statistical index.
c

100

heat start

heat end

In the next step, all calibrated buildings from all
investigations (conventional and three statistical indices) have been simulated using the expected values
and the RM SE between real measurement and simulation data has been computed. Excerpts of the simulated time series for Building D are shown in Figure 5
and Figure 6. Figure 5 shows the time series for conventional calibration and Figure 6 the time series for
calibration using the statistical index M dAP E. The
qualitative perception that the results improve significantly to the non-calibrated case can be confirmed by
the calculation of the RM SE over the whole investigated period.
The results illustrated in Figure 7 show, with the
exception of two calibrations, a minimization of the
RM SE. The diagram shows for Building A and D
that each of the calibrations computes a comparable
RM SE.
It is noticeable that conventional calibration does not
show any furhter minimization of the RM SE compared to the indice based calibration for Buildings
A and D. For buildings Buildings B and C, conven-

80
RMSE after calibration in kWh

set back

Figure 4: Difference between expected values and
archetype parameters - calibration with MdAPE as
statistical index.
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Figure 7: Comparison of RMSE before and after calibration for all buildings and investigations.
tional calibration as well as calibration using the R2
and M dAP E leads to approximately the same improvement in the RM SE, whereas the M AP E shows
worse results. In the following, we will examine in
more detail why the M AP E in some cases leads to a
deterioration of the RM SE in the calibrated case.
Figure 8 shows a time series for the building with an
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erroneous calibration. Furthermore, between hours
725 and 750 an non-typical behavior is visible. This
is due to a failure either of the building energy system or the measurement equipment. While NaN or
extremely high values have been filtered before the
investigation, zero values were not taken further into
consideration. Fildes (1992) shows that the M AP E
is susceptible to outliers. Looking at the measured
data of Building C in more detail, it is often the case
that the heat demand suddenly falls to zero over a period of several hours. This leads to high M AP E values and misleading meta-models. Figure 9 shows the
time series of the calibration of the building Building
C with a consideration of the index M dAP E. The
time series of the calibrated building model shows a
significant improvement compared to an application
of the M AP E. The improved result can be justified
by the fact that the M dAP E is more resistant to outliers (Trapero et al., 2013). Buildings A and D do not
show any of these outliers.
heat demand in kWh

2

Limitations and further Research
In this study, we performed a Bayesian calibration
using statistical indices. The applied methodology is
a first step to calibrate buildings on an urban level
and therefore offers further potential for improvement. The limitations and envisaged developments
are described in more detail in this section.

measurement
calibrated
archetype

time steps in hours

Figure 8: Time series for measurement data, noncalibrated and calibrated simulation data of Building C
- calibration with MAPE as statistical index.
2

heat demand in kWh

In summary, it can be stated that results of a
Bayesian Calibration based on statistical indices are
comparable to those of conventional Bayesian calibration. The used statistical index has a relevant influence on the result of the calibration. When using the
M AP E, for example, outliers can cause distortion of
the data stored in the meta-model. The distortion is
reflected in an incorrect estimation of posterior distribution and thus also in incorrect simulation time
series. The expected values of the calibration with
statistical indices show same tendencies as the conventional calibration. The investigation shows that
time-dependent parameters, such as the heating time,
cannot be calibrated with the statistical indices under
consideration. The paper shows that the computing
time can be significantly reduced by using statistical
indices and thus the methodology presented enables
dynamic calibration on the basis of hourly measured
values on an urban level.

measurement
calibrated
archetype

time steps in hours

Figure 9: Time series for measurement data, noncalibrated and calibrated simulation data of Building C
- calibration with MdAPE as statistical index.
As already described, calibration on the basis of statistical indices has advantages over conventional calibration in terms of runtime, since only one GP regression has to be performed. At this point, the runtime
improvement should be put into a quantifiable context. The execution of a GP regression took 1.65 seconds using a conventional computer with an i5 processor (4 cores, 1.80 GHz) and 8 GB RAM (2400 MHz).
This value is compared to the runtime of the conventional creation of the meta-model, which lasts approx.
15.000 seconds (250 minutes) if 8760 time steps are
considered.

• Validation and verification Although the calibrated time series and calculated RM SE values
clearly indicate realistic simulations, the adjustment of the calibration parameters is currently
difficult to evaluate. A calibration of a physical
building model is only successful if the calibration parameters approach the realistic values. In
order to verify the new values of the calibration
parameters, these values must be recorded on the
real buildings. This is particularly difficult for
time-variant parameters. Future research must
therefore focus on new possibilities for validating the calibration of dynamic building models.
• Selection of calibration parameters Within
the framework of Bayesian Calibration, a number
of assumptions must be made which significantly
influence the result of the calibration. An elementary assumption is the selection of the most
sensitive calibration parameters. In this study
we used the same six calibration parameters for
all four buildings. However, in reality the sensitivity of different buildings might vary, even
though they are assigned to the same archetype.
In our future work will develop rules for sensitive
parameters of different building archetypes.
• Selection of prior distribution Another important assumption is the choice of prior distributions, as this directly influences the sampling
of posterior distributions. In this paper, the
calibration parameters are represented by uni-
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form and triangle distributions. This assumption can be improved by a stronger consideration of prior knowledge by means of an individually adapted prior distribution. We will focus on
how this prior knowledge can be obtained using
(a) the analysis of measurement series using classification algorithms and (b) the posterior distributions from previous calibrations of identical
building archetypes.
• Optimization of Bayesian Calibration
Within the scope of this work, the main focus
was not on the optimization of BC. However,
many investigations show that the choice of the
hyperparameters of the meta-model, the distribution of the model error (δ) and measurement
error () as well as the selection of the MCMC
sampler can have a considerable influence on the
result of the calibration (Chong et al., 2017; Heo
et al., 2015; Lim and Zhai, 2017; Menberg et al.,
2018). These parameters will have to be investigated in future studies. This could contribute
to improve the convergence in the sampling process. In this context a detailed investigation has
to be carried out to determine the best statistical indices for the calibration, as all indices have
advantages and disadvantages.
• Workflow automation The presented methodology is fully automated and uses the 3DCityDB
(Yao et al., 2018) to store the semantic building data, a time series database (InfluxDB (InfluxData, 2019)) to store the measurement and
simulation data. Scikit-learn is used to create
the meta model (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For the
implementation of the Bayesian calibration itself,
the Python module PyMC3 is used (Salvatier
et al., 2016). In order to guarantee automation
in the sense of the previously described extensions (selection of prior distribution, selection of
calibration parameters), the workflow and software tools must be extended process-specifically.
For this purpose, we aim for an API by means of
object-relational mapping to the 3DCityDB. The
method presented and the software components
used are to be made open source.

Conclusion
The presented paper applies a Bayesian calibration to
building archetypes according to Kennedy and O’Hagan (2001) using statistical indexes to generate the
meta model. The focus is on calibration evaluation based on hourly measurements. Three different indexes are used R2 , Mean-Absolute-PercentageError M AP E and Median-Absolute-PercentageError M dAP E and compared to a calibration based
on all available measured values. The presented
methodology is applied to real measurement and
building data of a Research Center in Germany. The
conventional calibration shows for each of the four

considered buildings a significant reduction of the
RM SE compared to the archetype. In the context
of the RM SE, the results for the M dAP E and R2
indices are comparable to those obtained using conventional methods. In each of the cases examined, the
RM SE for at least one building can be minimized
by more than 50 %. In contrast to this, the use of
the M AP E achieves faulty calibrations, which can be
explained by outliers in the measurement data. Furthermore, it was found that time-varying parameters
such as heating start and end cannot be calibrated
with the use of statistical indices. The biggest advantage of the presented method is the massive reduction
of the runtime for the generation of the meta-model,
since only one value has to be considered for the GP
regression. Future work in this area will concentrate
on the selection of calibration parameters for different
archetypes, the determination of the posterior distribution and further process automation.
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Abstract
This study proposes a framework to quantify data
informativeness, i.e. the value of data in informing
building performance management and retrofitting
decisions, in building performance simulation
applications under uncertainty. It comprises of the
following elements: (1) initial quantification of baseline
prediction uncertainties based on generic information, (2)
data-driven model refinement through uncertainty
propagation and inverse modeling, (3) prediction
accuracy evaluated with probabilistic error metrics to
reflect general data informativeness, and (4) explicit risk
analysis to support specific decision-making. A case
study of a hypothetical intervention analysis on a campus
building section is presented to demonstrate the
framework. Results suggest that inverse modeling with
Bayesian inference are effective in constraining
uncertainty and improving accuracy of model predictions
under normalized mean probabilistic absolute error
(NMPAE), a proposed probabilistic error metric. In
addition, explicit risk analysis is feasible and necessary to
represent more decision-specific data informativeness and
guide data monitoring and collection strategies.

Introduction
Recent decades witnessed the maturity and proliferation
of numerous methods for applying building performance
simulation in analysis of existing buildings, but collection
and use of data in model calibration, i.e. creating models
that truthfully represent the actual conditions, remain
mostly subjective and experience-driven. Besides, the
growing need for risk-conscious decision making in
building performance management and retrofitting
necessitates more effective and systematic handling of
various uncertainties associated with both simulation
model accuracy and future usage scenarios.
Extensive reviews of current model calibration
methodologies in building performance simulation have
been performed previously (Reddy, 2006; Coakley,
Raftery, & Keane, 2014; Fumo, 2014; Fabrizio &
Monetti, 2015). Comprehensive review of uncertainty
analysis methods in building energy assessment can also
be found in Wang (2016) and Tian et al. (2018). Despite
the proliferation of methods and tools in the research
literature, an effective and robust method that can
systematically incorporate a variety of types of data,
handle modeling and prediction uncertainties from

weather data, building envelope, HVAC system, and
occupant behavior (Tian et al., 2018), and maintain
consistent model accuracy is still lacking. In particular,
although numerous methods have been proposed to
quantify the uncertainties based on experimental
measurements (Macdonald, 2002), generalization of
literature (Wang, 2016), and use of higher-fidelity models
(Sun et al., 2014), their systematic integration into model
calibration process is yet to be addressed.
In addition, risk measures the chance of an undesirable
outcome based on the probability and consequence of
uncertain future events (Wang, 2016). Quantification of
risk is an important reason for uncertainty analysis:
translating uncertainties in predictions of outcomes into
risks informs the decision-making process by directly
providing the consequences of a decision in terms of the
quantity of interest. A thorough discussion of risk analysis
in the context of building energy management can be
found in Wang (2016), and several examples of risk
analysis are presented in the literature (Hu, 2009; Huang,
Huang, & Augenbroe, 2017; Moon & Augenbroe, 2005;
Wang, 2016). Nevertheless, using decision risk to
quantify the value of data in choosing data monitoring
strategies, i.e. assess data informativeness, has not been
well studied in the literature.
Finally, a building simulation model is often deemed
calibrated in common practice if its prediction agreement
with observations, i.e. goodness-of-fit, reaches a certain
threshold. This agreement is often quantified by standard
statistical metrics such as the normalized mean bias error
(NMBE) and the coefficient of variation of root mean
squared error (CV-RMSE). However, the underlying
rationales of these calibration criteria do not apply to
simulation models with complex parameter correlations,
limited observations, and explicitly quantified
uncertainties. More informative and practical metrics to
assess model accuracy under uncertainty and
corresponding data informativeness are thus needed.

Methodology
The proposed framework aims to make sufficient use of
available data to calibrate a building simulation model
under uncertainty, and quantify the informativeness of
data for risk-conscious simulation applications. This
framework comprises of the following elements: 1) initial
quantification of prediction uncertainties based on generic
uncertainty information, 2) data-driven model refinement
that leverages case-specific data through uncertainty
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propagation and inverse modeling, 3) using prediction
accuracy evaluated with probabilistic error metrics as a
general characterization of data informativeness, and 4)
explicit risk analysis for analyzing specific decisions.
Initial uncertainty quantification
As a starting point, initial quantification and analysis of
uncertainties based on generic uncertainty information
will be used as a starting point. In addition to basic site
and building information, drawings, manufacturer
specifications, etc. that are used to create the model, one
can also leverage synthesis and meta-analysis of the
literature (Lee, Sun, Augenbroe, & Paredis, 2013),
performance tolerance defined by equipment standards
(ASTM, 2012), and property ranges synthesized from
large scale surveys and database like the Building
Component Library (Fleming, Long, & Swindler, 2012).
The initial uncertainty quantification needs to be
comprehensive and conservative to avoid underestimated
uncertainties and related risks.
Uncertainty propagation and inverse modeling
Depending on data type and availability, characterization
and quantification of case-specific model uncertainties
can be performed either forwardly or inversely, also
known as uncertainty propagation and inverse modeling
respectively. Uncertainty propagation directly estimates
model input uncertainties and propagates them into output
uncertainties, and is widely used in the literature. An
example of such using case-specific information is
presented by Li et al. (2019). In contrast, inverse
modeling directly uses observations of system outputs to
inform the calibration process, and often builds upon
Bayesian inference to consider associated uncertainties
systematically. Bayesian statistics is in principle
probabilistic, and the Bayes’ theorem ensures that the
Bayesian inference, as a probabilistic forecast, is
consistent with both the prior distributions and the
observations. This enables Bayesian inference to make
sufficient use of available data in model calibration and
therefore can in turn effectively represent data
informativeness in simulation applications.
The Bayesian calibration framework from Kennedy and
O’Hagan (2001) allows systematic and simultaneous
consideration of all the sources of uncertainties in
computer simulations. It formulates the calibration
problem as:
𝑦 = 𝜂(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝛿(𝑥) + 𝜖

(1)

where 𝑦 is the field observations, usually standardized
with zero mean and unit standard deviation to ensure that
all the types of observations are of the same magnitude
and considered equally important. 𝜂(𝑥, 𝑡) is the outputs of
the physical model, represented as a function of variable
inputs 𝑥, usually known and varying during the
observation of system outputs, and calibration
parameters 𝑡, unknown but fixed building features. This
framework also considers model form error by including
the term 𝛿(𝑥), assumed to only depend on variable inputs,
and random observation error 𝜖, usually assumed to
follow a Gaussian distribution with an unknown variance,

i.e. 𝜖~𝒩(0, 𝜎𝜖2 ). This classic framework formulates
𝜂(𝑥, 𝑡) and 𝛿(𝑥) as two kriging models with Gaussian
kernel, equivalently two Gaussian process models. The
modular-maximum likelihood estimate (modular-MLE)
approach proposed by Bayarri et al. (2007) can be used to
alleviate the expensive computation cost of a full
Bayesian analysis by performing emulation of the
physical model and calibration of this emulator in two
separate steps. This framework and several of its
extensions have been widely used in the building
simulation literature (Y. Heo, Choudhary, & Augenbroe,
2012; Li, Augenbroe, & Brown, 2016; Li, Gu,
Augenbroe, Wu, & Brown, 2015).
Evaluation of model accuracy under uncertainty
Based on the cumulative ranked probability score (CRPS)
(Gneiting & Raftery, 2007; Li, Augenbroe, &
Muehleisen, 2017), the probabilistic absolute error (PAE)
is proposed and can be considered as a version of absolute
error (AE) that compares a probabilistic simulation
ensemble to a measured value:
∞

2

̃) = ∫ (𝐹̃𝑌 (𝑥) − 𝐻(𝑥 − 𝑦)) 𝑑𝑥
𝑃𝐴𝐸(𝑦, 𝒚

(2)

−∞

̃ is the probabilistic
where 𝑦 is the measurement, 𝒚
simulation ensemble that usually comes from Monte
Carlo simulation, 𝐹̃𝑌 (𝑥) is the empirical cumulative
̃, 𝐻(𝑥 − 𝑦) is the
distribution function (CDF) formed by 𝒚
Heaviside unit step function that are defined as:
𝐻(𝑎 − 𝑏) = {

0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 < 𝑏
.
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 ≥ 𝑏

(3)

To compare time series responses, the mean probabilistic
absolute error (MPAE) and its normalized version
(NMPAE) can used:
𝑇

1
̃𝒕 )
𝑀𝑃𝐴𝐸 = ∑ 𝑃𝐴𝐸(𝑦𝑡 , 𝒚
𝑇

(4)

𝑡=1

𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐴𝐸 =

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑦𝑡
𝑀𝑃𝐴𝐸
, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑦̅ =
𝑦̅
𝑇

(5)

̃𝒕 are measurements and probabilistic
where 𝑦𝑡 and 𝒚
simulation ensembles at the 𝑡th time step. In the absence
of any uncertainty, the probabilistic simulation ensemble
becomes a single simulation and PAE and its variations
collapse to their AE counterparts, making deterministic
and probabilistic simulations comparable. Examples that
illustrate PAE’s properties can be found in a technical
report that will released soon. Another example that uses
PAE metrics to evaluate model accuracy can be found at
Li et al. (2019).
Risk analysis in decision making
When the uncertainties are quantified through sufficient
use of available data, the risks in turn quantify the
informativeness of these data, and directly informs
whether further data collection is necessary to reduce
these risks. Since risk analysis is considerably casespecific with respect to the particular quantity of interest,
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the candidate decisions, and the decision maker’s risk
tolerance, more details will be provided by demonstrating
the framework in the following case study.

Case study
A hypothetical intervention analysis of an existing
building with hydronic heating on Cambridge, UK
campus is selected to demonstrate the proposed
framework, particularly with respect to the use of
Bayesian inference. In addition, this case study will also
assess the informativeness of monitoring data varying in
temporal and categorical scales to test the framework and
provide practical insights.
Building description
The 4-floor case study building is located on University
of Cambridge campus in UK. The majority of the
building, consisting of cellular and open offices, meeting
and seminar rooms, and stairs and corridors, is mainly
conditioned by a radiator-based varying-temperature
(VT) hydronic heating system. An overview of this
building can be found in Figure 1.
This case study focuses on modeling and calibrating the
south section of the first floor of the building for
demonstration purpose. This building section consists of
22 rooms and represents the typical composition of the
building. Considered outputs include this section’s submetered electricity consumption from lighting and plug
loads, metered heating consumption of two local heating
loops, and monitored air temperature of the meeting
room. All these data are available for 35 days from
02/20/2017 to 03/26/2017 at 15-minute resolutions.

Figure 1: Case study building overview.
Modeling and uncertainty quantification
A novel prototype-space based modeling method is
applied in this case study to provide high fidelity
characterization of the heat transfer phenomena in a single
room with radiator systems for large non-domestic
buildings with a moderate computation cost. Details of the
modeling method and the physical building model can be
found in Li et al. (2019).
Initial model uncertainties in the building fabric are
quantified based on the literature (Macdonald, 2002; Sun,
2014; Heo et al., 2015; Wang, 2016). Occupancy is
parameterized into peak load density, base load density,
and length of peak load period, and the uncertainties of
these parameters are quantified based on standards and
experiences. Uncertainties in lighting and plug load
adopts the modeling approach proposed by Ward et al.
(Ward, Choudhary, Heo, & Aston, 2017), which
generates random sequences of usage profiles based on

functional principal component analysis (FPCA) of
monitored data in a similar campus building. Uncertainty
of the radiator system is quantified based on building
specifications, system performance standards, and
experience judgement.
A complete summary of these uncertainties is shown in
Table 1. Uncertainties denoted with * means that they are
fractions of the nominal values of parameters in the
original model, rather than the actual values of these
parameters. All these uncertainties use beta distributions
𝐵(𝛼, 𝛽) projected to their ranges instead of the more
commonly used triangle or truncated normal distributions,
because the former’s smooth and continuous probability
density functions are important for an effective Bayesian
calibration in the following steps.
Table 1: Summary of model uncertainties.
Input
Radiator systems
Radiator
Convection area multiplier
TRV curve second-order coefficient
TRV curve first-order coefficient
Radiator rated flow rate multiplier
Heating loop
Pipe-to-air convection Hc (W/m2K)
Pipe ambient air temperature (°C)
Pipe insulation thickness (cm)
Building fabric
Ext. wall insulation U-value (0.1)
Exterior wall brick density (0.1)
Exterior wall brick specific heat
Ext. glazing equivalent U-value
Ext. glazing solar reflectance (0.01)
Ext. glazing solar transmittance (0.1)
ELA per ext. area (cm2/m2)
Inter-room infiltration rate (m3/s)
Room air capacity multiplier
Radiant area / floor area (0.1)
Building usage
Occupancy
Occupant peak load density (0.1)
Occupant base load density (0.1)
Occupant peak load hours
Radiant ratio (0.1)
Occupant behavior
Shading radiation threshold (W/m2)
Percentage of openable window area
Radiator TRV setpoint
Stair/corridor radiator TRV setpoint

Range

𝐵(1.3,2) × 3 + 3
𝐵(2,1.3) + 0.5*
𝐵(1.3,2) + 0.5*
𝐵(2,2)
𝐵(1.3,2) × 4 + 2
𝐵(2,2) × 8 + 6
𝐵(2,2) × 4 + 2
𝐵(2,2) × 8 + 8*
𝐵(2,2) × 6 + 8*
𝐵(2,2) + 0.5*
𝐵(2,2) + 0.5*
𝐵(2,2) × 4 + 6
𝐵(2,2) × 3 + 5
𝐵(2.658,10) × 10
𝐵(2,2) × 0.003
𝐵(2,2) × 2.6 + 1
𝐵(2,2) + 0.5

𝐵(1.3,2) × 8 + 2
𝐵(1.3,2) × 8 + 2
𝐵(2,2) × 6 + 7
𝐵(2,2) × 3 + 1.5
𝐵(1.3,2) × 500
𝐵(2,2) × 0.02
𝐵(2,2) × 3 + 19.5
𝐵(2,2) × 3 + 14.5

Model emulation
Gaussian process emulators 𝜂(𝑥, 𝑡) are created to predict
daily and hourly outputs instead of the expensive physical
model in Bayesian calibration. These outputs include the
section’s heating consumption and the air temperature of
the meeting room; electricity consumptions from lighting
and plug load are only used as model inputs. In addition
to the physical model parameters as listed in Table 1, an
hour indicator and an output type indicator are also used
as inputs of the emulators, such that the same emulator
can predict both heating consumption and room air
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temperature of different hours by only varying the values
of these two indicators. More detailed explanations on the
use of indicators and an illustrative example can be found
in Li et al. (2016).
Parameter screening using the Morris method
(Campolongo, Cariboni, & Saltelli, 2007) is performed to
select parameters to be included in the emulators. A 30level design of 65 parameters with 30 repetitions, leading
to a sample size of 1980, is applied to the physical model.
Each sample point runs the model for a simulation of two
consecutive days with actual weather conditions and
heating system operations, with the first day as burn-in
and its outputs discarded. The 65 parameters include a day
sampler ranging from 0 to 34 to determine which two days
each sample point simulates, and therefore values of
variable inputs related to weather condition and system
operations. The hour sampler is also included in the 65
parameters to select which hour’s prediction from each
simulation is used in evaluation for hourly responses. All
these evaluations use the prediction’s absolute error from
measurements to reflect these parameters’ influences.
A sample of 840 points using Latin Hypercube design
(LHD) (McKay, Beckman, & Conover, 1979) is used in
emulation and calibration. Only one hourly output per
sample point is chosen by the hour sampler in the hourly
emulation to reduce computation cost. Both model inputs
and outputs are standardized by their respective means
and standard deviations. Hourly heating outputs when
heating is off are excluded, but the concurrent room
temperature outputs are still used. 90% of the simulation
outputs are used as the training dataset and the rest are
held for testing. R package rstan is used to fit the
emulators 𝜂(𝑥, 𝑡), i.e. to estimate hyper-parameters of the
emulators, with Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Model calibration and evaluation
To assess the informativeness of different monitoring data
and in turn test the proposed framework, six calibration
scenarios where the available observations vary in
categorical and temporal scales are created and
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of calibration scenarios.
Scenario
D-BI
D-UI
D-EI
H-BI
H-UI
H-EI

Available data categories
Heating, electricity, temperature
Heating and electricity
Heating only
Heating, electricity, temperature
Heating and electricity
Heating only

Resolution
Daily
Daily
Daily
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly

In each scenario, observations from the first four weeks,
02/20/17-03/19/17, are used in calibration, and those from
the last week, 03/20/2017-03/26/2017, are held for
testing. R package rstan is used to obtain posterior
distributions of calibration parameters and hyperparameters of 𝛿(𝑥) and 𝜖 using the Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo algorithm (Duane et al., 1987). Prior distributions
of calibration parameters are the same as summarized in
Table 1. Prior distribution of hyper-parameters of 𝛿(𝑥)
and 𝜖 are assigned based on Guillas et al. (2009) to assume

a prior belief of an average 20% model bias and 5%
observation error. R package rstan is used for calibration.
Evaluation of the calibration on the testing dataset, the last
week’s heating consumption and average air temperatre
of the meeting room, is performed on both the statistical
model shown in Equation (1) and the physical model.
Formulas to generate probabilistic predictions of the
statistical model can be found in Li et al. (2016).
Probabilistic predictions of the physical model are
generated by Monte Carlo simulation, in which the
calibration parameter posteriors are propagated into the
physical model. Since the physical model uses sample
profiles of lighting and plug loads as inputs, in scenarios
D-EI and H-EI where measured electricity consumptions
are not available, and posteriors of the daily or hourly
electricity consumptions are obtained from calibration,
sample profiles that are in the 840-point LHD sample and
result in close agreement with each posterior sample point
are used as model inputs for the Monte Carlo simulation
instance that corresponds to this posterior sample point.
In other scenarios where measured electricity
consumptions are available, sample profiles that are used
in the same LHD sample and result in close agreement
with the measurements are used as model inputs.
Meanwhile, model bias of the physical model output is
considered by adding a random permutation of model bias
erros observed in training dateset to the physical model
prediction in each instance of the Monte Carlo simulation.
In addition, a calibration using Matlab non-linear
optimization function fmincon is performed in each
scenario to benchmark the performance of Bayesian
calibration. Only the lower and upper bounds of each
calibration parameter are used to define the parameter
space, and no model bias is considered. In contrast to
Bayesian calibration, electricity consumption is used as
model outputs to reflect the common practice when it is
available; the daily mean profiles of electricity
consumption is used as a basis, and adjustment factors are
used as calibration parameters to shift these basis profiles
to match actual consumptions. The objective function is a
weighted sum of squared values of the NMBE and the
CV-RMSE as being proposed by Reddy et al. (2007). This
objective function is minimized in the optimization where
fmincon searches the parameter space for the optimal
values. Evaluation of the deterministic calibration directly
uses the physical model with calibrated parameters.
Risk analysis
A hypothetical intervention is proposed to reduce heating
consumption while maintaining similar thermal comfort
conditions. This intervention reduces the actual VT loop
hot water supply temperature by 5°C or to 25°C,
whichever is higher. Two outcomes are considered in the
analysis regarding energy use and discomfort
respectively: the one-week total heating consumption, and
the hourly average meeting room discomfort degreehours per heating-hour. The testing week, 03/20/201703/26/2017, is used in the analysis. The heating
consumption of the business-as-usual scenario is the
actual observation, whereas the discomfort is calculated
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based on the observed meeting room temperature and
estimated room temperature setpoint; in the intervention
scenario both of them are estimated.
A risk measure is defined to assess the informativeness of
the data according to the predicted probability of
intervention underperformance. Two decision rules are
considered: the first decision rule (D1) is that the
intervention will be implemented unless the probability
that either of the following events happens exceeds 50%:
1. The projected heating consumption is larger than the
observed heating consumption,
2. The projected discomfort degree-hours is greater than
the estimated current discomfort degree-hours.
The second decision rule (D2) has the same
underperformance probability threshold, but allows a
slightly compromised thermal comfort to reduce energy
use, so the two events become:
1. The projected heating consumption is larger than
90% of the observed heating consumption,
2. The projected discomfort degree-hours is 0.5°C-h
greater than the estimated current values.
The decision risk is defined as the probability of undesired
outcomes, which is either the probability that the
intervention underperforms when it is implemented, or
the probability that the intervention is effective but not
implemented. Given the underperformance probability 𝑝,
the decision risk becomes:
𝑝,
𝑝 ≤ 0.5
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝐷1 𝑜𝑟 𝐷2) = {
1 − 𝑝, 𝑝 > 0.5

(6)

Results and discussions
Parameter screening and model emulation
Parameter screening results in Figure 2 show that in
general the daily and hourly outputs share similar
important parameters, including radiator characteristics,
infiltration, glazing solar heat gain, room occupancy and
usage, and day and hour samplers.

Table 3 summarizes the model inputs to be included in the
emulator in each calibration scenario based on the above
results. Variable inputs, including weather and usage
conditions and heating system operations, are confounded
by the real conditions used in the simulation. The daily or
hourly total electricity consumption will serve as either a
variable input or a calibration parameter in the calibration
depending on whether the electricity monitoring data is
available in a calibration scenario. Results of emulator
testing using the mean prediction of the Gaussian process
emulators with fixed hyper-parameters are shown in
Figure 3, where emulation errors are evaluated using CVRMSE for heating consumption and RMSE for room air
temperature. These results indicate an overall good daily
emulation but relatively poor hourly emulation.
Table 3 Model inputs in the emualtors of all scenarios.
Scenario
Calibration parameters
Variable inputs
D-BI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11
1,2,3,4,5,7,9,10
D-UI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7
1,2,3,4,5,7,9
D-EI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,12
1,2,3,4,5,7
H-BI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10
H-UI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9
H-EI
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,12
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
Index
Input name
Calibration parameter
1
Radiator area multiplier
2
TRV linear coefficient
3
Radiator rated flow rate multiplier
4
Exterior glazing equivalent U-value
5
Effective leakage area
6
Shading control threshold
7
TRV setpoint: Cellular office
8
Occupancy peak load density: Meeting room
9
Occupancy base load density: Meeting room
10
Occupancy peak load hours: Meeting room
11
TRV setpoint: Meeting room
12
Daily/hourly electricity consumption
Variable inputs
1
Daily/hourly average dry bulb temperature
2
Daily/hourly average global horizontal radiation
3
Daily/hourly average wind speed
4
Daily/hourly average hot water supply temperature
5
Daily total heating-on hours
6
Heating on/off in the hour before previous hour
7
Weekday/weekend
8
Hour of the day
9
Daily/hourly electricity consumption
10
Output type indicator (heating/temperature)

Figure 3: Emulation result.
Figure 2: Result of parameter screening.
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Calibration
Agreements between the test dataset and predictions from
both the statistical model and the physical model from
Bayesian calibration, and the physical model from
deterministic calibration, are shown in Figure 4. The
results suggest that in general Bayesian calibration
outperforms its deterministic counterpart using either the
statistical or the physical model, which proves its
effectiveness in utilizing the available data to constrain
uncertainty and improve prediction. Despite that, results
of calibration to hourly data appear not satisfactory. This
probably is because of relatively poor emulation of the
physical model and noisy hourly observations.

Figure 4: Calibration result using Bayesian and
deterministic methods.

Figure 5: Result of physical model assessment.
Figure 5 shows the prediction accuracy of the physical
models calibrated in all six scenarios on both daily and
hourly outputs. Both CV-RMSE and NMPAE metrics for
heating consumption outputs and their un-normalized
counterparts on room temperature outputs are used in the
evaluations. In general, regardless of whether daily or

hourly data is used in calibration, models are relatively
well calibrated to daily observations but have
considerable errors in hourly predictions. The physical
model before calibration has overall good agreement with
heating consumption observations, but considerably
biased temperature predictions. The physical model after
calibration has the best overall accuracy when all the
types of observations are used, although the benefit of
temperature data appears to be negligible, probably
because of its relative small day-to-day variations over the
entire period. In contrast, electricity data appears to be
very informative, without which the errors become
considerable especially in temperature predictions.
Regarding temporal scales, benefits of using hourly data
over daily in calibration seem marginal, probably also
because of relatively poor emulation of the physical
model and noisy hourly observations. This suggests that
unless a very good model that captures most of the
variations in hourly outputs can be created, daily
measurement data are equally informative to hourly
measurement data in a general sense.
In the meantime, comparison between two accuracy
metrics shows that, despite of differences in actual values,
the CV-RMSE and the NMPAE tend to have an overall
consistent indication of model accuracy. This observation
suggests that the agreement of the mean prediction (as in
the CV-RMSE) alone may serve as a robust model
accuracy indicator in inverse modeling applications,
where the prediction error mostly comes from estimation
bias rather than variances.
Risk analysis
The underperformance probability of each output, and
corresponding decision risks of both decision rules from
the six calibration scenarios are shown in Figure 6. The
results suggest that the informativeness of available data
depends not only on the physical process, but also on the
specific decision rules, the perceived value of each
outcome, and the risk tolerance of the decision maker. In
this particular analysis, different datasets appear to be
equally informative on the decision if occupant
discomfort is the primary concern that cannot be
compromised at all, as the risks of the first decision rule
are universally zero, i.e. all models suggest that the
intervention will definitely not be implemented since it
will cause compromised discomfort at 100% probability.
In contrast, when the second decision rule is applied, the
informativeness of data depends also on the sensitivity of
the perceived value of outcome to the revealed risks, as
now the predicted total underperformance probabilities
and resulted decision risks vary among these scenarios.
Nevertheless, the particular decision rules defined in this
study lead to the expectation that the decision risk in
general decreases as calibrated model improves and
underperformance probabilities move to either 0 or 1,
which unfortunately has not been observed in the results
yet. This may be caused by the relatively similar accuracy
of these calibrated models or the entire dataset being
insufficient, suggesting more case studies for further
investigations.
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more realistic applications, where data informativeness
directly relates to decision-making processes and interests
of stakeholders, are suggested to improve understanding
and provide practical guidance. Regarding inverse
modeling methods, it is recommended to explore the use
of explicit quantification of model form uncertainty to
inform Bayesian calibration through improved priors of
model bias, and test data informativeness with increased
sample size especially on daily monitoring data. An
efficient way to combine data at different time
resolutions, for example an hourly calibration on the mean
profiles and a daily calibration to account for day-to-day
variations is also worth further study. Investigation on
appropriate emulators of the physical model for hourly
data would be another important area of research.
Figure 6: Decision risks regarding energy and
discomfort outcomes.

Conclusion
This paper proposes a framework to quantify data
informativeness in building performance simulation
applications under uncertainty. A case study of a
hypothetical intervention analysis on a campus building
section is presented to demonstrate the framework.
Results suggest that inverse modeling with Bayesian
inference are effective in constraining uncertainty and
improving accuracy of model predictions. The proposed
PAE metrics can be used to evaluate the accuracy of a
model with explicitly quantified uncertainties, but CVRMSE of the mean of a probabilistic prediction tends to
be as informative as PAE in inverse modeling cases.
When the decision-making only involves choosing from
a set of predetermined options, explicit risk analysis can
be performed and is necessary to represent more decisionspecific data informativeness and guide data monitoring
and collection strategies, but more case studies are needed
for fully understanding. Results in the case study suggest
that monitoring of internal load are crucial for a robust
calibrated model for buildings with radiator systems, and
calibrating to data with a daily time resolution tends to
reach an appropriate balance between calibrated model
accuracy and incurred computation cost.
The proposed framework addresses data informativeness
from a decision-making perspective that relates model
accuracy under uncertainty with decision confidence and
risk. This explicitly quantifies the value of data with
respect to how it contributes to model refinement and
better-informed decisions, providing a tractable and
effective mechanism for choosing data monitoring
strategies in real practice that can avoid missed
opportunities or waste of resources. In addition, the
specific simulation, sampling, and calibration methods
demonstrated in the case study can be easily applied to
other simulation applications to ensure rigorous and
efficient use of data and adequate consideration of
associated uncertainties in model refinement.
The framework can be improved by a more systematic
way to combine forward and inverse modelling methods
from a Bayesian perspective. Future case studies with
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Abstract
Phase change materials (PCMs) can be integrated
into envelopes of buildings to reduce peak loads.
However, this integration requires mathematical
modeling of PCMs and whole buildings, which is essential for the optimal design and material selection.
There are currently few tools of building performance
simulation (BPS) with comprehensively verified and
validated PCM models. This study presents the procedure of verification and validation of PCM models developed in Modelica using the approach interpreted in ASHRAE Standard 140. Among the proposed models, the arctangent function model behaved
accurately against the empirical data. The model was
also analytically and comparatively tested. The preliminary results showed that an accurate analysis is
required when integrating PCMs into buildings because the thermal performance of the buildings depends on different parameters such as location and
properties of PCMs.

Introduction
Phase change processes result in sudden changes
and discontinuities in the thermodynamic properties. This makes the mathematical modeling more
complicated (Jahangiri, 2017).
Crystalline substances and eutectics melt and freeze sharply at a
given temperature of their phase transition, whereas
most of the mixed PCMs show a region of temperatures where melting takes place (Stankovic,
2014). The phase change behavior can be presented in the simulation by either either expressing
temperature-dependent discontinuous functions implementing ”if”, ”elseif”, and ”else” conditional statements (Biwole et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) or the
simplified temperature-dependent continuous functions (Feustel, 1995; Buschle et al., 2006; Jahangiri,
2017). However, Jorissen et al. (2015) noted that using conditional statements, events or algorithms instead of equations increases the computational time
during the simulation.
Building performance simulation (BPS) is a costeffective and time-efficient solution for estimating the

effectiveness of energy-saving adaptations applied to
the building. Whole BPS tools such as EnergyPlus
(Soares et al., 2014), TRNSYS (Kuznik et al., 2010),
and ESP-r (Almeida et al., 2010) are most used to
identify the contribution of PCMs to energy savings
in buildings. Although Modelica is becoming a widely
used modeling language for BPS (Wetter et al., 2014),
no Modelica based PCM models have been comprehensively validated and verified on whole BPS level.
This study presents a procedure of verification and
validation of PCM models for building’s envelopes developed in Modelica to add a generic model for PCMs
into existing Modelica libraries for whole BPS.
Background
Different validation procedures exist, ranging from
qualitatively comparing surface temperature graphs
(Ahmad et al., 2006), heat fluxes (Jin et al., 2016),
or room air temperatures (Zhang et al., 2006) to validations that contain quantification of error caused
by spatial and temporal discretization (Kuznik et al.,
2008) and quantification of an average error. According to ASHRAE Standard 140, there are presently
three ways to evaluate the accuracy of BPS tools:
• Empirical validation compares results from a
program, subroutine, algorithm, module, or software object to monitored data from a real building, test cell, or laboratory experiment;
• Analytical verification compares the output
from a program, subroutine, algorithm, or software object to results from a known analytical
solution or to results closely agreeing with quasianalytical solutions;
• Comparative testing compares a program to
itself or other programs.
Almeida et al. (2010) have comparatively tested multiple layers of PCM versus a single PCM layer in
ESP-r to evaluate the energy saving potential. Heim
(2010) has comparatively tested the effective heat capacity method for PCM models in the ESP-r tool to
study the annual effect of isothermal storage of solar energy in building material components. Tardieu
et al. (2011) have used and empirically validated a
PCM model in EnergyPlus to predict the thermal
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performance of PCM-enhanced office size test rooms
located in Auckland, New Zealand. Buschle et al.
(2006) have developed models for PCMs in Modelica
based on comparative testing. Leonhardt and Müller
(2009) have introduced and empirically validated a
thermohydraulic model of a PCM storage integrated
into a heat pump. Jahangiri (2017) has empirically
validated different Modelica-based models for phase
change slurry using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) measurement data.
Kuznik et al. (2008) have empirically validated a
model for PCMs within two steps. At the first step,
a model of specific heat capacity evolution has been
empirically validated using DSC measurement data.
At the second step, the authors have empirically validated the one-dimensional heat transfer model in
multi-component walls integrated with a PCM layer.
Following a similar approach as dictated by ASHRAE
Standard 140, for the first time, Tabares-Velasco et al.
(2012) have verified, validated, and improved on EnergyPlus PCM using analytical verification, comparative testing and comparative testing of PCM applications.
Pomianowski et al. (2013) note the necessity of development of simple but validated BPS tools capable of simulating PCM performance. Currently, only
a few comprehensively verified and validated PCM
models integrated into BPS tools exist. The existing
Modelica-based PCM models have not been comprehensively verified and validated. Moreover, the existing PCM models have not been implemented and
tested on a whole-building simulation level. Therefore, this study presents the procedure of verification
and validation of PCM models developed in Modelica using a similar approach compared to ASHRAE
Standard 140.

Methodology
AixLib - Modelica model library
AixLib is a Modelica model library with a focus on
modeling the dynamic behavior of buildings, HVAC
equipment, and distribution networks to enable integrated analyses of energy systems on the scales
from a single building to city district (Müller et al.,
2016). AixLib integrates some packages of the Modelica Standard Library, including Modelica.Thermal
package.
This package includes the HeatTransfer sub-package containing components to model
one-dimensional heat transfer with lumped elements
(Modelica, 2017).
Modelica-based heat transfer model
One-dimensional conductive heat flow in x-direction
in a solid slab, the temperature T (x) is given by the
well-known partial differential equation.
2

𝑄ሶ 𝑖 = 𝐴∆𝑥 𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝑄ሶ 𝑖−1 = 𝐴 𝑘

∆𝑇𝑖−1
∆𝑥
2

𝑄ሶ 𝑖+1 = 𝐴 𝑘

𝑑𝑇𝑖
𝑑𝑡

∆𝑇𝑖+1
∆𝑥
2

Figure 1: Modelica-based one-dimensional heat transfer model for a homogeneous solid slab.
where, ρ, cp , and k are density, specific heat capacity,
and thermal conductivity of the solid slab, respectively. Eq 1 cannot be implemented directly in Modelica as there is only one independent variable (time)
provided (Felgner et al., 2003). Figure 1 shows a typical solution of Eq. 1 in Modelica using components
of the HeatT ransf er sub-package.
PCM models: modifications of specific heat
capacity
The simultaneous specific heat capacity is a temperature derivative function from their specific enthalpy,
which is the sum of the excess and baseline heat capacities, which are responsible for the latent and sensible specific heat capacities, respectively,
excess
z
}|
{
baseline
}|
{ ∂β(T )
z
∆Hm ,
cp (T ) ≈ (1 − β(T ))c0,s + β(T )c0,l +
∂T
(2)
where, c0,s , c0,l , β(T ), and ∆Hm are specific heat capacities of the PCM in completely solid and liquid
states, the melt fraction, and change in the enthalpy
due to phase transition, respectively. β(T ) varies between 0 and 1, when the temperature of the PCM
is within the temperature range of the phase transition. Below or above this range, it becomes 0 or 1,
respectively.
The melt fraction in the simulation can be achieved
using a straight line temperature-dependent discontinuous function using conditional statements or the
simplified temperature-dependent continuous functions. However, Jorissen et al. (2015) noted that using conditional statements, events or algorithms instead of equations increases the computational time
of simulation.
Temperature-dependent continuous functions
We describe a jump in the specific enthalpy due to the
phase transition in PCMs through the melt fraction,
which can be calculated using an arctangent function
expressed as

h 2γ(T − T ) i π 
1
m
β(T ) =
arctan
+
,
(3)
π
∆T
2
where, Tm is the melting temperature, T is the temperature of PCMs, and γ is a dimensionless inclination for setting up ∆T . Therefore, using Eq. 2 and

∂ T
dT
=k 2,
(1)
dt
∂x
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2γ
∆T

cp (T ) = cb + ∆Hm h
2
i , (4)
2γ
) +1
π (T − Tm )( ∆T
where, cb is the baseline specific heat capacity that
contains the first two terms in Eq. 2.
For the characterization of the melt fraction, a hyperbolic tangent function can also be proposed:
h 2γ(T − T ) i
i
1h
m
tanh
+1 ,
(5)
β(T ) =
2
∆T
which is integrated into the specific heat capacity according to Eq 3 and 5 as follows:
cp (T ) = cb + ∆Hm

4γ
∆T

.
2γ
cosh2 (T − Tm )( ∆T
)


(6)

Sudden increase or decrease in the enthalpy of PCM
within the phase transition can be described as the
error function,
"
#
√

2γ(T − Tm )
1
erf
+1 ,
(7)
β(T ) =
2
∆T
which is also integrated into the specific heat capacity
as follows
√
2γ − 2γ(T −T2m )2
∆T
√ e
(8)
cp (T ) = cb + ∆Hm
∆T π
that can be directly implemented into Eq 1 instead
of cp .

Verification and validation
Assumption and accuracy of PCM model
Modelica can simulate PCMs taking into account subcooling and hysteresis effects using conditional statements or events (Jahangiri, 2017). However, no such
significant effects have been observed during adiabatic scanning calorimetry (ASC) measurements at
low heating rates (Losada-Pérez et al., 2011). Therefore, we did not consider these effects. No convection
inside PCMs is either considered within the verification and validation. The PCM model is limited to use
for building’s envelopes incorporating microencapsulated ”thin PCM layers”, whereas for ”thick PCM
layers”, the convection has to be taken into account
for the melting process.
The accuracy of the proposed models at each level of
verification and validation was assessed using ”evaluation of goodness-of-fit and root mean square error
(RMSE)” methods. Thus, we use a common analysis based on the coefficient of determination (R2 )
and the RMSE. In general, the coefficient of determination gives an idea of how well a function fits a
data set. The RMSE is a measure of how spread out
these residuals are, which tells us how concentrated
the data is around the line of best fit.

Empirical validation
As we introduce a generic model for PCMs in Modelica, empirical validation is required to establish an
absolute truth standard for evaluating a program’s
ability to analyze physical behavior. For this purpose, the specific enthalpy change and heat capacity
of PCMs expressed using the proposed models were
empirically validated with the results of ASC measurements data for the paraffin-based PCM − RT27.
The data from the studies (Jin et al., 2016; LosadaPérez et al., 2011; Medved’ et al., 2017) and the manufacture are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Physical properties of
Property
Melting range
Freezing range
Melting temperature
Enthalpy change (15 to 30 ◦ C)
Specific heat capacity
Density (solid at 15 ◦ C)
Density (liquid at 40 ◦ C)
Thermal conductivity

organic
Value
25-28
28-25
27
184
2
880
760
0.2

RT27.
Unit
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
kJ/kg
kJ/kg◦ C
kg/m3
kg/m3
W/m◦ C

Using data from Table 1 the simulated specific enthalpy changes of RT27 based on the arctangent, hyperbolic tangent and error functions are compared
with the measured data (Figure 2). The specific
enthalpy change associated (excess) with the phase
transition (∆H) of the PCM is taken approximately
154 kJ/kg according to Table 1, whereas the rest of
specific enthalpy (30 kJ/kg) is associated with the
sensible heat capacities (baseline), when the PCM is
heated up from 15 to 30 ◦ C.

Specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]

3, the specific heat capacity − cp (T ) can be written
as follows:

Measured
Hyperbolic
Error function
Arc tangent

200
100
0

5

10

15
20
25
Temperature [ C]

30

35

Figure 2: The best comparison between simulated and
measured specific enthalpies.
The inclination factor γ was fitted iteratively for each
function keeping the range of melting temperature
according to experimental and manufacture data in
Table 1, i.e., ∆T = 3 K. For the arctangent, hyperbolic tangent, and error functions, the inclination became 3.1, 1.1, and 1.3, respectively. At these values,
the simulated data fit the experimentally measured
data with coefficients of determination (R2 ) of 0.9886,
0.9864, and 0.9857, which are the best fits (we provide only the best comparisons and fits in Figure 2
and Table 2). All three proposed models fit quite
accurately to the measured data. However, the arctangent function model shows the highest value of the
coefficient of determination and is the best fit among
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Analytical verification
An analytical solution provides an exact mathematical truth standard limited to highly constrained cases
for which exact analytical solutions can be derived.
A secondary mathematical truth standard can be established based on the range of disagreement of a set
of closely agreeing verified numerical models or other
quasi-analytical solutions (ASHRAE Standard 140,
2017). We verified the PCM model across an analytical solution of the one-phase Stefan problem for the
melting a homogeneous semi-infinite slab of ice with
constant thermal properties to present the mathematical truth standard (Alexiades and Solomon, 1993,
p. 40). The simplest explicitly solvable phase-change
problem is the one-phase Stefan problem with constant imposed temperature and constant thermophysical properties. This problem is the standard Neumann similarity solution involving the error function.
Let us consider the melting of a homogeneous semiinfinite slab of ice, 0 ≤ x <∝, initially solid at the
melt temperature, Tm = 273.15K (0◦ C), by a constant T > Tm on the surface x = 0. The melting
front does not reach another surface. Moreover, the
slab is isolated at the upper and bottom sides, and
there is no heat exchange with the environment.
To simplify a comparison, we use the example described and solved by (Alexiades and Solomon, 1993,
p. 40). The depths are 1, 3, 5 and 10 cm. As onephase problem is considered, where the active phase is
the liquid phase (water), we use only water’s properties: density, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and latent heat of fusion are 1000 kg/m3 , 4186.8
J/(kg◦ C), 0.564 W/m◦ C and 333.4 kJ/kg, respectively. The difference between the melting (273.15 K)
and imposed (298.15 K) temperatures is 25 K, which
is essential to calculate the Stefan number (0.313)
that is a relation of sensible heat to the latent heat
within the difference of temperatures.
The evolution of temperature obtained by simulation
and analytical solution at given depths is compared
and shown in Figure 3. During simulations, the initial
temperature of the slab was set to -1◦ C, to be considered completely in a solid state, because at 0◦ C it
would be still in a partially liquid state due to the
presence of the temperature range of phase transition. The temperature range of phase transition for
the model set was to 0.2 K.
A simulation run with shorter discretization step

Temperature [ C]

Table 2: The best RMSE (kJ/kg) and R2 to fit γ using
the measured specific enthalpy changes of RT27.
Proposed functions γ
R2
RMSE
Arctangent 3.1 0.9886 9.083
Hyperbolic 1.1 0.9864 9.908
Error 1.3 0.9857 10.156

30

Analytical solutions
at 1 cm [Simulation]

at 3 cm [Simulation]
at 5 cm [Simulation]

at 10 cm [Simulation]

20
10
00

10

20
30
Time [h]

40

(a) Simulation ran with a step of 10 mm
30

Temperature [ C]

the comparisons. Further studies and analysis rely on
the arctangent function.

Analytical solutions
at 1 cm [Simulation]

at 3 cm [Simulation]
at 5 cm [Simulation]

10 cm [Simulation]

20
10
00

10

20
30
Time [h]

40

(b) Simulation ran with a step of 2 mm

Figure 3: The evolution of temperatures at different
depths of the slab of ice.
(Figure 3 (a)) gives a more accurate approximation,
while with a greater step (Figure 3 (b)) of discretization, the results commence to fluctuate along the melt
front penetrated in the slab. Table 3 shows the best
and worth approximation at a depth of 1 cm for simulations with different discretization steps. Deviation
in Table 3 originate in the initialization of the problem and a width of a temperature range of phase transition of the PCM. However, the model behaves quite
accurate against analytical solutions. In conclusion,
it can be noted that the proposed model for PCMs
behaves adequately against the analytical solution.
Table 3: The RMSE and R2 for the evolution of temperatures at various depths of the slab and different
steps of descritization.
Descritization step
Depth
10 mm 5 mm 2 mm
R2
at 1 cm
0.9898
0.9963 0.9981
at 3 cm
0.9941
0.9960 0.9956
at 5 cm
0.9900
0.9906 0.9915
RM SE (◦ C)
at 1 cm
0.480
0.262
0.182
at 3 cm
0.419
0.334
0.278
at 5 cm
0.451
0.449
0.388
Comparative testing
We consider a heat transfer model for a PCMenhanced multi-component wall using a dynamic wall
simulator (Jin et al., 2016). The PCM-enhanced wall
contains a gypsum board, an insulating layer, a PCM
layer, and oriented strand board (OSB) as presented
in Figure 4. Thermal properties of wall materials are
provided in Table 4, whereas properties of the PCM
layer are presented in Table 1.
The simulator contains a cubic box, each wall consists
of a wall panel with dimensions of 1.19×1.19 m. Six
lamps placed at the center of the simulator supply
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(d) PCM at 16/16L

Figure 4: The wall frame without and with PCM layer
at different location (adopted from Jin et al. (2016)).
heat. The inner surface temperature of the simulator reaches up to 60◦ C, which is typical a peak temperature of the external surface of a west faced wall
of buildings in Lawrence, Kansas, USA, during hot
summer days. Therefore, the interior of the simulator represents the exterior of a building, whereas the
exterior of the simulator represents the conditioned
interior space of the building. The exterior (further
the interior) surface temperature of the wall was kept
at 24◦ C (Jin et al., 2016).
Table 4: Properties and parameters of wall
Parameters Gypsum Insulation
ρ, kg/m3
800
12.7
cp , J/g K
1.09
0.84
k, W/m K
0.16
0.045
L, mm
12.7
89.0

Model
Reference

15
10
5
0 0/16L

2/16L

4/16L 6/16L 8/16L
Location of PCM layer

12/16L

16/16L

(a) PCM with thickness of 1 mm
Outdoor

PCM layer

89 cm

Oriented strand board
(OSB)

Insulating layer

Peak heat flux reduction [%]

Outdoor

Oriented strand board
(OSB)

PCM layer

Indoor

Gypsum board

89 cm

materials.
OSB
650
1.21
0.13
20.5

The insulating layer with the thickness of L is divided into n layers evenly (Jin et al., 2016) so that
the thickness of each is L/n. Therefore, within the divided insulating layer, the PCM layer is moved from
the gypsum layer with a step of L/n to the OSB layer
to find maximal reductions in the peak heat flux on
the inner surface of the wall. The closest location of
PCM layer to the indoor medium is location of 0/nL
(Figure 4b), whereas the location of n/nL is the remotest location from the indoor medium (Figure 4d).
The insulating layer is divided into 16 layers.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between model and reference results of peak heat flux reductions on the interior surface of the wall at different locations and
thicknesses of the PCM layer. A comparison is provided only for the thickness of 1 and 7 mm due to
the space limitation. There is a slight disagreement
between the model and reference data when the thickness of the PCM layer was 1 mm (Figure 5 a). Further
increase in the thickness of the PCM layer shows the
accordance of results (Figure 5 b). Table 5 shows the
accuracy of the proposed model at different locations
and thicknesses of the PCM layer. Coefficients of determination are assessed for heat flux variations on
the inner surfaces of the wall. There are slight disagreements between simulation and reference results

Peak heat flux reduction [%]

(c) PCM at 8/16L

Indoor

44.5 cm

Outdoor

44.5 cm

layer

Insulating layer

(b) PCM at 0/16L
Oriented strand board
(OSB)

Insulating

PCM layer

Indoor

Gypsum board

(a) no PCM

Gypsum board

89 cm

Outdoor

Insulating layer

Oriented strand board
(OSB)

Indoor

Gypsum board
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60

Model
Reference

40
20
0 0/16L

2/16L

4/16L 6/16L 8/16L
Location of PCM layer

12/16L

16/16L

(b) PCM with thickness of 7 mm

Figure 5: The peak heat flux reduction on interior
surfaces of the wall (reference Jin et al. (2016).
at central locations of the PCM layer. The deviations
originate in the initialization of the initial temperatures of each layer for the model and reference. We set
the same initial temperature for each layer, whereas
the initial temperature for the reference was linearly
distributed along the wall thickness. However, the
model still behaves correctly against the reference at
locations close to the indoor and outdoor mediums.
Table 5: The RMSE and R2 for heat flux variations
of the model and reference results.
Thickness of PCM layer
Location
1 mm 2 mm 5 mm 7 mm
R2
no PCM
0.9971 0.9970 0.9956 0.9956
0/16L
0.9970 0.9967 0.9966 0.9962
1/16L
0.9592 0.9782 0.9707 0.9276
2/16L
0.8969 0.9412 0.8970 0.8565
3/16L
0.9589 0.4109 0.8144 0.8129
4/16L
−
−
0.5884 0.5113
5/16L
−
−
0.6865 0.5316
8/16L
0.9846 0.9737 −
−
16/16L
0.9964 0.9955 −
−
RM SE(W/m2 )
no PCM
0.340
0.340
0.340
0.340
0/16L
0.343
0.357
0.334
0.317
1/16L
1.146
0.748
0.596
0.759
2/16L
1.830
0.769
0.688
0.694
3/16L
1.151
2.649
0.715
0.677
4/16L
−
−
2.950
5.931
5/16L
−
−
1.456
5.727
8/16L
0.745
0.941
−
−
16/16L
0.381
0.416
−
−

Whole-building simulation level of verification and validation
As the PCM model is verified and validated, we assess the integration of the PCM model into wholebuildings. We evaluated the PCM model using the
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Interior

PCM layer

Plasterboard

Fiberglass quilt

Wood Siding

Exterior

(b) Modified Case 600

Figure 6: A schematic view of external wall-frame of
the basic and modified Case 600.
Due to the insignificant variation of hourly heating
and cooling loads within a variation of thickness and
latent heat of fusion of PCM layers, we present and
discuss data only for a variation of melting temperature and location of PCM layers. In the modified
Case 600, we used a PCM layer with the thickness
of 5 mm and melting temperatures of 22, 25, and
27◦ C, whereas other properties were taken from Table 1. Also, the PCM model was tested at various
placements of a PCM layer with the thickness of 5
mm. In the case of ”Loc-1”, the PCM layer is located within the wall-frame shown in Figure 6b. In
the case of ”Loc-2”, the PCM layer is located between
the wood siding and the fiberglass quilt. In the case of
”Loc-3”, the PCM layer is located on a surface of the
plasterboard, where it contacts the indoor medium
and plasterboard.
Hourly heating and cooling loads
The ASHRAE Standard 140 provides eight reference
results performed by standard BPS tools like DOE2,
TRNSYS, and ESP-r under the climatic condition of
Denver (39.8◦ North, 104.9◦ West), Colorado, USA.
We test the model against the eight reference data
sets comparatively. For that purpose, we compare
the results from the tested model to maximum and
minimum values of the results of references at each
time step (Constantin et al., 2014).
Figure 7a shows a slight dependence of the heating
and cooling loads on the melting temperature when
the PCM layer placed within the external wall-frame
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0
2
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Basic [Ref.min]
Basic [Ref.max]
Modified [PCM22 C]
Modified [PCM25 C]
Modified [PCM27 C]

5

10
15
Time in hours

20

(a) PCM with different melting temperatures

4
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2
0
2
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Basic [Ref.min]
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Modified [loc-1]
Modified [loc-2]
Modified [loc-3]

5

10
15
Time in hours

20

(b) PCM at different locations

Figure 7: Hourly heating and cooling load for test
Case 600 on January 4th.
shown in Figure 6b. However, a significant dependence was found when the location of the PCM layer
varied. The heating and cooling loads decreased significantly at the closest placement (”Loc-3”) of the
PCM layer to the indoor medium. Thus, we observed
the influence of the variation of melting temperature
and location of PCM layer on the heating and cooling
load.

8
Energy in MWh

(a) Basic Case 600

Interio r

Plasterboard

Fiberglass quilt

Wood Siding

Ex terio r

Case 600 is a lightweight, rectangular, and single-zone
building. ASHRAE Standard 140 provides the detailed description and modeling of Case 600. Moreover, a Modelica-based high order model of the basic
Case 600 is available at AixLib (Constantin et al.,
2014). Figure 6 shows a schematic view of the external wall-frame of the basic and modified Case 600.
We kept materials of walls unchanged except for properties of the PCM layer (Table 1).

4

Cooling Loads
Heating Loads

6
4
2
0

Basic
Basic
Basic Modified Modified Modified
[Ref.min] [Ref.max] [Model] [PCM22] [PCM25] [PCM27]
(a) PCM with different melting temperature

8
Energy in MWh

basic and modified lightweight buildings described in
Cases 600, 600FF, and 650FF of ASHRAE Standard
140 with Modelica. The main goal of this evaluation was to test and demonstrate the simulation capabilities of the PCM model in the context of wholebuildings, whereas not to concern optimal solutions
of specific PCMs.
ASHRAE Standard 140: basic and modified
Case 600

Cooling Loads
Heating Loads

6
4
2
0

Basic
Basic
Basic Modified Modified Modified
[Ref.min] [Ref.max] [Model] [Loc-1] [Loc-2] [Loc-3]
(b) PCM at different locations

Figure 8: Annual energy load for test Case 600.
Annual energy consumption
Annual energy consumption for the same aforementioned scenarios (Figure 7) are presented in Figure 8.
As expected, the most significant reduction of the annual energy consumption is observed at ”Loc-3” that
is the closest placement of PCM layer to the indoor
medium (Figure 8b). The variation of the melting
temperature of PCM layers has an insignificant effect
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on the annual cooling loads (Figure 8a), while increasing the melting temperature leads to an increase in
the annual heating load.
ASHRAE Standard 140: basic and modified
Cases 600FF and 650FF
In this step, Cases 600FF and 650FF were selected,
whereby variations of the indoor temperature in the
basic and modified cases are compared. In the modified Cases 600FF and 650FF, a PCM layer is integrated as shown in Figure 6b. Case 600FF is modeled the same as Case 600 except for the schedule of
the mechanical heating and cooling equipment that is
off so that space or zone temperature varies without
constraint. Case 650FF is modeled the same as Case
600FF except for the schedule of mechanical venting.
The detailed description of the modeling is presented
in ASHRAE Standard 140 (2017).

Temperature [ C]

Hourly free-floating indoor temperature
We tested the PCM model for Cases 600FF and
650FF of ASHRAE Standard 140. The Standard provides data for characteristic days for these cases. Case
600FF provides an hourly free-float temperature for
January 4th, whereas Case 650FF focuses on July
27th. The modified cases include a PCM described in
Table 1. Fluctuations of the indoor temperature for
the basic and modified cases are presented together
with maximum and minimum values of reference data
(Figure 9).

20
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(a) Case 600FF, January 4th
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Conclusion
The PCM models developed in Modelica were verified and validated using approaches similar to the
ASHRAE Standard 140, which consists of empirical validation, analytical verification, and comparative testing. For the empirical validation, three
temperature-dependent continuous functions were
proposed and validated. The inclination factors for
each function were found and set up using the evaluation of goodness-of-fit and the RMSE.
The heat transfer model for PCMs was verified analytically using the solution of the one-phase Stefan
problem for the melting a semi-infinite slab of ice.
The evolution of the penetrated temperatures was
compared at different depths and steps of discretization. Also, a PCM-enhanced multi-component wall
was comparatively tested against a laboratory-scaled
dynamic wall simulator. There was a slight disagreement with reference data on the reduction in peak
values of heat fluxes at small thicknesses and nearindoor medium placements of a PCM layer.
Lastly, the modifications of Cases 600, 600FF and
650FF of ASHRAE Standard 140 with PCM layers
were comparatively tested using simulation data performed for their basic cases. The modifications can
be now added to ASHRAE Standard 140 and used
to comparatively testing PCM models in other BPS
tools. Finally, the primary results of the integration
of PCMs into whole buildings showed that accurate
analysis should be conducted when designing PCMs
in buildings, since thermal performance of the buildings depends on various parameters such as PCM
properties and location.
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Figure 9: Hourly free-floating indoor temperatures for
test Cases 600FF and 650FF.
Figure 9a shows that during a cold day in the modified Case 600FF, the fluctuation of the indoor temperature does not depend on the melting temperature
of the PCM layer. However, Figure 9b shows a dependency of the peak indoor temperatures in the modified Case 650FF during a hot summer day. Thus,
these comparisons qualitatively characterize the ef-
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Abstract
In building simulation, internal heat gains correspond to
heat production by human metabolism or electrical
devices use. It is one of the most uncertain model inputs
and could have an important impact on building
simulation results. This study proposes a method to
investigate the influence of the internal heat gains
uncertainties by separating the uncertainty on the
internal heat gains of the entire building, the uncertainty
on the spatial distribution and its evolution on time. The
uncertainty sources are propagated independently in a
dynamic thermal simulation (DTS). The temperature of
each zone at each moment is analyzed. In order to
simplify this study, the most representing temperatures
are selected with a method based on cumulative
variances and a clustering algorithm. This approach is
applied on an office building in France. The data coming
from a one year monitoring period, provide information
to reduce the uncertainties about the real internal heat
gains. The results indicate that the effects of the internal
heat gains uncertainties are time dependent. They also
depend on the heating scenario of the thermal zone
(heated or not-heated). At last, the temperatures are
mainly influenced by the uncertainty on the internal heat
gains of the entire building.

Introduction
Many studies have attempted to reduce the gap between
the predicted and measured energy consumption by the
calibration of DTS model in the building's monitoring
conditions (de Wilde, 2014). Occupant behavior is one
of the key parameter in this exercise (Mahdavi & al,
2009). Indeed, it is necessary to take into account the
actions of the occupant on some building components
(the settings of Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning, the opening of windows…) and the
internal heat gains due to the occupant body metabolism
and the heat provided by the electrical devices. This
study will focus on the configuration of internal heat
gains for the calibration of DTS.
Data about the internal heat gains of the entire building
and its spatial distribution between each zone are
needed. For instance, electrical meters may give
information about the heat provided by the electrical
devices to the entire building. Moreover, a building
occupancy schedule can be used to assess the heat gain
by human metabolism. These sources of information do

not allow to assess precisely the internal heat gains, but
various constraints as the cost of the measurement
equipment or the respect of privacy limit the availability
of more accurate data (Yan et al., 2017; Zhang & al.,
2018). As a results, the internal heat gains of the entire
building, the spatial repartition between the thermal
zones and the time dependency of spatial repartition still
uncertain model parameters. Therefore, the simulated
results will be affected by this imprecise setting.
For this reason, uncertainty propagation (UP) techniques
have been applied on DTS model to assess the influence
of parameters uncertainties on the model outputs. (Ligier
& al. (2017) or Ren & al. (2017) have assessed the
effects related to the uncertainty on the internal heat
gains of the entire building. In this work, the uncertainty
due to the spatial repartition and its time dependency are
also taken into account. The uncertainty sources have
been propagated with a Monte-Carlo procedure of
simulations (Saltelli & al., 2008). (BIPM & al., 2008)
recommends to choose the
number of simulations
such as the confidence level of the model output interval
reaches a desired value. For a 95% confidence level, it
leads on
. However, a DTS required a large
computing time and the realization of
simulations is
often not feasible. This paper follows an approximate
approach, proposed by the same author: a relatively
small value of
simulations is performed. The
average and the standard deviation of the outputs are
computed to characterize the distribution of the model
outputs.
The most commonly used outputs in UP, are some
global results as the building consumption during one
year (Tian et al., 2018), the maximal heating load
(Tahmasebi & al., 2015) or the cumulative distribution
of indoor temperature (Mahnameh et al., 2017). Yet, the
temperatures of the thermal zones are also interesting
outputs of DTS. Recent works such as Maykot & al.
(2018) or Aghniaey et al. (2019) used the measurement
of the inside air temperature for a thermal comfort
analysis of the building. In an experimental process, the
temperature can be a key factor to identify parameters
related to the building energy performance (Roels et al.,
2017; Ajib, 2018). That is why this contribution focuses
on these outputs only.
At the end of the UP, several methods exist to analyze
the model outputs variability. The standard deviation and
the average of the observations of each output can be
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computed (Saltelli et al., 2008). However, if the number
of output is too large, it will be difficult to summarize
these results (Campolongo & al., 2007).
For this purpose, Campbell & al. (2006) have reduced
the dimension of the outputs space with a principal
component analysis. When just a few axis can be
retained, this technique allows to interpret easily the UP
results. When more axis has to be kept, the interpretation
is much more difficult.

Method
Overview
In the operation phase, a building monitoring rarely
gives a very precise knowledge about the internal heat
gains. The lack of information is supposed to be related
to:
 The measurement of the total internal heat gains of
the building ;
 The spatial repartion of the internal heat gains
between the thermal zones of the DTS model ;
 The time dependence of spatial repartition.
In order to evaluate the effect of these different
uncertainty sources, three UPs are applied to a DTS
building model. They take into account independently
the uncertainty sources previously mentioned. At the end
of one UP, a large number of temperature time series are
simulated. A pre-selection step allows to focus the
analysis on a part of the outputs whose variances are
representative of all the outputs. This step operates in
two times:
 First, by finding temporal patterns in the variance of
the average temperature of the building; it allows to
select shorter periods representative of the entire
period of simulation;
 Secondly, the influence of each uncertainty source on
the temperature of each thermal zone is assessed by
calculating cumulative variances. From these data,
the thermal zones are grouped with a clustering
algorithm and one thermal zone is selected as a
representative of each group.
Finally, the average and the standard deviation of the
distribution of the pre-selected outputs are analyzed.
Simulation model
The model is a multi-zone model. It divides the building
into
thermal zones. Each sub-volume is depicted as a
uniform temperature and air pressure volume. Each
room of the building is considered as a zone of the
model. The simulations were performed with (TRNSYS
17, 2010) software and CONTAM software (Dols & al.,
2015) to couple heat and air transfer. These tools were
chosen because they allow the prediction of the dynamic
of the air temperature of several thermal zones.
During the heated period, a model of an ideal heating
system controls each room temperature. This model
perfectly adapts the indoor temperature to the
temperature set point thanks to a direct acting-control.
The building performance monitoring (as described in

‘Case study’ part) provides information for the
parameterization and the definition of its inputs.
The internal heat gains of the model are stored in an
internal heat gains matrix
defined with:
(
)
(
)
(
)

(

)

(

)

)]
(1)
With , the simulation timestep and , the period of
simulation. The simulation discretizes a one year period
into
= 8760 hours. is the index of the modelled
thermal zone and is the number of thermal zones.
The internal heat gain of the entire building, quoted
( ) is the sum of the columns of
.
The part of the internal heat gains assigned to the
thermal zone
is called an internal heat gain ratio
(noticed ( )). In the definition of
, assumptions
have to be made about the time variation of these ratios
(fixed ratios or time dependent ratios).
The simulated temperatures are stored in matrix where
each element ( ) corresponds to the temperature of the
thermal zone at the time .
(
)
(
)
(
)
[

(

(2)
(
)
)
(
)]
[ (
Uncertainty propagation
First, the probability distribution of the internal heat
gains parameters has to be quantified according to the
uncertainty source. Rivalin, & al. (2018) advice to
choose normal distribution for measured parameters. For
a non-measured parameter, if an expert can suggest a
minimum and a maximum value, it will follow a uniform
distribution.
The 1st UP is related to the measurement uncertainty of
( ).
( ) is estimated with the measurement of
the electricity consumption of the entire building and an
occupancy schedule built with the building manager.
( ) affected by the
Then, the th observation of
measurement uncertainty, is written
follows:
( )

( )

( ), and

()

(3)
with
(
) where
is the mean and
is the
standard deviation of a normal distribution. These
parameters have been quantified with a measurement
uncertainty analysis by considering the uncertainty on
the part of electricity consumption reused as a building
heat flow, the lack of knowledge about the number of
people and their metabolism (Titikpina, 2016). The
generation of
random draws of is stored in
the 1st input sample called
.
The 2nd UP is related to the uncertainty about the spatial
repartition under the assumption that internal heat gain
ratios are fixed in time. These ratios are defined with
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expert judgment according to the functionality and the
available information about the number of occupants in
each thermal zone. To take into account the uncertainty
on that method, each ratio is supposed to follow
(
) with and the parameters of a uniform
distribution. The generation of
random draws
of
(the vector of all the fixed ratios) is the 2nd input
sample called
.
rd
Finally, the 3 UP is related to the uncertainty about the
spatial repartition under the assumption that internal heat
gain ratios are time dependent. However, no known
method allows modelling the time evolution of the
internal heat gain ratios. It can only be pointed out that
some authors proposed stochastic approaches or random
walk approaches for modelling the random nature of the
occupant presence (Ahn & al., 2016). In a first approach,
a purely random process is used for modelling ( ).
Each ratio at time
follows
( ) (
). The
uniform distribution parameters are the same as the case
of
. The generation of
random draws of
( ) (the matrix of the random process of all the ratios)
is stored in the 3rd input sample .
The output of the
simulation of the UP is noticed .
( ) of
is the temperature of the
Each element
thermal zone at time for the simulation .
Then, the estimated variance of the response ( ) is
noted ( ) and is computed with:
( )

∑

(

( )

( ))

where ( ) is the estimated average of
equal to:
( )

∑

(

( ))

(4)
( ) which is
(5)

( ) quantifies the variability of each temperature
caused by the uncertainty source.
Outputs pre-selection
( ) is
First, the average temperature of the building
computed with:
∑

( )

( ( )) (6)

By combining equations (6) and (4), the variance of the
( ) is obtained. The variations
average temperature
( ) show the time evolution of the
over the time of
influence of the uncertainties sources. Then, some
( ) may exist and are
temporal patterns of
representative of the whole period. Then, the next step
will focus on these shorter periods.
The second step is the selection of representative thermal
zones. First, the influence of each uncertainty source on
each zone is assessed by the calculation of cumulative
variance
(Lamboni & al., 2009) on pre-selected
periods :
∑

( )

(7)

where
(resp. ) is the beginning (resp. the end) of a
shorter period.
indicates the influence of one
uncertainty source on the temperature of the zone

during the period between the interval
. Then, an
exponent is added to
in order to specify the period
and the source of uncertainty.
Thus, each thermal zone is characterized by the
cumulative variances computed under the different
conditions previously described. The cumulative
variances of each thermal zone are stored in the
cumulative variances matrix :

(8)
[
]
Each zone is associated with the row of . Each
column of
is normalized. The Euclidean distance
matrix between each row is computed. Then, a complete
linkage method clusters the thermal zones according to a
hierarchical scheme. This data analysis was computed
with (R Development Core Team, 2018). Finally, for
each cluster, one thermal zone is chosen as a
representative of the others elements of the same group.
Uncertainty analysis
The distribution of each pre-selected output is analyzed
by representing their confidence interval ( ) with a
95% confidence level. Under the assumption that ( ) is
normally distributed follows:
[ ( )

√ ( )

( )

√ ( ) ] (9)

Case study
The case study is an office building (Figure 1). It was
constructed from 2010 to 2012 near to Angers (France).
It has two floors. Two parts divide the building
according to the usage. One part is the office (853m²)
and the second part is a workshop (703m²). The building
complies with French Thermal Regulation RT2005 that
was in effect during its design. However, the
performance of the ‘office’ part is very close to the
criteria of the Low Consumption Building – Effinergie
label (BBC - Effinergie, 2007). The ‘office’ part was
modelled with TRNSYS software (Titikpina, 2016). The
model divides the building into
thermal zones
that correspond to the same room division of the ‘office’
part of the building.

Figure 1: Picture of the case study office building
The simulation computes the building thermal behavior
from the 2015/03/01 to the 2016/02/28. At the end of
each simulation, the 39 temperature time series are
recorded. During the simulation, a heated period is
allocated
between
01/03/2015-17/05/2015
and
27/09/2015-28/02/2016. The real not-heated rooms of
the building are configured in the model. The local
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weather is monitored. These data are used as inputs of
the DTS. Moreover, electricity meters record each hour
the building electricity consumption. Combined with the
knowledge of an hourly occupancy schedule of the
building, these data are used to define the internal heat
( )). The ratios are
gains of the entire building (
defined relatively to each another, according to:
 The functionality of the thermal zone: for instance,
an office room is fitted with personal computer and
office worker can be present in this zone. The ratio
will be more important in this room than another
room like a corridor;
 The specific knowledge about the real occupancy of
the room: for instance, during the monitored period,
BUR006 was not occupied. This information was
taken into account to affect a lowest ratio to this
room.
Titikpina (2016) applies an uncertainty measurement
analysis to this case study that shows
(
). The determination of the parameters of
the uniform distribution of
is made with an expert
judgment seeking to conserve the initial information
about the spatial repartition.

developed by Cheng & al. (2016)) of the cumulative
variances matrix ( ). Each row refers to a thermal zone
. Each column refers to a particular uncertainty
propagation (defined with
,
or
) and a specific
period (‘SUM’ stands for the summer period and ‘WIN’
stands for the winter period).
The clustering results are represented on the Figure 3.
The rows of were reorganized in order to position the
zones close to the ones with similar cumulative
variances.
G1

G2

G3
G4

Results & Discussion

Heated period

Heated period

Outputs pre-selection
Figure 2 shows the variance of the average temperature
of the building ( ( )). First, it can be noticed that the
variance estimated with
is larger than
and
.
The uncertainty on the entire internal heat gains leads to
a larger variability than the uncertainty related to the
spatial distribution (with fixed or time varying ratios).
( ) follows week variation. It may be caused by the
week variation of the entire internal heat gains. On the
other hand, it can be noticed that the model response to
is strongly influenced by the non-heated period.
These observations lead to define two shorter periods:
« summer» and « winter » as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Time evolution of ( ) according to the
uncertainty propagation
( ) just gives a global view of the model responses at
the building scale. The analysis of the cumulative
variances at the thermal zone scale is used to choose
representative thermal zone. Figure 3 is a heatmap
representation (realized with d3heatmap, a R package

G5

Figure 3: Heatmap and cluster of – green cells: high
level of cumulative variances, purple cells: low level of
cumulative variances
It seems relevant to divide the 39 zones into 5 different
groups. A representative of each group is arbitrarily
selected: BUR_106 for G1, SANIT_HOM_R1 for G2,
SAL_ESSAI
for
G3,
BUR_101
for
G4,
SANIT_FEM_R1 for G5. Figure 4 shows the cumulative
variances of each of them. It helps to understand the
properties of each group:
 G1 regroups 19 zones. It regroups the most
influenced zones by the variation of
and during
the summer period. They are moderately impacted by
the others conditions;
 G2 regroups 1 zone : SANIT_HOM_R1. This zone is
very affected by the variation of
and
during
the winter period;
 G3 regroups 2 zones. They are the most influenced
zones by the variation of
and
during both
periods. They are moderately affected by ;
 G4 regroups 7 zones. They are affected by the
variation of
during the summer period. Moreover,
they are the less influenced zones by the other
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conditions. Figure 4 shows that the selected thermal
zone BUR_101 seems close to the selected thermal
zone of G1. There are few distinctive elements
between these two objects;
 G5 regroups the last 10 zones. Globally, they are the
less impacted zones for all the conditions.
Now, a sufficient number of representative outputs are
selected. The next subsection will describe the
uncertainty analysis of the chosen ones.

Figure 5: Responses of BUR106 to M1 - Winter period
G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Figure 4 : Normalized cumulative variances according
to the selected thermal zones
Uncertainty analysis results
G1 gathers a majority of thermal zones relied on
individual room office (actually, the ‘BUR’ prefix refers
to a room office). Indeed, that kind of rooms is often
used at different levels of evaluation of the building
thermal performance, and thus, this is a good subject of
interest.
BUR_106 (G1) is an individual office (12m²) on the 1st
floor. It is located between two others individual offices
and is accessible from the main corridor of the respective
floor. This room has a north facing facade. One person
occupied this office during the data-monitoring period.
Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the distribution of
the temperature of BUR_106 simulated with different
input uncertainty sources and during different periods.
The black line is the mean value. The grey area covers
the confidence interval computed with (9).
Figure 5 shows that the distribution width is affected by
the uncertainty of the entire heat gains when the room
temperature is not controlled by the heating system.
However, during the summer period, the distribution of
the temperature around the average value is fixed
throughout the all period (Figure 6).
When the influence of the spatial distribution is tested,
the distributions are tightening up (Figure 7). The
uncertainty related to the distribution has less impact
than the uncertainty of the entire heat gains.

Figure 6: Responses of BUR106 to M1 - Summer period

Figure 7: Responses of BUR106 to M2 - Summer period
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The thermal zone SANIT_HOM_R1 belongs to (G2).
The distributions are different to BUR_106, especially
for the winter period. As this is a non-heated room, the
temperature is influenced at each time step of the winter
period (Figure 9).
SAL_ESSAI belongs to the group (G3). This zone is
identified as the most sensitive zone to the variation of
the spatial distribution during the summer period. Figure
8 shows the temperature distribution of this zone
obtained with M2. The temperature seems mainly
influenced by the spatial repartition during the
workdays.
G4 gathers the remaining building offices. The
distributions of BUR_101 (G4) are close to the outputs
distributions of BUR_106 although the clustering
methods lead to two different groups.

model response is less impacted during the winter period
(Figure 9).
Average of standard deviation
The simulated temperatures could be useful in order to
analyze the thermal comfort of every zone of that
building. However, the UPs show the simulated
temperatures could be sensitive to the accuracy of the
internal heat gains. The influence also depends on: the
time period, the thermal zone and the uncertainty source.
Figure 10 represents the average (in each period) of the
standard deviation deducted from the cumulative
variances (7).
The highest value of the average of standard deviation is
related to the uncertainty on the entire heat gains during
the summer period. It is observed for BUR_106 and is
equal to 0.4°C. During the winter period, the hisghest
influence is obtained for a non-heated zone
(SANIT_HOM_R1) and is equal to 0.2°C. The accuracy
of a thermal comfort analysis based on that DTS could
be improved by enhancing the accuracy of the
measurement of the entire heat gains.
The uncertainty on spatial distribution could lead on an
average of standard deviation equal to 0.2°C
(SAL_ESSAI during the summer period). However, for
the same thermal room and for the same period, in
considering that the internal heat gains ratios change
randomly in time, the average of standard deviation
reaches a value of 0.07°C.

Figure 8 : Responses of SAL_ESSAI to M2 - summer
period

SANIT_HOM_R1

Figure 10 : Average of standard deviation according to
the uncertainty sources and the simulated period

Conclusion

SANIT_FEM_R1

Figure 9: Model responses to M1 the winter period Comparison between two non-heated zones
The thermal zone SANIT_FEM_R1 belongs to (G5). As
SANIT_HOM_R1, it is a non-heated room too, but the

This paper has shown a method to investigate the effect
on the building thermal behaviour of different internal
heat gains uncertainties (the heat gains of the entire
building and their spatial distribution).
Input samples built with the Monte-Carlo approach have
been used to estimate the variance of the modelled
temperatures of 39 thermal zones over a period of one
year. This paper has proposed a two steps method to
select the most interesting part of theses outputs.
An office building has been used as a case study. In that
case, the uncertainty source that has the most influence
was generally the uncertainty on the measurement of th
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entire heat gains. However, the spatial repartition has
had a larger influence on the thermal zone temperature
with some specific conditions, which are in the presented
case: a winter period, a non-heated zone and a spatial
repartition fixed in time.
In the case study, the measurement uncertainty of the
entire internal heat gains was the most influential
parameter. It was mainly influent during the summer
period of the simulation. During this period, the average
of standard deviation could reach 0.4°C. It was shown
that, if the internal heat gains ratio follows a random
process, then, the uncertainty related to the spatial
distribution has less impact. This implication can reduce
the average of standard deviation from 0.2°C to 0.07°C
The variance of the model outputs depends on the model
parameterization and the implementation of the
uncertainty propagation. For instance, the cumulative
variances of the response are different for a non-heated
or a heated zone during the winter period. The
identification of more complex features could be a
satisfying improvement of this methodology.
To complete this work, the interaction between the entire
heat gains uncertainty and the spatial distribution
uncertainty should be reviewed. On the other hand, this
work could be improved by observing relationships
between the input sample factors and the model
responses with a sensitivity analysis.
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Abstract
Building energy model (BEM) is useful in the retrofit
stage of buildings because they allow flexible evaluation
of various technology combinations or new technologies.
However, the assumptions and uncertainties of the input
variables produce a difference between the calculated
energy and the measured energy. Old buildings or
building stocks are more difficult to develop due to more
assumptions and uncertainties. This paper describes a
stochastic approach and a calibration method which can
account different sources of uncertainty to develop an
BEMs that can show energy consumption characteristics
of existing building stock in Korea. First, described the
process of deriving probability distribution and
performing simulation using a database of nationwide
building and energy information in Korea. Next, Inverse
modelling was proposed to obtain parameters which is an
auxiliary variable that describe the relationship between
building performance and energy usage. The parameters
both the outputs to the performance of the building or
system and the input variables that determine energy
usage at the same time. Therefore, using the parameters
as information for calibration can improve the accuracy of
the calibrated model, and identify the cause of
inconsistencies with energy usage by ability to compare
and calibrate the performance of a building or system in
detail. Finally, calibration was performed, and the change
of output was discussed.

Introduction
With the increasing needs for energy efficiency and
management of existing buildings, the roles of energy
performance analysis and assessment have also increased

(M.C. Kennedy, 2001). Simulation which is a typical
building energy performance analysis tool, can consider
the system variables, the physical characteristics of the
building, and the functional nature, by modelling based on
the heat transfer and thermodynamic relationships. In
other words, simulation has the characteristic that it is
possible to review new technology without relying on past
data. However, it requires substantial time and effort in
data collection, input and result output. In particular, there
are large variations in data availability for existing
buildings unlike new buildings. In addition, there are
uncertain factors that can interfere with the building
energy modelling, such as changes in thermal
performance due to deterioration, randomness to the
presence and behaviour of occupants, and stochastic
changes in indoor and outdoor environmental conditions.
Thus, a deterministic approach that a single arbitrary
value is input following a case study, or a simulation is
performed using reference building developed and
provided at a national level is generally performed (G.
Augenbroe, 2002). As a result, a lot of uncertain inputs
entered differently than actual are interacted with each
other, resulting in a difference between actual energy
consumption and simulation results. Such problem causes
confusion in stakeholder investment decisions of energy
improvement opportunities or the energy-efficient
policies and programs.
For this reason, the calibration of BEMs is of growing
interest. Model calibration is the process of improving the
accuracy of BEMs to reflect actual operating conditions.
Calibration can be classified by three general categories
as shown in Table 1 (Yoon, 2014; Lim, 2017; Coakley,
D., 2011 and 2014;).

Table 1. Types of model calibration methods
Method
Trial-and-Error
(Manual)

Computer
based
calibration

Characteristics
▪ Calibrate the input variable values of the building energy model through trial and error until the
output of the building energy model is similar to the actual building measurement data
▪ Highly dependent on the experience and expertise of the analysts performing the calibration
▪ Method can get calibration result desired but the solution that results may not be the true solution

Optimization

▪ Using a gradient-based algorithm to find the value of the input variable that minimizes the
difference between the output value of the building energy model and the measured data value
▪ The unknown variable is assumed to be a deterministic one, excluded the probabilistic nature

Stochastic
approach

▪ Obtain a probability model of an input variable that reduces the error between the predicted value
and the actual value of the model
▪ By injecting a stochastic input variable, the result of the model is also computed as a probability
distribution
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Abstract
This study enhances the empirical validation framework
proposed by Li et al. (2017) and demonstrates it with real
measurement data from a set of controlled single-room
heat transfer experiments. Models were created based on
the test facility and experiment descriptions, and
measurement data from various types of on-site sensors.
Experimental and model uncertainties were quantified
and propagated based on the literature and sensor
accuracy. The probabilistic absolute error (PAE) and
several of its variations were developed and used as the
metrics to evaluate the agreement between estimations
and observations under uncertainty. Sensitivity analyses
were performed to identify the influential uncertain inputs
on the agreements. Results of the analysis suggest that
substantial discrepancies between the current models and
the measurements are present in many test scenarios and
are most likely caused by remaining model assumptions,
simplifications, and solution process errors that are not yet
considered in the uncertainty characterization. Detailed
investigations and more information and data gathering
are warranted for next steps.

Introduction
Deviations of predictions of building performance
simulation from the actual measured performance in real
practice, widely known as the “performance gap”, lead to
practitioners’ lack of confidence in simulation tools and
lost opportunities in improving building energy efficiency
and mitigating related carbon emissions. Empirical
validation, which compares calculated results to
monitored data from a real building, test cell, or
laboratory experiment, provides an absolute truth
standard for evaluating a program’s ability to analyze
physical behavior (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2011). However, the
presence of various uncertainties in model inputs and
measurements prevents previous empirical validation
studies in the literature from obtaining conclusive results
(Jensen 1993; Clarke, Strachan, and Pernot 1993; Lomas
et al. 1997; Palomo del Barrio and Guyon 2003, 2004;
Strachan et al. 2015, 2016).
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funded research
project, “Validation and Uncertainty Characterization for
Energy Simulation: Unlocking Opportunities in Energy
Efficiency”, aims to address this issue by: 1) highly
controlled laboratory experiments with various types of
high quality, high resolution monitoring data, 2) explicit

characterization and propagation of experimental and
model uncertainties, and 3) use of probabilistic
discrepancy metrics in comparing simulated and
measured results under these uncertainties. The last two
measures have been incorporated into the framework
proposed by Li et al. (2017) and demonstrated using
synthetic data. This study will enhance the framework,
demonstrate it on real measurement data collected in a set
of experiments for validation of single-room heat transfer
models, and provide observations and discussions based
on the current validation results. The actual experiments
and instrumentations are described in more detail and
justified in a companion paper and a recently released
technical report by Haves et al. (2019a; 2019b).

Methodology
In empirical validation, the concept of an experiment not
only includes the actual field experiment but also the
information and data that are provided for generating a tobe-tested model. Accordingly, the adequacy of an
experiment for empirical validation purpose depends both
on the quality of measurement collected in the field
experiment, and on whether the provided information and
data can lead to a model that has reasonable agreement
with the measurement. Explicit characterization and
propagation of uncertainties and comparison of
simulation and measurement under these uncertainties
enables separation of the contributions of these
uncertainties to the discrepancy between simulation and
measurement from those caused by other model
assumptions, simplifications, solution process errors, etc.
The proposed framework, illustrated in Figure 1, not only
facilitates the diagnosis and refinement of a validation
experiment, but also enables detailed validation and
diagnosis of a future model with an adequate experiment.

Figure 1: Illustration of the framework.
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Uncertainty characterization
The framework of Figure 1 shows the measured data, M,
and the uncertainty in those measurements, UM,
associated with the direct measurements of physical
quantities, e.g. recorded DX coil electric energy use. UM
also includes uncertainties associated with the other
quantities inferred from direct measurements, e.g. hourly
system heating/cooling loads inferred from measurements
of the temperature and flow rate of supply and return air.
The framework shows the building simulation model
inputs, X, and the uncertainties in those inputs, UX , given
detailed description of the experiments and facilities. UX
can be based on equipment specifications, standards, or
research literature. For example, one specification
uncertainty is the thermostat set point that comes from
directly measured room air temperature. Other model
uncertainties include the thermal and optical properties of
most facility fabric materials (ASTM, 2012; Macdonald,
2002), and the rated performance of HVAC components
(AHRI, 2001, 2009; Griffith et al., 2008).
Uncertainty propagation
Uncertainties in model inputs are propagated into the
uncertainties in simulated responses (US) via Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS), a widely used method in uncertainty
and risk analysis. Latin Hypercube design (LHD)
(McKay, Beckman, and Conover, 1979) is used in the
MCS to draw sample from the input space formed by
these uncertainties with maximum stratification in any
one-dimensional projection. In addition, to obtain a good
coverage of the entire space, the minimum pairwise
Euclidean distance between sample points of the sample
in the input space is maximized by repeating the LHD
algorithm a few times and choosing the sample that
achieves this “maximin” property.
To obtain sufficiently accurate estimates of key statistics
of US without incurring too much computation cost, a
convergence testing method with progressive LHD
(Sallaberry, Helton, and Hora, 2008) is proposed to
determine the appropriate sample size for the MCS.
Starting from an initial LHD sample, this method
sequentially doubles the sample size until the estimates
converge. The progressive LHD algorithm reuses
previous samples as the sample size grows while
maintaining the “maximin” property.
Discrepancy metrics
For each of the measurements, two types of simulated
responses are used in comparison with experiment. The
first is a deterministic simulation from a single run of the
model, with uncertain model parameters taking their
nominal values and uncertainty in measurements ignored.
The second is a probabilistic simulation where uncertainty
in both simulation and measurements are propagated
according to the process described above.
In addition to the commonly used normalized mean bias
error (NMBE) and coefficient of variation of root mean
squared error (CV-RMSE), the mean absolute error
(MAE) and its normalized version (NMAE) have been

developed to characterize the discrepancy between the
measurements and the deterministic simulations:
𝑇

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

1
∑| 𝑦̂𝑡 − 𝑦𝑡 |
𝑇

(1)

𝑡=1

𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑦𝑡
𝑀𝐴𝐸
, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑦̅ =
𝑦̅
𝑇

(2)

where 𝑦𝑡 and 𝑦̂𝑡 are the measured and simulated time
series responses respectively at times 𝑡 = 1,2, … 𝑇. The
use of absolute error (AE) ensures that errors in underand overestimation will not cancel out.
When responses like hourly system loads can be both
positive (heating) and negative (cooling), 𝑦̅ can become
very small and notably inflate NMAE values. In this case,
̅̅̅̅ can be used in
the mean of the absolute values |𝑦|
normalization, leading to the mean absolute normalized
(MAN) metrics MANMAE:
𝑀𝐴𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

∑𝑇𝑡=1|𝑦𝑡 |
𝑀𝐴𝐸
|𝑦| =
, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ ̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
𝑇
|𝑦|

(3)

When uncertainty is considered, a new probabilistic error
measurement has been developed for comparison to
ensembles of predictions. Adopted from the cumulative
ranked probability score (CRPS) (Gneiting and Raftery,
2007; Li et al., 2017), the probabilistic absolute error
(PAE) can be considered as a version of absolute error
(AE) that compares a probabilistic simulation ensemble to
a measured value. To compare time series responses, the
mean probabilistic absolute error (MPAE) can be used
and calculated as follows:
∞

2

𝑃𝐴𝐸𝑡 = ∫ (𝐹̃𝑌𝑡 (𝑥) − 𝐻(𝑥 − 𝑦𝑡 )) 𝑑𝑥

(4)

−∞

𝑇

1
𝑀𝑃𝐴𝐸 = ∑ 𝑃𝐴𝐸𝑡
𝑇

(5)

𝑡=1

where 𝐹̃𝑌𝑡 (𝑥), 𝑡 = 1,2, … 𝑇 are the empirical cumulative
̃𝒕 =
distribution functions (CDFs) formed by 𝒚
{𝑦̃𝑡,1 , 𝑦̃𝑡,2 , … , 𝑦̃𝑡,𝑛 }, the probabilistic simulations of time
series responses from the n MCS sample points at the 𝑡th
time step. 𝐻(𝑥 − 𝑦𝑡 ) is the Heaviside unit step function
as defined by:
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 < 𝑏
𝐻(𝑎 − 𝑏) = {
.
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 ≥ 𝑏

(6)

As with MAE, MPAE can be similarly normalized into
NMPAE and MANMPAE. In the absence of any
uncertainty, the probabilistic simulation ensemble
becomes a single simulation, and PAE and its variations
collapse to their AE counterparts respectively.
While both measurement and simulation outputs have
uncertainties, the PAE metric only considers simulation
outputs to be a distribution. Therefore, the perturbedensemble method (Candille and Talagrand, 2008) to
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combine the both uncertainties into a single uncertainty
for use in the PAE metric. This method is applicable as
long as the measurement and simulation uncertainties can
be considered uncorrelated, which is usually valid in
empirical validation cases.
For actual implementation, a sample of the combined
distribution of US and UM can be obtained by the
following steps:
1. Draw a sample of the original distribution of
simulation outputs US using standard uncertainty
propagation of simulation model inputs and MCS.
2. Use each sample point in the sample of US as the
mean, and draw one or more sample points from UM
around this mean. All the samples drawn in this step
now form the sample of the enlarged distribution
US+UM.
The properscoring module (The Climate Corporation,
2015) is used to implement the PAE metrics in this study.
Experiment diagnosis and refinement
If the discrepancy between measurement and simulation
results from a model properly created based on the
information and data of the experiment remains
significant according to certain criteria, the following
measures can be taken to diagnose and refine the
experiment’s adequacy accordingly:
If measurements are mostly within the range of
probabilistic simulation, but the range itself is
considerably large, the dominant causes of the
discrepancy are most likely within the considered
uncertainties. In this case, sensitivity analysis can be used
to identify uncertainties that are most influential on the
discrepancy, and more information and data should be
collected in the experiment to reduce those uncertainties
until the discrepancy becomes satisfactory. A detailed
comparison of commonly used sensitivity analysis
methods can be found in Menberg et al. (2016).
If measurements mostly fall outside of the range of
probabilistic simulation, the discrepancy are most likely
caused by remaining model assumptions, simplifications,
errors in solution process, etc. In this case, the scope of
uncertainties should be expanded to include those not
previously considered and could be influential on the
remaining discrepancy. This process is repeated until
measurements mostly fall within the range of probabilistic
simulation.
Model validation
After an experiment becomes adequate through the
previous procedures for at least one simulation tool, any
future model created with other tools using the final set of
information and data can be validated by following the
same process as shown in Figure 1. This applies to both
deterministic and probabilistic simulations, since the PAE
metric and its variations collapse to their AE counterparts
in the former case and thus make both cases comparable.

Experiment and modeling
The experiments for this study were performed at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)

FLEXLAB test facility to validate modeling of singlezone heat transfer phenomena. The LBNL tests include 12
test scenarios performed under different weather
conditions, and with varying characteristics in room
thermal mass, window treatment, internal heat gain, and
day/night room temperature setpoint. Because of space
limitations in this paper, only 6 of the 12 scenarios with
both small and large discrepancies are compared here.
Full details of the entire project will be made available
through a set of project reports to be released in 2019.
Table 1: Summary of FLEXLAB test scenarios.
Test
scenario
3:02
6:01
11:03
12:01
14:01
15:01

Thermal
mass
Low
High
Low
High
High
Low

Covered
window
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

Internal
load
None
Varying
None
None
Varying
Varying

Room
setpoint
22/22°C
26/26°C
30/20°C
30/20°C
22/26°C
30/20°C

Models of the test cells were created in EnergyPlus V8.9
independently from the experiment team’s internal
models based on the modeling documentation and
experiment information the team provided, and thus
representative of future to-be-tested models in other tools
(i.e. would not include manually “tweaked” model inputs
or hidden knowledge introduced because of facility
familiarity). The boundary conditions of these models are
outside weather conditions for exterior walls, the
measured adjacent cell air temperature for
interior/partition walls, and the measured slab under
surface temperature for the floor. .

Uncertainty characterization
Table 2 summarizes the parameter uncertainties currently
considered in this study, where +/- means the uncertainty
is represented as a range around the nominal parameter
value, and % means this range is represented as a
percentage of the nominal value. For normal distributions,
the % value represent ±3 standard deviations with
additional bounding based on physical laws.
Material thermal properties
Uncertainties associated with most material thermal
properties were obtained from the literature (Macdonald,
2002). As a conservative estimation, these uncertainties
were assumed to follow a uniform distribution within
each of the ranges. These uncertainties were applied to all
opaque material in the test cells, including the equivalent
layers that were created by LBNL to account for thermal
bridges and construction irregularities. Because of lack of
related literature, the same ±5% uncertainty were also
applied to the thermal resistance and conductivity of
window’s glazing, frame, and divider.
Optical properties of opaque material surfaces were
assumed to follow a normal distribution with standard
deviations from Macdonald’s study. Uncertainties in
optical properties of window glazing, including solar and
infrared reflectance and emissivity, are assumed to follow
normal distributions with a 4% standard deviation based
on ASTM E903-12 (ASTM, 2012).
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Table 2: Summary of uncertainties.
Input
Type
Material properties
Opaque material
Conductivity1
Uniform
Density1
Uniform
Specific heat1
Uniform
Opaque material - metal
Solar/thermal absorptance1
Normal
Opaque material - plaster
Solar/thermal absorptance1
Normal
Opaque material – concrete/brick/other
Solar/thermal absorptance1
Normal
Air layer
Thermal resistance
Uniform
Glazing
Conductance
Uniform
Solar/thermal absorptance2
Normal
Solar/thermal transmittance2
Normal
Frame/divider conductance
Normal
Sensor error for model inputs
Weather and ambient conditions
Dry bulb temperature
Uniform
Dew point temperature
Uniform
Global horizontal radiation
Uniform
Diffuse horizontal radiation
Uniform
Opaque sky cover fraction
Uniform
Wind direction
Uniform
Wind speed
Uniform
Ground temperature
Uniform
Ground reflectance
Uniform
Internal load
Lighting/plug load power
Uniform
Boundary conditions
Adjacent cell air temperature
Uniform
Wall heat transfer coef.*
Uniform
Slab surface temperature
Uniform
Thermostat setpoint
Cell mean air temperature
Uniform
Sensor error for measurements
Test cell system loads
Uniform

Range

±5%
±1%
±12.5%
±0.21
±0.09
±0.12
±5%
±5%
±12%
±12%
±5%

±0.1°C
±0.2°C
±5%
±5%
0-1
±2°
±1.5%
20-22°C
0.03-0.09
±1%
±0.02°C
3-12 W/m2K
±0.02°C
±0.02°C
±5%

Source: 1. MacDonald (2002); 2. ASTM E903-12 (2012);
*The combined convection and radiation heat transfer coefficient between the
other side of partition wall and the adjacent cell it belongs to.

Uncertainties of a group of materials with identical
thermal properties but different thicknesses are assumed
to be linearly correlated, implying that they represent
imperfect knowledge about the actual properties of the
material in general rather than its sample variations. This
conservative assumption leads the output variations
caused by these uncertainties to be larger than from
assuming their mutual independence from each other.
Sensor error for model inputs
All the air and surface temperature sensors used in the
experiments were calibrated following standard
procedures. An individual calibration curve was
generated for each sensor. The root mean square (rms) and
max deviations of the points from the curves were
<0.01°C and <0.02°C. As a conservative estimate,
uncertainties of model inputs that are obtained from
related measurements, including the mean slab under

surface temperature and test cell mean air temperature,
were assumed to follow a uniform distribution within
±0.02°C of the measured values and constant over time.
Internal loads from interior lighting and plug load were
directly measured with 1% uncertainty according to the
sensor documentation. Actual weather conditions were
directly measured by a local weather station, so the
individual sensor errors were applied to each of the
weather conditions, including dry bulb and dew point
temperature, global horizontal and diffuse horizontal
radiation, and wind direction and speed. Opaque sky
cover fraction was randomly generated because no
measurements were available. These data were used to
create weather files that were used in the simulations.
Ground temperature was assumed to be between 20°C and
22°C based on the local conditions. The ground
surrounding the test cell is coated with tarmacadam. Its
reflectance was assumed to between 0.03 and 0.09, which
come from two on-site measurements performed in
February (after rain) and July (dry, slightly dusty).
Sensor error for measurements
The actual measured mean air temperature is used in the
setpoint profiles of the ZoneHVAC:IdealLoadsAirSystem
object in the EnergyPlus models, so accurate modeling of
the HVAC system behavior and its controls, which is
outside the scope of this empirical validation study, is
avoided. The measured test cell system loads, the
response used to validate model outputs, were calculated
from measured supply and return air temperature and flow
rates. Uncertainty in the difference between supply and
return temperature was estimated to be 0.15K, and the
airflow has a measurement error of <=3%. An
approximated ±5% for the final system load calculated
from these measurements was estimated and used in the
validation of simulation.

Simulation and analyses
All the created models use conduction transfer functions
to estimate the heat conduction through test cell envelopes
and use a third order finite difference approximation to
solve the zone air energy and moisture balance equations.
A total of 214 independent uncertain inputs were
identified for the test scenarios. Uncertainties of model
inputs were propagated into simulated outputs by MCS.
Python scripts were developed to automate the simulation
and validation process. The model of Test Scenario 3:02
is used in the convergence test to determine the adequate
MCS sample size at which the output statistics and
metrics converge. Simulation using progressive LHD
algorithm with a maximum sample size of 12800
(100×27) was repeated 6 times with different samples. The
average of the final MPAE values of all 6 sequences is
assumed as the “true” value. Results in Figure 4 suggest
that both the standard deviation of the average hourly
system loads (STD Mean) and the MPAE converge after
100×26=6400 sample points, with the maximum
difference among these sequences being less than 1% of
the true value. Therefore, 6400 is used as the MCS sample
size for each test scenario in all following analyses.
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Figure 4: Convergence of the STD Mean (left) and
MPAE (right) for Test Scenario 3:02
The Morris sensitivity method (Campolongo, Cariboni,
and Saltelli, 2007) is used to quantify the elementary
effects of experiment and model uncertainties on
discrepancies. Because of the large number of uncertain
inputs and the amount of repetitions recently suggested by
Petersen et al. (2019) for dynamic building energy
models, a two-step sensitivity analysis was performed.
The first step used a Morris design with 10 repetitions and
31 levels on all 214 uncertain inputs to select a subset of
30 inputs, whose impacts were then further analyzed with
a refined Morris design with 200 repetitions. This led to
in total 2150 simulations in the first step and 6200
simulations in the second step for each test scenarios.

Results and discussions
Figure 5 shows the time series comparisons among the
responses from deterministic simulation, the mean
responses from probabilistic simulation with 95%
confidence bands, and the observed responses from
measurements. Table 3 summarizes the validation results

of all test scenarios, using MANMAE and MANMPAE
for deterministic and probabilistic simulations
respectively. The mean absolute normalized versions of
NMBE and CV-RMSE are also provided. It has been
verified that the simulated air temperature closely
matches the setpoint profiles in all test scenarios, which
ensures that potential bias in comparing simulated and
measured system loads.
Uncertainty analysis and validation
In general, deterministic simulations of the 6 test
scenarios have an average of -4.5% of NMBE and 45.3%
of CV-RMSE, showing errors in hourly estimations that
exceed the 30% criterion suggested by ASHRAE
Guideline 14. The averages of MANMAE is 33.7% and
close to the MANMPAE metric value of 32.8%. This
closeness and the relatively small uncertainty bands as
observed in Figure 5 suggest that these simulation errors
are likely caused by model assumptions, simplifications,
and solution process errors that are unaccounted for in the
current stage of uncertainty analyses.
A closer look at the result of individual scenarios shows
that all discrepancy metrics vary notably among these 6
test scenarios. Scenario 3:02 appears to be the only one
with satisfactory results, and significant errors are
observed in Scenario 11:03, 12:01, and 15:01. While
some of the estimation errors appear to be caused by
irregularities in the measurements such as at the end of
Scenario 14:01, the large discrepancies in other
measurements are not yet clear. It was found that some

Test Scenario 3:02

Test Scenario 6:01

Test Scenario 11:03

Test Scenario 12:01

Test Scenario 14:01

Test Scenario 15:01

Figure 5: Comparison of hourly system loads from simulations and measurements of the 12 test scenarios.
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Table 3: Summary of FLEXLAB validation results.
Test
scenario
3:02
6:01
11:03
12:01
14:01
15:01
Mean
Median

MANMBE
-9.3%
-4.2%
-7.7%
-2.3%
0.8%
-4.2%
-4.5%
-4.2%

Deterministic Simulation
MACV-RMSE
26.6%
53.1%
52.5%
50.5%
31.0%
58.1%
45.3%
51.5%

MANMAE
19.6%
31.9%
44.5%
44.4%
19.2%
42.8%
33.7%
37.4%

Probabilistic Simulation
MANMPAE
17.8%
30.9%
44.6%
43.7%
18.5%
41.6%
32.8%
36.2%

scenarios, such as 12:01, are quite sensitive to the choice
of convection heat transfer algorithm, as shown in Figure
6, and the algorithm cannot be clearly selected a priori
from the current information and data. It is expected that
detailed study on the measured air and surface
temperature and heat flux will shed light upon this issue.
In addition, recent in-depth investigation of the heat flux
meter readings has found unexpected yet limited heat loss
through the slab due to construction complexity. These
investigations and model refinements will be the focus of
follow-on research.

reflectance, glazing optical properties, etc., are
consistently among the most influential inputs in these
scenarios.
 The specific heat and solar/thermal absorptance of
materials including plywood and gypsum board (wall
constructions) and cotton batt (ceiling insulation) are
also consistently influential, suggesting their impacts
through thermal mass and radiant heat transfer likely
with glazings.
 The magnitude of these inputs’ impact on the errors
are smaller than those between simulations and
measurements in all scenarios.
The first two observations may mainly cause the fact that
cases involving solar gains to interior surfaces tend to
have more significant discrepancies between simulations
and measurements. Nevertheless, the last observation
suggests that factors not considered in these uncertainties
are more influential and require further investigation.

Figure 6: Comparison of deterministic simulation errors
of Scenario 12:01 with different convection algorithms
In summary, the notable discrepancies between the
current models and the measurements suggest that the
provided information and data of the experiments are
insufficient for creating models that can universally agree
well with the measurements, and further collection of
information and data and reexamination of uncertainties
are necessary.
Sensitivity analyses
MANMAE of a deterministic simulation is used as the
response in the sensitivity analyses using Morris method,
where the uncertain model inputs vary one-at-a-time and
repeated multiple times at different intervals of their
uncertainty ranges. Metrics that reflect the influence of
uncertain inputs include the mean absolute effect 𝜇∗ , the
mean effect 𝜇, and the standard deviation of effect
variations σ. Detailed explanations and interpretations of
these metrics can be found in Campolongo et al. (2007).
Results in Table 4 shows the top 10 inputs that are most
influential on the MANMAE in each of the 6 test
scenarios. Because of the different settings and boundary
conditions in these scenarios, the actual ranking and
contribution of each input varies. The following general
observations can be obtained:
 Inputs related to room solar and infrared radiation heat
gain, including measured radiation intensities, ground

Conclusion
This study enhanced the empirical validation framework
proposed by Li et al. (2017) and demonstrated it with real
measurement data from a set of controlled single-room
heat transfer experiments. Models of the test facility were
created based on the experiment information and
measurement data. The framework was applied to
characterize the experimental and model uncertainties and
compare simulations and measurements under these
uncertainties. Result of analyses suggested that
considerable discrepancies between the current models
and the measurements are present in most test scenarios,
and are most likely caused by remaining model
assumptions, simplifications, and solution process errors
that are not yet considered in the uncertainty
characterization.
The framework proposed and demonstrated in this study
can be universally applied to future empirical validation
studies to evaluate experiment adequacy. The developed
probabilistic accuracy metrics can be used in various
validation and calibration applications where the
associated uncertainties need to be addressed. In addition,
the process of uncertainty quantification and propagation
demonstrated in this study can inform the inclusion of
uncertainty estimates as an integral part of simulation tool
output in the future. Finally, it is expected that the final
information and datasets will form the basis of a
supplement to the existing BESTEST tests
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Table 4: Summary of FLEXLAB sensitivity analyses results.
Input

µ*
Test Scenario 3:02
Global horizontal solar radiation
4.2%
Glazing solar transmittance
3.9%
Cotton batt 7" absorptance
2.7%
Plywood absorptance
1.6%
Plywood specific heat
1.3%
Gypsum board specific heat
0.9%
Ground reflectance
0.8%
Polyiso specific heat
0.6%
Diffuse horizontal solar radiation
0.6%
Cotton batt 7" specific heat
0.5%
Test Scenario 11:03
Glazing solar transmittance
4.7%
Global horizontal solar radiation
4.2%
Cotton batt 7" absorptance
3.6%
Plywood absorptance
2.2%
Plywood specific heat
1.7%
Cotton batt 7" specific heat
1.2%
Gypsum board specific heat
1.1%
Glazing infrared emissivity
0.9%
Polyiso specific heat
0.7%
Gypsum board absorptance
0.6%
Test Scenario 14:01
Plugs schedule
0.6%
Measurement error
0.6%
Glazing cover infrared emissivity
0.1%
Metal panel absorptance
0.1%
Roof decking 1/2" absorptance
0.1%
Topping slab absorptance
0.1%
Topping slab specific heat
0.1%
Cement board 0.65" absorptance
0.1%
Topping slab conductivity
0.1%
Gypsum board specific heat
0.1%

µ

σ

-0.7%
0.8%
2.7%
-1.5%
1.3%
0.9%
0.0%
0.6%
0.2%
-0.2%

4.7%
4.5%
1.4%
1.1%
0.4%
0.3%
0.9%
0.4%
0.6%
0.6%

-4.7%
-4.2%
3.6%
-2.2%
1.7%
1.2%
1.1%
-0.9%
0.7%
-0.6%

0.9%
0.7%
0.7%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%

-0.6%
0.6%
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%
0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%

0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

(Judkoff, Polly, Bianchi, and Neymark, 2010) that are
referenced by ASHRAE Standard 140 (ASHRAE, 2002).
As stated previously, model uncertainties that are
currently quantified based on the literature will be
reexamined and refined if more detailed measurements
become available. Methods to handle remaining
influential factor, most likely in the form of model form
uncertainty, will also be tested. Criteria to determine
acceptable discrepancy between measurements and
simulations is also suggested for future studies.
Establishing the criteria to determine the validity of a
model can use the same method as suggested above.
Determinations based on the decision risk associated with
the criteria could be another promising method, and an
example can be found in Li et al. (2019).
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Abstract
The energy impact of building performance simulation
uncertainties are often carried out using existing
simulation tools, with Monte Carlo method applied to
sample the possible parameter uncertainty combinations.
The results of those analyses are useful in justifying the
importance of uncertainty analysis and quantifying the
impact of simulation uncertainties in a general way.
However, those results are not practical enough to
provide assistance in actual building designs. This paper
introduces a way to implement the uncertainty analysis
by modifying the source code of a commonly used
simulation tool – EnergyPlus so that the updated tool can
be used for everyday building energy simulation works.

Introduction
Building energy simulation tools have been widely used
to facilitate design for new constructions and support
evaluation and renovation for existing buildings.
However, significant deviations in terms of building
energy consumption can be observed between modelpredicted results and building meter data. Deviations in
energy consumption between predicted and actual
building can be attributed to simulation uncertainties
introduced by three components in our predictions: the
accuracy of the underlying models in simulation tools,
the actual weather, and the accuracy of input parameters
describing the design conditions (Wang et.al, 2012). To
get a better energy simulation result, those deviations
should be captured and taken into consideration. In this
study we focus on how to improve the accuracy of
simulation models. As one major part of a building,
HVAC system is considered as an important simulation
object in building energy modelling since it is the bridge
of converting “the amount of energy required to keep the
building performing in a comfortable way” to “the
amount of source energy that systems consume for
running the building”. Advanced simulation tools such
as EnergyPlus represent HVAC systems as truthfully as
possible, taking all important parameters into
consideration. Inevitably, energy models assume that
every part of the system works as directed by the
schedule and under ideal conditions. This is obviously
not the case， and deviations between ideal and actual
operation will contribute to the performance gap, i.e. the
difference between simulated and measured energy
consumption. Simulation results can become more
reliable if all deviations between ideal and actual
behaviour can be predicted and taken into consideration.

Studies have been carried out to capture those deviations
using different viewpoints. One viewpoint is to directly
capture in a non-intrusive way the differences observed
in real buildings. Typically one can build a Gaussian
Process model with measured training data, and then use
the model with new inputs to make predictions about
uncertainty in outcomes (Yan & Malkawi, 2012).
Despite that this method doesn’t require the model itself
to be accurate, it can only relatively well predict the
building energy consumption on condition that groups of
reliable training data are accessible. In our study we are
interested in the prediction at the design stage. In that
case we can only rely on intrusive methods of capturing
the uncertainties at the model level. Therefore, detailed
causes of deviations should be embedded in module
modifications in the HVAC system modules of the
simulation software. In this study, uncertainties of 5
specific parameters in AHU operation are introduced.
The simulation used for this analysis is EnergyPlus.
HVAC systems can deviate from their intended
behaviour by two major causes. The first one is called
“fault” (M. Basarkar et.al, 2011), which shows as
equipment fails or faulty operation (e.g. temperature
sensor that suddenly fails or drifting over time). The
other cause is that even when the building equipment is
new and operating normally, most of the time it will not
perform ideally as expected. For instance, a damper may
open to 91% or 89% when it is told to open 90%. We
call this type of cause “operation uncertainty”. This
paper only focuses on the second cause, i.e. uncertainties
in HVAC system operation. To make it possible to add
operation uncertainties as a part of the model in a
simulation, detailed possible causes of uncertainties are
identified and added into EnergyPlus source code to
change the values of corresponding system parameters.

Building Model Description
The DOE commercial building reference model in
compliance with ASHRAE 90.1-2010 for a large office
building located in Atlanta is used as the baseline for the
study. The building is mainly served by only one type of
HVAC system: air-based heating and cooling by air
handling unit (AHU) with VAV terminal boxes, using
boiler and chiller as plants. The reason why we choose
this type of system is that it is the most widely used one
for commercial buildings. The building has four stories
with one basement and three upper floors. The basement
has one thermal zone and each upper level has 5 zones
(four perimeter zones and one core zone). Each floor is
served by one variable volume AHU with VAV reheat
terminal boxes in the zones. In each AHU there’s one
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heating coil and one cooling coil. Each VAV terminal
box has one reheat coil. In total there are 20 heating coils
in the system. Each AHU also has an OA damper and is
controlled by an economizer. The building has one boiler
that serves hydronic hot water to the building, and two
chillers which together provide chilled water.

Selected Uncertainty Parameters
There is no prior work on encapsulating operation
uncertainty in HVAC components at the level of the
empirical models in EnergyPlus. Nor is there a theory
that would let us identify the minimal and useful set of
parameters that would sufficiently capture the deviations
from ideal behaviour. This section postulates a number
of parameters based on the fact that certain physical
states of the AHU are hard to control in reality. Each of
these physical states is then reduced to a postulated
parameter that can be positioned in the EnergyPlus
modules that make up the AHU. The HVAC system of
the baseline building consists of three major parts: 1)
primary air loop which includes heating and cooling
coils in AHU, outdoor air controller and mixture, and
supply air fan. 2) Zone equipment loop which includes
the zone VAV boxes and associated components. 3) the
plant loop which includes chiller, boiler and other
associated components. Five uncertainties are identified:
heating coil UA factor uncertainty located in heating
coils, OA controller uncertainty located in outdoor air
controller, temperature sensor uncertainty located at the
outlet of heating coil in AHU, water distribution
uncertainty located in the distribution of heating and
cooling water that supplied into coils, and air distribution
uncertainty located in the distribution of supply air. Each
of these will be treated in detail below.
System UQ: OA Controller
In a common building HVAC system, the mass flow rate
of outdoor air (OA) is calculated based on system
requirements and environment conditions. This result
will then be converted into a damper opening signal and
passed to the OA damper. As we all know, most
dampers are not accurate enough to bring in the exact
amount of air as we expect in the ideal case. However,
this damper uncertainty has not been taken into
consideration in the commonly used simulation tools.
Two steps are taken in order to implement the damper
uncertainty into EnergyPlus: (1) Figuring out where to
insert the uncertainty, and (2) Figuring out how to model
the uncertainty.
For step 1, the EnergyPlus airflow network simulation
process is illustrated in Figure 1 based on the analysis of
EnergyPlus source code. The target parameter that needs
to be modified is the OA flow rate calculated by module
“OA controller”, which is named as “OAMassFlow” in
the source code. The target parameter should be
modified directly after it is calculated by “OA
controller” so that the new outdoor air mass flow rate
will impact the relief air mass flow rate and keep the
total mixed air mass flow rate unchanged in “OA
Mixer”.

Figure 1: Air flow network.
After figuring out the target parameter, in step 2 a new
parameter named “OADamperUQValue” is defined to
represent the OA damper uncertainty value. The new
“OAMassFlow” is then calculated with Equation (1)
below.
OAController%OAMassflow
(1)
= (1 + 𝐎𝐀𝐃𝐚𝐦𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐔𝐐𝐕𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞)
× OAController%OAMassflow
This equation was not added into the original module but
added as a new UQ module. During each execution of
module “OA Controller”, this UQ module will be called
to update the OA mass flow rate at the spot described
above in step 1. Before the update, the UQ module will
have to first generate a uncertainty value named
“OADamperUQValue”. This value will vary in every
time step, and from damper to damper. The uncertainty
values for each damper are generated based on uniform
distribution with a pair of symmetric upper and lower
bounds which are defined as user inputs (+/- 10% are
used for this paper). If the generated value is positive,
the module “OA controller” will pass a larger OA mass
flow rate value then the ideal one (original result) to the
OA Mixer; If negative, the output of module “OA
Controller” will be smaller then it’s original result.
System UQ: Heating Coil UA
In EnergyPlus, object “Coil: Heating: Water” provides a
module that uses an NTU-effectiveness model of a static
heat exchanger. The model takes UA, the effectiveness,
as well as inlet fluids conditions and flow rates as its
inputs and calculates the outlet fluids conditions as
outputs (Zhang, 2001). Inlet fluids include inlet hot
water and inlet air that ready to be heated up. The UA is
either a user input or calculated based on the design
conditions of the heating coil. No matter how the UA is
assigned, the value of this parameter is fixed and will not
be changed during the whole simulation. However, in a
real system, the UA value for most coils are not
constantly the same as their labeled values due to
imprecisely manufacture, and the real UA of a coil in use
may not equal to the rated value if the coil is not fully
loaded.
The implement of UA could be performed in two
possible ways:
1. Consider the uncertainty as an inherent attribute of
each coil and add a user defined parameter for the coil
module as a ratio of how good the target heating coil can
performance as a heat exchanger.
2. Consider the uncertainty as a function of the hot water
flow rate and modify the UA value in the simulation in
every time step using this function.
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For this paper, since it’s hard to figure out the relation
between UA value and hot water flow rate, the first
method is used to estimate the uncertainty.
The logic of heating coil simulation is quite simple and
straight forward in EnergyPlus. The Subroutine
“SimulateWateCoilComponents” will be called for
simulating the heating coil, and the target parameter that
needs to be modified in this subroutine is called
“UACoilVariable”.
A
parameter
named
“HeatingCoilUAUncertaintyFactor” is added into the
heating coil module to represent the uncertainty value
and will be defined as a user input. Once the uncertainty
value is assigned, it will be fixed for the rest of the
simulation.

Figure 2: Working Process of Subroutine
“SimulateWaterCoilComponents”.
Figure 2 above shows the process of the modified
subroutine. The target parameter “UACoil Variable” is
modified with Equation (2).
WaterCoil%UACoilVariable
= 𝐇𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐧𝐠𝐂𝐨𝐢𝐥𝐔𝐀𝐔𝐧𝐜𝐞𝐫𝐭𝐚𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐲𝐅𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫
× WaterCoil%UACoilVariable

(2)

System UQ: Temperature Controller
Figure 3 illustrates the principle of a mostly used simple
water coil controller. The controller reads the real outlet
air temperature (sensed value) as well as the desire outlet
air setpoint temperature (setpoint value) from the control
node and maintain the sensed temperature at the setpoint
value by modulating the inlet water flow rate at the
actuator node.

According to the principle above, EnergyPlus does the
calculation below to find out the proper water flow rate:
1. Read the outlet air temperature “SensedValue”,
2. Calculate the difference between the sensed value and
setpoint value “DeltaSensed”
3. Use root-finding algorithm to find the
“NextActuatedValue” such that the corresponding
“DeltaSensed” value equals to 0.
While in reality, the sensed temperature will not be the
same as its actual value due to the sensor uncertainty,
which will cause the coil controller to come up with a
different water inlet flow rate, and will impact both the
plant energy consumption and the coil outlet air
temperature.
For now, we consider this uncertainty as an inherent
attribute of the sensor, which means the uncertainty
factor will be set up only once and used for the entire
simulation. (e.g. if the factor>0, the sensor will always
give a larger number then the actual value.) To capture
this accuracy of the sensor, we add a module named
“Temperature Controller”. It allows user to define a
value to represent the sensor inaccuracy. By changing
the code of controller simulation, this user input factor
will be used to add uncertainty to the target parameter
“Sensed Value”.
SensedValue
= Node(sensedNode)%Temperature
(3)
× 𝐓𝐞𝐦𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐫𝐔𝐧𝐜𝐞𝐫𝐭𝐚𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐲𝐅𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫

System UQ: Hot Water Distribution in Air Handling
Unit and System UQ: Water Distribution in VAV
Reheat Coils
For each air loop served by one AHU, there are more
than one heating coil located in the air handling unit or
in each VAV terminal boxes (re-heat coil). All those
coils get their inlet hot water from one plant with the
same pump. Thus, both the inaccuracy of the pump and
the unbalance of water network will cause the
uncertainty of inlet water flow rate for each heating coil.
The two types of uncertainty are both captured with the
following equation:
(4)
𝑚̇𝑖𝑟 = (𝑚̇𝑖𝑑 + 𝑥𝑖 𝑀̇𝑑 )(1 + 𝜌)
where
𝑚̇𝑖𝑟 : Actual water mass flow rate received by terminal I
𝑚̇𝑖𝑑 : Demand water mass flow rate by terminal I, which
is also the target parameter for this uncertainty
𝑀̇𝑑 : Total demand water mass flow rate by one pump

Figure 3: Work process of controller: Water Coil.

𝜌: Uncertainty factor that capture the error in the use of
idealized pump reaction
𝑥𝑖 : Uncertainty factor caused by unbalance of
distribution
In order to implement the uncertainties, we have to (1)
Update 𝑚̇𝑖𝑑 to 𝑚̇𝑖𝑟 with Equation (4), (2) Calculate and
assign 𝜌, 𝑥𝑖 to each water coil, and (3) Calculate total
actuated water mass flow rate 𝑀̇𝑑 .
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In EnergyPlus source code, simulations of air handling
unit coils and VAV reheat terminal coils are carried out
in different places, so the uncertainty implementation for
those two types of water distribution will be discussed
separately.
Hot Water Distribution in Air Handling Unit
In EnergyPlus source code, the water inlet mass flow
rate of each coil is calculated and assigned to the
corresponding water coil inlet node by a subroutine
called
“UpdateController”
under
section
“ManageAirLoops”. The value of target parameter 𝑚̇𝑖𝑑 in
this subroutine is called “NextActuatedValue”. Based on
Equation (4), the target parameter is modified with
Equation (5).
NextActuatedValue
= (NextActuatedValue
(5)
+ 𝐖𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐅𝐥𝐨𝐰𝐑𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐔𝐐𝟏
× HeatingTotalNextValue)
× (1 + 𝐖𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐅𝐥𝐨𝐰𝐑𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐔𝐐𝟐)
Since subroutine “UpdateControl” is not only used for
AHU water coil control, in order to make sure that the
modification of the subroutine only affect AHU water
coils, a new module named “ReupdateController” which
contains the equation above is added to modify the
“NextActuatedValue”.
WaterFlowRateUQ1 is generated using normal
distribution. WaterFlowRateUQ2 is added as a user
input and will be read from IDF files. Since once the
water system is designed and the pump is selected, the
relationships between each branch are defined and will
not be changed if the loop structure stays the same,
uncertainty
value
WaterFlowRateUQ1
and
WaterFlowRateUQ2 should stay the same during the
whole simulation. The two uncertainty values are
calculated at the very beginning of the water flow
distribution simulation process and fixed during the
whole
simulation.
The
value
of
"HeatingTotalNextValue" is calculated by summing up
all the water coil inlets.
Water Distribution in VAV Reheat Coils
The simulation of VAV reheat terminal coils are carried
out in section “ManageZoneEquipment”. The target
parameter
of
this
uncertainty
is
called
“CalculatedSetPoint” which is called by subroutine
“ControlCompOutput”. Instead of modifying the original
subroutine “ControlCompOutput”, a new subroutine is
added to replace the original one specifically for VAV
reheat coil simulation to make sure that the original
subroutine still works in other sections of the simulation.
The new subroutine is called “ReControlCompOutput”.
Based on Equation (4), the target parameter for this
uncertainty is modified with Equation (6).
ZoneController%CalculatedSetPoint
= (ZoneController%CalculatedSetPoint
(6)
+ TotalReheatWater × 𝐔𝐐𝐗𝐢𝐑𝐞𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭)
× (1.0d0 + 𝐔𝐐𝐑𝐨𝐑𝐞𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭)
× (1.0d0 + AirFlowUQRo)

The two uncertainty factors 𝐔𝐐𝐗𝐢𝐑𝐞𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭 and
𝐔𝐐𝐑𝐨𝐑𝐞𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭 are generated at the beginning of the
simulation and are following the same methodologies as
those for water distribution in AHU water coils.
The total water flow rate "TotalReheatWater" is
calculated by summing up the reheat water flow rate of
all terminals.
System UQ: Air Distribution
The causes and the quantification for uncertainties in air
distribution are mainly the same with those for water
distribution. Instead of targeting water inlet mass flow
rate, in air distribution we target the demand air mass
flow rate, which is represented by name “MassFlow”
and calculated in subroutine “SimVAV”, and the
modification of the parameter will follow equation (7).
MassFlow = (MassFlow + AirFlowUQXi
(7)
× TotalAirAHU)
× (1.0d0 + AirFlowUQRo)
The two uncertainty factors AirFlowUQXi and
AirFlowUQRo will be generated at the beginning of the
simulation and following the same methodologies as
those for water distribution.
The total air flow rate “TotalAirAHU” is calculated by
summing up the air mass flow rate of all terminals.

Simulation results analysis
To test how much the five developed uncertainties are
going to impact the energy consumption, we used
GURA-W (Georgia Tech Uncertainty and Risk Analysis
workbench), which was specifically developed to carry
out uncertainty analysis based on Monte Carlo
simulations (Lee et.al. 2013), to generate series of
samples for each uncertainty factor within a certain
range and run the simulations for both January (typical
heating dominated month) and July (typical cooling
dominated month) and get hourly energy consumptions
of the building. The distribution uncertainty for water
and air are simulated together since they take places in
the same modules. All uncertainties are given the range
of 0.8-1.2 (±20%) and run with 50 samples for both
January and July except for Water and Air Distribution,
which has 33 groups of samples for January and 30
groups of samples for July. The energy consumption
differences between the baseline buildings and the test
building with each uncertainty are calculated to evaluate
the impact of each uncertainty. The results of minimum,
maximum and average energy impact of each
uncertainty are listed in the tables below. Positive
numbers means that the uncertainties bring increases to
the energy consumption and negative numbers stand for
energy consumption reductions.
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Table 1: Impact of each uncertainty in January.
Uncertainty

OA
Controller
Coil UA
Temperature
Sensor
Water and
Air
distribution

Hourly
Min
(%)

Hourly
Max
(%)

Daily
Min
(%)

Daily
Max
(%)

Monthly
Average
(%)

19.440

43.94

4.39

13.02

17.21

-0.002

0.002

0.001

0.001

<0.001

80.82

10.44

<0.001
-47.68

106.30

33.06

Figure 5: Hourly Energy Consumption Difference for
January 4th.

Table 2: Impact of each uncertainty in July.
Uncertainty

OA
Controller
Coil UA
Temperature
Sensor
Water and
Air
distribution

System UQ: OA Controller in January. Figure shows a
regularly repeated pattern of energy consumption
difference during certain period of time. To look at the
values in a more explicit way, 4 groups of values of
hourly energy consumption difference for 4 typical days
in January are shown as below in color scaled cells, in
which red represents top 10% highest value, blue
represents 10% lowest value, and yellow represents 0.

Hourly
Min
(%)

Hourly
Max
(%)

Daily
Min
(%)

Daily
Max
(%)

Monthly
Average
(%)

-2.96

3.5

-1.29

1.44

0.55

Figure 6: Hourly Energy Consumption Difference for
January 11th.

22.37

12.02

Figure 7: Hourly Energy Consumption Difference for
January 18th.

<0.001
<0.001
-12.18

42.18

-5.84

Since all the uncertainties are simulated under the same
range, it is safe to say that the impacts on energy
consumption by uncertainty in heating coil UA and
temperature sensors are very small. Deviation introduced
by uncertainty in OA controller and in water and air
distributions can be significantly higher.
Besides showing the overall impact on energy
consumption, the embedded uncertainty modules allow
us to check the impact patterns on an hourly base.
Figure 4 below shows the hourly energy consumption
distribution for all 50 samples (left y-axis) and the
distribution of average hourly consumption difference
(right y-axis) for the simulation of test building with

Figure 8: Hourly Energy Consumption Difference for
January 25th.
Figure 5 to 8 shows that the test building has higher
energy consumption then the baseline from 12:00:00 to
18:00:00 during the days, and has lower energy
consumption during mornings and nights. This pattern is
reasonable since Atlanta has relative warm winter days,
and the outdoor air temperature in the afternoon may
meet the requirements and trigger the economizer to
bring in more outdoor air, which gives OA controller

Figure 4: Hourly Energy Consumption and Hourly Average Energy Consumption Difference Distributions for
UQ: OA Controller, January.
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more space to affect the energy consumption.

Conclusion and future work
This study investigates the features of 5 HVAC
operation uncertainties detected in the case building,
generates methods that can capture the impacts of those
uncertainties, upgrades EnergyPlus by updating its
source code, eventually testing the impacts of the 5
uncertainties using GURA-W by UA based on sampling
over a hypothetical uncertainty range which is taken as
±20%, using the extended version of EnergyPlus with
upgraded AHU modules. The study presents a feasible
way to embed the uncertainty calculation into an existing
simulation tool (EnergyPlus) which is easier and more
practical to use for actual building design and analysis.
In addition to the practicability, compared to applying a
general assumption on uncertainties over the total model
result, this modified tool can better assist design teams in
decision makings by allowing projects to simulate the
energy impact of each uncertainty factor individually.
For example, if the impact is considered small enough to
be ignored, the related equipment could be selected with
lower precision.
The next step of this work is to apply those system
operation uncertainties to real simulations. But some
issues deserve special attention:
Limitations
For the heating coil UA factor, our treatment has only
shown how to add UA factor uncertainty to heating coils
and not cooling coils. As cooling coil play an important
role in cooling mode, it is necessary to also investigate
how EnergyPlus models cooling coil and add UA
uncertainty to it.
For temperature sensor uncertainty, it would be better to
relocate the sensor uncertainty to zone temperature
sensor, as we addressed in the last chapter.
For water distribution, as it was introduced in the last
chapter, our upgraded EnergyPlus model cannot model
the unbalancing of AHU coils and VAV reheat coils
together (as addressed at the end of the last chapter). To
connect those two types of coils together, one needs to
loop over Manage HVAC twice and make sure nothing
else will be affected or find another way to capture the
uncertainty.
We only considered 5 uncertainties, while there still a lot
of additional operation uncertainties exist in the system,
for instance, the uncertainty of supply air leakage, and
uncertainties caused by boiler and chiller operation.
Applicability to other buildings
Since the uncertainties are caused by HVAC operation,
which are specific to the HVAC system, the specifics of
the building will not have a significant influence factor
on the operation uncertainty. Thus, once the

uncertainties have been well captured, we can use them
in the simulation of any building with the same HVAC
system type.
Future work: Quantification of the uncertainty ranges in
uncertainty analysis of building designs
As the uncertainties are mainly affected by HVAC
system type, we can collect data from a set of monitored
buildings with the same HVAC system type and
calibrate the uncertainty ranges over the set of buildings.
This requires selection of suitable buildings with
appropriate metered data.
The ultimate objective of the work will be to do a full
uncertainty analysis of building energy models and
determine through sensitivity analysis what the role is of
the system parameters on the resulting energy
performance. This will lead to generic statements about
the need to consider system uncertainty as part of a
simulation and the need to make system upgrades part of
a planned retrofit.
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Abstract
A set of grey box models for a passive single family house
is evaluated to understand the influence of inputs (solar
radiation, internal gains and ventilation) knowledge. The
models are evaluated with both a log likelihood ratio test
and evaluation of the long-term prediction RMSE. It is
shown that solar radiation is a necessary input, while
internal gains and ventilation gain show more ambiguous
results. It is also shown that a strict log likelihood
evaluation based on 1-step predictions is not suited for
evaluating models for applications where longer
predictions are necessary.

Introduction
The Clean Energy Package of the European union
highlights the importance of utilising end-user flexibility
to support the decarbonisation of the energy system
(European Commission, 2018).
In Norway, about 80 % of the buildings' heat demand is
met by electricity, either with heat pumps or direct electric
heating (Bøeng, 2005; Lindberg & Magnussen, 2010);and
given the lack of a natural gas network there seems to be
limited potential to substitute it with other energy carriers
(Sandberg et al., 2017; Sartori et al., 2009). Hence, the
heat demand of buildings comprises a large flexibility
potential for the power system. For the building to control
its load, i.e. provide demand response (DR) to the
electricity grid, suitable methodologies for load forecast
and load control are needed. Model Predictive Control
(MPC) is one of the methodologies that provide optimal
response to control signals – such as hourly energy price
or CO2 footprint – while keeping the building's operation
within the occupant's satisfaction boundaries (Halvgaard
et al., 2012).
In literature, there exist typically three main modelling
approaches which are used for developing MPC models
(Reynders et al., 2014). White-box models are based
purely on knowledge about the physical parameters of the
building. However, it is often challenging to derive these
physical properties from existing buildings to yield
satisfactory results, in addition to the fact that complex
models comprising hundreds of differential equations are
not suitable for MPC uses. Black-box models are purely
based on analysis of measurement data. A substantial
amount of data is needed for appropriate results, and the
models can diverge significantly when operating outside
the range of conditions used in the training dataset. Grey-

box models are a combination of these two, where
statistical methods are used to derive the parameters of a
reduced-order physical model.
Previous works on identifying grey-box models usually
contain experiments with rich datasets of various
measured inputs, i.e. detailed measurements on
meteorological parameters (solar radiation, outdoor
temperature, windspeed), and the usage of the building
(ventilation heat and internal gains) (Bacher & Madsen,
2011; Bacher et al., 2013; Vogler-Finck et al., 2018).
However, outside laboratory experiments it is difficult to
obtain measurements for many of these parameters.
The aim of this work is to investigate which parameters
and inputs are necessary in order to generate adequate
grey-box models for MPC applications. The investigation
is performed through model identification based on
maximum likelihood estimations in CTSMR (a tool for
continuous time stochastic modelling developed at DTU
Compute in Denmark, (Kristensen et al., 2004). A
selection of models, containing different knowledge about
the building input and parameters are tested, and
evaluated for both short-term (one timestep) and longterm (one week) predictions.

Test building and experimental data
The dataset used for model identification in this paper is
based on an experiment performed on the ZEB Living Lab
in Trondheim (Vogler-Finck et al., 2017) that makes use
of a PBRS (Pseudo-Random Binary Signal). The ZEB
living lab is an experimental facility designed to be a zeroemission single family house. The building envelope is
highly insulated with 35-40 cm of rock-wool insulation
and has a window ratio of about 20% of the heated floor
area. The building is on a single floor and consists of 7
inhabitable rooms (whereof 4 are interconnected without
doors), and with a total floor area of about 100 m2. In
addition, about 90 m2 of PCM (phase change material)
built into the inner walls (Goia et al., 2015).
The dataset contains data with a sampling rate down to 5
minutes, both meteorological data (ambient temperature,
global solar radiation, wind speed and wind direction) and
building performance data (heat input, ventilation heat,
internal gains and indoor temperature). It should be noted
that, for technical reasons, the ventilation heat is not
measured directly, but calculated from a known air flow
rate (assumed to be constant) and the air supply and
extract temperatures. During the experiments, the
building was heated with an electrical heater located in
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the middle of the building. The building was unoccupied
during the experiments.
The full datasets from three experiments are available
online (Vogler-Finck et al., 2017), and are named
experiment 2, 3 and 4. In this work, the second part of
experiment 3 (after the ventilation inlet temperature is set
to 18 °C) is used as the training dataset, and experiment 4
is used as the validation dataset. The input and
measurement data are shown in Figure 3. An important
difference between experiment 3 and 4 is that during
experiment 3, the doors to the two bedrooms where
closed, while they were open in experiment 4. It should
also be noted that the ventilation is turned off in the
second part of experiment 4.

Method
Grey-box models can be described as a set of first order
continuous stochastic differential equations (SDE) (in this
case linear and time invariant). These equations can be
written in a state space representation as shown in
equations (1) and (2):
𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝐴(Θ)𝑋(𝑡) + 𝐵(Θ)𝑈(𝑡) + 𝜎(Θ)𝑑𝜔
(1)
𝑌(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑋(𝑡) + 𝜖
(2)
where X(t) is the state vector, which in building energy
modelling usually represents internal temperatures. U(t)
is the vector of measured inputs, both controlled ones
(heating from radiator) and disturbances (solar radiation,
internal heat gains, etc.). The stochastic part is represented
by ω, which is a Wiener process; hence 𝜎(Θ)𝑑𝜔 is the
random walk error of the estimated states. A and B are
matrices whose elements are functions of the parameters
Θ, while C describes the relation between the model's
states (predicted temperatures) and the measured outputs
Y(t) (measured temperatures), while 𝜖 is the error of the
measurements, assumed to be white noise.
The parameters Θ in the grey-box model are estimated
using. CTSMR, which employs an extended Kalman filter
together with a maximum likelihood approach to estimate
the parameters.
Linear and time invariant state space models are highly
suitable for MPC applications, as they can be discretized
and reformulated into a linear programming (LP)
optimisation problem (Halvgaard et al., 2012).
A backward selection strategy is applied. Starting with the
full set of inputs as described in the following section, the
model is reduced step by step, by successively removing
disturbances while the order of the model is kept constant.
The models are evaluated in two steps. A statistical
evaluation of the identified models, and a long-term
prediction evaluation.
To evaluate if there is a significant difference between
two models, a likelihood ratio test as described by (Bacher
& Madsen, 2011), is applied. Given two models where the
model A is a simpler submodel of the more complex
model B, the likelihood ratio test determines whether the
complex model is significantly better than its simpler
submodel. If the p-value of the χ2 distribution is above a

certain threshold, (typically 5%), the complex model is
not significantly better than the simpler model.
The likelihood ratio from the parameter estimation is
valid for a 1-step prediction, while in an MPC application,
the prediction horizon of the optimiser must be long
enough to ensure stability of the controller and
meaningfulness of the results. To evaluate the model's
performance of long-term predictions (~1 week), the
model is simulated by solving the deterministic part of the
SDE using alternatively the training dataset and the
validation dataset. In both cases, the initial conditions
(temperatures) are set and the model predicts the
evolution of the indoor temperatures for the whole period,
assuming perfect knowledge of the disturbances and
controlled input. The model most fitted for MPC
applications is the model with the best trade-off between
computational efficiency and prediction capability in both
short (1-step ahead) and longer term (ca. 1 week, the
possible prediction horizon in an MPC implementation).
We therefore evaluate both the likelihood ratio for the 1step ahead prediction and the RMSE of the long-term
prediction.
The full grey-box model
The main purpose of the grey-box model is to give an
adequate description of the thermal behaviour of the
building (indoor temperature), while accounting for the
controlled input (e.g. heating power) and the disturbances
(e.g. solar gains).
A two-state model including internal gains, ventilation
heat, solar gain, and windspeed is used as a starting point.
An RC-diagram representation of the full model is shown
in Figure 1. It contains two state variables:
•
•

Ti (°C): Interior air temperature
Tw (°C): Internal temperature of the building
envelope
Each of these have the corresponding thermal capacities:
•
•

Ci (Wh/K): Heat capacity of the interior
Cw (Wh/K). Heat capacity of the building
envelope
There are three internal resistances:
•
•
•

Ri (K/W): between the building envelope and the
interior
Re (K/W): between the ambient and the building
envelope
Rinf (K/W): Infiltration resistance described
according to equation (3), where k is a constant
parameter and Ws (m/s) is the windspeed.
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑓 =

1
𝑘∗𝑊𝑠

(3)

The model has one controllable input, and four
disturbances:
•
•
•
•

Φh (W): Heat gain from the electric heater,
Φig (W): Internal loads
Φv (W): Heat gains from the ventilation
Aw*Φs (W): Solar gains, which equals solar
irradiation multiplied with the effective window
area.
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•

Ta (°C): Heat losses due to the ambient
temperature

Figure 1: RC- diagram representation of the full model.
The RC-network yields the following SDEs:
1
𝑘𝑊𝑠
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑖 )𝑑𝑡 +
(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑖 )𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑇𝑖 =
𝐶𝑖 𝑅𝑖 𝑤
𝐶𝑖
+

1
𝐶𝑖

(𝐴𝑤 Φ𝑠 + Φ𝑣 + Φ𝑖𝑔 + Φℎ )𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑖 𝑑𝜔𝑖 (4)
𝑑𝑇𝑤 =
1
𝐶𝑤 𝑅𝑒

1
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑤 )𝑑𝑡 +
𝐶𝑤 𝑅𝑖 𝑖

(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑤 )𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑤 𝑑𝜔𝑖

(5)

Before deciding for this model configurations, some other
typical configurations where tested (e.g. adding a
capacitance and a resistance between the heater and the
indoor temperature, and splitting the solar gain between
the indoor temperature and the wall temperature).
Without significantly improving the model.
With this as a starting point, we investigate the effect of
removing each of the following parameters and inputs
from the full model
• Wind – (removing Rinf)
• Solar gains – (removing Aw* Φs)
• Ventilation gains – (removing Φv)
• Internal gains – (removing Φig)

living lab. Based on this, windspeed is not considered in
the remaining reduced models.
Figure 4 shows the estimated parameters for the different
models with the uncertainties, corresponding to 2
standard deviations. In general, the estimated parameters
are similar. However, in the model without solar radiation
(B), the uncertainties of the estimated parameters are
significantly higher, which is consistent with the higher
likelihood ratios shown in Table 1. In comparison, the
heat capacity of the indoor air and the total resitance has
been estimated to 0.12 kWh/K 14 K/kW (Vogler-Finck et
al., 2018).
The prediction capability is investigated for the most
promising models, i.e. model A, C, D and E. In addition,
model B without solar radiation is included to show the
consequences of not taking solar gains into account.
Figure 5 shows predictions of the internal temperatures
for the total dataset (training and validation data), for both
15- and 60-minutes time step models. Figure 6 shows the
corresponding evolution of the root-mean-square-error
(RMSE).

Discussion
Influence of inputs
Evaluating all the reduced models in Table 1, it is evident
that solar radiation is the input that clearly reduces the
likelihood of the model, when removed. This applies to
all model combinations and gives a clear indication that
the solar radiation is a significant parameter. Figure 2
shows the auto-correlation function (AFC) of the
residuals for the full model (left) and model B without
solar radiation (right) with 60 min time resolution of the
data. Both plots show some diurnal lag, however it is
much more significant for the model without solar
radiation, and hence, we may conclude that relevant
information is missing in the reduced model.

The model with the highest log likelihood is used as a base
model for further reduction. The log likelihood ratio test
is used to evaluate if the reduction is significant. To
investigate the impact of time resolution of the
measurements and controller sample time, all model
formulations are evaluated with both 15- and 60-minute
time step (Ts), to evaluate the effect of sampling rate.
Table 1shows the models selected for detailed analysis.
The #param column show the number of parameters that
must be estimated by CTSM, and the #inputs column
show the number of input and disturbance loads.

Results
Table 1 shows the log-likelihood of the full models and
the likelihood ratio of the reduced models. The smaller the
value of the likelihood ratio, the less difference there is
between the base model and the reduced model. The
model without wind performs almost equally well as the
full model. For this model the value of k approaches zero
and the p-value is equal to 1. This indicates that the wind
speed has a negligible impact, which is justifiable in a
highly insulated and airtight building such as the ZEB

Figure 2:AFC for full model (left) and model B without
solar radiation (right)
Also, from the log-likelihood ratio test in Table 1 it is
clear that the solar radiation is a significant input to the
model with a p-value << 0.05. The prediction results in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 (orange line) also demonstrate the
incapability of the models without solar radiation. It is
interesting to see in Figure 5 how quickly model B
(orange) deviate from the measured internal temperature,
which indicates that it would be insufficient also for short
prediction horizons.
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The test also implies that removing information about the
ventilation has a significant impact, with a p-value < 0.05.
However, when looking at the prediction capability in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 model C (green) seems to fit the
internal temperature better than the full model, even with
a lower likelihood in the parameter estimation.
Figure 6 shows that the RMSE for the whole prediction
period is similar for the model with and without
ventilation, i.e. respectively model A (blue) and model C
(green). Therefore, as there are too many unknown and
interlinked effects, it is not possible to conclude that the
model without ventilation is superior to the models that
take the ventilation into account, or if it will perform
"good enough" in a real application. Hence, the results
indicate that the models do not handle the impact of
ventilation in a proper way. This could be due to the
model structure, and/or the data quality of the ventilation
heat gain measurements, which are not fully measured but
calculated based on measured supply and return
temperatures and the assumption of constant, nominal air
flow rate. Based on the results, we may conclude that
ventilation heat is only of value to the model if it is
properly measured.
Internal gains show a more ambiguous behaviour, with a
difference between the shorter time step (Ts=15min) and
the longer time step (Ts=60min), see Table 1. This can be
explained by a combination of model structure and the
nature of the internal gains signal itself. The internal gains
mainly fluctuate between 170W and 250W (not a strong
variation compared to other inputs such as solar and active
heating), with short spikes (lasting around 15 min)
repeating with a relatively constant period (somewhat
longer than one hour), as visible in Figure 3.
With 60 min time step, such a signal could be handled
properly by the stochastic part of the model, i.e. the
Wiener process, thus making it redundant to explicitly
consider it as an input. Indeed, internal gains result in the
grey area of significance; the p-value is below the
threshold of 0.05 but is not so small as for other input,
thus not allowing to be conclusive on their nonsignificance.
With 15 min time step, the results from the likelihood
ratio test are unexpected in what the value is negative.
Strictly interpreted, this would mean that the reduced
model 'fits better' than the more complete one. However,
a more meaningful interpretation is that the model does
not handle properly signals with so high a frequency (the
15 min spikes). The model is of second order, and the
value of the capacitance directly connected to the interior
temperature, Ci, is determined by stronger, lower
frequency inputs, such as solar gains and active heating.
Thus, the model acts like a low-pass filter with respect to
the internal gains, and the model appears to fit better when
this input is eliminated altogether. Whether adding a
further capacitance to capture the influence of higher
frequency signals – thus moving to a third order model –
would improve the overall trade-off between
computational efficiency and prediction capability
remains to be investigated. In the long-term prediction

(Figure 6), we can see that the model without the internal
gains (red) perform worse than the model that includes the
internal gains (blue), in contradiction to what one would
expect from the likelihood evaluation.
Influence of time step
In general, the models perform better on the training
dataset than on the validation dataset. As mentioned in the
dataset description, an important difference between the
two datasets, is that the bedroom doors were closed in
validation dataset. This might have significant influence
on the dynamic behaviour of the building and contribute
to the lower prediction performance on the validation
dataset. The relative difference between the test and train
dataset is larger for the models with shorter time step. One
explanation for this can be that the longer time step
smoothens out the short-term differences between closed
and open doors, as time allows the temperatures to even
out.
The results also show lower prediction errors for the
models with longer time step. This contradicts the results
found by Vogler-Finck et al. (2018). One explanation for
this can be that in this work, the disturbances has been
resampled from the 5 minute datasets to higher time steps
by taking the mean values, while in Vogler-Finck et al.
(2017) instantaneous values for solar radiation and
ventilation heat was utilized for evaluating longer time
steps. Another explanation can be that low order models
are not able to handle the fast dynamics of the building,
and by increasing the time step, the fast dynamics are of
less importance, e.g. as with the closing and opening of
doors.
Validity of results
The dataset that is used in this paper, is based on
experiments of a highly insulated, air-tight single family
house. This might influence the validity of the results in
several ways.
Sub-section "Parameter estimation" concluded that the
external wind speed was an insignificant input, which is
expected for an airtight building with balanced
ventilation. However, this conclusion might not be valid
for a less air-tight and insulated building or a building
with natural ventilation.
For highly insulated buildings, disturbances such as
internal gains and solar radiations normally has a higher
relative impact compared to the controlled heating, than
in poorly insulated buildings. This would suggest that
inclusion of these disturbances are of less importance with
less insulated buildings. However, this must be
investigated.
The investigated building has a balanced ventilation
system with approximately constant air-flow and inlet
temperature. For buildings with either demand-controlled
ventilation or buildings that turn off the ventilation at
night (typical non-residential buildings), we expect
impact of ventilation to be more significant. In Figure 6
one can see that when the ventilation is turned off in the
validation data set (after 95 hours), the errors increase for
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the models not taking ventilation into account, i.e. model
C (green) and G (purple).
As discussed above, the internal gains fluctuate with a
more or less constant amplitude and wavelength
throughout the experiment. It is questionable if this is
realistic for normal operation of a single family house.
According to the Norwegian technical specification on
"Energy performance of buildings - Calculation of energy
needs and energy supply" (Standard Norge, 2016), one
could expect much larger diurnal variations. This would
be more challenging for the model to handle.
Another issue that can influence the results, is the
formulation of the full model. The cyclic patterns in
Figure 2 indicate that there are some diurnal effects that
are not properly handled. This is most likely effects of
window location and shadowing objects around the
building that affects the real solar radiation entering the
windows. If this was handled better by the full model, the
difference between the models with and without solar
radiation would be even greater.
There are also indications that the models with longer
time steps (Ts=60min) performs better than the models
with shorter time step. This could be different, for a higher
order model, that would be able to describe fast dynamic
effects better.
Model application in MPC
It is difficult to define a strict limit for how well the
models must perform to be suitable for MPC applications.
However, when applying MPC for utilization of the
thermal flexibility of a building, it is common to work
with fluctuations of ±1°C on the indoor air temperature.
In MPC applications, perfect knowledge about the future
is not available, and prediction models are therefore
necessary. Forecasting models for weather related
disturbances, such as ambient temperature and solar
radiation are readily available, and relatively simple to
implement, while user dependent disturbances such as
internal gains, are much more difficult to predict. It would
therefore be an advantage to have models independent for
these disturbances.

Conclusions and further work
This paper evaluates the impact of removing parameters
and inputs from the identification of a grey box model for
a single-family house. The five reduced models are
evaluated with respect to likelihood ratio test when
compared to a higher order model, and how they perform
when predicting the indoor temperature over a longer
horizon.
The results show that for well insulated buildings with
large window areas, knowledge about the solar radiation
is essential to get adequate results. The necessity of
information about ventilation and internal gains is more
questionable. Especially for ventilation, it seems that it
only has a small impact on the performance, as long as the
flowrate and inlet temperature are constant.
It is also shown that a strict likelihood evaluation based
on 1-step predictions is not suited for evaluating models
for applications where longer predictions are necessary.

Further research is needed to fully understand several
effects. New experiments with a more realistic
representation of the internal gains should be carried out.
In addition, studies on other types of buildings should be
performed, both regarding the building's energy standard
and type of building (residential, offices, schools etc.). It
is also necessary to evaluate the models in MPC
applications, to understand how accurate the models need
to be.
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Figure 3: Experimental dataset (Ts=15 min)
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Table 1: log-likelihood ratio test result from the model identification. (note that model B to H are without wind)
Reduced

Removed

model ID

Inputs

Model

from

Ratio *

p-value

Ratio *

p-value

-

0

Full model

11

6

-

1884.0 **

-

236.4 **

-

A

1

NoWind

10

5

Full

-3.19E-06

1.00

6.45E-08

1.00

B

2

NoSol

9

4

A

700.58

<1.0E-16

280.56

<1.0E-16

C

NoVent

10

4

A

7.17

0.007

8.69

0.003

D

NoInt

10

4

A

-7.06

-

6.31

0.012

NoIntNoVent

10

3

D

6.31

0.012

8.46

0.004

E
3
* log likelihood ratio value
** log likelihood value

Reduced
#param #inputs

Ts=15min

Ts=60min

Figure 4: Estimated parameters for the models, showing the estimated value and the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 5:Prediction of the indoor temperature, starting from initial conditions, for the training (left) and the validation
dataset (right)

Figure 6: Evolution of the RMSE for the prediction of the indoor temperature, starting from initial conditions, for the
training (left) and the validation dataset (right)
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